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Q1 What grade (or grades) did your child(ren) complete this past year?
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3.55% 26
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Q2 So that we can interpret the results of this survey with confidence, we
would like you to select the one grade level you would like to answer about
in this survey. This means that any time you are asked about “your child,”
you would answer thinking about the child who completed the grade you

select, below. Which grade/child would you like to answer about?
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0.82% 6
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30.46% 223

46.58% 341

17.08% 125

5.87% 43

Q3 Overall, how satisfied are you, if at all, with the way your child's school
handled instruction during the school closure.
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Q4 How effective do you think distance learning  was for your child?
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21.04% 154

58.61% 429

20.36% 149

Q5 How would you rate the overall amount of work your child was asked to
complete?
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23.50% 172

36.89% 270

36.61% 268

3.01% 22

Q6 In general, at what level of independence did your child complete their
assignments during distance-learning?
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10.25% 75

39.21% 287

50.55% 370

Q7 Prior to distance learning, would you characterize your child as a
student who...
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18.03% 132

16.39% 120

65.57% 480

Q8 Which model of e-learning did your child find most helpful?
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Q9 How often did each of the following occur during distance learning for
your child? 
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12.02% 88

9.97% 73

29.78% 218

58.20% 426

43.17% 316
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19.26% 141
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11.20% 82

Q10 Which do  you wish your child's teacher(s) did more of during distance
learning?
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23.22% 170
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57.24% 419
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6.42% 47
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Q11 Regardless of the way students and teachers interacted or
communicated, in a typical week, what times of the day did your child

engage with teachers?
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Q12 And what times of the day did your child engage with schoolwork and
assignments that could be completed independently?
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11.61% 85
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Q13 In general what time did your child wake up on a school day during
distance learning?
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9.35% 68
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Q14 On average, how much time in a typical week did your child spend in
online class meetings that included interaction between teachers and

students?
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44.67% 327

46.72% 342

11.75% 86

6.69% 49
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22.54% 165

Q15 And what about your child? Did your child participate by video
(meaning your child had the video camera on) in any of the following

activities?
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7.38% 54

92.62% 678

Q16 Did you have concerns about your child participating with their video
camera on?
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# IF YES, PLEASE SHARE THE CONCERNS YOU HAD ABOUT YOUR CHILD
PARTICIPATING IN VIDEO CHATS/MEETINGS.

DATE

1 No, but with all of us home working my child had to work in her room. She wasn’t comfortable
going online in it. I have since made another nook for my child to go online should this happen
again.

7/29/2020 3:42 PM

2 At times he Max needed help but couldn’t because other children were talking to much. 7/28/2020 8:38 PM

3 My child didn't want to participate, was shy to participate and I had to encourage my child to
speak up.

7/28/2020 7:32 PM

4 Yes. He is camera shy and we were concerned he will lose points for not having his camera on
although his mic was on.

7/28/2020 4:02 PM

5 She didn't want to be seen; preferred completing assignments off computer.. 7/28/2020 12:51 PM

6 At first we had internet lagging issues. But we fixed the issue. 7/28/2020 12:20 PM

7 They weren’t allowed 7/27/2020 7:56 PM

8 It apart of this generation in how things are done to day so no 7/27/2020 9:57 AM

9 They really didn’t make any attempts to do this 7/27/2020 9:48 AM

10 my child only used audio, did not want to be on camera 7/27/2020 8:37 AM

11 He used his personal chrome book but the camera would not work when he logged on to the
google classroom account. It did work when he was off line, so it was not the device which
was new. We reported it to the school counselor but there was no direction for technical help to
fix his google classroom account. I would be comfortable with him using the camera if we
could get it to work.

7/24/2020 10:38 PM

12 she was uncomfortable having the camera on 7/23/2020 2:14 PM

13 Mom works FULL TIME, can not do home school learning 7/22/2020 3:43 PM

14 Students were told they didn’t need to keep their camera on. 7/22/2020 1:24 PM

15 William was not a fan at first but was later excited to see other kids and teachers 7/21/2020 10:02 PM

16 privacy 7/21/2020 6:36 PM

17 Was his choice not to 7/21/2020 2:03 PM

18 No live video chats were ever offered or conducted. 7/21/2020 1:33 PM

19 My child felt uncomfortable and was not motivated to learn via distance learning 7/21/2020 10:30 AM

20 Only issue I had is not knowing the security the school used also knowing Google collects
data through their own admission

7/20/2020 8:58 PM

21 *Students were told camera they can have camera off at beginning of meeting. If students had
camera on the were told to turn it off.

7/20/2020 3:04 PM

22 I was working for home at the same time that she was using the camera. 7/19/2020 7:45 PM

23 Not in my home 7/19/2020 6:24 PM

24 He was completely uninterested and never took part just watched 7/19/2020 11:11 AM

25 Hesitancy to ask questions 7/19/2020 10:21 AM

26 She wasnt really comfortable and got really shy 7/18/2020 6:23 PM

27 My child does not usually like being on video. 7/18/2020 6:13 PM

28 He is shy and can not complete to get a word in. For whole class meetings 7/18/2020 12:46 PM

29 Most of the middle school students didn't seem to turn their cameras on, even when teachers
asked them to do it.

7/18/2020 10:45 AM

30 Security of application streaming video 7/18/2020 7:55 AM
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31 Q only have a camera on my phone. Had to hold the phone & sit during each video meeting 7/18/2020 6:06 AM

32 it's a terrible lesson for our children...we teach them social skills so they can interact in the
world..then we have adults with 2nd agendas keeping our children from the socialization they
desire and need, as well as the sports programs we have all dedicated ourselves to helping
succeed.

7/18/2020 12:11 AM

33 No concerns .. she used it when needed, she just preferred to keep her camera off unless
necessary..

7/18/2020 12:11 AM

34 Need a more secure platform than zoom 7/17/2020 11:14 PM

35 Very shy, audio and technical difficulties are also an issue 7/17/2020 10:06 PM

36 At first when we tried to connect to the video chat, the laptop would crash. We had too many
things connected to the wifi (the doorbell video, light bulbs, alexas, tv's...) but we disconnected
things and then we were okay.

7/17/2020 9:35 PM

37 Only because I was at work so I couldn’t monitor how it was going or what was happening at
the time

7/17/2020 8:50 PM

38 My child is shy and was not used to being on camera. 7/17/2020 8:01 PM

39 My child was shy to use this feature and never wanted to do it 7/17/2020 7:27 PM

40 My child was really self conscious and didn’t like to be on camera and speak 7/17/2020 7:06 PM

41 My child participated on Zoom for the first two sessions, then refused to participate after that.
The last 3-4 weeks of school, he reluctantly participated but without the video.

7/17/2020 6:33 PM

42 2 of my 3 children are in special education at Seymour and find it very hard to interact without
live in person interaction. My 3rd who is the oldest found she can do the video chats but
became anxious because when having to hang up she was not able to see her teacher in
person.

7/17/2020 6:05 PM

43 The teachers did not do enough. 1-hour class meeting per week is inexcusable. These
students deserved small group interactions to learn not to have a "morning meeting" for 45
minutes 1 time per week. Absolutely NO TEACHING was done during the 1 hour weekly
meeting and that is absolutely inexcusable.

7/17/2020 6:03 PM

44 Unknown viewers 7/17/2020 5:52 PM

45 It seemed to make her feel self-conscious at times. 7/17/2020 5:44 PM

46 It seemed a little like invasion of privacy 7/17/2020 5:41 PM

47 She had a hard time focusing and was very distracted 7/17/2020 5:35 PM

48 I had concerns about why my child refused to turn video when participating. 7/17/2020 5:22 PM

49 I was happy for the video meetings with her teacher and class they enjoyed seeing each other
as well as there teachers and question asked helped others that weren't sure

7/17/2020 5:01 PM

50 Worried about back ground noise; possible interruptions and judgement of personal space 7/17/2020 4:56 PM

51 Seeing his stuff in the room and others 7/17/2020 4:28 PM

52 1. I did not want other members of the family inadvertently being heard and seen. 2. My child
was very upset and did not want to be part of it. He felt leftout because only the same outgoing
children spoke at every meeting and teacher didn't always acknowledge the shy kids.

7/17/2020 4:11 PM

53 Privacy—I didn’t like my Kindergartener on live video 7/17/2020 4:08 PM

54 I was concerned that I struggled to get him on. 7/17/2020 3:37 PM

55 He wouldn't go on video at all 7/17/2020 3:33 PM

56 Others are able to see what the child’s home/room looks like and we could hear other people in
the classmates houses talking.

7/17/2020 3:17 PM

57 the possibility of seeing something inappropriate from another classmate's home 7/17/2020 3:17 PM

58 This was based more on finding my middle schooler a quiet place as her 2 siblings and myself 7/17/2020 3:03 PM
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were all doing live lessons daily.
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5.46% 40
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Q17 How, if at all, did your feelings about your child participating in video
chats and meetings with their camera on change over time as distance

learning continued?
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17.76% 130

28.55% 209

33.20% 243

20.49% 150

Q18 How concerned, if at all, were you about the amount of time your child
spent in front of a screen during distance learning?
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Q19 What problems or challenges did you personally face in your home
with distance learning?

Answered: 732 Skipped: 0
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 The apps have set timers that mark work incorrect. Such as Xtramath that allows 7 seconds to
answer which it takes my son 7 seconds just to find the key on the keyboard. Then the answer
would say wrong and it would incredibly frustrate him because he has the right answer just not
at the speed of light.

7/29/2020 10:19 PM

2 Missing some scheduled meetings with the unified arts teacher, since the schedule was sent
to the child's email.

7/29/2020 10:09 PM

3 Trying to figure it all out to start. 7/29/2020 8:26 PM

4 None worked well 7/29/2020 6:11 PM

5 Balancing work and my child's school work 7/29/2020 4:47 PM

6 Distance learning is very hard to sustain when there are other siblings around, no set schedule,
interruptions at home and working parents. I feel that he didn't get the best out of distant
learning because of different schedules daily. It's especially stressful when both parents are
essential employees and have to go to work. My child wasn't getting the attention that he
needed that a school setting would have provided for him. At school there would have been
several aids, paraprofessionals, specials, etc.

7/29/2020 4:37 PM

7 We could not print forms, she wasn’t allowed to number and type she was being told to
retypethe entire document. The personal computer was being rejected by the school system
for safety programming. So she had to email in many assignments as opposed to simply
uploading.

7/29/2020 3:42 PM

8 None 7/29/2020 3:28 PM

9 My child didn’t correlate school work with being home. He wanted to finish up his schoolwork
so he could play.

7/29/2020 2:56 PM

10 The apps and programs for reading and reading comprehension frustrated my child. He is not
the greatest reader to begin with and as he did well it bumped him into 8th grade level and we
could not get out of it or even knew that we were there for a quite some time. This aided with
my sons hate for reading rather than promoting it. He needed more attention with the reading
from someone other than mom and dad who he plays like a fiddle.

7/29/2020 2:34 PM

11 Getting him to realize it was a regular school day, and committing to the work. Getting his little
sister to leave him alone and not interrupt for hours at a time was unbearable. I work from
home as well and couldn’t do so most days at all.

7/29/2020 2:20 PM

12 My child got frustrated by the use of apps and softwares all day all week. More interactive
learning would be helpful.

7/29/2020 2:03 PM

13 There was ZERO teacher instruction. A message was sent via google classroom daily listing
the assignments to be completed for the day. The teachers never did a google meet, so my
child did not learn anything new from March until June. Now starting 6th grade in a new school
is very overwhelming knowing he will begin the year behind.

7/29/2020 1:05 PM

14 Following parental direction, being able to focus for periods of time and sit in front of computer
with out getting distracted, not seeing/ talking to other children enough

7/29/2020 1:03 PM

15 none 7/29/2020 12:34 PM

16 Household distractions 7/29/2020 11:51 AM

17 Getting their special education support from co-taught teacher. It didn't happen from her
English special education teacher.

7/29/2020 10:41 AM

18 I was working from home. Had to stop once in while to help explain/teach something that was
a newer concept on an assignment.

7/29/2020 10:20 AM

19 Juggling work and help with schooling 7/29/2020 9:49 AM

20 My child need more interaction with the teacher 7/29/2020 9:32 AM

21 We did not face any challenges 7/29/2020 8:41 AM

22 she needed more 1 on 1 help. also more feedback from teachers. often had to email some of 7/29/2020 8:29 AM
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her specials teachers for feedback - they did not contact me first - in one case it was almost
too late by the time i spoke to the teacher and her special ed teacher needed to get involved to
help.

23 I had to check all his work every day, because he was skipping assigments that need to be
done

7/29/2020 8:09 AM

24 My daughter is a good student, but I would be interrupted from my work to help her in certain
subjects she found more difficult, having to teach herself essentially, like math.

7/28/2020 11:23 PM

25 Some tasks were not explained enough 7/28/2020 10:42 PM

26 Every family member trying to work at the same time and not disturb each other. 7/28/2020 10:16 PM

27 I don’t really understand and speak English. 7/28/2020 10:02 PM

28 I rather They distance learn than get covid and have to close the school anyway . And
someone like me be a nervous wreck

7/28/2020 9:53 PM

29 Having a high schooler, college student, and myself (distance teaching) all working in a small
space.

7/28/2020 9:39 PM

30 Having my child not just look up answers and focus on material 7/28/2020 9:20 PM

31 Explain the subjects 7/28/2020 9:14 PM

32 He was at daycare while I worked through it mostly. Only got a few times to help when I would
have a day off.

7/28/2020 8:38 PM

33 Internet speed 7/28/2020 7:55 PM

34 Some of the assignments that required flash didn't work on Chromebook from school even
when I changed setting and allowed it. Many times it was so frustrating, I let my child skip the
particular assignment. Also, Zoom Meeting didn't work on the Chromebook.

7/28/2020 7:32 PM

35 Keeping my child engaged in assignments. Balancing my work with supporting my child.
Resistance from child in completing work and distractions at home

7/28/2020 6:09 PM

36 FOCUS 7/28/2020 4:59 PM

37 My husband and I work in the education system. All of my family members where online during
the same time. At times it was difficult to assist and monitor my children while providing
distant learning for our students where we work.

7/28/2020 4:02 PM

38 My child misses a significant amount of school work and it’s hard to get lessons once you’ve
been out for a couple of days .

7/28/2020 3:12 PM

39 Our WI-FI had a lot of issues so sometimes my daughter couldn't get on to get into her
meetings

7/28/2020 2:41 PM

40 Nearly impossible to do my job/occupation and provide valid instruction for my children. 7/28/2020 1:26 PM

41 Having time to sit with my child. 7/28/2020 1:17 PM

42 kids wanted to finish work fast to be able to play video games 7/28/2020 1:15 PM

43 Luckily one parent was home to help student focus and complete work. However I am
concerned about what will happen if I return to my school building in a different district and my
child is home without supervision.

7/28/2020 1:12 PM

44 Working at home while assisting children with their work. 7/28/2020 12:51 PM

45 Just figuring out a schedule. We noticed that it went much smoother if she took a short break
every 30-45 minutes.

7/28/2020 12:20 PM

46 Balancing teaching my child and working. It was challenging to get him to focus and work
independently.

7/28/2020 11:08 AM

47 Getting my child to focus she is hands on and I didn't have the ability to teach her the way her
teacher did.

7/28/2020 9:30 AM

48 Both parents work full time out of the home 7/28/2020 9:04 AM
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49 Ensuring my son completed all assigned work. Similar concerns that I have during any normal
school year.

7/28/2020 8:16 AM

50 None. 7/28/2020 7:50 AM

51 Had to regularly make sure my children stayed focused. Had to work with my Kindergartener to
complete all assignments except online learning programs like Lexia and Raz Kids.

7/28/2020 7:36 AM

52 Getting responses from teachers in a timely matter 7/28/2020 6:36 AM

53 She does better in person but I don’t feel comfortable sending her back during this pandemic
with all of our health history

7/28/2020 5:03 AM

54 None 7/28/2020 1:06 AM

55 My daughter has adHD And getting her to do her schoolwork was very difficult especially when
she’s used to having one on one help from special ed

7/28/2020 12:34 AM

56 Frustration with checking each individual google classroom to find assignments (due to my
child’s organizational issues) we had to help outline each days tasks for each class), there
was not always continuity in how teachers presented the work, some assignments were not
explained well, some teachers were more flexible with turning in work late, too many
distractions at home, 3 kids learning online and a parent teaching her own students
simultaneously, internet was sometimes glitchy, lack of social interaction with peers

7/28/2020 12:16 AM

57 Difficult to establish a schedule; He had no one to make sure he was doing what he was
supposed to due to full-time work schedule; Motivation;

7/27/2020 11:38 PM

58 Trying to help my child while working fro home. Keeping my child focused. 7/27/2020 10:53 PM

59 None 7/27/2020 9:54 PM

60 Making sure work was completed 7/27/2020 9:45 PM

61 Child couldn’t understand a lot of the assignments, needed to have more video time to explain
the lesson

7/27/2020 9:30 PM

62 Being distracted by group chats from friends. 7/27/2020 9:29 PM

63 Structure. 7/27/2020 9:03 PM

64 None 7/27/2020 9:01 PM

65 Trying to learn material through a computer screen isn’t as effective as sitting in front of a
teacher. You can’t simply ask questions at your leisure. You don’t have physical or verbal
interaction.

7/27/2020 8:29 PM

66 An adult being available to teach my child and guide him when he had questions since
response from the teacher were often very slow and live time where someone was actually
teaching was nearly not existent

7/27/2020 8:22 PM

67 WiFi speed, interrupting their work 7/27/2020 7:56 PM

68 no problems 7/27/2020 7:24 PM

69 None 7/27/2020 7:07 PM

70 None 7/27/2020 6:55 PM

71 Our problems were turning in assignments, some assignments didn't send properly, some
weren't known about, and resenting was a problem too. We do to have any problems with
internet or printing. Most sent but not received by teacher or child didn't see a few
assignments.

7/27/2020 6:09 PM

72 Seems like they were in front of a computer more than normally and I was worried about eye
fatigue after awhile

7/27/2020 6:04 PM

73 Printing 7/27/2020 5:51 PM

74 Our biggest challenges were having access to the virtual meetings and inadequate
evaluations.

7/27/2020 5:35 PM
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75 too much sitting on screen for my child 7/27/2020 5:30 PM

76 None 7/27/2020 5:14 PM

77 I'm an essential worker didn't have enough time to help him more with distance learning 7/27/2020 5:06 PM

78 Student felt like it didn't have to get done in a timely manner. 7/27/2020 4:33 PM

79 Managing support of multiple students, shared technology resources. 7/27/2020 4:19 PM

80 Ability to bala de personal work with home (remote) schooling 7/27/2020 3:49 PM

81 The dynamics between me as mom and be as teacher- we already struggle during these teen
years with home delegated tasks- to add this on was pretty bad. I also have a 4 year old at
home who also needed support during this time and I was/ and working full time from home.

7/27/2020 3:21 PM

82 Keeping her engaged with her daily assignments. 7/27/2020 3:18 PM

83 We worked hard all day. It was a lot of work to make sure it all was done. I felt bad I can’t
imagine him sitting all those hour in front of a computer again.

7/27/2020 3:07 PM

84 I’m not a teacher! 7/27/2020 2:57 PM

85 Getting used to the new method took time. But once our son Michael (with support from Mom)
got used to it, he started completing assignments quickly and efficiently. The google Meet
video calls were helpful too. Specific daily assignments for each day were huge help and kept
Michael focused. Daily mornings greetings videos for each day by the teacher were helpful too
as they set the tone and focus for each day too.

7/27/2020 2:54 PM

86 I wish we had an email to the parents to see what assignments are due and when. 7/27/2020 2:06 PM

87 lack of a scheduled day, and no interaction with the teachers 7/27/2020 1:44 PM

88 i'm a single parent who works and having a hard time getting help with a sitter. this is my
daughters first year being registered into school so none of these questions apply

7/27/2020 12:51 PM

89 I felt my son was not learning and was not as engaged. He became easily distracted and I
don't feel that there was new things being introduced as much as reviewing old things.

7/27/2020 12:50 PM

90 Work. 7/27/2020 12:48 PM

91 Staying focused and making sure things got done in order of the way it was assigned 7/27/2020 12:32 PM

92 She wanted to do all the work later in the day. 7/27/2020 12:31 PM

93 As a working parent working from home, it was sometime difficult to balance working while at
the same time trying to help my child with questions she may have had,and it was also
challenging to make sure she was completing her assignments.

7/27/2020 12:22 PM

94 Having to switch between 1st grade and 3rd grade ... from what I was told by one of the
teachers my kids were one of only a few that actually completed everything that was asked
daily of them ... what does that make me ... a good parent or an idiot ... I'm not sure because it
was a daily fight and while I know everyone is going through the same thing it's not a hat that I
prefer to wear ... I want to be their mom not their teacher ... my kids HATED sitting in front of
the computer all day.

7/27/2020 12:14 PM

95 It was awful. it didn't replicate a real school day at all. My son's education suffered. 7/27/2020 12:07 PM

96 Child needed a lot of help with homework 7/27/2020 12:05 PM

97 My son needs a lot of help with reading. Even with Mrs Mucci’s help virtually he needs a
higher level intervention

7/27/2020 11:58 AM

98 Trying to print out sometimes would be a challenge. I think if you could recreate the
documents in Google class doc then it is much easier for the child to access and complete.
You could send workbooks home and after each quarter the parents could drop off the
workbook to the school.

7/27/2020 11:48 AM

99 Helping with the homework and not knowing what im doing 7/27/2020 11:47 AM

100 Knowing what secondary websites daily work needed to be completed. 7/27/2020 11:47 AM
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101 The challenges I faced with distance learning at home was keeping my child focus and on
schedule!

7/27/2020 11:39 AM

102 assist with my children's distance learning while working full-time 7/27/2020 11:31 AM

103 Child not completing all work and I was not notified by teachers 7/27/2020 11:21 AM

104 Parents working from home, and assisting kids with their work as well 7/27/2020 11:17 AM

105 As a Single parent who was considered an essential worker and went to work durning the
school closure and distant learning. I found it very difficult to manage the assignments that
were given if they were completed the time it took the teacher to update PowerSchool and
respond to my emails. It was challenging for me working full time the stresses of the unknown
and ensuring that my child was staying on top of his work assignments and obtaining his
education.

7/27/2020 11:14 AM

106 too much screen time resulted in loss of focus child did not want to complete days lessons on
the computer

7/27/2020 11:13 AM

107 Distance learning was not effective for my child because he day dreaming and can’t focused
on his on. That was very hard.

7/27/2020 11:07 AM

108 My child did not learn anything, she actually regressed academically, and suffered socially. 7/27/2020 10:45 AM

109 I never stopped working and am essentially a single parent so having twins at CLS plus
another at a different school, it was extremely difficult to get the large amount of work done
prior to my going to work and the help they all needed, plus lessons/apps not working etc etc
super stressful all around and I don't feel like any of my kids really grasped many of the
concepts trying to be "taught" this way and it worries me greatly that they are now all just
moving onto the next grade when they never finished the previous grade in my eyes.

7/27/2020 10:44 AM

110 My 11th-grade child didn't have to sign-in at a certain time each day; therefore he didn't feel the
pressure to wake up and begin his day during "school hours". This caused him to fall behind on
assignments, and often miss when something was updated/changed. He needs structure to
work to his best ability.

7/27/2020 10:44 AM

111 my child was completely uninterested and had to constantly be reminded to get back to his
work and school work became conflict instead of fun learning.

7/27/2020 10:38 AM

112 He was missing the one on one interaction that he needs and helps him learn 7/27/2020 10:37 AM

113 The seriousness my child took it. She thought it was optional and didn't take it as serious so
everyday was a fight to get her to complete it all.

7/27/2020 10:33 AM

114 My daughter was getting extra help in school for math, she didn't receive any extra help during
distant learning.

7/27/2020 10:25 AM

115 Struggled with distance learning due to parents working and teaching 2 children. I felt like the
children sat at the computer for a very long time.

7/27/2020 10:10 AM

116 There was nothing provided from chatfield pre k program. I became the speech pathologist
after being handed a one page guideline from a masters level speech pathologist , which I am
not. I requested virtual morning meetings with the class, teacher and was repeatedly denied as
were other parents in the class who advocated for the same type of lessons. Instead I was
provided a generic lesson plan from the teacher to do on my own time and a weekly check in
from the teacher via email. The pre k program grossly failed it’s students and their IEPs during
the closing.

7/27/2020 10:07 AM

117 Sleeping patterns 7/27/2020 10:07 AM

118 I'm very confused about what need to do 7/27/2020 10:06 AM

119 Our child has two other siblings a 2 year old and an under 1 year old. Our child wasn’t
receptive to our help, but would constantly ask for help or guidance. We feel she didn’t receive
enough feedback from completed assignments and she really feeds off of making her teachers
happy.

7/27/2020 10:02 AM

120 My daughter lost her typical routine, In the beginning of distance learning she would finish her
school day within two hours. Then when we would recheck, she would have missing
assignments and other papers would be incomplete.

7/27/2020 9:57 AM
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121 The kids just needed to learning there new routine and that takes time. 7/27/2020 9:57 AM

122 The lack of videos from his teachers. Other then the math teacher he did not have a video
from any other teacher.

7/27/2020 9:56 AM

123 My child couldnt ask the teacher face to face on questions. Like she did in the class room 7/27/2020 9:56 AM

124 As both my wife and I were working we had a hard time keeping my son on task.I would try
putting together a spreadsheet of the items he needed to work on for the next day, but at times
online meetings or daily assignments were posted after I left for work in the morning and we
didn't see them. I understand this was unexpected and tough for everyone. When we do
distance learning next time it would be a big help if everything for the coming week was posted
by Saturday evening so we can prepare our child for the week ahead.

7/27/2020 9:54 AM

125 The only issue we came into was after Easter break it was challenging getting back on track
but other than that we did really well.

7/27/2020 9:54 AM

126 Someone have to alway be on him about finishing his work 7/27/2020 9:52 AM

127 Just not the same. Do the work when you feel like it. 7/27/2020 9:50 AM

128 With a child with a learning disability, the school made no efforts to make sure she was
prepared. I think it was a complete failure. We both had to work and couldn’t spend the time
with her to help! How does a child today not learn how to access email?

7/27/2020 9:48 AM

129 My main concern with the distance learning model they were using was the total lack of
interaction. They were assigned many many many learning apps to do back to back for hours
with very little teacher instruction. There were occasional Ggogle meets or Zoom calls but they
were infrequent and, due to the nature of age group, gars for the teacher to manage. Pre
recorded lessons or virtual meeting where all are muted until time to ask questions would be a
very welcome addition. The apps were sufficient for maintaining concepts already learned but I
not great for learning new concepts. In addition, the reliance on YouTube was tough. Because
the district provided chromebooks dont allow parental controls to be added, the kids had
unfiltered access to YouTube which became an unfortunate and frequent distraction. Not
insurmountable by any means but something to consider.

7/27/2020 9:43 AM

130 keeping my child consistent with getting up on time and attending the live with his class every
morning it started to become a little overwhelming for my child. He stated going to school and
learning is less stressful.

7/27/2020 9:40 AM

131 Trying to adjust to a new job and working from home and trying to help my child with distance
learning

7/27/2020 9:39 AM

132 Time 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

133 Having my child in front of a screen for a long period of time, my child became frustrated with
not being able to physically see friends, my child sometimes rebelled about having to use the
computer for distance learning, having to assist with distance learning and then go to my own
job for 8 hrs until 1130pm and start all over the next day - very exhausting for everyone

7/27/2020 9:39 AM

134 None 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

135 No 7/27/2020 9:33 AM

136 Children’s focus 7/27/2020 9:30 AM

137 Upgrading internet speeds and availability for help w school 7/27/2020 9:29 AM

138 I had no way to keep track of what work my child needed to complete so if he missed an
assignment I wouldn't know until it was marked on powerschool. If we could have someway as
parents to keep track of whats being assigned. And the art class was too much. Everyday was
building something or carving something. There are plenty of things to do with art that can
include traditional learning styles.

7/27/2020 9:25 AM

139 She wasn't "in School" long enough. Not enough learning 7/27/2020 9:21 AM

140 My son lacked any accountability I feel and often slipped up with two working parents and
barely any Teacher one on one he struggled to stay focused

7/27/2020 9:20 AM

141 Distracted by home stuff. Example: room, fridge... 7/27/2020 9:15 AM
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142 none 7/27/2020 9:13 AM

143 None 7/27/2020 9:12 AM

144 n/a 7/27/2020 8:37 AM

145 Teachers weren’t teaching 7/26/2020 9:25 PM

146 I am an essential employee and worked the entire time. My child needed help, but we had
limited child care for him. The babysitter concentrated on keeping my 2nd grader on task. Both
of my children have ADHD.....I tried to help after dinner but by then we were all to tired to really
focus and adhd meds had worn off. Navigating google classroom was a challenge as the
teachers used it differently. My 6th grader did not realize he had missing work and had to "dig"
to find it. Partly it was a learning curve for us learning to navigate. But it also could have been
helped if teachers proactively made appointments with the kids, not the other way around.
Although I encouraged my 6th grader to be proactive and reach out, he shied away from it.
There was a disconnect for him in feeling his teachers could be approached. As I mentioned I
was not home, so my interventions were remote or during off hours. Of course my comments
are in hind sight. Teachers, parents and students did the best they could with an emergency
situation that was not planned. I'm sure the upcoming year will be improved.

7/24/2020 10:38 PM

147 Balancing my own work schedule with helping my children with some parts of their school
work. Some difficulty making sure that all assignments and requirements were complete
without constant reminders. I had to complete daily checklists for my child. This was not a
huge deal...it is a part of my parental responsibility to accommodate my child's organizational
needs.

7/24/2020 1:31 PM

148 None 7/24/2020 1:28 PM

149 keeping my child motivated and not frustratedwith difficulties 7/24/2020 12:00 PM

150 While my child typically does not struggle wjth school, the math concepts that were learned
presented struggles due to the lack of a live teacher.

7/24/2020 9:30 AM

151 When my child required assistance, it was difficult to balance working (being on Zoom
meetings) and trying to support his learning.

7/23/2020 8:48 PM

152 My child was at home and my husband and I were at work- it was very difficult to interact with
the teachers and get assignments done in 24 hours if there was a question on the assignment.
There was no class instruction provided.

7/23/2020 5:34 PM

153 We had to be a guest when signing into the Chromebook which made it very difficult for 1st
graders do anything independent because they had to log into 8-10 different websites per day.
So every new site, we had to get the login info and type it in every time seeing we weren’t
logged into a Chromebook and were a guest. Also, not having Google Classroom made this
challenging as well. There wasn’t much teacher feedback given because of this.

7/23/2020 5:25 PM

154 Only had one chrome and two kids to use the chrome. One of their meeting was at 8:30 am
and the other was at 9:00 am. Really needed two chromes.

7/23/2020 2:21 PM

155 Getting her to complete assignments in the manner expected by the teachers because it was
hard to keep up with the constant communications by teachers on assignments and changes.
Normally my child would receive 'A's but this time she struggled.

7/23/2020 2:14 PM

156 making sure the child is engaged in the classwork 7/23/2020 1:37 PM

157 I wasn’t always able to help her because I was very busy with my other child’s distance
learning because he has ADHD.

7/23/2020 12:55 PM

158 Mostly keeping her focused. It took a while at first but we set up an area of the house free
from distractions which helped a lot. She did very well overall with distance learning.

7/23/2020 12:48 PM

159 I am a full time worker and my son has an iep and needs complete help with the work 100% of
the time . Distance leaning did not work for us.

7/23/2020 10:53 AM

160 The work became boring sometimes but we were able to offer extensions to the work. 7/23/2020 8:57 AM

161 Our daughter responds better to live "google meets" with her teacher and classmates, and she
only had them twice a week. She would have benefitted more from LIVE daily interactions and

7/22/2020 10:46 PM
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lessons with her teacher. I know she also put forth more effort in her writing with her teacher
vs. with me at home.

162 My child was not challenged like he was in school with peers on his learning level. He is a
social child and I feel like the teacher should have set up small groups like he had in class. I
brought it up to his teacher and I never received a response. I also had to do a lot of
micromanaging. I had to go through the list daily to see if my child completed the activities
because he expressed he was bored.

7/22/2020 10:33 PM

163 Struggle to complete in timely manner Lack of personal knowledge of subject taught Having to
sit next to child entire time to make sure work was completed

7/22/2020 10:04 PM

164 Developing a routine at the beginning was challenging but, it smoothed out. Student motivation
was a challenge from time to time. Particularly as the end of the year approached. While our
teacher did a great job of engaging the class each day it is difficult to replace the same level
obtained in class.

7/22/2020 9:15 PM

165 With Art class specifically, a heavier assignment schedule that would have normally occurred
for Art. I realize that was probably a very challenging class to adapt to distance learning, but
having to secure supplies needed during lockdown could be a challenge as well. I think at least
the ability to acquire supplies going forward will be easier.

7/22/2020 8:46 PM

166 Very challenging for a non educator. 7/22/2020 8:35 PM

167 none 7/22/2020 7:22 PM

168 There was not any video learning or interaction with the teacher only emails 7/22/2020 4:58 PM

169 Assignments were sometimes thoughtless, like a math problem that was too difficult for me to
even solve or being instructed to list facts from a fictional story. As a parent who is working
from home and also responsible for a preschool aged child, the expectation that our 2nd grade
student should be able to manage his own time using a virtual schedule and turn in completed
assignments independently was unreasonable and impractical. We both quickly became
overwhelmed with the amount of work and the many different platforms used to turn in
completed assignments, especially for the unified arts classes. This led to feelings of
aggravation, disappointment and eventually resentment and disengagement. Coinciding with
the timing of these feelings, teachers from the unified arts classes began contacting me to
express their concern regarding missed assignments, further intensifying these stressful
emotions during an already stressful time. While I do not fault the teachers for their efforts to
provide any feasible platform which allowed for remote learning, it was evident as a parent that
there was no supportive guidance provided from a technological perspective to streamline this
process into one platform to be used throughout the school system. Instead, the leadership
seemed to make things worse by enforcing the completion of unified arts assignments.

7/22/2020 3:53 PM

170 He refused and CRIED when it was time to do school work. I feel like NOTHING was
accomplished and he learned nothing. 2 of the websites did NOT even work for me so he could
not even do them. Plus our internet is terrible and slow and the chrome book kept logging off
the page and when you go to go back it went to home screen and by kindergartner was stuck
at that point and could do nothing.

7/22/2020 3:43 PM

171 none 7/22/2020 3:09 PM

172 My child a hard time self engaging himself. My child often had other tabs open while “in
school” such as you tube. My child is currently on a 504 and distant learning was a real issue
for him.

7/22/2020 2:23 PM

173 child was distracted from being home and not focused at her school work - she was limited
with her reading assignments on books that she needed to read so she became bored and
didn't want to read certain books on RAZ Kids - its different when it with a teacher than with a
parent home helping them with the work, they tend to listen more when they are in a school
setting and with their teachers at home they felt as if they were on vacation

7/22/2020 2:01 PM

174 The work got done but a lack of engagement was evident 7/22/2020 1:39 PM

175 She missed the face to face physical interaction with her friends and teacher. We also had
some occasional problems with connection during meetings. We didn’t really have any
problems, she was a hard working, independent learner.

7/22/2020 1:30 PM

176 As a teacher, I found it very difficult to meet with my students daily and also be sure work was 7/22/2020 1:24 PM
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being completed with my own children. One of my 7th graders was bored with just completing
assignments. My other 7th grader had difficulty with the amount of assignments being posted
and completing without my support. I did not have as much time free as he needed. There
needs to be more support for students with IEP’s.

177 Having to make sure my child completed the assignments while having sibling to care for as
well.

7/22/2020 12:27 PM

178 balancing work and school 7/22/2020 11:23 AM

179 There were no technical issues. He finished his work by 9:30-10:00 most days and received
high grades. I feel that live teacher instruction could have been utilized more.

7/22/2020 7:33 AM

180 Very tough as a working parent to help your second grade child with distance-learning. 7/22/2020 7:13 AM

181 Since my daughter did not have any classes that offered video instruction, this was a
challenge for us. In particular Math was an issue as it seems she in essence taught herself by
Googling how to do her math problems. Apparently Khan Academy was a great resource to
her.

7/21/2020 11:10 PM

182 None 7/21/2020 10:33 PM

183 Loss of SPED support for reading, child frustrated with busy work assignments. Daily struggle
to get work accomplished.

7/21/2020 10:08 PM

184 None 7/21/2020 10:08 PM

185 Some days we were online for 4 or 5 hours to get work done and sometimes we didn't finish it
on assigned day

7/21/2020 10:02 PM

186 When I went back to work it was hard to check all school work my child did. 7/21/2020 9:39 PM

187 Difficulty keeping my child engaged as time went on. High levels of frustration and refusal to
complete work at times. I was also working from home while trying to manage 2 elementary
school students and making sure their work was getting completed. Not an easy task! She
missed her friends and teachers immensely and due to her age, had difficulty understanding
truly why school was closed due to COVID.

7/21/2020 9:19 PM

188 Very difficult keeping my child focused despite eliminating distractions. We experienced a lot
of crying, frustration and tantrums.

7/21/2020 9:07 PM

189 focus on tasks and or being distracted by others in house doing elearning, working etc 7/21/2020 7:35 PM

190 It was hard, because I am his mom not a teacher. For the first weeks he was willing to do his
online work, but later it was a problem to keep him in the front of the computer and do
assignments.

7/21/2020 7:18 PM

191 none 7/21/2020 6:36 PM

192 The amount of support my child required from me. 7/21/2020 6:18 PM

193 I was not home had to work. The student was helped by the grandmother. 7/21/2020 5:43 PM

194 None 7/21/2020 4:11 PM

195 I couln't zoom or have google meets with my students when my kids were meeting with their
classes.

7/21/2020 3:15 PM

196 Motivation was a big challenge. I was at work and he would procrastinate. If there was a
question about an assignment, email was a delay and getting back to the assignment was
more difficult.

7/21/2020 2:03 PM

197 Teacher follow up in regards to completion of tasks 7/21/2020 1:55 PM

198 Due to the fact that our son had little teacher/student interaction all assignments were
essentially taught by the parent.

7/21/2020 1:33 PM

199 Scheduled due dates. I had to remind my son to look ahead at due dates because
assignments seem to only be showing up on dates they were due (even if the assignment was
issued days in advance) and sometimes they were due by a certain time that morning. Just
something I had to remind him to look for and he seemed to need a little prompting/had some
trouble organizing.

7/21/2020 1:25 PM
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200 To take the classes more seriously and to participate more 7/21/2020 12:56 PM

201 Teaching my own class virtually while homeschooling my other children. 7/21/2020 12:12 PM

202 my child needs a lot of support that I cannot give due to the fact that I was still working and I
am the only parent in the home

7/21/2020 10:30 AM

203 Balancing work with assisting my child when needed. 7/21/2020 10:16 AM

204 Adjusting to juggling my on live lessons and communication with my class while trying to
organize, learn the schedule & assist my own child (mostly in the beginning) His teacher/para
were amazing & always available to meet and assist w/ the work.

7/21/2020 9:42 AM

205 It was hard for my child to manage her time and completing assignments on time. 7/21/2020 9:24 AM

206 Need more social interaction and development with classmates and teacher. 7/21/2020 9:03 AM

207 At the beginning our son needed a lot of support, attention and instruction to stay on track. He
would lose attention quickly, get frustrated or distracted. On top of him learning, both parents
were managing full time jobs which was challenging to balance. At the beginning the work load
was intense, around 6-7 hours including specials. I discussed with Mrs. Daly and she came up
with a different schedule and had students prioritize certain work. I found the specials to be the
biggest waste of time. No one did any teaching except posted assignments, I feel like it was
just to fill a spot in their work load but there was no benefit to it.

7/21/2020 8:50 AM

208 None 7/21/2020 8:49 AM

209 Our daughter does not do well independently. We have three small children and it was hard to
focus on teaching her as well as taking care of the kids. Our daughter acts like a baby when
she is with us. I feel she regressed in all she had learned in Kindergarten during school time.
She hated learning from home and could not do the assignments without a parent by her side.

7/21/2020 8:45 AM

210 My husband and I both worked during the day. My daughter was at daycare during that time,
so we could not get to her school work until after 5. By then, she was not engaged at all.

7/21/2020 8:35 AM

211 House is small so there was no good space to set up a learning area. 7/21/2020 8:32 AM

212 I had to become the teacher sometimes. This would’ve been eliminated if there was virtual
classes.Teach go online and teach the lesson of the day through video chat prior to the
assignment being assigned (for each class).

7/21/2020 8:02 AM

213 Scheduling While with my youngest my child would click through lessons to take the quiz
multiple times. She wasn't learning, just checking the box unroll it was green.

7/21/2020 5:59 AM

214 My son was only working a few hours a day, much less than the 6 hours in a regular school
day. He ended playing alot of video games or watching YouTube. I kept asking him to work
online but he was done with his work.

7/20/2020 11:11 PM

215 Juggling full time job while overseeing the distance learning - the emotional aspect of not being
in school or with teachers, peers, etc - loss of all activities - specials were a challenge

7/20/2020 10:23 PM

216 The deal was I’m not in school so why do I have to do schoolwork may have been the age or
that had other things going on at home as well but I’m not sure just was not into it

7/20/2020 10:18 PM

217 My daughter had a hard time adjusting from socializing in the classroom to having no social
interaction at all

7/20/2020 8:58 PM

218 Trying to get my child to treat it like a school day and stick to a regular schedule. 7/20/2020 8:34 PM

219 Working from home, and helping with distance learning. 7/20/2020 8:31 PM

220 None 7/20/2020 8:28 PM

221 Luckily, no problems. 7/20/2020 8:19 PM

222 Lack of skill to teach a kindergartener basics like phonics and letter recognition. Lack of time
to dedicate to teaching when working full time, and keeping the child emotional state under
control.

7/20/2020 7:48 PM

223 None 7/20/2020 6:34 PM
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224 My child(ren) needed FaceTime interaction with teachers as if it were a classroom setting. 7/20/2020 6:11 PM

225 None 7/20/2020 5:49 PM

226 Seems she had a lot of assignments vs class time (engagement with teachers/class)....
Without that structure I had to constantly remind her to focus. So it would sometimes take her
until dinner time to finish her school/homework....I think a little more classroom/structure would
help her to be more focused.

7/20/2020 5:23 PM

227 Making sure my child wasn’t on gaming websites while distance learning was in session 7/20/2020 5:04 PM

228 The scheduling time because I work in a hospital and had to love my work schedule to
accommodate the situation

7/20/2020 3:33 PM

229 None 7/20/2020 3:04 PM

230 I believe the school district took the most appropriate steps for distance learning at that time.
There was not a lot of time to prepare for distance learning and everyone was navigating this
unprecedented time the best they could as it was thought to be a stop-gap. Two weeks turned
into a month, a month turned into 3… While distance learning at that time was better than no
learning (we could not let our children run around like Lord of the Flies for 3 months), I firmly
believe that it is not appropriate for young children moving forward as a new normal.
Elementary age children lack the understanding, focus and discipline for it. As far as how it
went in our house… in the beginning, it was new and exciting for the kids. The first week was
fine. Then there was the week off for spring break and it was very hard to get the kids back
into the groove the following week. The kids required constant supervision and nagging to stay
focused on the task at hand. If we turned our backs, they were quickly switching over to watch
YouTube or play MineCraft. It would take 15 minutes of procrastination, followed by arguing to
get 20 minutes of Lexia. Quite frankly, there was a lot of arguing in our house and the stress
levels were high during the school day. There was simply not enough live interaction with the
teachers and a lot of times the kids were not sure what they needed to do, nor did the parents.
While it was not the intent for parents to be teachers, our help and guidance was necessary
and likely more than envisioned. As mentioned, elementary age children are not yet equipped
with the discipline for self-study, which it was it essentially came down to since the live
interaction was generally unsatisfactory (although varied significantly by the teacher). I have
twins and their teachers were at opposite ends of the spectrum with respect to communication,
interaction, and expectations. One teacher had daily live meetings and the other teacher did
Google Meetup with the class a total of 3 times over the course of 3 months. 3 TIMES!!!!! If
not for having the same general curriculum between the teachers, we would have been
completely lost due to the lack of communication of the one teacher. Also, we were fortunate
in that the kids’ grandmother was able to stay with us during the 3 months to help them with
their schoolwork. As 2 full-time working parents, we would not be able to constantly monitor
that the kids were doing what they were supposed to be doing while trying to keep our jobs.
She said it was extremely taxing and frustrating and she was not even trying to multi-task and
maintain a job since she is retired. The help we had in the spring will not be afforded this fall if
there is distance learning. While my children's education is extremely important, it will be
second to maintaining our jobs to keep the roof over their heads, their bellies fed, maintaining
health insurance and paying for the internet so that they can log on in the first place. While I
believe there are accommodations that can be made to get the children safely back in the
classroom, if health and safety concerns require continued distance learning, significant
improvements will need to be made to the process which will require much more direct
communications and live interactions between children and teachers including unified arts
teachers (my child didn’t pass library this last semester because we were unaware that there
were missing assignments yet he is an absolute bookworm. This was heart-breaking yet could
have been avoided with more direct communication and live library lessons).

7/20/2020 2:49 PM

231 We had three younger children at home during the pandemic, another who was distance
learning and required full-time support and two full time working parents. There is also home
distractions and the software programs used were much too advanced for a kindergartener
causing frustration and anxiety. We also had to purchase our own chromebook since accounts
could not be setup for the students to help with saving bookmarks for easier access for my
son.

7/20/2020 2:25 PM

232 None, life was good as a family. 7/20/2020 2:17 PM

233 Frustration with websites just being assigned. Not as much teacher interaction as I would wish
for. Trying to work my full time essential job and educate children at the same time.

7/20/2020 1:40 PM
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234 At first it was difficult to motivate him,towards the end it was easier. 7/20/2020 1:06 PM

235 None 7/20/2020 12:05 PM

236 I work full time from home and if my child is expected to be online at a certain time and has
trouble connecting, etc. I can't help him and he misses out (if I have a meeting during the
same time). I also didn't see the benefit of a "group chat" live meeting with the class. Most of
the time was spent with kids showing their pets and being reminded to mute themselves. While
I appreciate the effort to let them see their classmates, I think the time could have been spent
on instruction instead. We were also extremely disappointed with the lack of curriculum and
learning that happened in my child's class. There was NO feedback on assignments other than
"make sure to meet 3rd grade expectations". What does that mean? NO specific feedback
after that. The whole time felt like an exercise in busy work. There were no lessons recorded or
conducted live by the teacher. The parents became the teachers - or the employees of Khan
Academy were the teachers. The curriculum was the same pretty much every day - a series of
websites to be re-directed to. No variation in math; and science and social studies were not (in
my opinion) beneficial learning (ex: the history of pizza). I can appreciate this was new to
everyone, but now the district has time to plan for the fall and I sincerely hope more effort is
going into planning better lessons/curriculum.

7/20/2020 11:52 AM

237 Being at home she didn't want to do any work! Math was a struggle. I was taught a different
way and she struggled with how different the 2 methods were confusing her even further.

7/20/2020 11:44 AM

238 Wireless connection during the weekly zoom meeting 7/20/2020 11:37 AM

239 None 7/20/2020 11:18 AM

240 My child would not sit still for long periods of time. The use of websites only and not actual
screen time with the teacher was detrimental to his learning success.

7/20/2020 11:16 AM

241 Different schedules for my children. It would be better if all teachers or schools followed a
uniform schedule or work posted with assignments having consistent or similar due dates.

7/20/2020 11:05 AM

242 getting my child to engage 7/20/2020 10:58 AM

243 it would be nice if the high school teachers actually taught. They didn't hold class and only the
geometry teacher met with the students. Other teachers sent videos for my son to learn from -
what's that about? How hard would it be for teachers to hold class when class was scheduled
and if students could attend they would. I realize that some children maybe with their siblings
or that there may have only been 1 computer in the house - but my child needs interaction
between a teacher and other students. Just sending a lesson and hoping that the students
watch a video and can answer work that's ridiculous!! My child needs interaction, if not anxiety
and depression sets in. Then I need to coax and beg him to try to accomplish his work. I then
need to spend my working hours sitting with him reviewing what the teacher sent. Seymour
can do so much better than this! And I know I'm only to address about 1 child, but my 5th
grader was completed with his work in 15 minutes then had to read. Honestly, it was appalling.
I

7/20/2020 10:27 AM

244 My child not not feel she was learning as much or at the rate she would have in person. 7/20/2020 9:58 AM

245 None with my daughter (a teen) getting assignments completed. She just lost motivation at
times. But this was a MUCH safer option than being IN school

7/20/2020 9:39 AM

246 Not enough classroom instruction/video/live or recorded lesson from teacher 7/20/2020 9:37 AM

247 My son did not do well with the online assignments. His teachers did not hold video lessons
with students individually nor as a whole class. The distance learning was a struggle for him.

7/20/2020 9:26 AM

248 None 7/20/2020 9:24 AM

249 The Arts classes (ie.. Music, Art, Gym, Library) (not so much computers but still a pain) were
absolutely worthless and added noting but stress to everyone's days and lives. if distance
learning is to continue repurpose these people or just get rid of them and hire actual teachers.
anyone stuck with a gym teacher as their main teacher this year will be absolutely screwed
academically.

7/20/2020 9:21 AM

250 The kids had school work to do while i also had my job to do. I know it is challenging, but a
schedule in the beginning of the week of what was going to be expected would have allowed
me to schedule my meetings around what my kids needed to do.

7/20/2020 9:21 AM
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251 None 7/20/2020 9:20 AM

252 Brief adjustment 7/20/2020 9:03 AM

253 Wifi issues 7/20/2020 8:50 AM

254 delayed communication from teachers. (No real time notification of an assignment not being
completed) Most teachers did not really communicate at all other than putting up the grade on
Powerschool. This resulted in me not finding out assignments were missing sometimes for
days at a time.

7/20/2020 8:44 AM

255 Did our best but we are not teachers 7/20/2020 8:20 AM

256 Not any 7/20/2020 7:33 AM

257 Just managing and making sure he did everything, but I wouldn't call it a challenge. 7/20/2020 6:54 AM

258 Parents both work full time 7/20/2020 6:40 AM

259 I was not involved in the distance learning. My child worked on his own independently, I can
only tell you he did well and he was done early every day.

7/20/2020 5:44 AM

260 We really did not have any issues with distance learning. 7/19/2020 11:57 PM

261 Not enough work 7/19/2020 10:59 PM

262 The motivation of our student. Not challenging enough. 7/19/2020 10:54 PM

263 My child did not think I was a teacher so it was very difficult to make her study. 7/19/2020 10:18 PM

264 Getting started and staying focused. He especially did not like the khan lessons and with a
learning disability it was difficult to get more than one or two assignments done at any one
sitting. We would have to take many breaks. I also struggled to work and home school my
kids. There needs to be more accountability between the teachers and the students. The
parents became the teachers. We were the ones who had to not only teach them but make
them do their work, follow up to make sure assignments were completed and reprimand them
when they didn’t. The teacher was just simply not involved as far as being live with the
students. I expected virtual classrooms with lessons taught live with assignments given during
and after the lesson via email. But that was not the case. They just had a list of assignments
you had to click on and complete There was no teaching or lessons. Also. With the amount of
work the kids we’re getting we never had time do any of the specials.

7/19/2020 9:57 PM

265 Not being able to help my child with due assignments and the stress of not being able to ask
teachers not understand the assignment.

7/19/2020 9:53 PM

266 One of the challenges of distance learning was trying to coordinate supporting our child in
completing his work, while also working full time from home. Fortunately, our son was able to
complete the majority of assignments independently. Another challenge was little notice
regarding the timing of whole class meets. A day of notice (rather than morning of or few hours
before) would have been helpful in planning. We'd often just have to support our son at the
start of a meet with ensuring audio and video were working. Using a home device, we'd have to
make sure he was signed in to his Seymour google account, not a personal home account to
access the meets. These were all easy tech pieces, but if his meets coincided with live meets
for our work it was harder, having more notice we could coordinate better as to our work
schedules and availability to help with the 5 min beginning of a google meet tech support. It
was also a challenge to keep our son engaged and growing as a learner - the distance learning
assignments were the same every day and were primarily visiting the same websites for a set
amount of time. A few new math concepts were taught via google meet. There was no teacher
directed instruction in reading beyond the use of Lexia program and assigning 20 min or
reading. The approach was task oriented and assignment based, it did not foster engagement,
independent interest, motivation and growth.

7/19/2020 9:04 PM

267 We as parents were expected to help and teach things that we did not know how to teach like
the math lessons and there was joy lessons taught on the computer as a class and no option
to meet with teacher for help - also would be great if parents had text books explaining material
if we are expected to help teach it which I feel We should not be

7/19/2020 8:42 PM

268 Our challenge was establishing work from home or distance learning spaces for each of us in
the household.

7/19/2020 7:45 PM
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269 My husband & I are both essential workers & my children pretty much had to home school
themselves.

7/19/2020 7:34 PM

270 Not much direction on assignments 7/19/2020 6:24 PM

271 Both parents working at home, 2 children distance learning with a toddler running loose. 7/19/2020 6:19 PM

272 No 7/19/2020 6:05 PM

273 What I found difficult was being a First time teacher, whereas I was learning the new method
that was being taught. I felt like a teacher and a student at the same time.

7/19/2020 6:02 PM

274 Not enough work. 7/19/2020 6:01 PM

275 If the assignments were posted in advanced for the week, or at a few days of work at a time,
my children wouldn’t feel such pressure to get everything accomplished at once. They could
take more breaks and work on assignments more sporadically.

7/19/2020 5:39 PM

276 none 7/19/2020 5:33 PM

277 My son has a lot of trouble focusing and with him being in front of a screen for a good part of
the day he would continuously try and go on non learning websites or just space out. He also
kept trying to come and spend time with me while I was trying to help my preschooler with
learning. It was hard to keep him focused on his work. Luckily (and not luckily) I was home the
whole time because my other son's preschool was closed as well, but If I have to go back to
work he will have less help and I'm still trying to figure out what we would do with him.

7/19/2020 4:54 PM

278 No genuine connection with teachers, lack of hands-on learning experiences, no socialization
or team building, no effective way for UA, spend way too much time on screen with online
apps.

7/19/2020 4:34 PM

279 Not enough education. Not enough work. 7/19/2020 3:54 PM

280 Our child required a lot of help figuring out what he had to do for work, especially in the extra
curricular classes.

7/19/2020 3:37 PM

281 My 3rd grader was not receptive to distance learning and would have preferred to have the year
done in the classroom. My child does not do well having to sit in front of a computer all day to
get assignments done on their own. On average 15-20 tasks were assigned for my third grader
to be completed daily, as if it were a normal full day of school. The social aspect of learning
was missing and that missing connection caused my child to become more and more resistant
to school lessons of any form from mid April to June. It was a challenge to complete all the
tasks assigned. Being that both my husband and I were still working during the quarantine, we
had to pick and choose the battles daily, but felt little leeway was given. There were nights I
was up until midnight finishing lessons with my child after working 8-12 hours outside the
home. Our third grader came through the distance learning portion of the quarantine with
emotional baggage due to distance learning and the personal losses we incurred. In
comparison, our 6th grader was given weekly assignments and was able time manage the
tasks involved for their assignments based on the due date. Our 6th grader, though a different
child and in general less emotional, had zero emotional outbursts and zero signs of distress
due to school assignments during the quarantine. Our third grader became more emotional and
overly sensitive. We did use school counseling to help with managing the grief of our losses.
Also to note, google classroom has away to give each assignment a due date and a way to
“turn in.” Not all assignments were given due dates or the ability to “turn in.” This made it more
difficult for us to know what was done and what was not done for our third grader. Our 6th
grader only experienced issues with it for gym and band, but was able to email those teachers
to fix the issue.

7/19/2020 2:52 PM

282 None 7/19/2020 2:52 PM

283 We did not have a printer so a lot of times I would need to recreate documents on notepad. I
would recommend a workbook that gets mailed to the kids or at least an option to request one
for those that need it.

7/19/2020 2:39 PM

284 I am an elementary school teacher in another district. Meeting the unrealistic mandates from
my own district, it was extremely hard to assist my child with school work during the day.

7/19/2020 2:34 PM

285 I am a first responder and work crazy hours and their step father owns a construction company
so my girls were barely home to do the work. My kindergartener needed FULL attention during

7/19/2020 12:50 PM
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the learning and my 4th grader needed me to stay on top of her most of the time. My children
will fail academically or I will lose my job if we go through another semester or year of distance
learning.

286 I spent alot of time helping him. He got frustrated alot. He needs the hands on. I dont think
he's learning like he should. Hed get more in class.

7/19/2020 12:33 PM

287 My ADHD child having to sit in front of a screen for way too long and he struggled with it. I
work and my wife worked from home and had to take care of their schoolwork and cooking
meals and keeping house clean all while working. It was too much. Besides if she has to go
back out in the field who would be responsible for teaching our kids online? Not feasible. Kids
need to go back to school.

7/19/2020 12:31 PM

288 Much resistance from him towards everything; using Lexia was too hard and took way too
long; he wasn’t really able to do anything independently and needed one of us with him
constantly

7/19/2020 11:25 AM

289 I work 9-5 and had trouble teaching two children while on calls and completing my own work.
They didn’t get the support they needed

7/19/2020 11:11 AM

290 Adapting to the change 7/19/2020 10:21 AM

291 Was unsure of my own teaching skills/abilities to make sure my child understood the material
given by the teacher.

7/19/2020 10:20 AM

292 Other children jealous of older children using the computer.. caused a lot of distraction and
stress during distance learning

7/19/2020 10:11 AM

293 Keeping an eye on the kids, making sure they’re doing their work instead of watching YouTube
or doing non school related games and activities in the chrome books AND working from home
at the same rime.

7/19/2020 10:10 AM

294 Keeping my child engaged enough to complete assignments 7/19/2020 9:49 AM

295 Motivation 7/19/2020 9:42 AM

296 No real ones 7/19/2020 9:09 AM

297 He's not learning long enough. 7/19/2020 9:06 AM

298 Na 7/19/2020 8:41 AM

299 None 7/19/2020 8:35 AM

300 Time to assist our child with the remote learning. Overall one to two hours a day is simply not
enough. Also should have a universal location online for all aspects and class types. In the
end nothing can replace 5-6 hours of in school time. Interactions and social aspect far out
weigh anything they can do at home in front of a computer screen

7/19/2020 8:18 AM

301 My daughter thrives in a school & classroom setting. Being with peers, teacher & other staff
learning in all aspects is much different than doing some work on the computer at home. She
felt bored, not challenged, socially deprived, had much more difficulty focusing , etc. I also
worked throughout so I wasn’t home to help or know a lot going on in her day (she was with
grandparents) so I need all updates from teacher(s) which Mrs. Botti was amazing throughout
all of this!!

7/19/2020 7:26 AM

302 We are a family of SIX there are many distractions in the home, especially got a ADHD child.
With both parents working, and having to utilize baby sitters. There were a lot of assignments
that were due at the same time which made is difficult for him to keep up. Not an ideal
situation. I had to reach out to his special ed teacher when he was flunking for support.

7/19/2020 2:18 AM

303 Trying to maintain interest & focus on the assignment was sometimes difficult. 7/19/2020 2:05 AM

304 My chd fought me every day to get up and going to sit in front of chromebook for hours to
learn. An independent child during regular school, but during distance learning, she became
very needy of my help and attention.

7/19/2020 1:17 AM

305 She missed being in class and interacting with the other kids and friends. She also really
missed her teachers.

7/18/2020 11:56 PM

306 None 7/18/2020 10:52 PM
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307 Challenges were getting my son to do the assignments. Once he heard his grades were only
10% he completely stopped doing all work except for his 2 music classes.

7/18/2020 10:44 PM

308 My personal challenges as a mom was both of my daughters (one in 7th and one in 10th) both
would you say they had until 2pm to log in to get credit for the day, this allowed them to
develop bad sleeping habits and disrupt the daily routine. My suggestion would be to have a
specific log in time in order to get credit for the day. Sincerely, mom of teen daughters

7/18/2020 10:19 PM

309 My child got up every day and completed all assignments. Some assignments I felt were not
meaningful and a waste of time. I know this was difficult and they tried their best.

7/18/2020 10:10 PM

310 We had a few minor hiccups with the internet connection as I was working from home as well,
but we worked through them.

7/18/2020 9:56 PM

311 As parents we had no idea how to use the google classroom platform at all. So we had no idea
how to check that their work was completed or not. Parents need a crash course on google
classroom so that we properly understand our role in distance learning. Also more
teacher/parent communication. Perhaps a weekly session with parents/ teachers to helps us
better understand what the teachers are expecting each week and areas that we should focus
on.

7/18/2020 9:54 PM

312 Couldn’t do most tasks independently. Needed a lot of guidance. 7/18/2020 9:28 PM

313 Internet had issues at times during the school day which created difficulties 7/18/2020 9:12 PM

314 We had to teach and evaluate work done. Teachers should do more live lessons...rather than
give a math game or you tube video to learn from. Then when my child handed in writing
assignments through email we should have gotten feedback on it. I don't know what is
expected from a first grader? Less computer games and more writing in notebooks, spelling,
actual math worksheets, etc.

7/18/2020 8:54 PM

315 While I at first thought that distance learning was a good model for a teen, I came to think
differently as time went on. Some teachers went above and beyond to provide live lessons
(Kudos to Mrs. Batterton from SMS). While other teachers did not do a single live video or
check in during the 3 months of distance learning. Teens can very easily fall into a pattern of
sleeping too late, spending too much time in their rooms. I wish that more of my daughter's
teachers would have checked in live or done live lessons, so that my daughter would have had
to get up and be accountable to a schedule. This is something that was challenging as a
parent to enforce, as some days there was really no reason to get up and moving, as there no
where to go and little to do.

7/18/2020 8:10 PM

316 Not completing assignments. Struggling with extra help. 7/18/2020 7:55 PM

317 She needs one on one.... easily distracted..... online learning is awful for her. 7/18/2020 7:46 PM

318 Child needed supervision, unable to conduct my work 7/18/2020 7:23 PM

319 None 7/18/2020 6:59 PM

320 N/A 7/18/2020 6:59 PM

321 That both parents work so it’s harder to home school 7/18/2020 6:27 PM

322 Keeping her on track and focused! At the beginning she felt like she didn't have to do it cause
she wasnt in school. That changed when she realized she may not go to second grade of she
didnt do her work!

7/18/2020 6:23 PM

323 Distraction a balance with younger non school aged children and distractions 7/18/2020 6:18 PM

324 Inability of answering questions if teachers are not available. 7/18/2020 6:13 PM

325 Teachers just attached you tube videos they did not video themselves . I feel if teacher is
asking for an assignment they need to do assignment themselves not from a you tube video .
This was most of my child’s classes

7/18/2020 5:32 PM

326 My husband and I both work full time during the week so it was exhausting coming home to do
3 hours of schoolwork with two kids.

7/18/2020 5:17 PM

327 Both parents working full-time in the home and needing to provide support to ensure child
understood lessons and completed assignments accurately.

7/18/2020 4:42 PM
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328 Not a problem but would like to ask teachers and administration to be flexible on when we
submit the schoolwork. Please do not lower grade because we submit classwork later than the
regular school hour - allow us to submit classwork with some flexibility would be very much
appreciated.

7/18/2020 4:36 PM

329 Our daughter went from loving school and school work to hating it. It was a source of
frustration and struggle. It lead to daily battles trying to get school work done and trying to
teach her the lessons. Also both parents were working FT, so stress level in the home was
high. She was not old enought to do assignments independently and required constant help,
this left her younger sister at a disadvantage, as we could not apply attention to both children's
studies and our own work. Our daughter needs in person learning, or regular online classes, or
a tutor. Cyber learning is not a good format for her.

7/18/2020 3:51 PM

330 None 7/18/2020 3:42 PM

331 I worked during distance learning hours and it was hard for my son to do it on his own,and
couldn't find someone to helped him as I am a single mother.

7/18/2020 3:06 PM

332 Son needed hands on support maneuvering through apps in order to complete assignments. All
assignments were completed with my help which took all day long sitting in front of the
computer. It was difficult for me to help my other child and run my house properly as I am the
primary caregiver.

7/18/2020 2:34 PM

333 Teaching as a parent and having the patience needed My child frustrated at times because he
wanted to keep up.with the reading or work was hard for him

7/18/2020 2:21 PM

334 None 7/18/2020 2:10 PM

335 H 7/18/2020 1:10 PM

336 The beginning transition was a little rough because he received services at school. But i was
fortunate to be working from home so once we got into a groove, it was great. I was able to
helo him when he needed it. He did, however, have issues completing his work when he was at
his fathers house so when he came home, he had a lot of work to either re-do or complete.

7/18/2020 12:47 PM

337 I had a hard time getting him to focus. I was busy trying to distract his younger brother , help
him and work from home.

7/18/2020 12:46 PM

338 Teachers did not put a lot of effort in teaching only posted assignments and parents became
teachers.

7/18/2020 12:22 PM

339 Balancing work from home with supporting my child with her work 7/18/2020 12:03 PM

340 It’s really hard to keep them engaged and focused. 7/18/2020 10:55 AM

341 Our child did pretty well with distance learning. He did miss his friends and teachers. 7/18/2020 10:45 AM

342 We have an infant and a 3 year old, so helping our daughter was difficult. She is very social
and became depressed throughout distance learning. She also is well above average
academically and her needs were not met. Her teacher never once reached out to her
personally and my husband and I felt that we were on her own to help her succeed.

7/18/2020 10:44 AM

343 Kid was done too early and parents work. Left with time that could be used for more lessons 7/18/2020 10:34 AM

344 My son has a hard time focusing without a teacher in front of him. They were literally only one
or two times during the whole distance-learning where the teacher had the whole classroom on
at the same time. I understand that this was due to everyone but if we have to do this again at
any point in our future we have to ask teachers to engage their students live during their
regular classroom times and teach the lesson in that manner. The lesson can also be recorded
for review

7/18/2020 10:05 AM

345 Very difficult to be the mom and teacher. 7/18/2020 9:53 AM

346 Very difficult to lead lessons and work full time. Also have another young child in the house. I
would much rather prefer live lessons that engage my child. Teachers have a way of teaching
and I’m unable to do that. It’s a diservice to my child who is at a critical point of learning.

7/18/2020 9:52 AM

347 Getting up on time and wanting to do the work at a consistent time was struggling 7/18/2020 9:45 AM

348 Distractions 7/18/2020 9:42 AM
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349 Being a teacher myself, it was difficult to manage my two children's work load from two very
different grade levels (K and 4) as well as my students in my own classroom. Technology also
presented an issue when we were asked to print and submit things. I felt the amount of work
given by the classroom teachers was sufficient, but felt the assignments given by the unified
arts, especially music, were unrealistic and not typically what they would have done in a "40
minute" class time. I also feel that the requirements of taking pictures of every piece of
completed work every single day and submitting it or else my child would be considered
'absent" was a bit much.

7/18/2020 9:32 AM

350 Keeping the kids engaged when they finished early. We, as parents, are still working. 7/18/2020 9:23 AM

351 She was done too early, and not enough live instructions. Although everyone did a great job
with the task at hand. My child was self taught.

7/18/2020 9:22 AM

352 Getting child to focus on school work It know enough to navigate chrome book Needing
constant supervision and help

7/18/2020 9:22 AM

353 - 7/18/2020 9:19 AM

354 No problem 7/18/2020 8:49 AM

355 Initially making the computer compatible but went smoothly after that. Everything worked out
well

7/18/2020 8:46 AM

356 I have a younger child and I also had to work so my 6th grader went unsupervised for most of
her school day unless she needed help which turned into alot of incomplete or late
assignments.

7/18/2020 8:31 AM

357 I am a teacher and it was very difficult supporting my children and teaching my class at the
same time. We also had difficulty sending the work the way some teachers requested. That
was another source of frustration. Some teachers said have your parents help you and I tried.
What was most upsetting was when a teacher would not budge about the way to send the
work. Please have teachers work with the parents if that happens.

7/18/2020 8:26 AM

358 We had a problem with math, my child did not struggle with math in class but found math
increasingly difficult as distance learning progressed.also my child didn't like participating in
online music

7/18/2020 8:00 AM

359 I feel like they’re not learning anything 7/18/2020 7:57 AM

360 Dropping of internet connection, trouble signing into Google classroom 7/18/2020 7:55 AM

361 Trying to work myself from home and being available for my daughter. 7/18/2020 7:44 AM

362 having 2 kids that would not work independently. It made for a long day of school and work. 7/18/2020 7:03 AM

363 Needed more guidance with math assignments - would appreciate practice pages to review
before taking tests and more time spent on certain math concepts (area/perimeter - fractions -
division - counting money - telling time)

7/18/2020 6:32 AM

364 Trying to do all the UA assignments on top of the school work. Each lesson in school work had
to be taught, there was no independent work.

7/18/2020 6:06 AM

365 It was hell. Need to have video classes with structure instead of "here is your to do list. Get it
done by tomorrow".

7/18/2020 5:37 AM

366 None 7/18/2020 4:27 AM

367 N/a 7/18/2020 3:38 AM

368 My son has a computer and it was difficult to keep him off playing online games if I wasn’t
around to oversee his learning for the day. Having access to the chrome book would have been
better since it’s locked down from those sites. There was too much written instructions without
live or pre-recording lessons teaching the content for the assignment to be completed.

7/18/2020 1:07 AM

369 N/A 7/18/2020 12:41 AM

370 Trying to get youngest child to stay focused and not argue with me when explaining what he
needs to do.

7/18/2020 12:35 AM

371 Get homework in on time 7/18/2020 12:17 AM
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372 Not enough work - no student / teacher interactions 7/18/2020 12:15 AM

373 Nothing particular 7/18/2020 12:13 AM

374 Too many distractions with mixture of home environment and learning for so long...started with
2 week expectation...My children wanted to be at school, and I wanted that for them...we will
not be participating in any further ZOOM expectations..

7/18/2020 12:11 AM

375 None .. it was easy .. 7/18/2020 12:11 AM

376 My daughter is just lazy and wouldn’t take it seriously. It’s my kid not anything with the school
or teachers.

7/18/2020 12:00 AM

377 My kids have too many distraction at home to learn. They wouldn’t stay engaged and was not
motivated to do schoolwork. They said they needed to be at school in order to stay engaged.

7/17/2020 11:53 PM

378 Shared devices, so sometimes child had to use desk top computer (at home) which didn't have
a camera so child couldn't show their face. Some of the projects assigned were extreme and
had to visit stores during pandemic to get poster board, art supplies etc.... This caused stress
on child and parent.

7/17/2020 11:49 PM

379 Balancing working myself, supporting my Kindergarteners learning, and parenting two other
children while my husband was off at work.

7/17/2020 11:42 PM

380 None 7/17/2020 11:33 PM

381 Having to help 3 children on 3 different grades while maintaining my partner ans I work our full
time jobs.

7/17/2020 11:32 PM

382 My child said he completed assignment he didn't complete. He needed a lot of one on one
attention for most assignments

7/17/2020 11:17 PM

383 Not skilled enough to teach 3 different kids 7/17/2020 11:17 PM

384 None 7/17/2020 11:17 PM

385 working full time from home while teaching a kindergarten student. Not enough actual teaching
just assignments. Luckily he had a parent to help him and teach the material.

7/17/2020 11:14 PM

386 No internet No support 7/17/2020 11:14 PM

387 Not enough work and nothing new being taught 7/17/2020 10:50 PM

388 My son has anxiety. The pandemic, having to leaving school, social distancing from family and
friends caused him stress, and more anxiety. He had increased behaviors which lead me to
reach out and get my son help to cope with everything he was and still is dealing with daily.

7/17/2020 10:35 PM

389 Having to be the teacher and show/explain/teach 7/17/2020 10:35 PM

390 I was teaching as well, so managing work and my job was difficult. The school work was good
but took a bit of time to get the routine down. Not having a printer made some assignments
harder so I had to write or draw them out.

7/17/2020 10:23 PM

391 Struggling to sit in front of a computer. No interaction with the teacher or with other kids made
learning anything very difficult

7/17/2020 10:20 PM

392 These children need to have a schedule and the teachers should resume class as if they
where in the building physically these children can not teach themselves

7/17/2020 10:13 PM

393 He was distracted, can’t focus, no set time, no structure. 7/17/2020 10:09 PM

394 It was very difficult assisting two different aged children complete assignments while
continuing to work full time.

7/17/2020 10:08 PM

395 Distance-learning was very frustrating for my daughter. She often felt overwhelmed and
frustrated, and she lacked the confidence that she would normally have sitting in a classroom
with her teacher nearby. She encountered almost every activity with “I don’t know how to do
this.” She would take a very long time to finish her work and it was very hard for her to focus.
It was a very stressful experience for our family. Activities that were confusing for her, or
sometimes also confusing for myself as a parent, as I wasn’t versed in some of the skills and
assignments that were given to her.

7/17/2020 10:06 PM
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396 My child wasn’t being challenged as she would in a physical classroom. She was just
maintaining knowledge, not acquiring new skills. Additionally, socialization & interactions with
peers is a large factor in development that simply cannot be accomplished via video chats - no
matter how many we have. Children need to engage with each other on many different levels
for their own mental and physical growth & learn from one another. Sharing, manners and basic
communication skills are difficult to practice with social distancing.

7/17/2020 10:06 PM

397 My child stopped receiving his reading comprehension help. 7/17/2020 10:05 PM

398 Getting her to engage. She has a 1 on 1 para in school and it was very hard to get keep her on
task when she would get frustrated.

7/17/2020 9:54 PM

399 The assignments in google classroom were named differently than in PowerSchool and
PowerSchool was not updated frequently enough for me to check and see that my child
complete his assignments.

7/17/2020 9:48 PM

400 I used my dining room table but would have preferred a set up with a desk and chair to mimic a
more school environment. Finding a desk has been a challenge and I still do not have one.
Needed to space us all out with us all working and going to school at home to maintain
confidentiality for my job and distance for everyone else so they could attend to videos and
teachers without distracting each other.

7/17/2020 9:46 PM

401 Children did great, but sat in front of a computer from 8:00am to 4:30 constantly every day.
The loss of socialization with distance learning was very difficult and sitting in front of a laptop
for that many hours each day was very emotionally draining. The lack of physical movement
was concerning and not healthy. In person schooling is much more valuable and important for
socialization and growth.

7/17/2020 9:44 PM

402 No one being there to help cause both Parents work full time. 7/17/2020 9:43 PM

403 At first my daughter was getting headaches from staring at the screen for so long. So we
started taking short breaks every 30-45 minutes, and that worked.

7/17/2020 9:35 PM

404 I am a special education teacher, so more than capable to facilitate distance learning for my
child. However, my child absolutely responds better to other adults, such as her teacher, when
it comes to learning. My child is also more confident and engaged when she is with other
students. The social aspect of school is so key in making growth and progressing. So, having
the learning come directly from me, instead of her teacher, without any positive peer influence
was significantly difficult. Video learning where the teacher was the main facilitator, students
were able to interact with their peers, and get 1:1 support from paraprofessionals to teachers
via google classroom or zoom would have been the most helpful.

7/17/2020 9:34 PM

405 It was not easy without teacher instruction, but my child made it work 7/17/2020 9:33 PM

406 None, it was simple and easy 7/17/2020 9:32 PM

407 It was extremely stressful to keep track of multiple distance learning assignments and work
two jobs from home. Most of the time I had to sit down with him and constantly push him to
get the work done. He was bored and frustrated with all the online assignments. He did not
benefit from distance learning.

7/17/2020 9:30 PM

408 None 7/17/2020 9:27 PM

409 No interaction just screen work 7/17/2020 9:26 PM

410 The kids became so bored with it. They had little interaction with people outside of the house.
The social emotional aspect can’t be found outside of school. As well, routines became
mundane and the work was very similar on the daily in Kindergarten. My 5th grade had daily
meetings and was greatly engaged. She still had issues being behind a screen for so long in
order to complete all her work. Thankfully her teacher was available every day during certain
hours.

7/17/2020 9:13 PM

411 Sometimes the material wasn't challenging enough or differentiated for the level of the child; it
was more general and mostly review. I realize teachers had to adapt quickly and had not done
this before but was hoping as time went on that more new material and class lessons would be
incorporated. It was mostly a stop-gap measure to get to the end of the year. My child was
fairly independent and we did not have a lot of technical issues, so we did not have the
challenges many other parents faced.

7/17/2020 9:13 PM
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412 frustration without instruction from a teacher; 7/17/2020 9:11 PM

413 No problems or challenges 7/17/2020 9:08 PM

414 Trying to balance my own work, my other child (age 3) and sitting/ supporting my Kindergartner
with his work.

7/17/2020 9:08 PM

415 Both parents work so it was up the my 14 year old to help him with all his work. 7/17/2020 9:04 PM

416 Na 7/17/2020 9:04 PM

417 child gets distracted easily, household is chaotic, child struggles with being consistent,
showing interest, completing assignment, working independently. We r a single mom
household, mom wears many hats. Then school was canceled and mom had to wear many
more hats. School should provide a tutor, either to come into home or meet someplace. i’m not
a teacher

7/17/2020 9:03 PM

418 Teachers just assigning work and never meeting with or teaching students 7/17/2020 9:02 PM

419 Getting him to stay on task and focused while trying to do work for my job. 7/17/2020 8:59 PM

420 My child listens and complies for the teacher but throws himself on the ground and cries when
I ask him to do work or make changes. It’s hard to challenge him or push him at home.

7/17/2020 8:54 PM

421 Not much problem but too much work for a kindergartner. 7/17/2020 8:53 PM

422 Constant battle to have my child complete or even start their work. Major arguments. I work
full time, not home to supervise.

7/17/2020 8:53 PM

423 I worked through the pandemic so I had to do some lessons at 7pm with my child and that was
awful

7/17/2020 8:50 PM

424 Completing printed assignments. We do not have a printer. Having the right tools to complete
assignments.

7/17/2020 8:47 PM

425 My child had difficulty focusing in the classroom so once it was moved to her home it was
even more difficult.

7/17/2020 8:46 PM

426 Not having prior knowledge of assignments/ teaching background. 7/17/2020 8:42 PM

427 Being one parent when both my kids need my undivided attention to complete the work. I
would work with one child in the morning than the other in the afternoon. Some days we'd start
at 8 and wouldn't finished until around 5 or 6. My son took up the majority of the time because
he takes 3 tames as long to something than a typical child and I knew he needed to pass to
advance to 6th grade. My daughter unfortunately didn't complete most of her work because I
know she won't get held back and be moved to 4th grade no matter how she did. I really felt
like I had to choose between which child I was going to help.

7/17/2020 8:40 PM

428 Balancing educating my son while working remotely full time. 7/17/2020 8:38 PM

429 The lack of connection with teachers and classmates. 7/17/2020 8:30 PM

430 Motivation, Timeliness, Understanding the requirements of the assignments, One day would
have tons of work where another day would have nothing due, focus, lack of interaction being
able to fill out a worksheet doesn't mean you learn anything.

7/17/2020 8:30 PM

431 The struggle of getting him to cooperate and do his work. Home is not school so it was hard for
him to accept the change. He fought us every step of the way. Also the unified arts like gym
and art I thought was crazy I had enough of a hard time with academics, to add this was way
to much.

7/17/2020 8:27 PM

432 Nothing 7/17/2020 8:20 PM

433 I was teaching myself from home and my children both needed my support to complete any of
their work. Neither of my kids were successful with it and they were always stressed out by
school and the overwhelming amount of assignments given with little to no instruction.

7/17/2020 8:19 PM

434 Lack on scheduled class times as they were home without a parent as both parents still were
required to work. More structure should be required for middle school aged children.

7/17/2020 8:16 PM

435 Paying attention 7/17/2020 8:15 PM
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436 Frustration that ended in tears 7/17/2020 8:14 PM

437 Not enough interaction with his teacher. He said he video chatted with her twice total. 7/17/2020 8:14 PM

438 Keeping my three year old occupied while trying to help out my seven year old 7/17/2020 8:12 PM

439 Not enough communication 7/17/2020 8:09 PM

440 Sometimes assignments were too difficult to complete independently. 7/17/2020 8:07 PM

441 None 7/17/2020 8:05 PM

442 Trying to balance my working from home and helping my child with homework. 7/17/2020 8:04 PM

443 I work at a hospital so I had to depend on my mother, thankfully, to help them. Otherwise, I
have no idea what I would have done. They definitely would have not had the same learning
experience.

7/17/2020 8:03 PM

444 It wasn’t too bad . The only thing I would say is distraction with everyone home and I had to
keep her focused on each topic

7/17/2020 8:02 PM

445 I am an elementary school instructional coach in another district, so I did not support my own
children as much as they needed/deserved. I have a 3 year old, as well as two elementary age
children; balancing family needs was difficult most days.

7/17/2020 8:01 PM

446 Keeping up with distance learning and working with my own students from home with two
toddlers also at home. Live lessons or printable lessons had the most positive experience for
my daughter. She struggled with programs like lexia and xtra math. As a general rule she is not
a technology user at home- by design. She thrives with paper to pencil, in person teaching.

7/17/2020 8:00 PM

447 Working myself, i found a challenge to find time to do work with my son. Because of that it
was a struggle to do work and take our time. Not sure if he learned much, but definately spent
way too much time on electronics.

7/17/2020 8:00 PM

448 There was not enough teaching going on. It was just posted links and he had to complete
assignment after assignment. Because he is bright , he was able to complete the work but still
needed a teacher to teach him the concepts first. There was only me to do that!

7/17/2020 7:58 PM

449 Parents working plus school at the same time doesn’t work. 7/17/2020 7:54 PM

450 N/A 7/17/2020 7:52 PM

451 My son has ADHD and sensory disorder. He needed a lot of support and many sensory breaks
so he would be doing class work for more than 6 hours a day Mon-Friday. Due to this, he didn't
get to have time for his OT activities. We will be having a baby in October and will not be
risking our family and sending him to school in the fall. We will be participating in distance
learning no matter what.

7/17/2020 7:51 PM

452 None 7/17/2020 7:51 PM

453 Keeping my child focused on the task at hand. 7/17/2020 7:50 PM

454 Trying to help my struggling child while having to work full time at home and keep up with the
daily changes in the banking industry where I am a mtg underwriter.

7/17/2020 7:49 PM

455 Two parents working full time means you can’t help or scaffold learning 7/17/2020 7:48 PM

456 It was a struggle to get my son to complete specials. We needed assistance with a para. 7/17/2020 7:44 PM

457 Trying to balance my own work obligations and my daughter's live meetings 7/17/2020 7:43 PM

458 I think my child needed more resources or more interaction with her teacher (especially
algebra). Preparing for the AP exam was difficult.

7/17/2020 7:41 PM

459 I did not have a printer that worked so i would have to stop working and draw out the worksheet
that the teacher sent over so my child could complete their work.

7/17/2020 7:40 PM

460 In the beginning of how looking up at each classroom for work sometimes the stream of google
didn't update quickly in some classrooms.

7/17/2020 7:39 PM

461 My child needed constant support and could not complete work without me next to him. 7/17/2020 7:38 PM
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462 It was difficult to get him to focus on his work at times with everything going on at home. That
being said I think it is a great option and will set up a better learning environment for him in the
fall.

7/17/2020 7:36 PM

463 I’m an essential worker and I had to bring my child to work with me because I couldn’t work
from home so it made it difficult for me to balance my work with her schooling.

7/17/2020 7:35 PM

464 Distractions and lack of classroom structure 7/17/2020 7:35 PM

465 Trying to explain strategies to figure out math in a more simplistic way my child could
understand was difficult.

7/17/2020 7:31 PM

466 I worked throughout the pandemic left the house at 7am and didnt get home until 6pm. Once
the work was turned in i could not view. The teacher reached out once to let me know my son
wasnt actually completing the assignment and when i asked a question via dojo it wasnt
answered until the following day if not a few few days later. There was no video communication
or learning

7/17/2020 7:30 PM

467 Getting child to focus. She was confused and didn't understand fully that this is school work
like she would do at school

7/17/2020 7:27 PM

468 Nothing in the home. I just wish there was more live interaction with teachers. 7/17/2020 7:26 PM

469 Lack of engagement with the teachers. 7/17/2020 7:25 PM

470 The inability to log in to the Chromebooks made distance learning much more difficult than it
needed to be. We could not save websites or passwords which meant that the child could not
independently get into any assignment on their own. We were unable to change settings as
well. The lack of support from the IT in response to the concern was also extremely
disappointing. Additionally the majority of the work was websites or responsive sheets that
require typing except 1st graders are still learning to write and do not know how to type. It
caused a lot of unnecessary frustration in our house. There was also no follow up on any
assignment, no "grading" of things. The amount of unified arts work was not grade level
appropriate and required an unreasonable amount of adult interaction to set up/complete
assignments.

7/17/2020 7:23 PM

471 None. He loved it. 7/17/2020 7:23 PM

472 I have twins and the class work was not the same, despite being in the same grade. It caused
a lot of tension because one class usually had more work. I also work in healthcare and cannot
take time off to be home with them during distance learning.

7/17/2020 7:22 PM

473 none 7/17/2020 7:22 PM

474 Questions on homework fell to the parents and little to no response from the teacher when help
was requested.

7/17/2020 7:20 PM

475 I’m an essential worker. I worked the whole time. My child didn’t learn anything from March
through June. Distance learning wasn’t wasn’t a challenge intellectually. It was a challenge
mentally after working all day at a hospital coming home to do homework with my children until
11-12 and waking up at 5am to go to work.

7/17/2020 7:18 PM

476 Getting teachers to give feedback. 7/17/2020 7:17 PM

477 Nobody to supervise student. Could not get student to focus on assignments. 7/17/2020 7:16 PM

478 I had three kids running around and trying to help was near impossible, but the teacher and
students lessons were helpful.

7/17/2020 7:13 PM

479 Getting the kids into a routine. Once we got our routine it was smoother. We had to do a lot of
teaching for double digit math and it was hard since it was coming from mom and dad. More
pre recorded sessions may have helped.

7/17/2020 7:12 PM

480 My husband I and are also teachers so we were responsible for our students while also helping
our children

7/17/2020 7:11 PM

481 Engaging him. My child likes time go and do things he'd rather finish his work just to complete
it, rather than do it with effort. He also struggles with reading and relied on the books reading to
him rather than him reading the book.

7/17/2020 7:09 PM

482 It required a lot of support from the parent. While I am 100% invested in my child’s education 7/17/2020 7:06 PM
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the programs that were used required a parent to help throughout the entire lesson

483 Keeping him focuses and on task. 7/17/2020 7:06 PM

484 With this child none teacher was absolutely fabulous went above and beyond 7/17/2020 7:05 PM

485 None felt she needed more work to do. 7/17/2020 7:05 PM

486 None 7/17/2020 7:03 PM

487 None, my child did better with distance learning. 7/17/2020 7:02 PM

488 Trying to work a full time job and also help give my child direction for her assignments. 7/17/2020 7:01 PM

489 Following up with my child to ensure that everything was done - which usually was not done! I
would not know if he completed things until I saw the F in the gradebook.

7/17/2020 6:58 PM

490 Working with 2 younger kids who both needed assistance 7/17/2020 6:57 PM

491 Balance of my own work & helping kids w/ assignments 7/17/2020 6:55 PM

492 Keeping my child engaged - he had almost no FaceTime with instructors. Only assignments
which he quickly finished. No challenge for him.

7/17/2020 6:50 PM

493 None 7/17/2020 6:47 PM

494 Working around parents work schedule, having the patience with your own child that a teacher
would have had, that caused stress between parents and child

7/17/2020 6:44 PM

495 Difficulty assisting 2 young kids at same time with one parent present that needs constant
help. No structure No attention span Keeping them engaged Kids don’t listen to parents like
they do their teachers.

7/17/2020 6:42 PM

496 Some kids are just not meant to be home schooled.... 7/17/2020 6:41 PM

497 Assignments done in no time and no instruction 7/17/2020 6:40 PM

498 My child, while very intelligent, needed constant guidance to ensure he stayed on task. He is
easily distracted but due to my working from home as well, he had to stay near me in order to
ensure he competed his work. There was no video meeting until the end and they frequently
ended early or did not occur due to zoom technical difficulties. More face to face (one on one
and small group) would have been beneficial.

7/17/2020 6:38 PM

499 While completing kindergarten assignments, my son needed a lot of assistance transitioning
through assignments. This was not due to the difficulty level of assignments, rather giving
direction and prompting through requirements. This was difficult to do while trying to conduct
my own work meetings and responsibilities. It would have been helpful to have even a short
amount of time that he could engage with his teacher online during the work day.

7/17/2020 6:37 PM

500 Teachers not correcting school work. Or answering e-mails 7/17/2020 6:35 PM

501 We had three kids in the same grade. Every child had different lessons. One child had 30-60
minutes of work a day, another had about 60-90 minutes worth, and the last one had a
minimum of 120 minutes worth of work a day. All needing individual attention with two having
IEP’s and one with a 504.

7/17/2020 6:35 PM

502 We didn’t really have any challenges 7/17/2020 6:33 PM

503 My child was fine with online learning for the first two weeks, then it became a huge daily
struggle to get him to go on and complete his work. He was above grade prior to distance
learning and loved school. He began to dislike school on the computer and refused to
participate on Zoom. He was able to complete most of the work independently, but just did not
want to do it. I feel that it became boring and redundant to him, there really was not a
challenge for him. It would take hours to complete everything daily as we were also trying to
work from home and he would throw tantrums, which is not his typical behavior. He never had
any behavior problems at school and always had excellent feedback from his Kdg and 1st
grade teacher.

7/17/2020 6:33 PM

504 My child needs the most help in the field of socialization and that is the only area we cannot
recreate outside the classroom. Our teacher didn’t do any video chats and I wish there were
more

7/17/2020 6:32 PM
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505 None 7/17/2020 6:26 PM

506 Distractions from siblings or other family members. 7/17/2020 6:26 PM

507 Balancing my song's distance learning with work and 2 younger siblings 7/17/2020 6:22 PM

508 Focusing and explaining so a child can understand 7/17/2020 6:21 PM

509 Huge lack of participation from some teachers. They might give an assignment and give them
a Kahn academy video to watch and that was their limit of teaching. Also it was very hard to
get some teachers to respond for help.

7/17/2020 6:14 PM

510 I didn’t like my child and I being on screens so much, and my child didn’t enjoy the distance
learning. My child did all the work, but obviously didn’t look forward to it as much as actually
going to school.

7/17/2020 6:14 PM

511 She stopped seeing her friends 7/17/2020 6:13 PM

512 The lessons were not engaging. We generally used Khan or Lexia or other websites. Live
lessons and live interaction with students for learning would be ideal.

7/17/2020 6:13 PM

513 Teaching material. There were very little instructions and most of the work needed to be self
taught

7/17/2020 6:13 PM

514 Having 3 kids it wasn’t easy at all. And my daughter would get distracted a lot!!! But with little
ones is hard to keep them quiet or to be able to help her, which she needed help kspt of the
time.

7/17/2020 6:13 PM

515 I don't feel like the reading assessment was correct at all she was doing fine with reading and
they with the summer reading program they sent home were way below her reading level and
the summer reading program didn't even work

7/17/2020 6:08 PM

516 inability to assist child due to my work obligations. child did not always log in on time. 7/17/2020 6:08 PM

517 Unable to work due to childcare. 2 of my 3 children receive services that I was not able to
perform at the level their professional peers were able to complete. I don’t feel that distance
learning personally work for my children.

7/17/2020 6:05 PM

518 None 7/17/2020 6:05 PM

519 The lack of focus and the frequent bathroom breaks 7/17/2020 6:04 PM

520 Had to spend 4 hours with child while trying to suppport a business. That age is too young to
be self sufficient and trying to stay focused cause mekt downs and aggression in a child that
normally loves school and has turned her into hating learning. This was highly ineffective for all
4 my children.

7/17/2020 6:04 PM

521 My child required 90% adult participation and my husband and I have 2-other children at home
and work full time. Becoming full-time school teachers to support distance learning is not an
acceptable option. Teachers should have been physically teaching multiple hours during the
day and recording those sessions for students that could not participate live to watch as a
video later in the day when their schedule allowed.

7/17/2020 6:03 PM

522 None 7/17/2020 6:02 PM

523 Sometimes the programs did not load, lack of workbooks, 7/17/2020 6:02 PM

524 none 7/17/2020 6:00 PM

525 She needed more individual assistance 7/17/2020 6:00 PM

526 My child does not learn well in an environment that is not school. She will Also not Learn on an
overly sterile environment with masks or other devices

7/17/2020 5:59 PM

527 Teaching from home as well for both my husband and i made completing work with our
daughters difficult.

7/17/2020 5:58 PM

528 My son is autistic and in special ed at the middle school... just getting him to spend the time
concentrating… But I know he has that problem in school as well besides that there were no
problems whatsoever only he did not participate on live class assignments... since he is not in
those classes but they had a great program and assignments set up for him every day the
special education team was fantastic through this!!!!!

7/17/2020 5:57 PM
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529 My husband and I work from home and balancing distance learning with our work was
challenging but we found that startinf my child with school work as soon as he woke up was
helpful. He would start at 6:30 or 7am get most of his work done early in the day

7/17/2020 5:57 PM

530 My child was too distracted being home. The thought of “I can do it later because nobody’s
teaching anyway”. Having an IEP was difficult to keep with as my child’s case worker/special
ed teacher was not always available to help with assignments.

7/17/2020 5:54 PM

531 Bedtime and getting up early in morning since our routine was off 7/17/2020 5:54 PM

532 Not interacting with other students. 7/17/2020 5:53 PM

533 More interactions that can be done through Microsoft teams program- video with classroom
and teacher as the teacher shows on whiteboard lesson for that subject - it is also recorded so
the student can go back and re listen to the class recording

7/17/2020 5:53 PM

534 Too much screen time, not enough collaboration, not enough teacher-led instruction, too rigid
of schedule for video time with teachers.

7/17/2020 5:52 PM

535 n/a 7/17/2020 5:49 PM

536 My child needed me to sit and teach her things she didn’t understand. This was difficult
because I was still working from home.

7/17/2020 5:47 PM

537 No interaction with teacher until the last month. No feedback from teacher. Work was not
challenging enough for my child.

7/17/2020 5:47 PM

538 We didn’t face any problems. At first it was hard getting him up. Also some of his teachers
didn’t have work assigned for him to do for certain classes on days.

7/17/2020 5:46 PM

539 Staying focus and understanding it’s school time even though we’re home. 7/17/2020 5:46 PM

540 Child always on a computer. No social interaction 7/17/2020 5:46 PM

541 My child did not want to do her school work 7/17/2020 5:45 PM

542 Aside from the social aspect, some of the art projects were a little ridiculous. A big problem
was getting my child to reach out to teachers with questions. I think one on one time maybe
once a week with teachers would be great even if it's just a few minutes per child.

7/17/2020 5:44 PM

543 My child recieved NO special education services during this time despite REPEATED requests
to have speech and OT services via teletherapy. Due to increased screen time, we saw a lot
more fidgeting/stinking behavior as well as reduced social interaction (due to lack of social
skills intervention)

7/17/2020 5:43 PM

544 My child lost interest. 7/17/2020 5:42 PM

545 Not wanting to complete the work. Not understanding the assignments. Missing the teacher
and friends in person

7/17/2020 5:41 PM

546 None 7/17/2020 5:41 PM

547 Getting him to do work was really hard. Too many distractions here like his sister, tv, video
games, iPad.

7/17/2020 5:41 PM

548 My toddlers distracting my child. Also she seems like focus. Less caring than a professional
teaching her. She whined when asked to do her work.

7/17/2020 5:40 PM

549 Hardly any feedback from his teacher. A lot of resistance in completing the assignments. I felt
Lexia was too hard and too long.

7/17/2020 5:40 PM

550 They don’t want to do assignments 7/17/2020 5:40 PM

551 None 7/17/2020 5:38 PM

552 My very good classroom student lost focus very easy during distance learning. 7/17/2020 5:37 PM

553 She said she had more assignments than in school and was somewhat overwhelmed. I don’t
think there was much new learning going on but more review.

7/17/2020 5:35 PM

554 Having to work my own job while also trying to help my child with school work! Also during 7/17/2020 5:35 PM
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week i have drs with my elderly family members so my child missed meetings at times! He
didnt get the srbi help in readimg he was getting while in school

555 There was a lot of work for my children and I was working from home at the same time. It was
difficult to help them, do my work, cook, clean, etc.

7/17/2020 5:34 PM

556 I worked full-time 9:00AM - 5:30 PM and had a preschooler at home to tend to and it was very
difficult to be functional at work, whilst supporting my 2nd grader with distance learning and
also occupying my 4 year old.

7/17/2020 5:32 PM

557 Keeping child motivated and willing to put forth best effort when so removed from the
encouragement and environment of the classroom

7/17/2020 5:32 PM

558 All of the specials required a level of hand-holding that I simply could not sustain as I
attempted to do my own job from home. Watching 6-8-10 YouTube videos does not count as
music class, and when the videos are 30 seconds long, it requires me to run back and forth
helping him navigate the Internet far too often. This is the tip of the iceberg, but it's the one
that's top of mind.

7/17/2020 5:31 PM

559 The amount of support needed for our first grader to complete the majority of assignments was
tremendous. While this is to be expected, much of the work was busy work that followed no
logical pattern in the curriculum. It is very frustrating to work full time while supporting my
child's education when the curriculum is either not being followed or simply ineffective.
Furthermore, more direct instruction and feedback would have been extremely helpful in
keeping our child engaged and accountable to the work.

7/17/2020 5:29 PM

560 None. 7/17/2020 5:28 PM

561 None 7/17/2020 5:27 PM

562 Needed constant help with work. I had to be by her side the entire time. 7/17/2020 5:26 PM

563 it's bot our thing. my child is influenced by in person learning and feeds off her peers and when
the teacher is physically present and monitoring

7/17/2020 5:25 PM

564 Getting him to participate and do his work. 7/17/2020 5:24 PM

565 Multiple people on line at same time caused internet interruptions,finding a private/quiet
location and difficulty staying focused.

7/17/2020 5:22 PM

566 Child didn’t want to do it. 7/17/2020 5:17 PM

567 A free for all- figure it out. Little instruction or google meets. Art work was out of control. Hard
projects that took over an hour each day to complete

7/17/2020 5:15 PM

568 Working full time from home and trying to teach my child. 7/17/2020 5:14 PM

569 Not wanting to do the work at specific time 7/17/2020 5:12 PM

570 Trying to help my child while also trying to work from home. We are not a family that
encourages time on computers/devices and we found a change in his demeanor from too much
screen time. I know this was unavoidable. I wish there were other assignments that weren’t
online (Scientific exploration, outdoor sensory activities to report back on, creations & posting
pics, pencil and paper math exemplars and posting pic of the work, etc.) I truly feel that offline
educational ideas should be created for subjects and shared out with teachers & students.
Maybe have the curriculum developers put out a list of projects and activities that promote
learning using household items.

7/17/2020 5:07 PM

571 None 7/17/2020 5:06 PM

572 3 children at home and all needed support. Was hard to juggle all of them. 7/17/2020 5:06 PM

573 We had to switch internet providers 7/17/2020 5:05 PM

574 I felt there was little teaching happening My daughter did not have any live classes. Just
assignments posted and at times when I asked fo my daughter to get help they just said to
watch video or read instructions again. Very frustrating.

7/17/2020 5:04 PM

575 I work from home and my older child sometimes needed help with her work. So some mornings
I couldn’t give my first grader all the attention he needed or my own work suffered.

7/17/2020 5:03 PM
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576 Well at first I didn't quite understand alot of terminologies but my daughter did and she assist
us so it became easy once explained by her and the teacher..

7/17/2020 5:01 PM

577 None 7/17/2020 4:59 PM

578 None. Both children were done with school by 930/10 daily. My concern is there was little time
spent and both of my kids received great grades (always have); however not sure how much
they learned. I was surprised that one core teacher gave frequent “take a break” days. The
drive by parade during school hours while parents had to work was inconsiderate. Lastly, the
social media posts of teachers out with their children during school hours was frustrating.

7/17/2020 4:59 PM

579 Lack of new material. No live teaching or zoom meetings (except for French). Was mainly
scanned busy work to complete

7/17/2020 4:58 PM

580 The lack of structure, assignments were daily but not posted at the same time; some
assignments were confusing; sometimes work was done but child forgot to click “submit”; my
child had little motivation; felt constantly over whelmed and had a very difficult time with Time
management; I also had contributed working thru out this entire time so I was Unavailable to
give him the extra attention and support needed thru out the day

7/17/2020 4:56 PM

581 lack of focus 7/17/2020 4:54 PM

582 Too much work 7/17/2020 4:52 PM

583 I struggled to be able to help him and do my work at the same time. 7/17/2020 4:48 PM

584 parent not able to help or monitor due to working full time virtually at home as well 7/17/2020 4:45 PM

585 My son could not do any of his work independently. I had to sit with him the entire duration of
his schoolwork every day.

7/17/2020 4:44 PM

586 None 7/17/2020 4:44 PM

587 First week mostly, trouble with links or opening files. After that, not really any. 7/17/2020 4:43 PM

588 Lack of interest in schooling and a lot of interest in Xbox. 7/17/2020 4:43 PM

589 Instead of just posting assignments in google classroom, interaction with classmates and
teachers to engage my child. It would feel more like a real class.

7/17/2020 4:37 PM

590 My personal issues are I am a working mother I’m a nurse I work full time it was very difficult
to work and monitor the online courses

7/17/2020 4:35 PM

591 Just ensuring that it was done. Not forgetting. 7/17/2020 4:34 PM

592 Only challenge was finding quiet spaces from time to time because of my jobs meetings. But
not a real issue.

7/17/2020 4:31 PM

593 None 7/17/2020 4:30 PM

594 Not enough actual time with teachers teaching, more assignments. More actual real-time
interaction is desired

7/17/2020 4:29 PM

595 lack of motivation 7/17/2020 4:28 PM

596 My child not learning... just busy work 7/17/2020 4:28 PM

597 None 7/17/2020 4:28 PM

598 my son has adhd and already struggles but getting him to focus at home was brutle 7/17/2020 4:27 PM

599 My child is a high school student. She was very independent. There weren’t many challenges
faced.

7/17/2020 4:27 PM

600 Being organized to get it all done 7/17/2020 4:26 PM

601 My child needs structure which includes a schedule to follow, a PHYSICAL SCHOOL
BUILDING to go to as well as daily socialization. Distance “learning” has caused her much
anxiety, which is something she’s never dealt with before. She also had some issues with
logging on and was more easily distracted at home. One parent was working from home, and it
was difficult for them both to be home together every day. It didn’t work for us at all.

7/17/2020 4:21 PM
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602 Between both of my children having ADHD, they need my help most days because the
assignment was either too big, confusing to them with no examples, or too time consuming.
One of my children excelled and the other who normally gets A’s & B’s failed every class.

7/17/2020 4:20 PM

603 At times questions my child had in order to complete an assignment took hours or a day to
answer. Therefore was given an incomplete or missing assignment.

7/17/2020 4:19 PM

604 None. 7/17/2020 4:19 PM

605 It was too easy for my child to get distracted watching videos (unrelated to instruction) versus
completing assignments.

7/17/2020 4:18 PM

606 Me learning to deal with google classroom 7/17/2020 4:18 PM

607 Submitting classwork. Remembering to check assignments for UA classes. 7/17/2020 4:18 PM

608 Not enough interaction between teachers and students, not enough feedback given, and not all
of the work was what I would call meaningful in that it wasn’t never discussed or followed up
on with the teacher or in class.

7/17/2020 4:17 PM

609 Nothing really once we established desk space for learning. 7/17/2020 4:17 PM

610 My son needs to be in a classroom with a teacher that pushes him 7/17/2020 4:15 PM

611 Trying to get all the kids online at the same time with unreliable internet 7/17/2020 4:14 PM

612 Too much video time. Assignments too long. Different teachers organized google classroom in
a variety of ways. Made it difficult to find assignments. Directions for assignments difficult to
locate and follow. Student not self motivated. Many distractions at home.

7/17/2020 4:13 PM

613 There were no issues 7/17/2020 4:13 PM

614 There were no specific challenges my daughter faced. 7/17/2020 4:12 PM

615 Not enough live learning 7/17/2020 4:12 PM

616 With both parents working it is impossible to work, teach multiple children, get all assignments
done, clean, cook, and sleep. There was no time left for fun family time and the house was a
chaotic mess. Not good learning environment.

7/17/2020 4:11 PM

617 My kid needed help after the teachers cut off. I think the teachers should hold a class
everyday to help all kids as if they are actually in school.

7/17/2020 4:11 PM

618 Internet outages and lagging, technical difficulties with google classroom, trying to help two
children at once during the day with assignments and help with taking pictures and turning in
assignments

7/17/2020 4:09 PM

619 I am also a teacher so balancing everyone’s schedule was difficult at first. It was frustrating
because I was teaching live lessons, but my son’s teachers at the middle school did not
provide live lessons through the entire process. It was extremely frustrating, especially
because he has a learning disability and had little to no engagement with his core teachers.

7/17/2020 4:09 PM

620 None 7/17/2020 4:09 PM

621 Hard to keep tabs on all three of them— although the teachers were great. Very reasonable
and worked hard to provide quality lessons in an extremely tough situation

7/17/2020 4:08 PM

622 My child needs more 1x1 time with teachers and interactive lessons. 7/17/2020 4:08 PM

623 Learning google program. Checking on child to see if work was being done. 7/17/2020 4:08 PM

624 Easily distracted by all of the things that he usually did after school. These distractions were
every hour of every day

7/17/2020 4:08 PM

625 Trying to assist when needed but not necessarily knowing how to, watching my child struggle
with the distance learning as she wanted to be with her friends and would have meltdowns
atleast once or twice a week and then having to also work full time in the evenings

7/17/2020 4:07 PM

626 Him staying focused and on track. Lying about completed assignments 7/17/2020 4:05 PM

627 My daughter had anxiety in the beginning but relaxed as time went on. 7/17/2020 4:03 PM
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628 Our son used a MacBook Pro and some of the programs were not compatible w/Macs. He had
to consult w/teachers regarding alternative ways to complete/submit assignments.

7/17/2020 4:01 PM

629 I was also working from home, which made it difficult to spend quality time assisting with
many assignments.

7/17/2020 4:01 PM

630 That of my three children a 3rd grader, 7th grader and a 10th grader only my 3rd grader was
getting an immerse experience! She had an amazing teacher who provided an excellent distant
learning experience. My 7th and 10th grader were literalky not taught. No live meetings. They
were wach dine with their work within an hour every day. It was a joke! They did not learn!

7/17/2020 4:01 PM

631 The teachers did not do their jobs. There was absolutely no teaching that took place. My
husband and I became the teachers with no guidance and both working ourselves.

7/17/2020 4:00 PM

632 Monitoring assignments from specials (Art, Computers, Music, PE) teachers 7/17/2020 4:00 PM

633 Balancing the time I was working from home with helping and instructing my child with his
assignments

7/17/2020 3:59 PM

634 Getting my child to listen and do the work that was assigned. Sometimes it was hard for him to
Do the assignment coming from me and not his teacher. He would give me a hard time and I
know he would not do that to his teacher .

7/17/2020 3:57 PM

635 None 7/17/2020 3:53 PM

636 Staying on task. Rushing through work. Not absorbing material. Being distracted by youtube or
minecraft instead of getting work done. Basically I need to be more on top of my child for
continued distance learning. He really would benefit more from in person instruction, but it's
just not safe right now.

7/17/2020 3:52 PM

637 Learning a new platform so I could support my children better. But I learned it rather quickly.
So no real issue for me.

7/17/2020 3:51 PM

638 My child hates schoolwork so it was always a struggle 7/17/2020 3:51 PM

639 none 7/17/2020 3:50 PM

640 Lack of virtual learning with the teacher. Not challenged enough with the assignments 7/17/2020 3:50 PM

641 Trying to help my kids while trying to work from home. My son is in special education and
received minimal to no help or accommodations throughout distance learning.

7/17/2020 3:50 PM

642 Focus 7/17/2020 3:49 PM

643 There was not a clear single place my child could see what was due and when. We struggled
with completing assignments on time and frequently heard from teachers that assignments
were missing.

7/17/2020 3:47 PM

644 presence while my child is in a class through distancing learning 7/17/2020 3:46 PM

645 I had it rough with my son he kept shutting down to do work and it was becoming hard do get
any assignments done. He felt that since he was home he didn’t feel the need to do school
work at all even when the teachers and everyone made it a little easy for him.

7/17/2020 3:45 PM

646 Adjusting at home and creating a realistic schedule/environment for my child to complete his
work timely.

7/17/2020 3:45 PM

647 It was hard to make sure he was learning what needed to be learned and making sure he was
doing his best work while working full time.

7/17/2020 3:45 PM

648 No live teacher instruction only pushed assignments out to students. Left students sometimes
coming to me while I worked from home to ask questions. Not enough communication from
teachers or scheduled meetings to allow students to ask questions.

7/17/2020 3:42 PM

649 Teachers told kids they can make there own Schedule and do homework anytime before
deadline

7/17/2020 3:42 PM

650 I felt overwhelmed with having to navigate many different sites. I also felt we had to teach
them the math problems And how to solve on our own. Teachers should have assisted by
teaching live sessions and not just cut paste and send. Lots of parents are not familiar with the
core teaching( we were taught differently). I felt teachers should have done live lessons and

7/17/2020 3:41 PM
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just cut and paste. Especially when new lessons or subjects were introduced. I feel there was
lack of involvement in those areas and while it was a learning curve for all of us( it was very
very stressful). Mothers especially were burnt out, my spouse worked all through out the
lockdown. I also worked from Home and my morning started at 4:30am everyday. I enjoyed
having my children at home and plan on doing distance learning but the structure was not there
because teachers didn't have much involvement and interaction. Moving forward please take
those things into consideration.

651 More difficult to focus when she was alone, asked for help much more often than she would in
the classroom, completed assignments without understanding directions and would have to
redo assignments.

7/17/2020 3:41 PM

652 My child would get embarrassed & not want to participate in google classroom. (I mad my child
do it).

7/17/2020 3:41 PM

653 Distraction, laziness 7/17/2020 3:40 PM

654 None 7/17/2020 3:39 PM

655 She had a hard time locating some assignments as some teachers posted them in different
ways. I was way involved with her education so if I had a choice I would like to receive a copy
of assignments due so I know exactly what to look for being completed and when it is to be
completed by as we did with the power school app before the chaos. Just so I can assist with
reminders to stay on top of them and aide as needed with lessons she might be struggling
with. I think its parents jobs to also implement the lessons learned through school at home the
weight shouldn't just fall on the teachers/school especially during all this.

7/17/2020 3:38 PM

656 None 7/17/2020 3:37 PM

657 We struggled to keep my son focused. Some days he didn’t finish until 4-5. He needed lots of
movement which we gave him but it was still difficult. He struggled with online lessons with the
whole class. He got frustrated with the kids being too loud and not listening to the teacher.
Small group lessons would have been more effective.

7/17/2020 3:37 PM

658 Having problems with the learning process. 7/17/2020 3:37 PM

659 We needed more dynamic teaching and less busy work 7/17/2020 3:36 PM

660 Making sure she was engaged while my husband and I were working. There were too many
Google Classrooms, she had 9 all together that we had to keep checking. That is confusing
and overwhelming for an elementary student who is not fluent with Google Classroom. There
should have been guidelines to how much work was to be given each day. Her teacher set a
schedule, but some of the Unified Arts work went well beyond what the classroom teacher put
in their daily schedule. Unified Arts should be the same amount they would have that class
each week, not multiple assignments for the week.

7/17/2020 3:35 PM

661 Was hard to complete my work when my child needed me there most of the time to get his
school work done

7/17/2020 3:35 PM

662 I felt as if my children did not get an adequate education because it was me trying to facilitate
three different grade levels for children not able to complete the work themselves. I felt like I
was the one doing the work, in that I was logging on to all these different websites for all three
of the children and having to keep track of what they were doing and when.

7/17/2020 3:34 PM

663 Getting him online to engage at all. Constant battle. 7/17/2020 3:33 PM

664 Students independently taught themselves. No mandatory meetings. We made it mandatory in
our house, however, when teachers logged on they just explained what was due. No instruction
was provided which leaded to frustration. Students learn differently if extra support was
provided in the school then why didn’t they continue with meeting on line. On a typical day
students did not have 7 classes but yet expected to complete 7 assignments. Teams did not
collaborate, the amount of work was a bit much. PE was a bit ridiculous. Agree they need to
get up and move, this is important but when you where penalized because you didn’t explain
“your feelings “ regarding an exercise. Certain assignments where completely inappropriate
without instruction.

7/17/2020 3:31 PM

665 Finding quiet workspace for 4 children in 1 home 7/17/2020 3:30 PM

666 It was difficult for my child to be motivated to have a normal school day. Getting up early did 7/17/2020 3:29 PM
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not happen. Virtual learning needs to be more structured so that normal sleep routines can
happen.

667 My son did not get his all of his services that was due to him. This is a huge issue to me.
There is no reason why he couldn’t have a 1:1 session with these providers.

7/17/2020 3:29 PM

668 I work full time in the house. While my husband was home form the end of the school year, he
is now back at work. I had 2 weeks home alone with distance learning and it nearly broke me.
I'm hoping now that there is more time to plan it will be better.

7/17/2020 3:29 PM

669 No interest in school work. Can not possibly replace in school learning. 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

670 Trying to juggle helping with assignments as well as other children in the home. Working from
home was no longer an option since I was too involved re-explaining assignments.

7/17/2020 3:29 PM

671 I have 3 kids distant learning all while I am working as well so it’s a struggle during school
hours.

7/17/2020 3:29 PM

672 None 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

673 Having 3 kids in 3 schools it was a lot of communication needed and lots to be aware of 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

674 Not getting the one on one learning and the special attention 7/17/2020 3:28 PM

675 At all grade levels, teachers assigned assignments with no instruction and no regard to how
much time it would take. Too much work and without instruction and no interaction for students
to ask questions & understand content, student became frustrated & overwhelmed. If distance
learning were to continue, it would need to be done on a daily schedule with set class times
with a teacher “teaching” a lesson with opportunity to interact & ask questions. Work load
would need reflect realistic amount of completion.

7/17/2020 3:28 PM

676 None it was kind of a joke 7/17/2020 3:26 PM

677 I am a teacher and providing support to my son who has a learning disability in math had its
challenges as I was on meets regularly. It was a constant balance between my job and his
education.

7/17/2020 3:26 PM

678 Holding a child accountable for physical education 7/17/2020 3:25 PM

679 None 7/17/2020 3:25 PM

680 My husband and I were working from home and had to facilitate each piece of learning for our
first grader. He had no experience navigating the internet, putting in usernames and passwords
(different for each individual website) nor keyboarding skills. There were zero live lessons.
Zero. Weekly there was a class meeting on Friday morning. There was no feedback provided.
We actually had no clue if assignments were even checked. Additionally, the work assigned
seemed to lack a scope and sequence. It was torture for my son, and more torturous for us. I
cannot fathom having to do this again next year, and to what end. I do not feel like he has
acquired more skills. I am hopeful he maintained.

7/17/2020 3:25 PM

681 Myself & husband worked 40-70 hrs a week as essential employees and could not keep track
of 4 children doing distance learning. My 9th grader is ADHD and it was impossible for him to
stay focused and motivated while alone

7/17/2020 3:24 PM

682 One teacher I felt needed to TEACH more. Everything else was amazingly smooth. 7/17/2020 3:24 PM

683 My child had an extremely difficult time with distance learning. So much so that my child gave
up.

7/17/2020 3:24 PM

684 Northing 7/17/2020 3:24 PM

685 The lack of wanting to sit and do work because she wasn't in the classroom. We tried different
times during the day, splitting up assignments. Nothing seemed to help. Maybe if it was more
of a live classroom that would inforce more structure.

7/17/2020 3:23 PM

686 Not enough class interactions 7/17/2020 3:23 PM

687 My child missed the specific way her teacher would teach a subject versus the way we helped
teach it. She also missed the face to face interaction with her peers. She did well in distance
learning but didn’t like it and would much rather learn at school.

7/17/2020 3:21 PM
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688 He basically taught himself with very little if any interaction with teachers. 7/17/2020 3:20 PM

689 Not enough support from teachers. My husband and I both were both working from home. 7/17/2020 3:19 PM

690 My daughter was not as attentive, it wasn’t as long as a school day she logged on maybe for
an hour or two to get her assignments and made sure she understood everything. Just lack of
the actual interaction and commitment of being out of school.

7/17/2020 3:19 PM

691 Too easily distracted by other things 7/17/2020 3:19 PM

692 My child was bored with just doing apps and did not engage. I had to push and push with tears
from my child

7/17/2020 3:18 PM

693 I felt that he didn’t have enough live time and was not able to learn new materials 7/17/2020 3:18 PM

694 Interruotioks 7/17/2020 3:18 PM

695 I was teaching from home as well and I t was very difficult to find a balance between having to
work with my own students and helping my children with their school work when needed. There
were also times when all three of us would be on a Zoom/Google Meet at the same times and
all had to go into separate rooms with the doors closed as to not disturb each other. I also
would have liked to be able to sit in on the google meet with the middle school principals so I
could hear the information too but unfortunately had to work myself so I could not.

7/17/2020 3:17 PM

696 I work full time and am in graduate school, my husband works an average of 50 hours a week
outside of the home. We are unable to stop what we are doing to help with technological
problems or to review our sons work prior to him submitting it. Without live instruction he
wasn't getting the immediate feedback on how he did on assignments or how he could improve
his work before he went on to the next thing.

7/17/2020 3:17 PM

697 None 7/17/2020 3:17 PM

698 We did not have many problems. Toward the end of the school year, our son was far less
interested in school work--but that often happens when a school year is coming to an end.

7/17/2020 3:17 PM

699 Multiple people in the home adult and children with online work making it more difficult 7/17/2020 3:16 PM

700 Two full time essential working parents finding time to address school work and coverage to
help

7/17/2020 3:15 PM

701 Lack of structure 7/17/2020 3:14 PM

702 Doing work in their bed with horrible posture. 7/17/2020 3:14 PM

703 Needs to be more interactive. Teachers should instruct class as if they were in classroom
except it’s virtual.

7/17/2020 3:14 PM

704 Rushing through work with little instruction. Some classes NO video \ classroom instruction! 7/17/2020 3:13 PM

705 Technical difficulties with on-line platforms and juggling working from home while
monitoring/assisting with distance learning

7/17/2020 3:13 PM

706 It was challenging trying to work from home and sometimes needing to help with schoolwork. 7/17/2020 3:13 PM

707 I have twin sons in kindergarten. Both boys were given 2 different lesson plans each day which
was hard as a parent to navigate. I would have liked the same lesson plans and same work to
be completed so I could teach them the same things

7/17/2020 3:13 PM

708 My husband runs his own business and is out of the home most of the day. I telecommute full
time but my day consists of teleconferences and web meetings. My child needed me at least
2-3 hours per day to provide instruction and support for distance learning. When I had troubles
accessing things or questions on lessons it was difficult to obtain responses and support from
The teacher. It was not feasible for me to wait an hour for an answer so he could complete an
assignment when I had a meeting to get to. Also the UA teachers decided to use their own
choice of technology that hadn’t been taught to us and many times I was unable to access or
set up what they wanted me to do so he couldn’t complete assignments. UA teachers NEVER
responded to my requests for assistance.

7/17/2020 3:12 PM

709 Not enough live classes or interaction between teachers and students. There are so many
variables with households and COVID, but work schedules didn't change for our household. My
daughters did all of the work they were able to on their own and I spent many hours after work

7/17/2020 3:10 PM
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helping finish assignments. Live teaching should be done. You can't rely on pdfs or videos. I
can keep them home and educate them myself with that type of curriculum.

710 NA 7/17/2020 3:10 PM

711 I had to sit next to her to ensure that assignments were complete, to ensure that she saw all
assignments and that everything was understood.

7/17/2020 3:08 PM

712 Working full time being as my husband and I are essential workers and making sure children
are doing assignments during the day

7/17/2020 3:08 PM

713 Lack of time spent on the lessons prior to assignments be given. Needs to be more like a
classroom lesson. Teach instructs the students on the methodology of the lesson and then
reinforces with work. I don't think there was a lot of teaching happening.

7/17/2020 3:06 PM

714 It was hard to get my child to focus. He argued about doing the work everyday. He did not like
having his face show on video chats. It was difficult for me to focus on my job working from
home while micro managing my son to get his school work done. I also feel some of his
classes did not teach the course so he really didn’t learn much in one subject.

7/17/2020 3:06 PM

715 Managing 3 childrens assignments and scheduled class meetings particularly with my two
elementary students who required supervision and direct instruction. While I worked from home
and conducted ppts.

7/17/2020 3:03 PM

716 Helping a child who was confused about a task or assignment 7/17/2020 3:02 PM

717 2 working parents kids were in their own kindergarten and 4th grader 7/17/2020 3:02 PM

718 Child didn’t always want to do the work 7/17/2020 3:01 PM

719 Student did not feel challenged 7/17/2020 2:57 PM

720 Too much work given during the day 7/17/2020 2:57 PM

721 No problems 7/17/2020 2:53 PM

722 Finding enough work for my child to complete - they were quickly done with assignments 7/17/2020 1:46 PM

723 I struggled to keep 2 students on task while trying to do my own job. 7/17/2020 8:25 AM

724 Sleeping patterns changed. 7/16/2020 3:30 PM

725 My 2nd grader struggled with distance learning. She really missed the teacher instruction and
the hands on that she learns within the classroom. She struggled with sitting at a computer for
a long period of time. She is a type of student that needs a schedule, structure and teacher
interaction.

7/16/2020 1:45 PM

726 Definitely needed parent support, but parents received little feedback about performance.
Unified Arts were extremely lacking

7/16/2020 1:24 PM

727 trouble with wifi, trying to work and help my child, lack of equipment (students needing to print
things at home)

7/16/2020 1:10 PM

728 Getting my child to engage. 7/16/2020 12:34 PM

729 As a teacher, it was extremely challenging for my first grader. If I was busy teaching, I couldn't
help him navigate his sites since everything had a different username/password. Towards the
end, I would call it a successful day if he had completed 20 min Lexia and 10 min XtraMath. I
feel like the rest was just "busy work" that the teacher assigned and there was zero
accountability- since all students were logging in with the same username and password for
some sites (Brain Pop, Scholastic), she would have no idea if my child was completing it or
not, and there was no followup with it. I made the educated decision for my child to complete
the phonics and math that I thought was the most necessary, not just the cute "watch a video
lessons".

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

730 The challenges of distant learning was due to the fact that the teachers did not offer live or
specific times to engage with them. Their was not google meet or zooms available to ask
questions or interact. He was left on his own and emails needed to be sent when their was a
problem. That was not fair!

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

731 working from home, at the same time 7/16/2020 12:12 PM
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732 Internet and printing 7/16/2020 11:53 AM
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Q20 And thinking specifically about the following, to what degree, if at all,
was each a problem or challenge to distance learning for you?

Answered: 732 Skipped: 0

Quality/speed
of my intern...

The amount or
quality of...

Printing

Submitting
homework
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Very significant challenge Significant challenge 

Not a very significant challenge Not a challenge Does not apply

Navigating/find
ing things o...

Using
websites/lin...

Using video or
audio on the...
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5.34%
39

12.05%
88

25.21%
184

54.25%
396

3.15%
23

 
730

2.33%
17

6.72%
49

23.32%
170

64.20%
468

3.43%
25

 
729

15.96%
116

11.69%
85

21.32%
155

45.12%
328

5.91%
43

 
727

2.88%
21

13.03%
95

28.26%
206

53.36%
389

2.47%
18

 
729

3.42%
25

12.74%
93

30.14%
220

45.34%
331

8.36%
61

 
730

2.34%
17

7.83%
57

36.54%
266

49.45%
360

3.85%
28

 
728

2.35%
17

4.70%
34

25.83%
187

61.46%
445

5.66%
41

 
724

 VERY
SIGNIFICANT
CHALLENGE

SIGNIFICANT
CHALLENGE

NOT A VERY
SIGNIFICANT
CHALLENGE

NOT A
CHALLENGE

DOES
NOT
APPLY

TOTAL

Quality/speed of my internet
connection

The amount or quality of
devices we had access to in
my home

Printing

Submitting homework

Navigating/finding things on
Google Classroom

Using websites/links outside of
Google Classroom

Using video or audio on the
device
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Q21 What about these things?  To what degree were each of these a
problem or challenge for you and/or your child during distance learning? 

Select all that apply:
Answered: 732 Skipped: 0

Using/managing
all the...

Not being able
to consisten...

Not having
enough time ...

Not having the
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g
knowledge...

Home
distractions...

Getting my
child on a...

Getting my
child to sig...

Getting my
child to...
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Very significant challenge Significant challenge

Not a very significant challenge Not a challenge Does not apply

Getting my
child to...

Getting my
child to do ...
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4.10%
30

11.63%
85

37.07%
271

45.14%
330

2.05%
15

 
731

21.75%
159

25.31%
185

24.08%
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25.85%
189

3.01%
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731

20.55%
150

27.81%
203

20.68%
151

26.99%
197

3.97%
29

 
730

12.74%
93

20.14%
147

27.26%
199

36.30%
265

3.56%
26

 
730

19.45%
142

20.00%
146

30.41%
222

28.08%
205

2.05%
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730

16.14%
118

20.93%
153

29.69%
217

31.05%
227

2.19%
16

 
731

8.90%
65

11.51%
84

25.34%
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44.93%
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9.32%
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730

16.69%
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20.25%
148

20.25%
148

28.86%
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11.51%
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109

22.74%
166

36.85%
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13.97%
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730

9.74%
71

16.87%
123

29.77%
217

40.33%
294

3.29%
24

 
729

 VERY
SIGNIFICANT
CHALLENGE

SIGNIFICANT
CHALLENGE

NOT A VERY
SIGNIFICANT
CHALLENGE

NOT A
CHALLENGE

DOES
NOT
APPLY

TOTAL

Using/managing all the platforms, apps,
websites, etc.

Not being able to consistently supervise
and/or ensure my child was doing the work

Not having enough time to teach or help
my child with their schoolwork

Not having the knowledge needed to teach
or help my child with their schoolwork

Home distractions that interrupted my
child's time for school work

Getting my child on a schedule/keeping to
a schedule

Getting my child to sign on to live
lessons, or live whole-class meetings

Getting my child to participate in unified
arts courses (e.g., music, art, and/or other
electives at the middle school or high
school)

Getting my child to participate in physical
education

Getting my child to do the work for core
classes (e.g., math, language
arts/reading, science, social studies, world
language)
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34.97% 256

47.68% 349

17.35% 127

Q22 How, if at all, did your child's academic performance change with
distance learning:

Answered: 732 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 732

Did worse

Did the same

Did better

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Did worse

Did the same

Did better
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Q23 Why do you think this is?
Answered: 732 Skipped: 0
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 My son cannot learn from a website he needs to have a teacher explain a lesson and make it
more interactive than the mundane of the daily websites that were more games than learning.
The youtube videos were too short to effectively teach a lesson.

7/29/2020 10:19 PM

2 The grades were still good, and she was doing all the lessons assigned. 7/29/2020 10:09 PM

3 He was able to do the work independently. 7/29/2020 8:26 PM

4 Connor is comfortable with tech and flexibility of sched later start time worked well 7/29/2020 6:11 PM

5 Not enough time with teacher and fellow classmates 7/29/2020 4:47 PM

6 Too many interruptions and distractions and also no set schedule to perform his assignments. 7/29/2020 4:37 PM

7 My child is always a good student. 7/29/2020 3:42 PM

8 Because things didn’t change much as in our household regardless of in the classroom
learning or home school work it still first priority.

7/29/2020 3:28 PM

9 He did the same 7/29/2020 2:56 PM

10 I think he improved in math because he likes math and he wanted to impress his family but I
am not sure that he improved in reading. We tried really hard but it is different with a teacher
than a parent.

7/29/2020 2:34 PM

11 I think it was just hard for him to take it seriously at home. Forget art and music. They were
almost pointless, although art was better set up with simple projects that he really didn’t need
many supplies for.

7/29/2020 2:20 PM

12 The apps were not very helpful in keeping my child interested or engaged. 7/29/2020 2:03 PM

13 there were no google meets with teacher to teach or explain assignments. the says
assignments were sent in a google classroom message every morning and the kids were
supposed to complete.

7/29/2020 1:05 PM

14 I’m not sure enough information was retained 7/29/2020 1:03 PM

15 She is a good student 7/29/2020 12:34 PM

16 Home distractions and not getting some links sent to him to access gym and health even after
asking for them.

7/29/2020 11:51 AM

17 Lack of teacher help 1 to 1. She also didn't always advocate for herself which teachers should
of checked in with her at least. Some did, but others didn't.

7/29/2020 10:41 AM

18 Kept up with assignments and handed in on time just as if my child was in school. 7/29/2020 10:20 AM

19 Did not notice a change 7/29/2020 9:49 AM

20 I had more time to share with him and in that way I could help him more 7/29/2020 9:32 AM

21 Less distractions 7/29/2020 8:41 AM

22 she needs classroom structure and 1 on 1 with her teacher and special ed teacher. she
requires additional help with math and reading

7/29/2020 8:29 AM

23 I think he did better. I was home and I could keep checking his work, so he stayed on top of
the things.

7/29/2020 8:09 AM

24 She's a good student and does well in school. She had less distractions regarding the social
aspect and daily goings-on with other students and no extracurricular activities, which gave her
more time to get her work done.

7/28/2020 11:23 PM

25 No distractions while and during in school. (friends, etc. ) 7/28/2020 10:42 PM

26 My child is independent and self-directed, she was able to contact her teachers for help as
needed.

7/28/2020 10:16 PM

27 The grades were the same as when he was learning at school. 7/28/2020 10:02 PM

28 Less stressful 7/28/2020 9:53 PM
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29 She’s a very hard worker that will figure out how to get the work done, but that means that she
spends 8-9 hours per day on her computer to do it, which is far too long.

7/28/2020 9:39 PM

30 More time in the house and on computer and lessons not taught in person which was
challenging

7/28/2020 9:20 PM

31 I am not a teacher. 7/28/2020 9:14 PM

32 I think my son did well with learning more independence. 7/28/2020 8:38 PM

33 Don't know 7/28/2020 7:55 PM

34 I believe one on one teaching and spending that quality time with my child helped so much that
everyday my child progressed.

7/28/2020 7:32 PM

35 Most work was a review of previously learned concepts-there was no new material 7/28/2020 6:09 PM

36 MORE RELAXED ENVIRONMENT 7/28/2020 4:59 PM

37 My husband and I are educators and assured our students completed school work with high
expectations. This may not be the case for other parents.

7/28/2020 4:02 PM

38 Lost interest. 7/28/2020 3:12 PM

39 It didn't change because I think she just did her best just like if she was in school 7/28/2020 2:41 PM

40 my childrens teacher is better at their job than i am at their job. 7/28/2020 1:26 PM

41 I don’t know 7/28/2020 1:17 PM

42 We made a checklist of his daily subjects n things he had to complete ea day. 7/28/2020 1:15 PM

43 My child has difficulty with maintaining attention and organization skills. He learns better when
taught directly and in person. He works slowly and often fell behind in turning in assignments
as well as keeping track of what needed to be turned in.

7/28/2020 1:12 PM

44 My child worked, but I think she lost motivation to go above and beyond because she was not
in a school atmosphere. It was too easy to be able to take a break with the kitchen or living
room nearby.

7/28/2020 12:51 PM

45 We feel that my daughter did better because she had more 1 on 1 learning. My husband and I
were able to notice if she was having a hard time (something a teacher might not pick up on
because she has another 23 students) from there we would use the links the teacher provided
or teach her songs or other tricks to help her remember.

7/28/2020 12:20 PM

46 We (parents) we’re here to help explain the assignments and ensure they were completed. 7/28/2020 11:08 AM

47 She wasn't getting that one to one hands on learning. 7/28/2020 9:30 AM

48 tough time concentrating 7/28/2020 9:04 AM

49 The commitment was made to do the work by both my son and I. 7/28/2020 8:16 AM

50 Was doing same work as In person school. 7/28/2020 7:50 AM

51 Academics are important in our family and as a parent that was fortunate enough to stay home
with my children, I stayed on top of their learning responsibilities.

7/28/2020 7:36 AM

52 No distractions 7/28/2020 6:36 AM

53 She listens better in school 7/28/2020 5:03 AM

54 I think my child improved while on distance learning because I was able to pay more attention
to her and teach my child on how to resolve math problems easier, monitor her reading and ask
lots of questions after reading a book.

7/28/2020 1:06 AM

55 Because of the lack of one on one attention from a teacher and special ed that she is used to 7/28/2020 12:34 AM

56 Online learning is not as good as in person learning, he felt very distracted and exhibited more
disorganization at home than I think he would have at school, the last few weeks it was very
difficult to get him to engage and complete assigned tasks.

7/28/2020 12:16 AM

57 His ADHD; Lack of structure; Lack of a definitive schedule; Lack of true direction; Lack of 7/27/2020 11:38 PM
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teaching - kids were teaching themselves. Flexible expectations

58 My child can do the work and is able to retain information well therefore she kept up and was
able to maintain herself during distance learning

7/27/2020 10:53 PM

59 Missing the classroom. Personal interaction 7/27/2020 9:54 PM

60 Worked to her potential 7/27/2020 9:45 PM

61 Child needs more face to face interaction and to be called out more about doing her work 7/27/2020 9:30 PM

62 I believe the outside distractions along with her having to figure it out on her own and not
making excuses helped her a lot. I also utilized a reward system which made her try harder in
order to make her goal.

7/27/2020 9:29 PM

63 Don’t know. I thought he would do worse. 7/27/2020 9:03 PM

64 Less distractions 7/27/2020 9:01 PM

65 See comment above. It’s hard when you have multiple children in the home and you’re trying
to sit by one child and do their schoolwork while your other child is crying. I had to constantly
remind my child to do his specials. To me, given the circumstances, I don’t see where
specials are of any importance like their math and reading skills would be. Some days he was
doing work for 1 hour and others days, several. I know teachers and staff had very little time to
plan, but distance learning was not beneficial.

7/27/2020 8:29 PM

66 Lack of structured interactive teaching 7/27/2020 8:22 PM

67 Collaboration with friends. 7/27/2020 7:56 PM

68 Personal attention to one child. 7/27/2020 7:24 PM

69 n/a 7/27/2020 7:07 PM

70 A lot of it was repetition 7/27/2020 6:55 PM

71 Here at home, the challenges were the teacher not receiving the work done or the student did
not notice the assignment. Or assignment went wrong and gave up without letting parent know.
The start of the new school year, both student and parents are better prepared in this
household.

7/27/2020 6:09 PM

72 Enough resources and parental guidance at home 7/27/2020 6:04 PM

73 It was a big and sudden change that took some time adjusting to. 7/27/2020 5:51 PM

74 He had one on one help everyday, all day for months... 7/27/2020 5:35 PM

75 just as responsible for work like at school 7/27/2020 5:30 PM

76 We spent significant amount of time making sure our child stays on schedule and gave him
additional work to do at home.

7/27/2020 5:14 PM

77 My child did his best with distance learning 7/27/2020 5:06 PM

78 Hard to keep student focused. 7/27/2020 4:33 PM

79 Less classroom distraction, could manage and work at own speed, had individual support of
teacher when needed

7/27/2020 4:19 PM

80 Continued to enforce classroom time and work to be done 7/27/2020 3:49 PM

81 My son needs support- he gets distracted easily- I spoke to his guidance counselor during this
time and I will be requesting an IEP when school resumes

7/27/2020 3:21 PM

82 Because she was home opposed to a classroom. She felt it was more of a break/vacation then
school.

7/27/2020 3:18 PM

83 We worked very hard on reading. He knew that it was something we had to do 7/27/2020 3:07 PM

84 I see 7/27/2020 2:57 PM

85 While Michael missed his school mates and interactions, he could focus on his learning , using
iPad apps, books, sites, with support from his Mom.

7/27/2020 2:54 PM
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86 She needs assistance 7/27/2020 2:06 PM

87 my child applied the same amount effort as if they were in school. 7/27/2020 1:44 PM

88 she is just starting kindergarten this year, didn't partake in pre-k shes never been in school so
this is new territory for her and me

7/27/2020 12:51 PM

89 My son was distracted and I feel wasn't engaged enough. He only had 2 live teachers for less
than an hour once a week. He wasn't learning anything new and wasn't being challenged at all.
He was always an honor student and I feel that he was held back from learning because he
was on his own. I do not like the distance learning and am very disappointed. I hope that every
teacher has classes online EVERY day. The fact that only 2 teachers logged on live once a
week was very disappointing.

7/27/2020 12:50 PM

90 The reading and the math was on apps.Unlike the science and everything else I couldn’t get
into not sure why.

7/27/2020 12:48 PM

91 The teacher did an amazing job with the assignments and communicating with me when I had
questions

7/27/2020 12:32 PM

92 She was not Distracted by friends and worried about everything. She was able to wear
pajamas and sit on her sofa and do her work. :)

7/27/2020 12:31 PM

93 My child likes the interactions with the teacher, she learns best when the teacher is face to
face.

7/27/2020 12:22 PM

94 Because they're not at school with a trained teacher ... I can only teach them so much but I
am not a teacher!

7/27/2020 12:14 PM

95 Less work, less learning = less grading opportunities 7/27/2020 12:07 PM

96 He requires in person attention to keep him focused. 7/27/2020 12:05 PM

97 He needs more support than I can offer 7/27/2020 11:58 AM

98 No distractions set up a routine and she does her work by 2pm she has breaks in between. 7/27/2020 11:48 AM

99 She has trouble with school as is so distant learning did not change that 7/27/2020 11:47 AM

100 Because I was able to help her along with the tremendous amount of help from her teacher(s). 7/27/2020 11:47 AM

101 I was amazed when I saw my child’s report card online. I was expecting it to be better because
as a full time mother I made all the time to ensure my child got his school work thoroughly
completed on time each day.

7/27/2020 11:39 AM

102 I think the only challenge was not having the in-person education 7/27/2020 11:31 AM

103 It was a drastic change for her. Also, setting a schedule and sticking to it was difficult while
I’m working also. Not really knowing as the parent what was required during all this had to rely
on my child telling me what she had to do, so I was not always accurately informed to make
sure it was complete

7/27/2020 11:21 AM

104 Easier for distractions 7/27/2020 11:17 AM

105 No supervision my child could have done better and exceeded my expectations 7/27/2020 11:14 AM

106 I do not know if she did better or worse because I am not in the classroom with her. 7/27/2020 11:13 AM

107 No supervision and struggle to get the work done on his own 7/27/2020 11:07 AM

108 I am not a teacher, I don’t have the resources or the educational background to teach certain
subjects. There is a difference between knowing something and truly understanding something.
Distance learning has enabled my child to know about fractions and decimals, but she does
not understand the concept. My child knows about poems, nouns, The American Revolution,
however she doesn’t understand any of it.

7/27/2020 10:45 AM

109 It's like they had to teach themselves and I'm definitely not a good "teacher" as I learned one
way and some of the ways that are taught now are just ridiculous so if I couldn't help with their
homework prior to this all occurring, I certainly wasn't great at being their "teacher" after it
happened. Plus the lack of one of my kids services and just the 1 on 1 that they need, social
interaction, etc.

7/27/2020 10:44 AM
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110 Lack of structure and daily routines. 7/27/2020 10:44 AM

111 doing the work on a tablet and not being engaged with others my child was completely
uninterested and even became combative about doing any learning

7/27/2020 10:38 AM

112 he learns better with one on one interaction 7/27/2020 10:37 AM

113 She had no choice but to be more independent showed her capabilities as oppose to her
shying away as if she doesn't know what she is doing. I have found that things she claimed
she didn't know how to do, she really did.

7/27/2020 10:33 AM

114 I am not a teacher. She needs more help than I can give her. 7/27/2020 10:25 AM

115 No teacher to student instruction. Parents are working full time and trying to help their children
too was a struggle.

7/27/2020 10:10 AM

116 See above comment . We were made to act like therapists which we were not . 7/27/2020 10:07 AM

117 N/a 7/27/2020 10:07 AM

118 this is a unusual time 7/27/2020 10:06 AM

119 We really don’t know as we didn’t receive much feedback if any and haven’t seen a report card
still.

7/27/2020 10:02 AM

120 She didnt have any distractions. 7/27/2020 9:57 AM

121 Because for my son it was more one on one and that help him alot and my fare is that will
change when school goes back to the new way of things.

7/27/2020 9:57 AM

122 He has ADHD and there were fewer distractions at home then school, ie he was able to stay
focused because he did not get distracted by trying to talk to other students.

7/27/2020 9:56 AM

123 Couldnt ask questions in a classroom 7/27/2020 9:56 AM

124 My son was very distracted with home items. He did not seem to be in "School mode" and I
had to sit with him most evenings. I went thru his class list every evening trying to determine
what had not been completed. He also completed a lot of work and did not hit the submit
button an many times I didn't notice until the work was very late.

7/27/2020 9:54 AM

125 My daughter has always loved school and is very independent - we stuck to the same school
schedule with distance learning. Getting up the same time brushing our teeth and kept the
normal routine. I think this definitely helps

7/27/2020 9:54 AM

126 He say cause he fell calm 7/27/2020 9:52 AM

127 It is what my child tells me that he wants in person school. 7/27/2020 9:50 AM

128 You have teachers leaving assignments and expecting kids to do this, it was a complete lack
of effort in the school and the teachers. When my child emailed a teacher and gets a response
a week later is a problem. These Teachers are getting paid and they should be on call and
available during the school hours! It was horrific

7/27/2020 9:48 AM

129 I would say the knowledge was retained with distance learning but the inattention was higher
and the lack of interaction was tough. I think a solid distance learning plan would need more
teacher led instruction mixed I and less reliance on learning apps alone. I see the end of last
year as educational life support which is completely understandable due to the circumstances
but this year needs a better plan.

7/27/2020 9:43 AM

130 Learning in the comfort of your own home is very distracting for my children 7/27/2020 9:40 AM

131 I think his math skills went down. He had a hard time with the “pressure” of trying to “beat the
teacher” on XtraMath

7/27/2020 9:39 AM

132 . 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

133 My child started to become uninterested in what she had to get done and was not motivated. 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

134 Because she works better alone 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

135 Nothing 7/27/2020 9:33 AM
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136 Although assignment took longer to complete due to distractions they still had comparable
performance

7/27/2020 9:30 AM

137 His grades went from C's to A's. The anxiety of crowded halls and classes was removed and
his focus was much better and could work at own pace

7/27/2020 9:29 AM

138 He started out at home better than in school but as the months progressed he declined and I
had to stay on him more. If there was a way to see what assignments he needed to complete
it would have been much easier.

7/27/2020 9:25 AM

139 She is a good student 7/27/2020 9:21 AM

140 He was easily distracted and lacked focus due to not having anyone keep him focused 7/27/2020 9:20 AM

141 She likes to learn 7/27/2020 9:15 AM

142 Not being present in school 7/27/2020 9:13 AM

143 He applied himself the same way 7/27/2020 9:12 AM

144 Mom does not take excuses to procrastinate!! 7/27/2020 8:37 AM

145 The teachers weren’t teaching. The student had to teach themselves. 7/26/2020 9:25 PM

146 Grades were poor. Unstructured. Accountability was poor. He had trouble navigating and
couldnt understand why teacher was saying he had missing work. He insists he submitted
some items several times. When something was done late he had to initate telling the teacher
it was finally in to get graded, but did not realize he needed to do so initially. Communication
was in a state of disconnect with teachers as it was all virtual. We only spoke to the counselor.
Also learning style...he does better with live interaction/explanation/show me with visuals than
reading and doing.

7/24/2020 10:38 PM

147 My child's teachers really developed wonderful, accessible lessons. The lessons were not
always live, but they were complete and pre-recorded. The lessons contained all the
components of a good lesson. There was an introduction/mini lesson, guided practice,
independent practice and then assessment. The teachers were available to my child through
multiple modes of contact and were very attentive to questions. They also responded in a very
timely manner. I am blessed to be able to say that my child does not have any disabilities and
is of above-average intelligence. The organization and occasional laziness were our only road-
blocks a parents. Again, it is my parental responsibility to address and assist with these
issues. The educational aspect was great.

7/24/2020 1:31 PM

148 Because she is a good student and took full responsibility for her school commitments. 7/24/2020 1:28 PM

149 missed the interaction and dedicated time in school some minor issues with having the right
resources to know how to do assignments some hiccups between student and teacher and fly
understanding how to turn in and find work classroom cluttered sonce so much was in tbere for
all classes the issue was not constant but cropped up a few times here and there i think ot
was more because so nee to everyone

7/24/2020 12:00 PM

150 I feel that much of the post-March distanced learning atmosphere included mostly busy work
with the exception of math. The work was not difficult and my child was able to breeze through
most assignments. While my child performed very well in respect to grades, I believe new
concepts and lessons were infrequent and severely lacking.

7/24/2020 9:30 AM

151 Almost all the work was independent. There was no a lot of interaction with the teacher. This
allowed my child to essentially slack on responsibility and quality of work.

7/23/2020 8:48 PM

152 We kept at it. 7/23/2020 5:34 PM

153 We had to sit by his side to help him logging in to each website. Then we continued to monitor
his work for each subject as he went through his entire school day.

7/23/2020 5:25 PM

154 They lost interest. Lack of motivation. They were done towards the end. 7/23/2020 2:21 PM

155 There were constant online communications that were hard to keep up with by each teacher
and changes made to assignments and their due dates. In order to get feedback that a teacher
might have left for her online, she had to check at all hours to look for it and she'd miss the
feedback sometimes so would not do some of the work as per expectations.

7/23/2020 2:14 PM

156 engagement 7/23/2020 1:37 PM
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157 She always makes sure she gets her work done. Sometimes she forgets things, but that is
normal for her (and most kids).

7/23/2020 12:55 PM

158 Unsure honestly. She excelled with the distance learning. I did not feel that she needed more
help or was falling behind.

7/23/2020 12:48 PM

159 Idk 7/23/2020 10:53 AM

160 I am a trained teacher and was able to extend the learning beyond the lessons that were sent
home. There are parents that don’t have this trading and this wouldn’t have the same
experience.

7/23/2020 8:57 AM

161 She was not held accountable for some of the activities and did not complete them to the best
of her ability. Even though I would explain that I was sending these assignments in to her
teacher, she never received live or specific feedback from the teacher so I think to her, some
of the assignments were unnecessary. If there was more LIVE sessions with the teacher, it
would have been better.

7/22/2020 10:46 PM

162 My child did worse in specials. While I will hold my child accountable I also think the lack of
communication from the specials teachers was unacceptable. They would never allow a child
in the classroom to not have an assignment turned in without speaking to them so why
wouldn’t that apply to distance learning as well? There were a couple of teachers who dropped
my child’s letter grade without ever reaching out to them about their missing work.

7/22/2020 10:33 PM

163 I honestly don’t know the answer, I felt it wasn’t the same work he’d be doing in school. He
was not as focused Has IEP and I couldn’t give him the help he needed since I’m not trained
Didn’t want to listen to me telling him new information Noticed areas he was severely
struggling in

7/22/2020 10:04 PM

164 Student is strong in academics and both the teacher and us as parents were available to
engage and support as needed.

7/22/2020 9:15 PM

165 He is an excellent academic student. 7/22/2020 8:46 PM

166 Lack of a Teacher. 7/22/2020 8:35 PM

167 Communication 7/22/2020 7:22 PM

168 he was confused and did not ask for help and I did not know he was struggling 7/22/2020 4:58 PM

169 The monotonous virtual schedule did nothing to stimulate his desire to learn. There was no
engagement with his peers or his teachers, which he thrives from in order to want to succeed.

7/22/2020 3:53 PM

170 Because I am a single full time working mother. 7/22/2020 3:43 PM

171 very independent 7/22/2020 3:09 PM

172 As stated above my child is on a 504 plan and has a hard time self engaging as well as
staying engaged. A lot of assignments were assigned on a Monday and due Friday and they
Tuesday they were forgotten about.

7/22/2020 2:23 PM

173 I didn't see a change much in all the subjects. I think she did what was required per class but
was proud of her when the teacher notified me that she moved up a level in reading.

7/22/2020 2:01 PM

174 Our children take pride in their grades and did what it took to maintain their high levels 7/22/2020 1:39 PM

175 Our child is a hard worker so she did very well throughout distance learning. She became more
independent and had a great relationship with her teacher who gave her continuous feedback
with her work.

7/22/2020 1:30 PM

176 One 7th grader was doing the minimum, due to lack of needed support and just by submitting,
got full credit. I believe he created bad work habits with distance learning. My other 7th grader
is a very strong student. He was not challenged at all during distance learning and did not grow
as a learner.

7/22/2020 1:24 PM

177 We tried to be consistent and my child completed all assignments, she enjoyed the live
meetings and prerecorded lessons best. Although, she said she would rather be at school.

7/22/2020 12:27 PM

178 Kept a schedule 7/22/2020 11:23 AM

179 He is a highly driven learner who prefers to work alone. 7/22/2020 7:33 AM
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180 My child did a lot of work outside of distance-learning.Like Extra work for math and reading. I
didn’t think she was getting enough of education or self problem solving.

7/22/2020 7:13 AM

181 My daughter seems to experience some level of anxiety (non-medicated) and as a result had
been feeling nauseous when physically attending school and missing quite number of days.
Being at home in a comfortable space allowed her to be more relaxed and therefore do better in
her schoolwork.

7/21/2020 11:10 PM

182 Great student 7/21/2020 10:33 PM

183 Most assignments were review of previously taught material. 7/21/2020 10:08 PM

184 Grades were better 7/21/2020 10:08 PM

185 Some things were more one on one 7/21/2020 10:02 PM

186 My daughter didn’t learn anything. She saw her teacher 2 maybe 3 times on the end of school
year. How could she learn anything. She only had homework to do. Assignments all the time.
You can’t learn from assignments.

7/21/2020 9:39 PM

187 As she was in 1st grade, most of her assignments were through apps and mostly review. She
enjoyed Lexia and MobyMax daily.

7/21/2020 9:19 PM

188 Lack of consistency with teacher interact, live feedback, answering questions. At a 3rd grade
level when the child is growing and learning to be independent it was a difficult switch. This
was compounded by frequent disruptions since early on in the school year with multiple
substitutes and lack of consistency. At the elementary school level, it is difficult for a child to
separate parent role during distance learning. As a parent we are not teachers and it becomes
difficult to function as a teacher. Most assignments were done just to do them and meet the
requirements. I don’t feel that independent learning is effective at this age.

7/21/2020 9:07 PM

189 distractions at home, less interaction with teacher meaning no discussions on topics, just a
hand out or reading material given then answer the questions

7/21/2020 7:35 PM

190 I practiced with my son more. I was not of the distance learning 7/21/2020 7:18 PM

191 less distraction, but lost social interaction and distraction mitigation skills 7/21/2020 6:36 PM

192 Because I closely monitored and supported my child. 7/21/2020 6:18 PM

193 learning was the same 7/21/2020 5:43 PM

194 Able to complete assignments 7/21/2020 4:11 PM

195 She is self motivated and we have rules and expectations in our home regarding
schoolwork/grades.

7/21/2020 3:15 PM

196 Really not sure. He found it more difficult and way less interesting. 7/21/2020 2:03 PM

197 Less distractions, quiet space to work 7/21/2020 1:55 PM

198 We feel our son is very bright and he completed all assignments but we don't feel he was
challenged at all by the work.

7/21/2020 1:33 PM

199 He had some challenge with Band assignments so his grade went down with that and with
gym. He was active each day but didn't log things correctly at first. It balanced out once he got
past a learning curve with it.

7/21/2020 1:25 PM

200 Not sure 7/21/2020 12:56 PM

201 I am a teacher and I would do mini lessons for him each day on what his teacher was sending. 7/21/2020 12:12 PM

202 no motivation, lost focus quickly 7/21/2020 10:30 AM

203 NA 7/21/2020 10:16 AM

204 His teacher did an amazing job (Mrs. DeAngelis) with d.l. & I’m a 3rd grade teacher so I know
the content areas & was able to teach as my son needed.

7/21/2020 9:42 AM

205 My child need in school structure. Being at home is easier for her to be easily distracted . 7/21/2020 9:24 AM

206 There is not enough interaction and education with distance learning. Our children need to go 7/21/2020 9:03 AM
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back to school. Teachers ARE Essential Workers.

207 We had constant contact with Mrs. Daly to understand areas where he needed to focus his
time and already knew the areas where he struggled more so than others. We had him focus
on those areas and tried to work/talk through these things before and after his assignments.

7/21/2020 8:50 AM

208 My daughters teachers worked hard to stay connected. 7/21/2020 8:49 AM

209 Our daughter does better with a teacher and group setting. 7/21/2020 8:45 AM

210 5 years old is a difficult age for distant learning. They need structure and a schedule. At one
point it was like she was doing it to just get it done, not because she was learning.

7/21/2020 8:35 AM

211 My child thrives better working alone/one on one in the comfort of her home. 7/21/2020 8:32 AM

212 He’s someone who doesn’t know or understand grey areas. In his mind whatever he does it’s
either 100 or nothing. So he was able to maintain his A’s but again it wasn’t easy. More online,
live classes would’ve been better.

7/21/2020 8:02 AM

213 I'm not a teacher. I work and pay taxes towards a school system. 7/21/2020 5:59 AM

214 Testing was significantly decreased since using the internet would be easily done to answer
questions he did not know. So much of the semester was just homework.

7/20/2020 11:11 PM

215 Same work being completed just through a different venue 7/20/2020 10:23 PM

216 Did what needed to be done but not sure anything was learned 7/20/2020 10:18 PM

217 It's hard to know if she comprehended and will manage to hold the information she learned until
she gets back into school to see if there was a comprehension issue

7/20/2020 8:58 PM

218 Good student 7/20/2020 8:34 PM

219 Teachers feedback 7/20/2020 8:31 PM

220 My child has social anxiety and deals better with doing work on her own 7/20/2020 8:28 PM

221 Maybe because he did work at his own pace but submitted on time. 7/20/2020 8:19 PM

222 My child improved academically because my child received one on one attention from a parent
invested in the child's education. My child got very little academic attention in the classroom
due to large class size and difficulty to manage with lack of paras.

7/20/2020 7:48 PM

223 He was ok with working independently 7/20/2020 6:34 PM

224 My kids need to have FaceTime settings with it being like a classroom setting so they can
learn properly and ask questions and get answers no messages were responded to in a timely
manner and some teachers were not helpful

7/20/2020 6:11 PM

225 She enjoyed being able to sleep a little later and work from the comfort of bed. 7/20/2020 5:49 PM

226 N/a 7/20/2020 5:23 PM

227 because it was so new to him and the abrupt change in everyday life took some getting used
to.

7/20/2020 5:04 PM

228 I'm not a good teacher. 7/20/2020 3:33 PM

229 My child's grades were better. 7/20/2020 3:04 PM

230 There was less learning and comprehension of new material and more of just doing the bare
minimum to get something submitted (whether it was right or wrong) in order to move through
the task list as quickly as possible and then move on to free-time.

7/20/2020 2:49 PM

231 My son did extremely well in classroom. He tested high and outperformed our expectations. I
think his performance stayed the same only because of the in-classroom impact on his
education. If distance learning continued any longer, I think we would have seen him regress in
his educational performance.

7/20/2020 2:25 PM

232 My child needs a school and home to be separate places. 7/20/2020 2:17 PM

233 My child likes to be in a classroom and I am not equipped to be an educator. 7/20/2020 1:40 PM
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234 He tends to be alittle lazy 7/20/2020 1:06 PM

235 I think the work was designed to keep kids from failing. For my child it was very easy and
there either wasn't an option to access harder material or he didn't feel motivated to do so while
working alone.

7/20/2020 12:05 PM

236 It's hard to effectively answer this because my child had a series of substitute teachers since
November 2019 (for 4 months before the pandemic). So, I don't think he was effectively
learned or was evaluated this year and as a result we can't make a good comparison. As
explained above, we believe the curriculum was not effective for 3rd grade. As a result, we felt
the need to challenge him with additional math problems and real-world science to make sure
this year wasn't a complete waste. My child is also not going to be challenged with busy work.
He needs to be taught a lesson and evaluated. That didn't happen with his class.

7/20/2020 11:52 AM

237 She wasn't in school. 7/20/2020 11:44 AM

238 Both parents were home at the time to help one on one and keep up with learning and
assignments.

7/20/2020 11:37 AM

239 Less distractions 7/20/2020 11:18 AM

240 Websites are not an effective learning tool for a first grader. 7/20/2020 11:16 AM

241 She consistently started her work at the same time each day. She reached out to teachers if
she had questions about the work.

7/20/2020 11:05 AM

242 because there was no set schedule, it wasn't possible to get him into a routine. There was only
one class where the teacher was consistently doing live lessons. That one class was not
enough for us to establish a routine. By child could not "engage" with assignments - he needs
to engage with PEOPLE.

7/20/2020 10:58 AM

243 There was almost no on screen video interaction between the student and the teacher. Plenty
of emails, but no "classroom" direction time.

7/20/2020 10:27 AM

244 Work ethic 7/20/2020 9:58 AM

245 I'm lucky in that my daughter is self motivated to get the work done 7/20/2020 9:39 AM

246 He was struggling to begin with and not being in the classroom did not help. 7/20/2020 9:37 AM

247 My son did not do well with the assignments given on line. He did not learn any new concepts
in any classes for the entire 4th quarter. This was a struggle. My son does better with structure
and in the classroom with his teachers and friends/classmates. I understand that the pandemic
came upon us and none of us were prepared, and needed to do the best we could with the
situation. However, I feel, that within a couple of weeks the teachers should have been doing
classes online thru video as if the kids were in school. My daughter prefers to be in school as
well, however, she created a routine for herself and managed the online assignments the best
she could. Some of her teachers did do video check-ins with the students/class, which did
help.

7/20/2020 9:26 AM

248 She’s a good student with great home support 7/20/2020 9:24 AM

249 We stayed on top of her the entire time and when we had time we reviewed everything. We did
not care about Arts classes or gym classes because we were doing things outside of school to
enrich the kids and as it was march they were outside and running around a lot. This was very
stressful for myself and my wife and we never got a break working all day and then school
work reviews we did not stop until 10 pm or later which WILL NOT HAPPEN AGAIN

7/20/2020 9:21 AM

250 I believe for my child he is interested in getting his work done and moving on. This format
allowed him to work at his pace and complete assignment sin as little or much time as he
needed.

7/20/2020 9:21 AM

251 I think it goes to the credit of the teachers and how well they did. 7/20/2020 9:20 AM

252 Completed all assignments with little help 7/20/2020 9:03 AM

253 She needs the one on one teaching 7/20/2020 8:50 AM

254 Lack of structure, lack of teacher engagement/interaction 7/20/2020 8:44 AM

255 Saw the effort he put in before while in class, much less when doing it at home 7/20/2020 8:20 AM
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256 Followed more direction 7/20/2020 7:33 AM

257 I was on top of him and made sure he did what he needed to do. 7/20/2020 6:54 AM

258 We want our child to learn so had to make it work 7/20/2020 6:40 AM

259 less distraction and less work 7/20/2020 5:44 AM

260 I believe my son enjoyed sleeping a little later and then completing all his daily assigned work
in his own time throughout the day. I found he would get right to work and move through a
couple hours straight, then take a long break along with lunch and then go back to it,
completing the rest a little later in the day. I believe he enjoyed managing his workload
throughout the day.

7/19/2020 11:57 PM

261 Had a difficult time ensuring all work was done power school updates were random 7/19/2020 10:59 PM

262 Because he likes his teacher. 7/19/2020 10:54 PM

263 I could teach and help my daughter face to face but I think she needs to have professional
help and be around other children.

7/19/2020 10:18 PM

264 He was still able to complete work and in fact I think the one on one with me was
advantageous to him.

7/19/2020 9:57 PM

265 felt work was easier and did not challenge her 7/19/2020 9:53 PM

266 There was little notable growth in our son as a learner during distance learning. He maintained
skills, practiced and reinforced skills taught. There were very few lessons. There was an over
reliance on the Brain Pop, Lexia, and Moby Max to replace instruction provided by a teacher.
There was some new learning of math concepts via small group with teacher on two occasions
during the time. I am an educator, I was able to supplement as needed for learning.

7/19/2020 9:04 PM

267 Because I feel they were just expected to do assignments and really were not learning
anything new. The teacher never actually got in live and taught lessons and I don’t think my
daughter was challenged enough or gained any new knowledge

7/19/2020 8:42 PM

268 The coursework wasn't as challenging. There were also less distractions. 7/19/2020 7:45 PM

269 He is a good student & we set guidelines he knew what he was responsible for 7/19/2020 7:34 PM

270 Need to be in school for proper learning. 7/19/2020 6:24 PM

271 He was not as engaged or motivated as he would be in the classroom, and he had to read all
learning instructions instead of having them presented to him. It also seemed to be a lot more
work than usual.

7/19/2020 6:19 PM

272 . 7/19/2020 6:05 PM

273 Did the same if not better, I always reviewed the work with her. 7/19/2020 6:02 PM

274 The work was too simple. There wasn’t any challenging work. 7/19/2020 6:01 PM

275 One on one instruction provided in a comfortable environment is always beneficial to the
student. In our family, both parents are teachers.

7/19/2020 5:39 PM

276 responsible 7/19/2020 5:33 PM

277 I think he only did the same because I was there to continuously check on him. I would have
to stop learning with my preschooler to help him with his lessons/assignments and to make
sure that he was doing his work. If I have to go back to work starting 6th is going to be difficult
for him if it is e-learning.

7/19/2020 4:54 PM

278 She thrives in a structured, classroom with goals and daily routine. 7/19/2020 4:34 PM

279 My student takes academics seriously. There were No challenges presented. 7/19/2020 3:54 PM

280 He needs live interaction with the teacher. My wife and I both worked throughout the distance
learning. I was actually leaving work early several times a week to help him. His math abilities
have plummeted. The application used isn’t challenging enough. The program where they were
timed to match the word to its definition was just a challenge to see how fast they could do it
which was just by memorizing the shapes of the paragraph and the picture it went with. All in
all he requires teacher led classes

7/19/2020 3:37 PM
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281 The lack of teacher and peer interaction was the biggest issue for this year. And it honestly
started before the quarantine. My child, though admittedly, a social butterfly, had made a huge
turn around during 2nd grade and leapt ahead of the standard averages as shown with the MAP
testing and continued this at the beginning of third grade. Constantly, being an example to
others and enjoying school for school and not just being able to see friends. Unfortunately, we
were in one of the two 3rd grade classes of Bungay to lose their permanent teacher and ended
up stuck with long term subs who changed the dynamic of the classroom and made it a less
than friendly environment for learning. Complaining daily about the conditions of the classroom
and then to be thrown into the distance learning has not a way to continue a love for learning
for our child. My husband and I feel that this year has caused a step backwards for our child.
Needless to say, third grade will not be the favorite year when looking back.

7/19/2020 2:52 PM

282 No pressure on my child 7/19/2020 2:52 PM

283 I was able to give him 1 on 1 attention throughout the school day and support him 100%. 7/19/2020 2:39 PM

284 Children perform better for teachers than parents. 7/19/2020 2:34 PM

285 Because of our careers my children were unable to have internet access most days or time
when they got home to do most of their school work.

7/19/2020 12:50 PM

286 didn't change 7/19/2020 12:33 PM

287 Because they weren’t motivated and away from what they were used to in a school setting and
not being able to see their friends.

7/19/2020 12:31 PM

288 Because he wasn’t in a structured school environment, he was at home and I think he felt the
same rules didn’t apply here

7/19/2020 11:25 AM

289 I could not give him the attention a kindergartner needs 7/19/2020 11:11 AM

290 Adjustment to the change 7/19/2020 10:21 AM

291 The material was not drastically different from when distance learning began and he already
understood the majority of it beforehand.

7/19/2020 10:20 AM

292 I cannot teach/explain the same way The teachers know how to communicate with children
better

7/19/2020 10:11 AM

293 The XtraMath scores went from consistent 75-95 to 35-50 7/19/2020 10:10 AM

294 Not having the teacher to keep her focused on work and encouraging her to do her best work. 7/19/2020 9:49 AM

295 My child put her all into it and tried her best at a difficult time. 7/19/2020 9:42 AM

296 No changes 7/19/2020 9:09 AM

297 It was not a challenge to our student. He breezed through every day. 7/19/2020 9:06 AM

298 Commitment 7/19/2020 8:41 AM

299 My 5th grade daughter is independent and responsible with school and her assignments. 7/19/2020 8:35 AM

300 Lost interest easily. Lack of daily direction you get when in class in person. 7/19/2020 8:18 AM

301 I still don’t have her grades but I feel that in terms of effort & pushing herself that she had
gotten so strong with this year, she got lazy with things like staying on top of reading & any
extra work she may have gotten being in the school building.

7/19/2020 7:26 AM

302 He was overwhelmed. Point blank. Teachers posted assignments with dates they were to be
due. They were there via email and other platforms for help if needed but when you have a
child who doesn’t ask for help and would rather struggle with the work than reach out, it’s
beyond frustrating. No teachers reached out when he was failing classes, I had to reach out to
his special ed teacher and tell her she needs to help. As essential workers, both parents
worked through this whole quarantine. With multiple kids in school, it was a lot to work full time
and then come home and be a teacher.

7/19/2020 2:18 AM

303 This is a tricky question. Our child knew the answers but sometimes relied on constant
reassurance & help.

7/19/2020 2:05 AM

304 very active and social child, very outgoing, motivation was not enough from parents, needed 7/19/2020 1:17 AM
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teacher I feel as a in person cheerleaders, my child became more and more uninterested in
doing school work.

305 She worked harder because of the challenges and didn’t want to use it as an excuse to get
away with doing less. Because of the 10% for fourth quarter she actually got lower grades😕

7/18/2020 11:56 PM

306 I work with my child regularly and know where my child was academically prior to distance
learning

7/18/2020 10:52 PM

307 To my knowledge most of my sons teachers assigned work to be done on Monday with the
expectation it be turned in on Friday. A few of his teachers recorded lessons for viewing. There
was really no accountability for him. He knew his grades the first three semesters were good
enough to carry him failing everything but his 2 music classes.

7/18/2020 10:44 PM

308 My daughter in 7th grade brought home the High Honors Award. 7/18/2020 10:19 PM

309 She wants to do well. Always tried her best. I was not a fan of the pass/fail. How u fair for the
students who worked so hard.

7/18/2020 10:10 PM

310 She is very organized and conscientious with her school work. 7/18/2020 9:56 PM

311 More hands on involvement from teachers 7/18/2020 9:54 PM

312 When we were reading after a lesson he would tell me about why letters made different sounds
in different words.

7/18/2020 9:28 PM

313 He worked on organization and time management in order to complete assignments on time 7/18/2020 9:12 PM

314 No live lessons. Self learning and help by non teacher parents. 7/18/2020 8:54 PM

315 Overall my child did well, but she struggled with both math and science during distance
learning. My daughter felt less confident to ask questions during digital class than she does
during in school class. For her, the material was more difficult when she had less access to
her teachers. And my 8th grade math and science skills quite frankly are rusty, and it was a
challenge to help her with her work.

7/18/2020 8:10 PM

316 Did not complete assignments. 7/18/2020 7:55 PM

317 She needs a certified teacher IN PERSON 7/18/2020 7:46 PM

318 I believe my child Benefited from a structured classroom 7/18/2020 7:23 PM

319 No Live lessons to explain the work. No verbal interaction with teachers. 7/18/2020 6:59 PM

320 Her grades stayed the same. 7/18/2020 6:59 PM

321 My child didn’t seem to struggle that much and eventually got into the best routine we could
week by week.

7/18/2020 6:27 PM

322 She benefits more from being in the classroom. 7/18/2020 6:23 PM

323 It was much harder to get things done with distractions but he managed 7/18/2020 6:18 PM

324 She is disciplined. 7/18/2020 6:13 PM

325 Art was a video from you tube asking for fruit to put designs on always asking for materials we
didn’t have at home. If art teacher wanted assignments done she should of demonstrating at
home herself not a video she attached to her classroom. Also gym very complicated system
she did again I want to see gym teacher demonstrating herself all the stuff she asked for

7/18/2020 5:32 PM

326 I don’t think their performance improved or worsened during distance learning. 7/18/2020 5:17 PM

327 She is a good student and a family that was able to support her during this time. 7/18/2020 4:42 PM

328 His teacher had his lesson planned out every day with direction for online links was super
helpful. Appreciate the detailed instructions and flexibility with when/what time of the day we
submit the completed assignments. We try our best to upload by EOD but that is not always
possible due to meetings, workload, etc.

7/18/2020 4:36 PM

329 She learns best in a classroom environment. I am not a teacher and she does not want to take
instruction from me matter how many tactics and tips I tried. She hated the online format,
dreaded Lexia and the math program. She loved math and reading before this, now she thinks

7/18/2020 3:51 PM
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she is bad at math simply because of the programs. She would throw a tantrum rather than do
Lexia. Doing school work with her online was the worst part of the pandemic

330 He completed all work for distance learning and in classroom. 7/18/2020 3:42 PM

331 Because was able to focus more whenever I had the time to explain him and get one on one
attention.

7/18/2020 3:06 PM

332 My opinion. 7/18/2020 2:34 PM

333 Because I'm not a second grade teacher. 7/18/2020 2:21 PM

334 Did not have to worry about safety of my child in connection to covid 7/18/2020 2:10 PM

335 H 7/18/2020 1:10 PM

336 The distraction of other students and noise was gone. I was able to take the pressure and
sometimes embarrassment of him not understanding something away because it was just he
and I to work through problems.

7/18/2020 12:47 PM

337 He did not retain what he already knew and didn’t learn anything new. 7/18/2020 12:46 PM

338 Teaching the child at home while working full time is a challenge, kids are used to school
structure.

7/18/2020 12:22 PM

339 Completing assignments each day allowed her to maintain academic skills 7/18/2020 12:03 PM

340 First grade is a humans most critical time in their life to learn how to read and write as a
foundation for the rest of their lives. My child was gypt of that. I hope this will be taken into
consideration for entering second grade.

7/18/2020 10:55 AM

341 He is a good student, who is motivated to learn. Also, the teachers did their best in a difficult
situation.

7/18/2020 10:45 AM

342 This is because she is intelligent and a hard worker. However, we have been pushing for
differentiation all year and she never received appropriate work on her level.

7/18/2020 10:44 AM

343 He would not complete assignments. He is capable but needs human interaction with teachers. 7/18/2020 10:34 AM

344 Because I helped manage his classwork while he was home even though I am also working
full-time. Teachers have got to do daily live lessons during their regular classroom times To
help keep a schedule and make this successful if we have to do this again.

7/18/2020 10:05 AM

345 My daughter works hard. However distance learning doesn’t compare to going to the class
room.

7/18/2020 9:53 AM

346 I just wish the daily lessons were done to be more interactive. My child would be able to be in
a live class and hopefully it would be recorded for others to complete later if parents were
working

7/18/2020 9:52 AM

347 Challenging doing online courses 7/18/2020 9:45 AM

348 Because he could adopt situations 7/18/2020 9:42 AM

349 I feel my children did well because I am lucky enough to be a teacher and have the skill
needed to ensure their academic needs were challenged and met. I also feel they did well
because we established a routine/expectations and followed through consistently with it.

7/18/2020 9:32 AM

350 We honestly feel something is lost in distance learning so we really don’t know how our kids
and what they are learning and retaining.

7/18/2020 9:23 AM

351 My child is a focused child. 7/18/2020 9:22 AM

352 Not in school class room setting At home there are many distractions to a 6 year old 7/18/2020 9:22 AM

353 - 7/18/2020 9:19 AM

354 Ok 7/18/2020 8:49 AM

355 He did the work he needed to do without distraction. He knew what he was responsible for and
did it. He also enjoyed doing group projects online with his friends.

7/18/2020 8:46 AM

356 My child needs the school environment. She needs the in person interaction. There's was too 7/18/2020 8:31 AM
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much lack of motivation to do her work after sitting in front of a screen for so many days. She
was also encouraged to video with other friends to do school work but I would also find them to
get distracted with non school work. She also chose to not submit work for her electives
mostly because I wasn't able to supervise as much as I would like.

357 They put in the effort as if they were in school. 7/18/2020 8:26 AM

358 In every other subject but math my child preformed as expected for her grade.she felt bad
about getting bad math test scores and would cry saying I am dumb. Once I sat down daily
and did her math lesson with her scores improved but I am able to do this maybe other parents
don't have this ability. May be if my child had one on one weekly check ins with the teacher for
math she would of had more time to clarify what she didn't understand.not long 5-7 Minn

7/18/2020 8:00 AM

359 Not the same 7/18/2020 7:57 AM

360 Report card was stable 7/18/2020 7:55 AM

361 My child does does much better with someone guiding her. 7/18/2020 7:44 AM

362 I don't think anything new was taught 7/18/2020 7:03 AM

363 Would need more guidance in certain subjects to do better in class. 7/18/2020 6:32 AM

364 More individualized attention 7/18/2020 6:06 AM

365 no structure or actual learning. 7/18/2020 5:37 AM

366 I felt our children did better because they were comfortable learning from home but still had
contact with their teachers and classmates via zoom meetings.

7/18/2020 4:27 AM

367 N/a 7/18/2020 3:38 AM

368 Because I ended up providing 1-1 in depth instruction for all subjects. all instruction was in
written format with multiple steps. It was also difficult for him to follow along and complete
because his assignments were a mash of written Instructions with multiple apps and random
assignments with no teaching/ instruction provided or teacher interactions. It also changed
daily on which app he was supposed to use. The learning objectives for assignments weren’t
very clear between apps. It was too many apps for him to navigate independently and since
they were outside of google classroom and not graded it was difficult to know how well he did.

7/18/2020 1:07 AM

369 N/A 7/18/2020 12:41 AM

370 The teacher did a great job. She was available for questions. 7/18/2020 12:35 AM

371 Live on class interaction can not be replaced by distance learning 7/18/2020 12:17 AM

372 pass or fail became the option..though she had A's and B's before that 7/18/2020 12:15 AM

373 The work was easier 7/18/2020 12:13 AM

374 Because the learning setting was changed...if they looked away, or needed input, learning
opportunities were lost...my youngest did the worst test scoring in an A/P class he ever
got...what a waste of an opportunity...

7/18/2020 12:11 AM

375 Less stress 7/18/2020 12:11 AM

376 Because she’s lazy no matter what 7/18/2020 12:00 AM

377 They did not take it seriously. 7/17/2020 11:53 PM

378 Good work ethic, met due dates on assignments and projects 7/17/2020 11:49 PM

379 The setting was just not conducive to the same type of academic performance. 7/17/2020 11:42 PM

380 Assignments were turn in late or incomplete 7/17/2020 11:33 PM

381 My child focuses better without the distractions readily available in his home. 7/17/2020 11:32 PM

382 He had a hard time grasping concepts, staying on task, and i only know how to do or help so
much without just doing the work for him.

7/17/2020 11:17 PM

383 Was not able to focus needed to socialize move around sitting in front of computer was a
challenge

7/17/2020 11:17 PM
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384 It’s the same thing but at home instead of school 7/17/2020 11:17 PM

385 He is very smart and advanced for his age. Eager to learn. 7/17/2020 11:14 PM

386 He’s special education had no support or resources 7/17/2020 11:14 PM

387 Again not enough work and not taught anything new 7/17/2020 10:50 PM

388 Anxiety from all the changes and not being able to cope understand and deal with what has
taken place.

7/17/2020 10:35 PM

389 Was home and comfortable 7/17/2020 10:35 PM

390 She Doesn’t struggle too much in school so she continued at a good pace. Expectations and
good habits remained in place from Mrs Broad’s classroom and we tried to continue those at
home

7/17/2020 10:23 PM

391 No structure. Being alone. Having too many distractions in the house. I work full time out of
the home so trying to get him on a schedule to do this work was near impossible

7/17/2020 10:20 PM

392 They need structure and something more tangible 7/17/2020 10:13 PM

393 He did better with math because I was doing it with him 1:1, but art and creative work are hard
to do at home

7/17/2020 10:09 PM

394 My son needs to routine and consistency which was difficult to provide at home with his two
brothers at home and my own personal meetings. We did find a schedule but he began to push
the limits as more time was spent at home.

7/17/2020 10:08 PM

395 I think my child struggles doing work from home, she loses the confidence she had while she
was sitting in the classroom beside her peers in with her teacher in close proximity. At home
she was so frustrated and very easily distracted with her little sister around.

7/17/2020 10:06 PM

396 There’s no way my child’s academic performance did better than what a physical classroom
could encourage. At our last parent-teacher conference meeting our teacher said she was
going to start introducing multiplication to our 1st graderbecause she was ready. These
standardize websites - that are “grade” level appropriate are redundant and waste valuable time
reteaching mastered skills. Same with reading.

7/17/2020 10:06 PM

397 I am not a teacher. A in person teacher could help more than I could. 7/17/2020 10:05 PM

398 She wasn't able to complete the assigned regular classroom work. She gets pull outs for
special education and is behind academically. She did okay with the work sent over from
special education teacher.

7/17/2020 9:54 PM

399 The platform of online learning didn’t make a difference. 7/17/2020 9:48 PM

400 My child is a good student with academic discipline. Has organizational skills and is self-
sufficient but will ask for help when needed. He kept to a schedule to complete his work based
on the amount given and due dates. He was able to keep work organized and planned for the
week.

7/17/2020 9:46 PM

401 My children are very independent and advocate for themselves with their teachers. 7/17/2020 9:44 PM

402 Not enough money Face to Face interaction. 7/17/2020 9:43 PM

403 I feel like my daughter did better because there was more one on one. 7/17/2020 9:35 PM

404 As stated above, my child did not perform as she would have if she were in person or at least
face to face/video with her teacher and peers. My child takes educational instruction much
better from an adult other than myself, her mother. She also heavily relies on peers since she
is so young and still navigating the school setting going into kindergarten.

7/17/2020 9:34 PM

405 my child was determined to do well, worked with other classmates to help each other 7/17/2020 9:33 PM

406 My child continued to keep her grades up, same as in school. 7/17/2020 9:32 PM

407 He has ADHD and needs to learn in person with a teacher he can interact with daily. 7/17/2020 9:30 PM

408 Could learn at their own pace without anxiety issues from socializing at school. 7/17/2020 9:27 PM

409 Not in the classroom where 1st graders belong 7/17/2020 9:26 PM
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410 We tried our best every day to complete our work. Even if it was tough. Some days were
easier than others. Those days we did a bit more work. I was more flexible with the dates they
needed to hand things in. It would have been better to get the expected work all at once. Then
daily lessons. And all work can be submitted by Friday/Saturday instead of every night.

7/17/2020 9:13 PM

411 Assignments were less challenging and easier to complete. Mostly review and not new
material.

7/17/2020 9:13 PM

412 my child takes school and learning very seriously and taught herself or investigated the
problem/work to be sure that her work was completed accurately

7/17/2020 9:11 PM

413 My daughter’s grades had improved in comparison to before and during distance learning 7/17/2020 9:08 PM

414 I think it was hard to motivate him but we took the time to make sure all the work was
completed.

7/17/2020 9:08 PM

415 I am a firm believer that a child in order to learn needs to be tought by a teacher not a
computer.

7/17/2020 9:04 PM

416 No virtual instruction from teachers 7/17/2020 9:04 PM

417 my household is not a school setting. i’m a single mom and didn’t go to college to be a
teacher. child very much bonded with her teacher, in fact sophia cried almost hysterically when
she saw mrs. imperio at the teachers/staff parade. And i cried for her. sophia misses Mrs.
Imperio. The structure and routine of classroom setting disappeared without warning or
planning. Might I just add Mrs. Imperio is a fantastic teacher.

7/17/2020 9:03 PM

418 Less distractions can work at own pace 7/17/2020 9:02 PM

419 He knows the material, he just wasn’t very motivated and lacked social interaction. 7/17/2020 8:59 PM

420 We tried to do all the important work first thing in the morning. By the time it came to specialist
he was sick of the computer and need A break. But trying to come back after lunch was near
impossible.

7/17/2020 8:54 PM

421 As my child got one on one interaction with me for helping to complete the assignments. 7/17/2020 8:53 PM

422 He has no interest in it all. Does not have the self discipline to complete. Also dealing with
ADD. ADHD, and ODD has made it very difficult.

7/17/2020 8:53 PM

423 Because once we where able to log in after many failed times and the spread out emails from
the teacher . My child was knowledgeable in the math and language subjects that doing the
work was not hard

7/17/2020 8:50 PM

424 We did our best to complete all assignments given. Not having a printer does not help. Not
having saved passwords we had to enter for every site we went to.

7/17/2020 8:47 PM

425 Too many distractions at home. 7/17/2020 8:46 PM

426 Bc I worked with our child 7/17/2020 8:42 PM

427 Because I had to hold his hand doing all of his work and guide him through and remind him
about complete sentences and I was also typing for him as alot of other moms I talked to were
too. Our kids don't know how to type effectively. Which amazes me as they have been in
computer class since kindergarten.

7/17/2020 8:40 PM

428 My son wants to learn but needed redirection to stay focused 7/17/2020 8:38 PM

429 We didn’t have any teacher whine group, small group or individual instruction which and fit
more challenging on me as a permit to fill in those gaps.

7/17/2020 8:30 PM

430 I think he did the same because we are very active parents and made sure he did what he
needed to do!

7/17/2020 8:30 PM

431 Because I went through hell and pushed him to do it. 7/17/2020 8:27 PM

432 There were no consequences. He was missing his routine. 7/17/2020 8:20 PM

433 Lack of instruction and support from teachers. They felt it wasn’t important bc the teachers
never contacted them and felt bc of this if the teachers didn’t think they were important enough
to contact, the work wasn’t important either.

7/17/2020 8:19 PM
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434 Not enough structure 7/17/2020 8:16 PM

435 Not having hands on 7/17/2020 8:15 PM

436 I don’t know how her performance was compared to in school because I never had a meeting
with the teacher to know one way or the other.

7/17/2020 8:14 PM

437 Lucky to have a driven kid who adapts....my older kid is an entirely different situation 7/17/2020 8:14 PM

438 She is a child that needs a classroom with classmates and teachers. Not going to school
caused a bit of depression

7/17/2020 8:12 PM

439 Grades went up other then gym 7/17/2020 8:09 PM

440 My child needed constant supervision to get assignments turned in. He did not always to back
to check that assignments were submitted on time.

7/17/2020 8:07 PM

441 She stayed at a high average and still worked hard . 7/17/2020 8:05 PM

442 My child is a good student and disciplined. Was able to do the work provided. 7/17/2020 8:04 PM

443 Because my mom was very strict about getting their school work done and made sure they
stuck to a schedule.

7/17/2020 8:03 PM

444 Repetition 7/17/2020 8:02 PM

445 Grades/scores remained the same, although assignment/work quality decreased. 7/17/2020 8:01 PM

446 She did not enjoy doing work on the computer, however she was still expected to complete her
work.

7/17/2020 8:00 PM

447 Because it was only a few month left and did not really notice as there wasnt much feedback. I
think that also had to do with the fact tha this all happened sudden and teachers were trying to
be understanding.

7/17/2020 8:00 PM

448 I am an educator so I took on the role of his teacher at home. 7/17/2020 7:58 PM

449 Same good grades, lower amount of work assigned. 7/17/2020 7:54 PM

450 N/A 7/17/2020 7:52 PM

451 Because he thrived with the one on one attention. He was able to achieve more quality and
amount of work from home than in the classroom.

7/17/2020 7:51 PM

452 She was less distracted and could focus without social influences 7/17/2020 7:51 PM

453 My child's ability was above average for Kindergarten. 7/17/2020 7:50 PM

454 His grades dipped and struggled through the entire time at home and asked to go back to
school. What teenager says they want to go back to school.

7/17/2020 7:49 PM

455 Didn’t change but there was no growth 7/17/2020 7:48 PM

456 His teacher was amazing during distance learning! 7/17/2020 7:44 PM

457 We tried to break up the learning into 20 min chunks and take frequent breaks 7/17/2020 7:43 PM

458 I don't really know why that is, I'm actually surprised that is the case. Perhaps it was because
grades were curved due to the struggles of switching to distance learning on such short notice.

7/17/2020 7:41 PM

459 They did not really introduce anything new. My son basically continued learning the same
things that he left off in school.

7/17/2020 7:40 PM

460 My child didn't have alot of distractions and was able to take their time with work . 7/17/2020 7:39 PM

461 He has more 1-1 help from his parent but I believe the level of math instruction deteriorated
and he did not learn as much as if he was in school.

7/17/2020 7:38 PM

462 I think the work provided was OK I realize that the teachers had no time to adjust their lesson
plans since this was thrown at us. I do feel like he could have been challenged a little more so
I took it upon myself as a parent to do that. I brought workbooks which I had him complete
after he finished his distance learning assignments and I felt like that was sufficient enough to
keep him at the same level.

7/17/2020 7:36 PM
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463 She was less motivated. She missed her teacher and classmates l. 7/17/2020 7:35 PM

464 Not sure if there was a change 7/17/2020 7:35 PM

465 She thrives with a classroom setting with her teacher and peers. She didnt see me as her
teacher so she didnt seem to want to listen while I was trying to explain things.

7/17/2020 7:31 PM

466 Parent was working and child submitted work did not know until about 1 week before school
was about to be over assignments werent being done completely due to them being turned in
and not being submitted back without a mote to parent on dojo

7/17/2020 7:30 PM

467 She wasn't completing all the work. 7/17/2020 7:27 PM

468 He still used khan academy, etc and could go at his own pace.. 7/17/2020 7:26 PM

469 Because the work-load and the amount of effort required both dropped off dramatically. 7/17/2020 7:25 PM

470 Lack of face to face teaching - child was extremely frustrated and no resources to work things
through - parents are not substitute teachers. Also without doing work as a whole class they
are unable to see that other students may also not be understanding something which gives
the child the unfair illusion that they "aren't smart"

7/17/2020 7:23 PM

471 He liked not having to wait for the teacher to work with other kids or deal with behavior issues. 7/17/2020 7:23 PM

472 One of my twins is very distracted in a class setting, but accountability was on me of the
things that helped him. There wasn’t much of that in distance learning. He also could go onto
other websites and do that, which made it seemed like he was doing work and he wasn’t.

7/17/2020 7:22 PM

473 because my child is used to working independently 7/17/2020 7:22 PM

474 Lack of proper feed back from teacher 7/17/2020 7:20 PM

475 I’m not a teacher 7/17/2020 7:18 PM

476 My child suffers from anxiety that was easier during this time. 7/17/2020 7:17 PM

477 Was not interested in schoolwork, felt overwhelmed and stressed. 7/17/2020 7:16 PM

478 No improvement was made 7/17/2020 7:13 PM

479 Our daughter does better listening and learning from her teachers instead of her parents. She
also struggles with learning.

7/17/2020 7:12 PM

480 I’m sure two teachers at home didn’t hurt 7/17/2020 7:11 PM

481 He speeds through the content without absorbing the information. 7/17/2020 7:09 PM

482 There were not many new things taught. It was repetitive content. 7/17/2020 7:06 PM

483 Do not think he learned much of anything. Just got by 7/17/2020 7:06 PM

484 Because the attention from her teacher was individual to just her and I was able to see
everything assigned and graded as it was out and turned in

7/17/2020 7:05 PM

485 Not sure she was challanged enough 7/17/2020 7:05 PM

486 No change in grades. 7/17/2020 7:03 PM

487 My child could focus better, less anxiety, not feeling rushed and having the option to take
frequent breaks which prevented stressful feelings.

7/17/2020 7:02 PM

488 I stayed on top of my daughter to ensure she got her work done and put effort into completing
it.

7/17/2020 7:01 PM

489 He was not consistently completing assignments, and I could not track his work. 7/17/2020 6:58 PM

490 Teacher was dedicated. Constantly asking for advice for what works and make changes to
help all. She was always available during the set hours and quick to respond. Also great at
giving positive feedback to student.

7/17/2020 6:57 PM

491 Distant learning Work was consistent to in school work 7/17/2020 6:55 PM

492 He wasn’t challenged he didn’t have to work super hard 7/17/2020 6:50 PM
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493 Use of google classroom 7/17/2020 6:47 PM

494 we made it a priority to make him do all the lessons but I think the teacher interactions are
needed to do proper teaching, parents are not teachers or trained to fulfill what the teacher
does

7/17/2020 6:44 PM

495 I feel both my kids stayed at same level. Daily assignments were repetitive. 7/17/2020 6:42 PM

496 My child needs to be in school to learn... Not all the Moms are teachers.... 7/17/2020 6:41 PM

497 Just passed everyone. 7/17/2020 6:40 PM

498 I held him to a much higher standard than his teacher did. I challenged him to go above and
beyond. However, that was not without its challenges.

7/17/2020 6:38 PM

499 Activities and assignments were appropriate for him and his level of learning. Assignments
that became increasingly more rigorous required Us to work with him more but he continued to
show effort and progress.

7/17/2020 6:37 PM

500 No destruction from other student . She worked better alone 7/17/2020 6:35 PM

501 The children did not have proper structure in the lesson plans. Every platform had different
expectations, every teacher had different expectations, and the unified arts was repetitive and
not well planned.

7/17/2020 6:35 PM

502 My child is advanced and his curriculum was specifically tailored to him by his teacher. She
differentiated him from the class so that he would still learn at his pace and stay on his own
level.

7/17/2020 6:33 PM

503 There really was no new learning during this time. Anything that was new he understood. 7/17/2020 6:33 PM

504 He was very effected by not being able to socialize with peers 7/17/2020 6:32 PM

505 Less distracted by others, less tired 7/17/2020 6:26 PM

506 I feel he did the same, no change. 7/17/2020 6:26 PM

507 He had at least one parent to work with at all times. Both of his parents are educators. He also
follows routines, rules, and directions well.

7/17/2020 6:22 PM

508 She wasn’t getting close enough attention to her level 7/17/2020 6:21 PM

509 Because they needed teachers to physically teach and show examples. They should have a
class at a certain time and the teacher should have to teach during that time like a normal
school day.

7/17/2020 6:14 PM

510 Because I can’t say it did worse or did better. E learning and at school learning seem
incomparable. The “E-learning” was less guided by the teacher. She wanted to make sure we
were doing 20 min on various websites, one was for math, another for reading, another for
reading, etc. And then submitting a worksheet for math and English.

7/17/2020 6:14 PM

511 She was always consistent with her work and her father and I always made sure she did
everything to her best performance

7/17/2020 6:13 PM

512 I don’t know how they were really graded or how you could effectively evaluate students
progress online. I do know that the material was not engaging. You went to a document and
went to several websites and completed assignments. No live teaching was used.

7/17/2020 6:13 PM

513 To distracted at home, not used to so much screen time and listens differently at then as
opposed to a teacher

7/17/2020 6:13 PM

514 Like I said I have 3 kids and my daughter gets distracted easily. And thinking she was home,
didn’t help a lot of taking school and class work seriously!

7/17/2020 6:13 PM

515 to many distractions 7/17/2020 6:08 PM

516 not enough support. not enough time spent on work. 7/17/2020 6:08 PM

517 I have different ages of children. I also am not qualified to teach and help my children or offer
the services they need. My children lost interest when they were not engaging and seeing their
peers interact and learn. My children prefer a in-person learning environment. Their behavior is
also better when they are not at home.

7/17/2020 6:05 PM
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518 I think the 4th grade team at CLS did an amazing job with distant learning 7/17/2020 6:05 PM

519 I don't think she did bad but there is room for improvement because the little things she
struggled with were things she already knew

7/17/2020 6:04 PM

520 We have four kids tring to help them and work. She does not like screentime at all. 7/17/2020 6:04 PM

521 They were not engaged with their classmates or teachers. They were asked to stare at
"computer games" all day and the few times they needed to actually complete assignments it
became a massive struggle because of lack of understanding or capability. They weren't
actually learning anything, and then being asked to complete an assignment when they were
not actually being taught anything live.

7/17/2020 6:03 PM

522 Stayed consistent with learning materials provided by school staff. We also did a lot of
“learning” activities together outside of the provided curriculum.

7/17/2020 6:02 PM

523 lessons were repeated and reused. 7/17/2020 6:02 PM

524 My child is very adaptive and had no problem transitioning to distance learning. His teacher
was very involved in his development and gave additional/alternate assignments to help
develop his advanced learning skills.

7/17/2020 6:00 PM

525 Parental involvement 7/17/2020 6:00 PM

526 I think the home distracted her. I also think that she felt like it didn’t matter 7/17/2020 5:59 PM

527 Because I am a kindergarten teacher and I made sure she was doing what she was supposed
to be doing!

7/17/2020 5:58 PM

528 Because my son is in the special education program he follows his own assignment hand-
picked and created just for him in school and as well as when he was at home during
quarantine e-learning so for him there was no change in how he learns he’s one on one in
school where he was one on one at home so for us it was a very smooth transition!

7/17/2020 5:57 PM

529 He adapts well to things. 7/17/2020 5:57 PM

530 Without her IEP in place, it was extremely difficult for her to complete her work. She had no
ambition to complete her assignments

7/17/2020 5:54 PM

531 My son was able to get one on one help with whatever he needed because he didnt feel like he
had to compete or wait to get help because their were multiple kids waiting to get help also.

7/17/2020 5:54 PM

532 My child was more focused without the distraction of other students and peers around. 7/17/2020 5:53 PM

533 Grades were real good besides ridiculous art assignments as do to food art- we couldn’t
subsidize any of items as I was not going to the store for an art project and my child did awful
based on the teacher’s request for food art - the concept was good however the child was held
to a higher accountability with little supplies at home - my child was keep off honors list due to
this class

7/17/2020 5:53 PM

534 Less hands on, less focus, less requirements with deadline 7/17/2020 5:52 PM

535 n/a 7/17/2020 5:49 PM

536 Her teacher was fantastic and stayed in touch so she was on course. 7/17/2020 5:47 PM

537 She was a strong student to begin with and work was beneath her level 7/17/2020 5:47 PM

538 He did the same in all of his classes except Algebra 2. He did better online because teachers
make a huge difference and when he was in school and would ask a question his teacher
wouldn’t help him, she would tell him he should know the answer to it already. I tried to get him
changed out of her class at the beginning of the year but wasn’t able to so I feel like he was
set up to fail from the beginning but with the distance learning he did better.

7/17/2020 5:46 PM

539 She’s a hard worker 7/17/2020 5:46 PM

540 Child is smart on own 7/17/2020 5:46 PM

541 Because I’m mom and she does better with a teacher 7/17/2020 5:45 PM

542 The work was essentially the same so I wouldn't expect it to change as long as they are 7/17/2020 5:44 PM
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actually completing their work. The key is to keep after them and make it clear that school is
their first priority.

543 My child rarely interacted with his peers and teachers (maybe 1x a week). He regressed in his
writing bc everything was online and he didn't have to write anything. He regressed in his
speech and social skills again, bc all of his work was by himself.

7/17/2020 5:43 PM

544 One on one instruction with parent. 7/17/2020 5:42 PM

545 Because in person teaching is best. Especially at a kindergarten level. Structure, schedules
are so important at this age and it was ripped from these kids.

7/17/2020 5:41 PM

546 They kept up with their learning. 7/17/2020 5:41 PM

547 Distractions. 7/17/2020 5:41 PM

548 Less focused. More distracted. Seems less motivated to do work When it's mom teaching her. 7/17/2020 5:40 PM

549 Even though it was a fight when he finally applied himself he did well. 7/17/2020 5:40 PM

550 Kids need classmates 7/17/2020 5:40 PM

551 Because it was the same learning style 7/17/2020 5:38 PM

552 Lost focus, new scary situation for a 10 year old to deal with, less structure... 7/17/2020 5:37 PM

553 I think she had trouble navigating submitting work. She would become frustrated and then not
apply herself

7/17/2020 5:35 PM

554 Its hard to gauge how he did! Im not sure where his reading level is if its better or worse! 7/17/2020 5:35 PM

555 They were able to complete the work that was required. 7/17/2020 5:34 PM

556 He was familiar with the content of lessons and I don't think the work itself was a problem,
rather the staying focused and organized to ensure that all the various google classrooms'
work were checked and kept up with.

7/17/2020 5:32 PM

557 Education is highly valued in our home. Child understood their role in the process. 7/17/2020 5:32 PM

558 My child is intelligent, and my wife and I are, too. He didn't learn anything new, but he didn't
regress, either.

7/17/2020 5:31 PM

559 Mentioned above. Much of the work was disjointed and followed no apparent plan. Each day
was another random assignment. The amount of time it took to complete just the core subjects
left no time to do unified arts assignments.

7/17/2020 5:29 PM

560 He is very responsible with his school work and that did not change with distance learning. 7/17/2020 5:28 PM

561 She was able to concentrate more. 7/17/2020 5:27 PM

562 Classroom environment 7/17/2020 5:26 PM

563 we are responding to a pandemic 7/17/2020 5:25 PM

564 He was HOME and had distractions. This was not a school, his class, or their protocols. 7/17/2020 5:24 PM

565 My child completed the assigned work and received similar grades as in the past. I think that
the social and emotional growth that e-learning stole from the students can not be ignored.

7/17/2020 5:22 PM

566 Didn’t take it seriously. 7/17/2020 5:17 PM

567 I micro managed on top of working my 45-50 hour work week 2 kids. 2 different grades. Plus
working full time and holding house duties

7/17/2020 5:15 PM

568 My child received SRBI assistance 5 days a week in math and reading and that completely
stopped nor did the SRBI teachers reach out.

7/17/2020 5:14 PM

569 Distracted 7/17/2020 5:12 PM

570 We put an emphasis on education and we were on top of his assignments. We created a
checklist for him to complete for each subject, went over his work for the day in the morning
and scheduled time everyday where we checked his Google Classroom and checked his
completion. If he did not do it, we took away his free time to complete it. After the first couple

7/17/2020 5:07 PM
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of weeks, he was pretty on top of it without us. He struggled with some Math because Khan
brought him up to an 8th grade level and he needed instruction. He also struggled with the
amount of work that was assigned in his Music class and the wording of the questions (college
level expectations). We didn’t allow him to ignore or skip over Unified Arts, as other parents
chose to do for Music.

571 He is a good student and always conscientious about doing his work. 7/17/2020 5:06 PM

572 No structure and not enough hands at home to help. 7/17/2020 5:06 PM

573 The teachers never effected my child’s learning, in the classroom or out. 7/17/2020 5:05 PM

574 Less school distractions but more home distractions 7/17/2020 5:04 PM

575 He tried much harder in the classroom, even though I didn’t have a lot of difficulty getting him
to do the lessons, he rushed through and did the bare minimum he had to.

7/17/2020 5:03 PM

576 Because she didn't have a choice .. we allow her to do what she can and assist with what she
struggle a bit with . . Then we would reach out to her teacher to make sure the work was was
being done correctly ... we challenge her because we knew what she was capable of and we
know her focus span and stay on top of it..

7/17/2020 5:01 PM

577 No comment 7/17/2020 4:59 PM

578 Grade wise the same but not sure if they were taught as they should have been. My children
did not struggle but I believe there was very expected of them.

7/17/2020 4:59 PM

579 She is an independent learner and motivated naturally so that made it a lot easier 7/17/2020 4:58 PM

580 No motivation; felt overwhelmed and did not enjoy being the computer for prolonged periods of
time

7/17/2020 4:56 PM

581 short time 7/17/2020 4:54 PM

582 She was still dedicated to her work 7/17/2020 4:52 PM

583 We are concerned at the amount of screen time distance learning added to his life. It changed
his demeanor.

7/17/2020 4:48 PM

584 not enough structure and left to be too independent 7/17/2020 4:45 PM

585 His report card reflected good grades but he hated the online work, cried often, and was bored.
I think he did as well as he did because I had to sit with him for all his work.

7/17/2020 4:44 PM

586 Less social distractions 7/17/2020 4:44 PM

587 One in one. She had full attention when needed. Was advancing at her rate not the class as a
whole.

7/17/2020 4:43 PM

588 No interest in school while home. Xbox was the priority 7/17/2020 4:43 PM

589 My child is in 12 th grade this school year. She’s able to do her work fine. It’s the teacher /
student interaction that’s missing in her Academics.

7/17/2020 4:37 PM

590 He had too much freedom he was done to fast 7/17/2020 4:35 PM

591 Just the setting. It wasn't taken as serious. 7/17/2020 4:34 PM

592 Because my son had an amazing teacher, Mrs. Ciocca who logged on every day to teach from
9:00 am and logged off at 2:00pm every day. The majority of the 22 kids logged on every day
as she taught from her home. It was a great experience and she should be commended on all
the work she did. She didn’t skip a beat and kept the kids engaged and learning. She would
ask for feedback every week on what worked and what didn’t, and would change it up the
following week. You can tell she loves what she does by all the effort and dedication she put in
to teaching these kids. She is a hidden gem of the Seymour public school system and you
should look to her to emulate distance learning going forward. She nailed it.

7/17/2020 4:31 PM

593 She’s highly motivated 7/17/2020 4:30 PM

594 Because he is a good student who adapted well to the change 7/17/2020 4:29 PM

595 lockdown/pandemic 7/17/2020 4:28 PM
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596 CHILDREN DO NOT LEARN IN DISTANCE LEARNING... IT'S JUST BUSY WORK 7/17/2020 4:28 PM

597 Because it’s more quiet in the room by himself 7/17/2020 4:28 PM

598 because he was not held accountable i was also working full time and not there to watch him 7/17/2020 4:27 PM

599 She had a schedule and planned out her assignments daily/weekly... 7/17/2020 4:27 PM

600 He continued to work hard 7/17/2020 4:26 PM

601 Let’s face it, without the supervision teachers give in the classroom, students have many more
opportunities to get help from their friends or online. Parents who are at home but working
aren’t able to supervise their children as well. It really isn’t learning at all. Also, school
systems counting the end of year quarters for only 10-15% of the final grades proves that they
ALSO do not have faith in distance “learning.”

7/17/2020 4:21 PM

602 He did not have the pressure of having to keep up with classmates and learning on his own
was a lot less stressful to him.

7/17/2020 4:20 PM

603 The grades say it all! My child needed much more support than was offered or given. When my
child did reach out either nobody got back, it the answer was very short and did not even touch
on what they were asking.

7/17/2020 4:19 PM

604 She wasn't distracted by other students and less stressed. 7/17/2020 4:19 PM

605 The computer offered too many distractions away from assignments. My child enjoyed the
games (ABCya) and preferred staying on those versus doing other assignments.

7/17/2020 4:18 PM

606 Because he had more one on one help and attention 7/17/2020 4:18 PM

607 My child learned the technology of distance learning quickly and got into a daily routine
quickly.

7/17/2020 4:18 PM

608 My daughter is a very conscientious student. She worked just as hard, if not more, during
distance learning.

7/17/2020 4:17 PM

609 only did a little worse. Struggled with a few things that sometimes you just do better in person. 7/17/2020 4:17 PM

610 He did okay just think he is better in a classroom setting 7/17/2020 4:15 PM

611 the teachers at cls care and showed they expected the same amount of effort in and out of the
classroom

7/17/2020 4:14 PM

612 My child was not mature enough to teach himself the material. I was unable to manage
working from home, taking care of younger siblings and making sure that my oldest was truly
handing in all of his assignments with quality work. He was telling me he was handing stuff in
and was not. It was very time consuming to figure out if he had handed it in or not. And then I
caught him handing in poorly completed assignments.

7/17/2020 4:13 PM

613 Some classes were better taught online as she understood the material being self taught 7/17/2020 4:13 PM

614 I feel she had minimal distractions and was able to complete more accurate work on her time. 7/17/2020 4:12 PM

615 Good students stayed good students 7/17/2020 4:12 PM

616 The one on one learning suits him. Unfortunately, we cannot continue to do that. It was
unsustainable on a daily basis for long term.

7/17/2020 4:11 PM

617 Because i could see in real rime what was complete and make her do what wasnt.. that was
difficult in it self when she took a whole 13 hours to finish every day almost

7/17/2020 4:11 PM

618 I made sure all work was completed and handed in on time. It was very stressful having
multiple children with multiple assignments due by the end of the day

7/17/2020 4:09 PM

619 I think it was easier for him to manage his time. He often was assigned different tasks and
given a few days or even a week to complete them which helped.

7/17/2020 4:09 PM

620 The instruction was perfect! The right amount if work. Very pleased. 7/17/2020 4:09 PM

621 We are lucky that they don’t have any learning/behavioral challenges. However with a teacher
parent at home familiar with GOogle Classroom i was able to help with submission questions.
They were able to maintain the expectations set by their wonderful teachers throughout the

7/17/2020 4:08 PM
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year—but were not pushed (understandably) as we were all in survival mode. I am thankful
they didn’t struggle.

622 I think that my childs grades were the same but it too longer for her to learn and understand 7/17/2020 4:08 PM

623 Child had the mentality of just getting work done instead of work done well due to minimal
supervision.

7/17/2020 4:08 PM

624 Too many digital classes (CAD, digital photography and graphic design) not sufficient in terms
of the assignments and the programs and I could not help him do any of it, due to my lack of
experience

7/17/2020 4:08 PM

625 She focused on wanting social interaction and physically seeing her friends and had a very
hard time sitting in front of the computer everyday at home

7/17/2020 4:07 PM

626 Structure was inconsistent 7/17/2020 4:05 PM

627 She is a disciplined student always. Once her anxiety for the unknown subsided she did very
well.

7/17/2020 4:03 PM

628 He is a strong student and is very disciplined when it comes to school. 7/17/2020 4:01 PM

629 This was our first year in this school system, so in addition to learning in a new district she
was now also faced with learning at home.

7/17/2020 4:01 PM

630 That is a tough question. She technically did better because there wasn"t any work!! She didn't
struggle with it, that for sure wasn't the issue the issue was the lack.of teaching and
assignments from her teachers. Same at the middle school level. Elementary had their act
together and did awesome but I need my older kids to learn!

7/17/2020 4:01 PM

631 She was able to maintain good grades due to mine and my husband’s constant efforts to
ensure that she did not fall to the wayside while the teachers were off for 3 months not
teaching.

7/17/2020 4:00 PM

632 Mr. Cummings did an excellent job. 7/17/2020 4:00 PM

633 He was keeping up with the core subjects and submitting his best work 7/17/2020 3:59 PM

634 He is a good student I feel like he would have gotten so much more out of being in school . He
would have learned a lot more . However he did his work and continued to learn at home

7/17/2020 3:57 PM

635 My child maintained the same concentration level and is very focused. 7/17/2020 3:53 PM

636 He needs the structure of a classroom, but that's irrelevant in the middle of a pandemic. 7/17/2020 3:52 PM

637 They are developing and applying different methods mid way through the year. So it was an
adjustment period that I’m sure was not factored. But I feel they have done strongly despite
the new approach and will continue to get better.

7/17/2020 3:51 PM

638 has a parent (who is an educator) as a one-to-one aide and used every accommodation and
modification in the books

7/17/2020 3:51 PM

639 I am not sure as I dont know if the teachers assigned the same amount of work they would
have covered in the classroom. My student liked the flexibility of distant learning but I prefer a
more structure approach. It seemed to me there was alot of busy work and self learning with
very little teaching

7/17/2020 3:50 PM

640 No answer 7/17/2020 3:50 PM

641 He did better because I was there to help him and make sure he had everything he needs to
succeed, which for him was the use of technology.

7/17/2020 3:50 PM

642 I think the main issue for kindergarten was age/maturity in the understanding that this was
school now.

7/17/2020 3:49 PM

643 My child mostly did the same for the core classes, but again struggled to determine what due
when.

7/17/2020 3:47 PM

644 He is responsible to his works... 7/17/2020 3:46 PM

645 Because at home he doesn’t feel obligated to do any work for school. 7/17/2020 3:45 PM
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646 Because I have a flexible work schedule and as such I provided my child with daily support. 7/17/2020 3:45 PM

647 It is too much of a repetitive schedule of to do like tasks. Parents aren’t teachers and children
can’t learn from do it yourself YouTube like videos on math websites.

7/17/2020 3:45 PM

648 She is self motivated and she already knew her teachers since she has been in class with
them so she knew the routine. It will be more difficult to do distance learning if there was no
face to face for the new school year.

7/17/2020 3:42 PM

649 Didn’t understand Assignments, printing out stuff then trying to scan work to show teacher 7/17/2020 3:42 PM

650 I was a helicopter parent and have always instilled work Ethics in my children, I wanted them
to succeed despite the challenges.

7/17/2020 3:41 PM

651 Because I was constantly monitoring her to make sure she understood what she was doing
and that she didn't miss any assignments or be late for any Google meets. I did this while
working my own job from home full time and it wasn't easy.

7/17/2020 3:41 PM

652 I think it stayed the same because I sat by my childs side & helped. If I wasn’t there, I believe
it would have gotten worse.

7/17/2020 3:41 PM

653 Did not have constant interaction with teachers. Some of the material is difficult for student to
understand and learn on own

7/17/2020 3:40 PM

654 I think that aslong as there is a structured plan. All will. BE well 7/17/2020 3:39 PM

655 She has her subjects shes strong in and those she is weak in. Both remained as such
throughout the shut down. Family involvement in her education remained consistent and
routine throughout the shut down. The approach used at home was nothing has changed and
school time is still school time not time with friends with the exception of lunch breaks , phys
Ed time, etc where socializing with peers is part of the process.

7/17/2020 3:38 PM

656 She’s a responsible student 7/17/2020 3:37 PM

657 I think he does better in a classroom setting without all the home distractions. He still learned
a lot but it was a challenge to get him to complete some work. I was also working at home
which was also a factor.

7/17/2020 3:37 PM

658 He wasn't in school i 7/17/2020 3:37 PM

659 We made her get up and “go” to school every day. We made them have structure in their day. 7/17/2020 3:36 PM

660 I have been an elementary school teacher for the past 25 years, the past 5 years of that I have
been a library media specialist. I was able to help her navigate the websites and Google
Classroom. She would have struggled if she didn't have the support.

7/17/2020 3:35 PM

661 seemed like it was a lot of the same work over and over again 7/17/2020 3:35 PM

662 I think that the fact that I was stretched so thin and didn’t have the opportunity to spend the
time needed with them to make sure they were on the right track.

7/17/2020 3:34 PM

663 He needs to engaged with the teacher and fellow students. 7/17/2020 3:33 PM

664 With all the frustration and tears continued to work hard because very concerned about his
grades

7/17/2020 3:31 PM

665 I could tell from PowerSchool 7/17/2020 3:30 PM

666 She is a conscientious student 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

667 His sped teacher was wonderful with his core services. The UA teachers were expecting way
too much on top of getting all the core work that was assigned. Not to mention the complexity
of the assignments. Some of these assignments seemed like they should have been college
assignments.

7/17/2020 3:29 PM

668 He's a smart kid, but he needs to be supervised to make sure he is turning and doing the work.
Not turning in the work is what hurt his grades. Having daily or weekly interaction with the
teacher would go a long way to helping to hold him accountable.

7/17/2020 3:29 PM

669 Structure of in school learning can not be replaced. 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

670 The work did not seem to challenge my student 7/17/2020 3:29 PM
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671 He works better in a class setting not with so many distractions at home. 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

672 Females did better than males in my opinion 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

673 Not sure 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

674 Not one on one attention 7/17/2020 3:28 PM

675 They were very frustrated because the amount of work was so overwhelming and they felt they
had no instruction so they didn’t understand how to do it plus days would go by and teachers
would not respond to their questions so they just gave up.

7/17/2020 3:28 PM

676 She was doing well to begin with and the work got easier 7/17/2020 3:26 PM

677 He performed the same because I was there to support him. 7/17/2020 3:26 PM

678 Less distractions especially in math and science only issue was language arts 7/17/2020 3:25 PM

679 Less school stress 7/17/2020 3:25 PM

680 There was no instruction. Posting assignments does not suffice. As stated previously, there
was not even feedback.

7/17/2020 3:25 PM

681 he can't work alone due to ADHD and I was at work up to 70 hrs per week 7/17/2020 3:24 PM

682 Great interaction. Kaylees social studies teacher Ashley Castaldi went above and beyond.
Even guiding her in other subject. I was Very impressed

7/17/2020 3:24 PM

683 My child had struggled from day 1. My child became significantly discouraged with this type of
learning.

7/17/2020 3:24 PM

684 Grades 7/17/2020 3:24 PM

685 She new what she was being taught during the weekly lessons she just didn't want to do it. 7/17/2020 3:23 PM

686 Did worse at the beginning because the calendar was not clear with instructions and she forgot
to hand in work. Did not get option to resubmit. Last semester did better once got into a
schedule

7/17/2020 3:23 PM

687 She’s a very smart girl and succeeds at everything thrown at her, but she misses school. 7/17/2020 3:21 PM

688 It started off ok but gradually lost steam. He had to teach himself, got frustrated. Lost interest
by the end.

7/17/2020 3:20 PM

689 Able to work at his own pace on his own schedule. Get up in a reasonable time. And have
support of the parents if needed.

7/17/2020 3:19 PM

690 It was about the same because the distant learning itself wasn’t for very long. If we distant
learn for the whole year she would decline as time goes on.

7/17/2020 3:19 PM

691 I think they have to be in the classroom to learn properly and to be more regimented. 7/17/2020 3:19 PM

692 Because he wasnt engaged. He was bored 7/17/2020 3:18 PM

693 Because he was to wake up later, take frequent brakes and able to work in his own pace. 7/17/2020 3:18 PM

694 Lack of consistency in day 7/17/2020 3:18 PM

695 I am a teacher myself so my children know the value and importance of their education. 7/17/2020 3:17 PM

696 I do not have specific information on if my child did worse, same or better academically. His
report card showed he was staying where he was expected to be.

7/17/2020 3:17 PM

697 Less social distractions and more outlined assignment schedule 7/17/2020 3:17 PM

698 Our son is a motivated student, and we were able to support him as needed. I do think keeping
the letter grade structure as a choice was also helpful to keep him motivated.

7/17/2020 3:17 PM

699 Difficult with multiple people in a small home in their devices. It would be better if the students
have headsets to give privacy and more focus Also think the middle and high school should
have prerecord lessons or require students to be in the virtual class for the duration of class

7/17/2020 3:16 PM

700 He had not had a consistent teacher the whole year and distance learning was the icing on the 7/17/2020 3:15 PM
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701 Lack of structure 7/17/2020 3:14 PM

702 Too much work 7/17/2020 3:14 PM

703 So much uncertainty 7/17/2020 3:14 PM

704 Not every class, but several classes, including gym and art had unusual at hine requirements
that simplybwerent being met, or theyd be done and not "handed in" properly so a majpr
decrease in grade. Too many teachers not meeting with kids face to face on video. With the
exception of Math. Nothing but great things to say about Mrs. Aquavella.

7/17/2020 3:13 PM

705 I personally believe that my child's academic performance probably decreased as distance
learning was not as organized/structured as it should have been. For my 3rd grader it was
difficult. For my 7th grader, he did exceptionally well and pretty much did it all independently.

7/17/2020 3:13 PM

706 She needs more help with math then I can provide. 7/17/2020 3:13 PM

707 I wish there was more learning instead of reviewing what they learned 7/17/2020 3:13 PM

708 He had no instruction whatsoever from March to June. I am not a second grade teacher. Giving
me a list of websites with lessons and saying “here you go” does not help my child learn and
retain new material. He should have had live classroom instruction over the web several times
per week. He had only 2 zoom meetings a week lasting 15-30 minutes each and they were
mostly all the kids chattering at once and no one Could hear anything.

7/17/2020 3:12 PM

709 Depends on the classes. Some improved. Some worsened. 7/17/2020 3:10 PM

710 There was less work and and less supervision by a teacher, allowing for an easier time to
almost always have the correct answer

7/17/2020 3:10 PM

711 She HATES online school!! 7/17/2020 3:08 PM

712 We were staying on top of his assignments as well as maintaining a strict school schedule
from 8-200

7/17/2020 3:08 PM

713 They understand the expectation we have for them. 7/17/2020 3:06 PM

714 The assignments weren’t as difficult in all of his classes. 7/17/2020 3:06 PM

715 She is a very conscientious student who takes her education seriously. She often worked on
assignments well after 2:30 and edited assignments sent back by teachers.

7/17/2020 3:03 PM

716 My children are expected to take responsibility for their own education and ask their parents
when they need help. They have been raised to be independent.

7/17/2020 3:02 PM

717 Dane as above 2 working patents 7/17/2020 3:02 PM

718 -Did the work that was needed -No messing around -Parents watching over him 7/17/2020 3:01 PM

719 Work was too easy so not much effort was needed 7/17/2020 2:57 PM

720 She did the same as she would have at school 7/17/2020 2:57 PM

721 Busy work was given 7/17/2020 2:53 PM

722 I believe he was motivated to keep his learning going even from home 7/17/2020 1:46 PM

723 I think my children continued to learn because my husband and I helped to facilitate lessons
and keep both children on task throughout the day.

7/17/2020 8:25 AM

724 She’s a good student 7/16/2020 3:30 PM

725 I feel like my child has regressed due to distance learning. Alot of the work was based on
review and very little teacher instruction. Not the same as being in the classroom. As a parent
and teacher, there was lack of training for the teachers.

7/16/2020 1:45 PM

726 i feel like we maintained, and didn't advance during this time distance learning. 7/16/2020 1:24 PM

727 I didn't take excuses 7/16/2020 1:10 PM

728 Many components. Different way of being taught/learning. Very stressful situation all around. 7/16/2020 12:34 PM
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729 I feel like my child lost retention of math facts that he had in school- seemed much more
distracted. I also think the loss of authentic in-school reading and instruction is damaging for
the new readers. It's difficult to read things on a screen.

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

730 I feel it was due the rules set by his parents, and the consistency of keeping his school day
similar to if he was attending school.

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

731 They are independent and want to do well. 7/16/2020 12:12 PM

732 She was already a high honor student. 7/16/2020 11:53 AM
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Q24 Besides the grades that were received,how do you know your child's
academic performance was better, worse, or stayed the same?

Answered: 732 Skipped: 0
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 We were told the grades did not count so work was not mandatory. 7/29/2020 10:19 PM

2 Based on how she was doing her work. 7/29/2020 10:09 PM

3 By seeing him do his work. 7/29/2020 8:26 PM

4 Able to him working consistently 7/29/2020 6:11 PM

5 possibly worse because of conversations with my child when I asked them about letters,
words, writing, etc.

7/29/2020 4:47 PM

6 By talking with him and knowing that he was having a harder time. 7/29/2020 4:37 PM

7 My child did not seem to be struggling. 7/29/2020 3:42 PM

8 Stayed the same 7/29/2020 3:28 PM

9 The score at the end of an assignment. 7/29/2020 2:56 PM

10 I worked and watched my son every day and communicated with his teachers. the teachers
were great at reaching out to me with teach techniques and strategies.

7/29/2020 2:34 PM

11 Hard to say. I feel he would’ve learned more with reading and writing from his teacher, but in
math I gave him more one on one and he learned more with math than I think he would’ve in
class because we were able to expand on it.

7/29/2020 2:20 PM

12 The grades were ok but my child was very bored, did not like the apps and sitting in front of
the screen all day long.

7/29/2020 2:03 PM

13 the kids were not instructed on any new material. 7/29/2020 1:05 PM

14 Her reading doesn’t seem to have improved 7/29/2020 1:03 PM

15 Because of her work ethics 7/29/2020 12:34 PM

16 He failed the grade and you can see the grades were better before distance learning. 7/29/2020 11:51 AM

17 worse because her grades went down and she didn't have her IEP followed with teachers
checking in with her.

7/29/2020 10:41 AM

18 Hard to say. Not sure how much new material in all classes was introduced during distance
learning, so can't really judge if performance was better or worse.

7/29/2020 10:20 AM

19 Nothing changed 7/29/2020 9:49 AM

20 I am relying on the results that the teacher gave me and the results that I saw when I was
helping him

7/29/2020 9:32 AM

21 I was monitoring his progress from the beginning 7/29/2020 8:41 AM

22 i could tell when i questioned her about what she learned. she got through the work and passed
the assignments but hardly retained what it was she learned

7/29/2020 8:29 AM

23 It was better because he spend more time on school 7/29/2020 8:09 AM

24 Her grades were my only gauge. 7/28/2020 11:23 PM

25 I would check the parent portal and her work was being handed and her grades were improving. 7/28/2020 10:42 PM

26 She would show us her work in progress, we received powerschool updates and she received
her AP scores.

7/28/2020 10:16 PM

27 I check his work everyday. 7/28/2020 10:02 PM

28 Same 7/28/2020 9:53 PM

29 Her work was always completed and I received positive feedback from a few of her teachers. 7/28/2020 9:39 PM

30 I feel she is not prepared for high school 7/28/2020 9:20 PM

31 the same 7/28/2020 9:14 PM
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32 He wasn’t thrilled with distance learning. I want him to be more challenged. I work full time so
my daycare provider gives me the updates.

7/28/2020 8:38 PM

33 Don't know 7/28/2020 7:55 PM

34 I feel that my child distance learning performance and time spent on all the assignments was
way better than grades received.

7/28/2020 7:32 PM

35 I did not receive any grades 7/28/2020 6:09 PM

36 FROM THE IN ASSIGNMENT ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS, AND GOAL NOTIFICATIONS 7/28/2020 4:59 PM

37 our children mastered their math and reading foundation skills based on online resources like
XtraMath, Epic, and Razkids in the small amount of time out of school.

7/28/2020 4:02 PM

38 Worse. The teachers keep him engaged in the classroom. 7/28/2020 3:12 PM

39 Well...I know she did good because I didn't receive any emails from her teachers saying that
there was a problem

7/28/2020 2:41 PM

40 because i do work with my children at home a few times a week and distance learning without
a doubt slowed their progress.

7/28/2020 1:26 PM

41 I don’t know 7/28/2020 1:17 PM

42 His completed all assignments n didn’t struggle 7/28/2020 1:15 PM

43 My child exhibited emotional distress and we spoke to the teachers and school counselor to
get some help. My child talked to me and explicitly stated how he despised distance learning
and the challenges he was having.

7/28/2020 1:12 PM

44 I was with her as she worked, and I received comments from her teacher via email. 7/28/2020 12:51 PM

45 I saw how confident she was. She would be so proud of herself when she would use the helpful
tricks she learned from my husband or I, and get the correct answer on her own. My daughter
also has really bad separation anxiety from me. Being able to be home, she didn't experience
anxiety and was able to focus on her work. Instead of going through anxiety in her mind and
missing what the teacher was teaching (which happens often).

7/28/2020 12:20 PM

46 His quality of work was similar to when he went into school. 7/28/2020 11:08 AM

47 She felt frustrated and overwhelmed and didn't enjoy school like before 7/28/2020 9:30 AM

48 i worked closely with him 7/28/2020 9:04 AM

49 Feedback from teacher and enthusiasm and feedback from my son. 7/28/2020 8:16 AM

50 Stayed same 7/28/2020 7:50 AM

51 I was involved everyday 7/28/2020 7:36 AM

52 Better 7/28/2020 6:36 AM

53 She applies herself more in school 7/28/2020 5:03 AM

54 I know because when she started online learning she was struggling the first two days but she
got up to speed very soon and was able to do everything on her own.

7/28/2020 1:06 AM

55 Because of where I witnessed while doing homeschooling 7/28/2020 12:34 AM

56 He missed many assignments that he normally would not have, PE was definitely a challenge
( to get him to turn in work), he was not nearly as engaged as he would have been if the
learning were in person, too distracted at home.

7/28/2020 12:16 AM

57 He stopped participating. Grades plummeted 7/27/2020 11:38 PM

58 My husband and I both work with my child everyday to help her maintain her school work 7/27/2020 10:53 PM

59 Chart. 7/27/2020 9:54 PM

60 She completed her work and her teacher seemed happy with her performance and said she
was doing well

7/27/2020 9:45 PM
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61 Worsening 7/27/2020 9:30 PM

62 I believe it improved slightly, 7/27/2020 9:29 PM

63 Just the grades 7/27/2020 9:03 PM

64 Better grades 7/27/2020 9:01 PM

65 NA 7/27/2020 8:29 PM

66 His ability to explain what he was doing 7/27/2020 8:22 PM

67 None 7/27/2020 7:56 PM

68 Less mistakes,and less time to complete the work. 7/27/2020 7:24 PM

69 Communication 7/27/2020 7:07 PM

70 He went through his work pretty quickly. He’s a very fast learner and retains information while 7/27/2020 6:55 PM

71 I saw my student doing his work, and everyday sign on to get his assignments. It was the
grades received that made us question what was going on. Then noticed lots of missing
marks. But we saw the effort so something was missing.

7/27/2020 6:09 PM

72 I felt it stayed the same bc of the amount of work and being accountable for her work 7/27/2020 6:04 PM

73 Completing assignments late 7/27/2020 5:51 PM

74 When we started distance learning he couldn't identify all of the letters on the keyboard
consistently. When we finished he was an emerging reader.

7/27/2020 5:35 PM

75 just as responsible for work like at school 7/27/2020 5:30 PM

76 Hard to say without an input from the teachers. 7/27/2020 5:14 PM

77 I didn't receive any grades to show me that he did the same but my child did his best to finish
his work.

7/27/2020 5:06 PM

78 Students lack of enthusiasm. 7/27/2020 4:33 PM

79 Conversation with child and parent 7/27/2020 4:19 PM

80 N/a 7/27/2020 3:49 PM

81 He was miserable. Teachers reached out telling me things were missing after he told me they
were turned in. He had designated time to be on google classroom working during the day. He
would be on but apparently when I wasn’t looking he was on YouTube or whatever.

7/27/2020 3:21 PM

82 I only stated worse because I feel this made her almost lazy in a sense. She still learned and
completed her tasks daily, but as time went on it became harder to get her to complete them.

7/27/2020 3:18 PM

83 The teacher said he went up a level in reading 7/27/2020 3:07 PM

84 Same 7/27/2020 2:57 PM

85 He reads better, does math better, became more confident and vocal on Google meet video
calls with the teacher and his classmates.

7/27/2020 2:54 PM

86 I still received the same feedback from her teachers 7/27/2020 2:06 PM

87 my child has an excellent work ethic. So I was not considered about him lacking in his work 7/27/2020 1:44 PM

88 n/a 7/27/2020 12:51 PM

89 His performance was worse because of the lack of teacher interaction and distractions. He
didn't have enough face time with the teachers at all. We were very disappointed at the lack of
interaction.

7/27/2020 12:50 PM

90 Report cards? But every child should be evaluated some were pushed forward/or kept behind
without knowledge how are they really doing.

7/27/2020 12:48 PM

91 I have not checked her report card yet. I was having issues logging in. 7/27/2020 12:32 PM

92 Better 7/27/2020 12:31 PM
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93 According to the assessment she did worse. 7/27/2020 12:22 PM

94 Almost everyday was a fight ... "I hate the computer" I don't want to be the "bad" person and
fight with them to get the work done ... being at home in front of a computer doesn't work!

7/27/2020 12:14 PM

95 By grades, it was better. By experience, it was way, way worse. 7/27/2020 12:07 PM

96 Overall distance learning methods, tools, and lack of interactions and one-on-one support from
teachers.

7/27/2020 12:05 PM

97 I still have not received my elementary children’s grades 7/27/2020 11:58 AM

98 Actually I’m not really sure because I have been having problems with my access in
PowerSchool. No teachers have called to say that there were any concerns, which leaves me
with the conclusion that all is well and that she did well.

7/27/2020 11:48 AM

99 All the undone assignments she had 7/27/2020 11:47 AM

100 She was challenged with reading, writing and math assignments that she clearly learned during
distance learning. She could not do the full assignments in the beginning until she was taught
by online/home teaching.

7/27/2020 11:47 AM

101 I guess this was base on the grades from the report card. 7/27/2020 11:39 AM

102 My student completed the assignments every day without problem and received a passing
grade

7/27/2020 11:31 AM

103 She voiced her difficulties with certain subjects 7/27/2020 11:21 AM

104 Based on reviewing of work completed independently 7/27/2020 11:17 AM

105 I know my child’s potential and I honestly don’t think the children were challenged in person
learning teachers know how to engage children not much engagement with teachers during
distance learning no measuring tools just here is an assignment and here is when it’s due.

7/27/2020 11:14 AM

106 I don't. 7/27/2020 11:13 AM

107 Based on the report card and I often gets email from teachers saying his work not done. Every
subject he had a failing grade; F

7/27/2020 11:07 AM

108 My child who just finished third grade became incredibly anxious and depressed, which made
learning anything an impossible challenge. She did not apply herself and I had to help her with
all of her work, she didn’t retain any knowledge of any distance learning school work.

7/27/2020 10:45 AM

109 Based on what I saw them able to do on their own, which definitely wasn't much. Plus things
they had progressed on during the time they were still in school has all regressed for the most
part.

7/27/2020 10:44 AM

110 We didn't see him doing the work very often. When we did, he often seemed stressed because
he rushed to get it finished and missed important information and/or dates.

7/27/2020 10:44 AM

111 worst 7/27/2020 10:38 AM

112 worse 7/27/2020 10:37 AM

113 Not sure it is just my own personal opinion. 7/27/2020 10:33 AM

114 Worse. It was very had to get her to sit the entire time. 7/27/2020 10:25 AM

115 Assessments 7/27/2020 10:10 AM

116 N/a 7/27/2020 10:07 AM

117 0 7/27/2020 10:07 AM

118 Lots interesting in some school staff 7/27/2020 10:06 AM

119 We don’t really know. 7/27/2020 10:02 AM

120 stayed the same 7/27/2020 9:57 AM

121 Y. 7/27/2020 9:57 AM
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122 It was better because he was able to study and do the work on his time line and where he
wanted to do the work.

7/27/2020 9:56 AM

123 I know she could do better 7/27/2020 9:56 AM

124 He told me he didn't like distance learning, and he couldn't concentrate. 7/27/2020 9:54 AM

125 I would have daily check ins with her on how she felt she was doing, we had seldom moments
where she felt like she couldn’t complete the work without the help of her teacher

7/27/2020 9:54 AM

126 same 7/27/2020 9:52 AM

127 Many calls work not completed. 7/27/2020 9:50 AM

128 It was worse, she understood nothing. Even with her senior helping her. 7/27/2020 9:48 AM

129 Observing their behaviors and redirecting their inattentiveness and having email exchanges
if/when assignments fell behind.

7/27/2020 9:43 AM

130 I sat down one on one with him to help him complete all his work 7/27/2020 9:40 AM

131 I could see the frustration he was having 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

132 Same 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

133 I still don't know how my child did academically as I was not able to view any grades or see
them on the powerschool portal

7/27/2020 9:39 AM

134 She done better because she gets to work at her own pace and get work done easier. 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

135 Same 7/27/2020 9:33 AM

136 I would login to google classroom to check as well as help with assignments 7/27/2020 9:30 AM

137 Much better focus, self esteem, enjoyed individual feedback 7/27/2020 9:29 AM

138 I had no way of knowing, powerschool was the only resource to keep me updated on his
efforts.

7/27/2020 9:25 AM

139 Just the grades 7/27/2020 9:21 AM

140 Worse 7/27/2020 9:20 AM

141 Did assignments quickly 7/27/2020 9:15 AM

142 Summer school requirement 7/27/2020 9:13 AM

143 Na 7/27/2020 9:12 AM

144 My son is more engaged with one-to-one learning. If left alone, he is not motivated to work. 7/27/2020 8:37 AM

145 It was obvious from my conversations with her that she wasn’t learning as much. 7/26/2020 9:25 PM

146 Lack of interest and retention, & boredom. He performs better with structure and clear
expectations. Prior he would come home and talk about interesting things that came up in
school. He also was negatively impacted from disconnect from peers.

7/24/2020 10:38 PM

147 Feedback from teachers was informative. I was able to monitor his progress personally,
through close monitoring and checking of assignments. I was truly able to see what my child
was able to do independently and where he needed support.

7/24/2020 1:31 PM

148 Some feedback from teachers, the Friday phone call and winning the Amazon gift card for her
name going into lottery for doing her work.

7/24/2020 1:28 PM

149 based on work completed that i saw how much asdistance was needed from me 7/24/2020 12:00 PM

150 Same as response from above. Grades were great, but unsure about if my child adequately
was taught the necessary concepts for 6th grade. My fear is that 7th grade concepts will pose
a significant risk not only to my child, but the entire class.

7/24/2020 9:30 AM

151 I was able to see in the work product that was submitted online. 7/23/2020 8:48 PM

152 My child did not learn anything during distance learning. 7/23/2020 5:34 PM
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153 We were monitoring his work progress very closely. We also reached out to his teacher a few
times. We saw his progress in some of the sites improve over time.

7/23/2020 5:25 PM

154 One of the girls was more independent and responsible with her work and her assignments the
other needed more one on one. One did not do some of her work claiming that she did not
know it was given.

7/23/2020 2:21 PM

155 Grades went down and I had to keep up with her and review her assignments and talk to
teachers.

7/23/2020 2:14 PM

156 my child needs the interaction with the teacher to learn 7/23/2020 1:37 PM

157 There was a grade calculator sent to everyone. That helped me figure it out. 7/23/2020 12:55 PM

158 I saw a change in her as the weeks passed. She was resting better, remembering all the
lessons we had reviewed over the weeks. She honestly surprised me with how well she was
doing.

7/23/2020 12:48 PM

159 Idk 7/23/2020 10:53 AM

160 My child was able to master Mathematical facts and grow within their reading comprehension
in a way that wasn’t happening at school.

7/23/2020 8:57 AM

161 Based on her level of interest and engagement, I could tell that she was not as interested in
completing the work. We would have to take breaks often and bribe with treats after finishing
assignments.

7/22/2020 10:46 PM

162 My child was unmotivated to do more work on the computer after a day of regular ed. It was a
battle every week. It was forgotten most of the time.

7/22/2020 10:33 PM

163 I don’t know if he actually did worse or better. It felt worse. 7/22/2020 10:04 PM

164 Student kept up with workload with minimal frustration. Turned in accurate work on time and
received regular positive reviews from teacher on their work.

7/22/2020 9:15 PM

165 Teacher feedback 7/22/2020 8:46 PM

166 Never saw her grades. 7/22/2020 8:35 PM

167 Communication from our son 7/22/2020 7:22 PM

168 he was confused and did not ask for help and I did not know he was struggling 7/22/2020 4:58 PM

169 He went from normally being an eager, self-motivated learner to contributing bare minimum
effort with the least engagement in assignment I have ever seen from him.

7/22/2020 3:53 PM

170 I have no idea what his grades are. 7/22/2020 3:43 PM

171 feedback from her/ review daily activity 7/22/2020 3:09 PM

172 My child grades went down in most classes 7/22/2020 2:23 PM

173 From what I saw when I would help her with the classwork and what she remember 7/22/2020 2:01 PM

174 The grades were thE indicator 7/22/2020 1:39 PM

175 Her teacher gave continuous feedback about her work. We also checked her work at times to
ensure she was working to the best of her ability.

7/22/2020 1:30 PM

176 Daily observations of work and conversations with my children. 7/22/2020 1:24 PM

177 I saw and was there when she completed the assignments. 7/22/2020 12:27 PM

178 same 7/22/2020 11:23 AM

179 PowerSchool 7/22/2020 7:33 AM

180 I think it was only a little bit better because we worked so hard with her. My child did a lot of
work outside of distance learning from Bungay.

7/22/2020 7:13 AM

181 My daughter seemed happier and more relaxed and would talk to us about what she was
learning and she seemed as engaged as she could be given the circumstance.

7/21/2020 11:10 PM
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182 Good grades 7/21/2020 10:33 PM

183 I worked with him daily. 7/21/2020 10:08 PM

184 Stayed the same 7/21/2020 10:08 PM

185 What grades? They all said same thing about grades because of covid. Which meant nothing.
He did his work everyday but I feel it was not properly acknowledged.

7/21/2020 10:02 PM

186 I don’t know how she did. 7/21/2020 9:39 PM

187 I worked with her for 3 months and didn't see any huge improvements nor significant declines. 7/21/2020 9:19 PM

188 There was little effort put into assignments. 7/21/2020 9:07 PM

189 worse 7/21/2020 7:35 PM

190 Because I practice with him. 7/21/2020 7:18 PM

191 said it was too easy 7/21/2020 6:36 PM

192 Based on my evaluation of my child’s work. 7/21/2020 6:18 PM

193 stayed the same but its better to be at school 7/21/2020 5:43 PM

194 Interaction with my child 7/21/2020 4:11 PM

195 I looked at what they were doing and handing in. 7/21/2020 3:15 PM

196 Less interested, did not seem like he felt it was important anymore. 7/21/2020 2:03 PM

197 He was less anxious 7/21/2020 1:55 PM

198 The amount of work our son was expected to accomplish did not challenge him. Quite often he
was done in just a few hours.

7/21/2020 1:33 PM

199 Based on grades. I would have liked to have seen more science experiments and engaging
activities off of the computer screen for other classes as well.

7/21/2020 1:25 PM

200 Na 7/21/2020 12:56 PM

201 Based on his leveled reading progression, retell, comprehension, math number sense, etc. His
teacher also did something like a DRA through RAZ kids recording where it also confirmed his
reading level progressed.

7/21/2020 12:12 PM

202 Mt child would tell me he completed assignments and there was no way for me to check and
see if in fact they were completed or not

7/21/2020 10:30 AM

203 Communication and updates from Teacher 7/21/2020 10:16 AM

204 I supervised and checked the majority of his assignments. I was able to see errors in writing
and reteach. Being a teacher I have higher expectations for my children.

7/21/2020 9:42 AM

205 It was worse by the number of assignments that were missing and constantly having to remind
her to get them done.

7/21/2020 9:24 AM

206 My child is fine but there is a drop of the quality of education at home vs at school. 7/21/2020 9:03 AM

207 We think it stayed the same because of communication with his teacher throughout the
process.

7/21/2020 8:50 AM

208 She received feed back from her teacher. 7/21/2020 8:49 AM

209 By her behavior. By watching her not do the work well or fight with her to complete
assignments. She was excited during live school and was miserable during distance learning.

7/21/2020 8:45 AM

210 I didn’t. 7/21/2020 8:35 AM

211 She seemed to retain the knowledge that she learned better than before. 7/21/2020 8:32 AM

212 I don’t. 7/21/2020 8:02 AM

213 It was like she hit a wall. When in school I can see the progress 7/21/2020 5:59 AM
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214 Just the grades. 7/20/2020 11:11 PM

215 Through conversation with my child, seeing comments made by teacher on google classroom,
proficiency in completing assigned class work

7/20/2020 10:23 PM

216 I would say stayed the same 7/20/2020 10:18 PM

217 It stayed the same, she asked for help when she needed it and overall was fairly independent
like she was while in school

7/20/2020 8:58 PM

218 Because she talked about the things she was learning and doing. 7/20/2020 8:34 PM

219 Always tries her best and she wants to learn. 7/20/2020 8:31 PM

220 Because of teachers feedback 7/20/2020 8:28 PM

221 I saw him engaged, working. 7/20/2020 8:19 PM

222 My child's reading level jumped 5 levels during the 14-15 weeks of distance learning. My
child’s handwriting improved from illegible scribble to well formed words and sentences. His
letter and sound recognition improved drastically as well.

7/20/2020 7:48 PM

223 Same 7/20/2020 6:34 PM

224 My kids learn better when they have some kind of interaction with a teacher to ask questions
and get answers learning from a setting like it’s actually in a classroom

7/20/2020 6:11 PM

225 She displayed and ability to independently get started and even when she had a problem, she
proactively sought out the assistance of her teachers via email.

7/20/2020 5:49 PM

226 I was able to stay more on top of what she was/was not doing. 7/20/2020 5:23 PM

227 PowerSchool and emails from the teachers 7/20/2020 5:04 PM

228 Same 7/20/2020 3:33 PM

229 I don't. 7/20/2020 3:04 PM

230 Teacher's comments on performance as well as feedback from the children 7/20/2020 2:49 PM

231 From my personal exposure to him while distance learning. Each day was high anxiety with
him expressing his frustration. Distance learning at our house was not a positive experience to
promote his educational advancement.

7/20/2020 2:25 PM

232 He barely did anything, so I would assume worse. 7/20/2020 2:17 PM

233 My child was not focused and we found him goofing around because we were unable to
monitor him when we were trying to work from home.

7/20/2020 1:40 PM

234 I know how he is 7/20/2020 1:06 PM

235 We did not receive grades. We monitored his performance based on the levels he reached in
the math/reading websites. We also used power school to verify that assignments were
completed.

7/20/2020 12:05 PM

236 I don't think the grades meant anything this year. I know my child did worse because he can't
answer simple math problems (and he used to be able to do them no problem). His motivation
to learn has also decreased substantially - possibly due to the lack of the routine of "normal"
school, but more importantly I don't believe he was challenged AT ALL this year. Again, grades
aren't the determining factor here.

7/20/2020 11:52 AM

237 Some grades were better. We would help her with the assignments. I really don't think she
learned anything by us helping her.

7/20/2020 11:44 AM

238 Her attitude towards school work remained the same. 7/20/2020 11:37 AM

239 Better grades better attitude 7/20/2020 11:18 AM

240 I could tell by his demeanor when it actually came to completing work. 7/20/2020 11:16 AM

241 She completed all assignments and made the schoolwork a priority. She received positive
feedback from teachers.

7/20/2020 11:05 AM
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242 No other reason 7/20/2020 10:58 AM

243 I know my childs' academic performance was worse because I could see his struggle, the
increase in anxiety and the depression set in.

7/20/2020 10:27 AM

244 Communication with my child 7/20/2020 9:58 AM

245 I'm just basing my answer off of her grades 7/20/2020 9:39 AM

246 based on the grades 7/20/2020 9:37 AM

247 I checked in Powerschool, sent e-mails to his teachers to ask, he sent some messages to his
teachers thru google classroom as well, and I was in touch with the school counselor.

7/20/2020 9:26 AM

248 She enjoyed learning 7/20/2020 9:24 AM

249 My child is very studious and was up and working on school at 630 each day she was self
motivated because the teacher cared and was great and was very responsive. This allowed for
open communication like in the classroom. my Childs teacher was very comfortable with
technology and embraced the changes being made. older teachers did not embrace the change
and those students suffered.

7/20/2020 9:21 AM

250 I'm not sure he was challenged enough. 7/20/2020 9:21 AM

251 I could tell it stayed the same by the grades that she received and watching her do the work
and what she was capable of doing.

7/20/2020 9:20 AM

252 Stayed the same 7/20/2020 9:03 AM

253 She struggled to keep focus and her grades showered it 7/20/2020 8:50 AM

254 All I can measure by is the grades. However, being in advanced Algebra and dealing with a
teacher transition in the middle of the year, I feel as though my child's progress was stunted
with respect to math at least.

7/20/2020 8:44 AM

255 Same as above 7/20/2020 8:20 AM

256 Better 7/20/2020 7:33 AM

257 I saw his work. 7/20/2020 6:54 AM

258 Stayed the same 7/20/2020 6:40 AM

259 attitude was better 7/20/2020 5:44 AM

260 Just by his grades. The middle school teachers were fantastic about keeping up with their
grades assignments through PowerSchool. My son had always made the honor roll throughout
the year, however he made high honors in the 4th quarter

7/19/2020 11:57 PM

261 Was the same 7/19/2020 10:59 PM

262 I looked through his prior marking periods. 7/19/2020 10:54 PM

263 The same 7/19/2020 10:18 PM

264 Na 7/19/2020 9:57 PM

265 her grades were consistant and she rarely asked for help 7/19/2020 9:53 PM

266 As I noted in question 23, I am an educator. I was able to generally guage my son's abilites. I
know his strengths and areas of need as a reader and writer. There was little to no school
based instruction in either of those areas. Math was already an an area of strength and
distance learning academics for him seemed to maintain knowledge and skills versus new
learning.

7/19/2020 9:04 PM

267 I didn’t get grades - couldn’t get them - but I feel like more work and more instruction are
needed for this to be a success since I don’t plan on sending her to school if it’s open

7/19/2020 8:42 PM

268 Her grades improved. 7/19/2020 7:45 PM

269 He told me his grades throughout the process 7/19/2020 7:34 PM

270 Even doing gym with limited options resulted in low grades. No real direction for everything 7/19/2020 6:24 PM
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271 He was frustrated every day, feeling he could not keep up with all the assignments. He also
could not find many of his assignments on Google Classroom due to the ‘stream’ vs
‘classwork’ tabs having classwork in different places.

7/19/2020 6:19 PM

272 . 7/19/2020 6:05 PM

273 She’s progressing in all aspects. 7/19/2020 6:02 PM

274 The grades stayed the same, there is no other way to tell. 7/19/2020 6:01 PM

275 I didn’t. 7/19/2020 5:39 PM

276 my child is happy with the results 7/19/2020 5:33 PM

277 I spoke to his teacher and the vice principal and they were happy with his performance and
grades.

7/19/2020 4:54 PM

278 I watched her struggle every day. 7/19/2020 4:34 PM

279 I asked my child. 7/19/2020 3:54 PM

280 Just by being around him. Conversing with him. Especially his math; He now struggles with
math facts he was excelling at 1 or 2 grades ago

7/19/2020 3:37 PM

281 By the end of the year, we knew there were assignments not completed. We were in contact
with the teacher and knew the work was less than what our child was capable of based on
previous feedback. Our child was very verbal about their thoughts on the work assigned and
the time required to complete it all.

7/19/2020 2:52 PM

282 I kept track with the teachers 7/19/2020 2:52 PM

283 Handwriting improved from samples provided previously to home schooling it improves greatly
during time at home. Math skills improved based on reports.

7/19/2020 2:39 PM

284 By the pride she took in her work. She clearly rushed through her assignments and wanted to
complete them quickly to go play. While we did our best to monitor this, having my husband
and I both working full time from home was extremely difficult.

7/19/2020 2:34 PM

285 Because my oldest was in the too 10th percentile in her grade before covid, and then was
unable to complete more than 40 percent of her work with distance learning. My youngest did
had the same issue with not being able to complete most of her work because of our schedule
change due to covid.

7/19/2020 12:50 PM

286 He had to really pay attention 7/19/2020 12:33 PM

287 Because they didn’t learn anything useful. 7/19/2020 12:31 PM

288 Because we had his parent/teacher conference right before all this started and she told us how
well he was doing, then suddenly he didn’t know how to do all these things

7/19/2020 11:25 AM

289 He went down in reading level 7/19/2020 11:11 AM

290 The grades aligned with the performance 7/19/2020 10:21 AM

291 I would quiz him on the material randomly sometimes or asked if he really understood what
was put in front of him and he would tell me yes or no.

7/19/2020 10:20 AM

292 Definitely saw my child struggle more with schoolwork with distance learning 7/19/2020 10:11 AM

293 Things she knew in September were forgotten by the end of the year. 7/19/2020 10:10 AM

294 My child was less satisfied with her own performance of her school work. 7/19/2020 9:49 AM

295 We followed her work & talked about the comparison. 7/19/2020 9:42 AM

296 .. 7/19/2020 9:09 AM

297 We don't. 7/19/2020 9:06 AM

298 Same effort 7/19/2020 8:41 AM

299 Pretty much the same 7/19/2020 8:35 AM
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300 Worse 7/19/2020 8:18 AM

301 Above. 7/19/2020 7:26 AM

302 He struggled. His special ed Teacher had to have a meeting with him every morning to plan out
his day for him and discuss assignments that needed to be done. To keep him on track, and to
make it to certain google meets on a single day. Shortening his casework, and making sure he
gets that days work done. No support from teachers, a child with ADHD and a learning
disability will never be successful with distance learning.

7/19/2020 2:18 AM

303 Most parents are academically challenged when it comes to school work. Teachers are vital in
how to get a student to become a sponge for knowledge. We did our best but feel our child
would have done better in a classroom.

7/19/2020 2:05 AM

304 worse, I feel if she was in school, she would have received 4's academically. 7/19/2020 1:17 AM

305 Because of the 10% for fourth quarter she actually got lower grades😕 7/18/2020 11:56 PM

306 I worked with my child daily and was able to monitor the progress. 7/18/2020 10:52 PM

307 A couple of his teachers and guidance checked in to make sure all was ok with my child. And
to let me know he was not turning in assignments.

7/18/2020 10:44 PM

308 My daughter in 7th grade brought home the High Honors Award. Plus I received a call from a
teacher give her a complaint on turning in all assignments.

7/18/2020 10:19 PM

309 The amount of time she worked. I would constantly check PowerSchool 7/18/2020 10:10 PM

310 I kept track of her grades via powerschool. She has always been an honor roll student. 7/18/2020 9:56 PM

311 Actually, we can't tell. We mostly focused on our younger child because our 5th grader seemed
to be ok at first, only to find out later that he had been missing tons of homework for unified
arts classes. And we received no notice at of this happening.

7/18/2020 9:54 PM

312 He was still sounding out words as he had been for his homework. 7/18/2020 9:28 PM

313 He was excited to share information that he learned 7/18/2020 9:12 PM

314 The work material seemed to be equal from beginning or end of distance learning and did not
really seem to increase in difficulty.

7/18/2020 8:54 PM

315 I saw how much my chid struggled with certain subjects, much more than usual. I had to help
her with math almost daily.

7/18/2020 8:10 PM

316 She told us. 7/18/2020 7:55 PM

317 Worse because there was no one to account to,too easy for her to be distracted at home.....
Mom can only demand so much...."you could lead a horse to water...."

7/18/2020 7:46 PM

318 Was unable to receive his grade 7/18/2020 7:23 PM

319 Worse. 7/18/2020 6:59 PM

320 It didn’t change because she didn’t struggle in school or at home. 7/18/2020 6:59 PM

321 Stayed the same 7/18/2020 6:27 PM

322 Contact with her teacher was amazing!! 7/18/2020 6:23 PM

323 Observation 7/18/2020 6:18 PM

324 Her grades were similar as before and she worked for her grades. 7/18/2020 6:13 PM

325 It was a struggle with the special teachers 7/18/2020 5:32 PM

326 Stayed the same. 7/18/2020 5:17 PM

327 We participated in her education and checked her work to ensure that her performance was the
same.

7/18/2020 4:42 PM

328 Spending time with him to review his class assignments each day, I have a better
understandable of his academic ability and performance.

7/18/2020 4:36 PM
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329 I saw her stop trying. I saw how miserable she was to do the lessons and I saw how poor her
skill level regress.

7/18/2020 3:51 PM

330 Just by grades. 7/18/2020 3:42 PM

331 Because I saw how he couldn't understand everytime I explained and he solved the problems 7/18/2020 3:06 PM

332 My opinion. 7/18/2020 2:34 PM

333 My child has slight improvement 7/18/2020 2:21 PM

334 Powerschool 7/18/2020 2:10 PM

335 H 7/18/2020 1:10 PM

336 Because I was able to stay on top of him (except when at his dads) to keep him focused,
remove distractions and work with him to make up any work that he didn't complete while at
his dads. His attitude and self confidence increased and he stopped saying that he is stupid.

7/18/2020 12:47 PM

337 He keeps forgetting basic words. 7/18/2020 12:46 PM

338 PowerSchool and parents staying on top of things. 7/18/2020 12:22 PM

339 Observations, completion of assignments 7/18/2020 12:03 PM

340 I don’t know. Nothing provided. 7/18/2020 10:55 AM

341 From home, we could see that he was doing his work. Some teachers provided specific
feedback on the things that he did well, and how he could improve.

7/18/2020 10:45 AM

342 Because I worked with her myself daily. 7/18/2020 10:44 AM

343 Not sure. 7/18/2020 10:34 AM

344 Worse, He was not engaged and it was just going through the motions 7/18/2020 10:05 AM

345 I watched her do her work. She did very well. 7/18/2020 9:53 AM

346 I think it stayed the same. We were missing the teachers way of teaching reading. This is a
critical time and it needed to be more interactive.

7/18/2020 9:52 AM

347 The teacher let me know 7/18/2020 9:45 AM

348 Because he did his work 7/18/2020 9:42 AM

349 I actually am assuming my child did well because of what I saw he submitted and the report
card, but he rarely ever got any feedback on any of the lengthier assignments that were given.

7/18/2020 9:32 AM

350 See answer for question number 23 7/18/2020 9:23 AM

351 MY child did the work given but did not struggle, but not sure how much she truly learned. 7/18/2020 9:22 AM

352 Don’t feel anything was absorbed the way it would have if it were in a classroom room 7/18/2020 9:22 AM

353 - 7/18/2020 9:19 AM

354 Same 7/18/2020 8:49 AM

355 He put much more time into what he was doing, took more pride in his work and would actually
tell me about it. When he was in school, he would come home and rush through his homework
just to relax. Now he truly seems to enjoy school. That alone shows that his academic
performance is better.

7/18/2020 8:46 AM

356 I started most reasons in answer #23. 7/18/2020 8:31 AM

357 I monitored their work. 7/18/2020 8:26 AM

358 My child's confidence level 7/18/2020 8:00 AM

359 I know they didn’t get much 7/18/2020 7:57 AM

360 Social interaction decayed, he completed the work as required 7/18/2020 7:55 AM

361 The teacher had to reach out to me multiple times about my child’s academics. I tried putting 7/18/2020 7:44 AM
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parameters in place and then also explained how I was also trying to cover two positions in my
own company from my work from home computer. The teacher was great and offered to help
answer any questions for my child.

362 worse. 7/18/2020 7:03 AM

363 Child felt comfortable at home but lacked socialization with classmates - also more 1:1 time
with teacher.

7/18/2020 6:32 AM

364 Handwriting & reading improved 7/18/2020 6:06 AM

365 Because it was a battle every day and was "busy" work. 7/18/2020 5:37 AM

366 I can tell by their behavior that they were doing better. They enjoyed being home and still doing
their assignments.

7/18/2020 4:27 AM

367 No change 7/18/2020 3:38 AM

368 He was not able to do the work independently. There was too little instruction and teaching
provided to his class. The teacher relied on multiple outside apps that had no tracking
capabilities for reading and writing comprehension. Assignments provided had no associated
strategy supplied or learning goals. It was often unclear without my instruction provided to my
son what he was supposed to do and how to complete assignments, particularly writing.

7/18/2020 1:07 AM

369 I think I try the best with her. 7/18/2020 12:41 AM

370 I felt she did better her grades stayed the same. I could see her confidence growing. 7/18/2020 12:35 AM

371 Not sure what could have been better 7/18/2020 12:17 AM

372 she would tell me 7/18/2020 12:15 AM

373 Checking PowerSchool 7/18/2020 12:13 AM

374 Worse 7/18/2020 12:11 AM

375 Saw her working .. we discussed 7/18/2020 12:11 AM

376 She still made all the same excuses she always has 7/18/2020 12:00 AM

377 Grades dropped dramatically 7/17/2020 11:53 PM

378 Feedback provided in Google Classroom/ Powerschool 7/17/2020 11:49 PM

379 Observations with her reading and stamina towards work. 7/17/2020 11:42 PM

380 By how many assignments were turn in on time and how much time was spent online doing
work

7/17/2020 11:33 PM

381 Stayed the same 7/17/2020 11:32 PM

382 Several assignments went uncompleted. He could not tell me about the work he was doing or
what he was learning.

7/17/2020 11:17 PM

383 By his behavior 7/17/2020 11:17 PM

384 I would check on them everyday 7/17/2020 11:17 PM

385 Stayed the same 7/17/2020 11:14 PM

386 He didn’t finish all his work 7/17/2020 11:14 PM

387 Just not being as focused and found him to get distracted easier 7/17/2020 10:50 PM

388 I don’t 7/17/2020 10:35 PM

389 Stayed the same but improved 7/17/2020 10:35 PM

390 Accessed powerschool. 7/17/2020 10:23 PM

391 According to the teacher he did great. I watched him with his work and reading and see him
now, this is not the case.

7/17/2020 10:20 PM

392 The day to day struggle 7/17/2020 10:13 PM
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393 Better 7/17/2020 10:09 PM

394 We stayed the same if not slipped backwards a little without the daily assistance of a teacher. 7/17/2020 10:08 PM

395 I could see a decrease in enthusiasm and excitement in my child when it comes to school. I
had never heard her so often describe how frustrated and confused she was about the work.

7/17/2020 10:06 PM

396 I didn’t even bother to look at my child’s report card. With distance learning I can observe my
child’s “progress” with each level she’s reaches or “badge” she earns on the website. I
apologize to any teacher who had to complete one. Another waste of time.

7/17/2020 10:06 PM

397 Reading comprehension and math word problems were a challenge. 7/17/2020 10:05 PM

398 It's hard to judge for this year. She is in special education and between starting this year with a
whole new IEP team (except speech), the MANY teacher changes through the year (regular
and UA), para changes and special education teacher switch, this whole year she has been a
mess and not getting what she needs. At least with distance learning, there was some
consistency.

7/17/2020 9:54 PM

399 I observed him working on his assignments. I was in contact with a couple of his teachers and
his social worker regularly.

7/17/2020 9:48 PM

400 Stayed the same 7/17/2020 9:46 PM

401 Just grades. 7/17/2020 9:44 PM

402 She was aggravated almost every day while doing her work. 7/17/2020 9:43 PM

403 I saw that she was more confident doing her work because we would learn little tricks and
games when we were doing the online learning.

7/17/2020 9:35 PM

404 My child made such growth from November to March. I’m aware of the benchmarks expected
for kindergarten which would have been continuously worked on in pre-k. I feel my child has
not grown much from where she was in March. She still struggles with some of these pre-
academic skills.

7/17/2020 9:34 PM

405 I looked at a lot of the work that my child submitted, the quality was very good, the
determination that my child had to do good reassures me that she worked hard to get things
right

7/17/2020 9:33 PM

406 Good grades stayed the same in and out of school. 7/17/2020 9:32 PM

407 He didn’t do most of the work by himself. He had to have someone sit with him to ensure that
he completed anything on the computer. He doesn’t have a problem learning the material but
he doesn’t want to just input answers on a computer.

7/17/2020 9:30 PM

408 They were more motivated to do the work and get tasks done at their own pace. When they
needed assistance - they reached out to the teacher. Worked very well.

7/17/2020 9:27 PM

409 Dreaded doing distance learning and missed the classroom 7/17/2020 9:26 PM

410 Communication from teachers. 7/17/2020 9:13 PM

411 It was hard to know because Powerschool was not updated and I did not always have access
to Goggle Classroom. I had to email the teacher to confirm everything was on track since there
was no one to one or small group learning.

7/17/2020 9:13 PM

412 I looked at her actual grades; she invested a lot of time figuring out the answers to her
problems, or to writing her essays. I also was able to see some of her work before it was
submitted.

7/17/2020 9:11 PM

413 Her grades improved and I think with what is going on with the virus, she was concerned and
scared about returning to school while it’s still going on and she felt less anxious and more
relaxed and was able to focus better on her school work

7/17/2020 9:08 PM

414 From teacher feedback and seeing growth in some areas (reading) 7/17/2020 9:08 PM

415 I can tell by the lack of excitement that my child has shown 7/17/2020 9:04 PM

416 There was no instruction—just assignments. No teacher interaction. 7/17/2020 9:04 PM

417 I see her interest in academics diminish. 7/17/2020 9:03 PM
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418 Grades 7/17/2020 9:02 PM

419 He didn’t excel but he didn’t struggle. 7/17/2020 8:59 PM

420 It stayed the same Bc he would not let me teach him anything new. He would not listen to my
lesson because he would just fight me on it.

7/17/2020 8:54 PM

421 I think getting one on one attention from the parent helped my child a lot 7/17/2020 8:53 PM

422 Teacher contact 7/17/2020 8:53 PM

423 When he completely the lessons on Lexia and he was correct 7/17/2020 8:50 PM

424 Had a meeting for my child’s IEP! 7/17/2020 8:47 PM

425 I have no idea. I never received any input about her progress. In school they had evaluation
tests but in distance learning nothing like that happened.

7/17/2020 8:46 PM

426 I asked teacher to perform additional reading assessment and provide feedback and the
teacher reported progress.

7/17/2020 8:42 PM

427 I honestly haven't looked at the final report card. Power school won't recognize my word on my
computer and I can't access the report card through my phone.

7/17/2020 8:40 PM

428 N/A 7/17/2020 8:38 PM

429 I asked my child’s teacher to complete a running record and asked her opinion of her weekly
performance in comparison to prior to distant learning and these conversations and additional
assessments provided her teacher with the necessary info to evaluate my child’s overall
abilities.

7/17/2020 8:30 PM

430 His grades stayed the same but I don't think he learned anything in those last 3 months 7/17/2020 8:30 PM

431 Per his teacher. 7/17/2020 8:27 PM

432 The teacher would email me with notifications that my child wasn’t completing homework. 7/17/2020 8:20 PM

433 The number of uncompleted assignments and unwillingness to participate. 7/17/2020 8:19 PM

434 They were stressed and unhappy. They found it difficult. 7/17/2020 8:16 PM

435 Teacher telling us 7/17/2020 8:15 PM

436 I don’t know. There was no direct feedback to give a compare so it was hard to gauge if she
was accomplishing what she should and/or if I should have been doing more.

7/17/2020 8:14 PM

437 not sure how to anwser this 7/17/2020 8:14 PM

438 Worse 7/17/2020 8:12 PM

439 Looking at grades 7/17/2020 8:09 PM

440 His effort in completing assignments was not the same as when he is sitting at a desk in
school.

7/17/2020 8:07 PM

441 She felt confident in her teachers and what she was learning 7/17/2020 8:05 PM

442 Didn't receive negative feedback from teacher. 7/17/2020 8:04 PM

443 Reading improved tremendously. Math also improved. Also, learned how to navigate and use
Google classroom more fluently.

7/17/2020 8:03 PM

444 She reads a lot better and we really got to go over a lot of snap words! She’s def ready for first
grade!!

7/17/2020 8:02 PM

445 Observation, checking work 7/17/2020 8:01 PM

446 We monitor her math facts and read daily. 7/17/2020 8:00 PM

447 I know when he went to school, he would come home knowing new things all the time. With the
curriculum I saw that was being provided. I did not see any new material that he was learning.

7/17/2020 8:00 PM

448 He did fine with all of the assigned work. However, it was mostly review. 7/17/2020 7:58 PM
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449 Same 7/17/2020 7:54 PM

450 Never got report card 7/17/2020 7:52 PM

451 I can see from his progress reports during the year and the work that he brought home. His
writing improved, sight words knowledge improved, in turn, his reading improved, and
practicing his math facts improved.

7/17/2020 7:51 PM

452 She asked me questions and we discussed what she was learnin 7/17/2020 7:51 PM

453 I know it stayed the same because my child was not challenged by his schoolwork. 7/17/2020 7:50 PM

454 Conversations with teachers 7/17/2020 7:49 PM

455 Finished work too quickly. We know he can do more 7/17/2020 7:48 PM

456 Feedback from his teacher 7/17/2020 7:44 PM

457 Teacher sent a weekly progress report 7/17/2020 7:43 PM

458 I thought they were going to be worse because my daughter seemed to need a bit more
interaction from her teachers in some (not all) of her classes. She seemed to work more with
her classmates than teachers.

7/17/2020 7:41 PM

459 I don’t know. 7/17/2020 7:40 PM

460 I had received emails from the teachers and the teachers would send out a google message to
my child doing good on work or projects.

7/17/2020 7:39 PM

461 He was able to get help that he may not get in a classroom with 24 students. 7/17/2020 7:38 PM

462 Communication with the teacher. 7/17/2020 7:36 PM

463 ... 7/17/2020 7:35 PM

464 ?? 7/17/2020 7:35 PM

465 Assignments took longer than they should have and she didnt care if she got them wrong or
not. Normally she would have tried a lot harder and would have tried to work out the problem.

7/17/2020 7:31 PM

466 The lack of completed assignments 7/17/2020 7:30 PM

467 Because she wasn't completing the work and easily frustrated. 7/17/2020 7:27 PM

468 Prompt grading or feedback 7/17/2020 7:26 PM

469 I know that it stayed the same because I kept tabs on her assignments. 7/17/2020 7:25 PM

470 One of my children was able to maintain but the other who is still not a strong reader
performance dropped dramatically because of the increased demand for her to read every part
of every assignment.

7/17/2020 7:23 PM

471 He was happier while still learning 7/17/2020 7:23 PM

472 The amount of help that was needed to complete it. He never would’ve have that much one on
one attention during school to complete the work.

7/17/2020 7:22 PM

473 . 7/17/2020 7:22 PM

474 Grades had no improvement from previous term. 7/17/2020 7:20 PM

475 She used to be able to read words a lot more than she does now. 7/17/2020 7:18 PM

476 My child’s ability to explain what she was learning. 7/17/2020 7:17 PM

477 Disengaged from the whole learning process. Did not progress academically. 7/17/2020 7:16 PM

478 She didn’t learn anything new 7/17/2020 7:13 PM

479 We have her with a tutor over the summer because we feel didnt learn enought since
quarantine.

7/17/2020 7:12 PM

480 Some teacher feedback 7/17/2020 7:11 PM
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481 Same I think 7/17/2020 7:09 PM

482 He lost interest in subjects he typically enjoys 7/17/2020 7:06 PM

483 No growth 7/17/2020 7:06 PM

484 Better 7/17/2020 7:05 PM

485 I am basing it on her grades 7/17/2020 7:05 PM

486 I’m only going by his grades. 7/17/2020 7:03 PM

487 Teacher comments and my child needed less help with assignments than when she attended
regular school.

7/17/2020 7:02 PM

488 I feel like her reading skills improved based on the books she’s reading now, and I liked that
she was exposed to different types of math exercises that broadened her skill set in math.

7/17/2020 7:01 PM

489 I did not see any evidence of learning as I do with normal schooling. 7/17/2020 6:58 PM

490 He seemed to be understanding and able to complete all assignments given to him. 7/17/2020 6:57 PM

491 Feedback from teacher 7/17/2020 6:55 PM

492 See above 7/17/2020 6:50 PM

493 n/a 7/17/2020 6:47 PM

494 He did the work, we had feed back from the teacher 7/17/2020 6:44 PM

495 They were tired of doing the same thing everyday and were bored with the work. They just did
it to get it over with. I wouldn’t say they were very challenged or I had to “teach” them much.

7/17/2020 6:42 PM

496 I think it never progressed in any way... 7/17/2020 6:41 PM

497 Grades improved 7/17/2020 6:40 PM

498 We taught him new skills to build upon what he was already learning. 7/17/2020 6:38 PM

499 See above 7/17/2020 6:37 PM

500 Better at home 7/17/2020 6:35 PM

501 We know they declined because skills they had before were lost such as handwriting when
they had to use computers.

7/17/2020 6:35 PM

502 The programs we used for math and reading monitored the progress. 7/17/2020 6:33 PM

503 He was able to independently do most of the work no problem, it was just getting him to sit
there and do the work that was a challenge.

7/17/2020 6:33 PM

504 He withdraws a lot as a result. 7/17/2020 6:32 PM

505 I reviews assignments, graded assignments 7/17/2020 6:26 PM

506 Learned at same rate. 7/17/2020 6:26 PM

507 The work he was producing at home was comparable to what he was producing in school 7/17/2020 6:22 PM

508 She has improved in some areas but not all 7/17/2020 6:21 PM

509 Much worse 7/17/2020 6:14 PM

510 N/A 7/17/2020 6:14 PM

511 Better 7/17/2020 6:13 PM

512 Please see my response in 24. She was not engaged. 7/17/2020 6:13 PM

513 Never got to see report card. Even after reaching out for help it could not be accessed 7/17/2020 6:13 PM

514 I don’t think it was better! 7/17/2020 6:13 PM

515 I can tell she was having a hard time learning 7/17/2020 6:08 PM
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516 her level of reading, math work 7/17/2020 6:08 PM

517 Their performance overall was worse. They lost interest. They fought and were very anxious
with each other especially with me because I was trying to keep up with them.

7/17/2020 6:05 PM

518 Because I saw the work that she completed 7/17/2020 6:05 PM

519 tou asked questions and based on the answer given you know where the comprehension level
is

7/17/2020 6:04 PM

520 She went from doing good in subjects to refusing to do any. Way too much to expect a working
parent to teach a kindergartener. Had to sit 4 straight hours. The same repetitive assignements
were boring to her.

7/17/2020 6:04 PM

521 I'm involved with my child daily and I could see that he struggled, was frustrated, irritable, and
at times called himself dumb. He was never this negative in school, and always loved school,
had a positive attitude and excelled.

7/17/2020 6:03 PM

522 She was able to stay on track with material. No new struggles 7/17/2020 6:02 PM

523 through 1 on 1 meeting with her teacher. 7/17/2020 6:02 PM

524 Regular communication with his teacher. 7/17/2020 6:00 PM

525 Work output and quality 7/17/2020 6:00 PM

526 Her ability to read and write regressed immensely from the time school stopped to the end of
the year.

7/17/2020 5:59 PM

527 Because I know what’s expected at the end of kindergarten 7/17/2020 5:58 PM

528 I think if anything better... he enjoyed sitting with mom or dad and doing his school work. 7/17/2020 5:57 PM

529 His reading improved 7/17/2020 5:57 PM

530 She stopped doing her assignments 7/17/2020 5:54 PM

531 From how he improved with understanding his work just from what i had witnessed and seen
with my own 2 eyes

7/17/2020 5:54 PM

532 My child did well, almost better than when in school. 7/17/2020 5:53 PM

533 Same 7/17/2020 5:53 PM

534 Lack of improvement, clearly less reading, less homework, felt like “just enough To get by”. 7/17/2020 5:52 PM

535 n/a 7/17/2020 5:49 PM

536 Her teacher updated us daily. 7/17/2020 5:47 PM

537 She didn’t struggle 7/17/2020 5:47 PM

538 He wasn’t having the stress that he was and he was able to take breaks when he needed
them. He was also turning in all of his work.

7/17/2020 5:46 PM

539 The amount of information retained at the end of the year is the same 7/17/2020 5:46 PM

540 About the same 7/17/2020 5:46 PM

541 It’s a struggle to just get her to read her sight words 7/17/2020 5:45 PM

542 Judging by how well she understood the material I believe her performance held steady. I feel
her writing improved a great deal because I was able to go over her work with her. She doesn't
get individualized attention at school. My main concern is missing the hands-on science labs.
It would be great if the science teachers would make videos and demonstrate lab methods for
the kids.

7/17/2020 5:44 PM

543 I took video, written samples and provided anecdotal reporting during his PPT 7/17/2020 5:43 PM

544 I can see her improve. 7/17/2020 5:42 PM

545 Lack of effort or want to even participate in any online learning 7/17/2020 5:41 PM

546 Feedback, talking to them about it. 7/17/2020 5:41 PM
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547 I don’t know for sure. I just believe it is. 7/17/2020 5:41 PM

548 She struggles with math and reading and has no interest in my help. 7/17/2020 5:40 PM

549 By his conference before Covid 7/17/2020 5:40 PM

550 Worse 7/17/2020 5:40 PM

551 Because my child showed me her work 7/17/2020 5:38 PM

552 He put in less effort. He was asking for help on simple things I know he could figure out on his
own in the past.

7/17/2020 5:37 PM

553 By the way she approached distance leaning 7/17/2020 5:35 PM

554 Im not really sure im just guessing! 7/17/2020 5:35 PM

555 They were able to complete the work that was required. 7/17/2020 5:34 PM

556 Basing this on his report card. I honestly don't really know. 7/17/2020 5:32 PM

557 I talked to them about what they learned as we did during regular school sessions and also
communicated via email with teachers.

7/17/2020 5:32 PM

558 I know my child. 7/17/2020 5:31 PM

559 I have no clue. There was little to know feedback from anyone at the school regarding my
child's performance. Assignments for each week were posted on Monday, and that was more
or less the extent of communication, aside from the random Zoom meeting to say hello every
once in a while. I basically assume that my child missed an entire third of the most crucial
school year in terms of development.

7/17/2020 5:29 PM

560 It was about the same. 7/17/2020 5:28 PM

561 While working on school work she was focused with no distractions making it easier for her to
understand what she was learning.

7/17/2020 5:27 PM

562 Did not improve. Frustrated with apps and online learning and lacking consistent feedback from
teacher

7/17/2020 5:26 PM

563 She was not interested in distance learning at all 7/17/2020 5:25 PM

564 His teachers emailed me. 7/17/2020 5:24 PM

565 Teachers were able to challenge my child academically. Math seemed to be the most
challenging when learning new material. Teacher was available for help.

7/17/2020 5:22 PM

566 It got worse. She just went through the motions Nd did the bare minimum. 7/17/2020 5:17 PM

567 Stayed same however did not learn much. It was more like busy work 7/17/2020 5:15 PM

568 I felt like my child’s grades could have been better, very minimal contact with the teacher not
impressed.

7/17/2020 5:14 PM

569 Just from the lack of engagement 7/17/2020 5:12 PM

570 We had afternoon check-one. What did you learn today? What was your favorite assignment
today and why?

7/17/2020 5:07 PM

571 I saw some of the homework he turned in and it was done correctly and/or very well. 7/17/2020 5:06 PM

572 Behavior 7/17/2020 5:06 PM

573 I review all of my child’s work. 7/17/2020 5:05 PM

574 Seeing how unfocused she was 7/17/2020 5:04 PM

575 I really didn’t get feedback on how he was doing 7/17/2020 5:03 PM

576 We didn't receive her grade but we are active in her academic life so we saw the difference ...
of course we can never replace the school community... everyone she comes in contact with
at school has been a blessing she loves her school her principal, teachers and her

7/17/2020 5:01 PM
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classmtes/friends.. when this crisis is prayerfully over we would be delighted to send her back
to school where she feels the love of in all aspect of educators..

577 He was more independent, appeared to stay on target with due dates 7/17/2020 4:59 PM

578 One teacher called me to say my child was always responsive and the principal called once to
give kudos.

7/17/2020 4:59 PM

579 She complained of it mainly being busy work so was easy to keep good grades 7/17/2020 4:58 PM

580 The constant stress he expressed and the e-mails from teachers saying work was
uncompleted

7/17/2020 4:56 PM

581 Same 7/17/2020 4:54 PM

582 Same 7/17/2020 4:52 PM

583 Again, too much screen time. 7/17/2020 4:48 PM

584 Aside from failing all classes for Q4, he struggled to stay motivated, keep a schedule and put
a plan together to tackle all assignments.

7/17/2020 4:45 PM

585 He completed all assignments. 7/17/2020 4:44 PM

586 Better 7/17/2020 4:44 PM

587 Her reading seemed to improve at a faster rate. She grew interested in math after playing the
math games. She requested I replay some of the gym videos so she could do them again and
looked forward to certain online activities.

7/17/2020 4:43 PM

588 Stupid question. 7/17/2020 4:43 PM

589 Stayed somewhat the same. 7/17/2020 4:37 PM

590 My child performance was worse with online learning. He was finished way before the eNd of
the time a normal school day would be . He was finishing all his work very quickly and early .
He needs more work and more challenges

7/17/2020 4:35 PM

591 Missing or late assignments. 7/17/2020 4:34 PM

592 My son sat right next to me as I was working and I would see all the work he did with his
teacher and received feedback every day from her.

7/17/2020 4:31 PM

593 I don’t 7/17/2020 4:30 PM

594 The same 7/17/2020 4:29 PM

595 lack motivation 7/17/2020 4:28 PM

596 NO COMMENT 7/17/2020 4:28 PM

597 Because he’s fixing things up on google docs and slide and work assigned from teachers
making sure it’s perfect

7/17/2020 4:28 PM

598 i looked on powerschool 7/17/2020 4:27 PM

599 We discussed daily how she was doing. She always communicated her grades when they were
posted.

7/17/2020 4:27 PM

600 Overall it seemed the same 7/17/2020 4:26 PM

601 She told me. 7/17/2020 4:21 PM

602 He was actually interested in learning. 7/17/2020 4:20 PM

603 Just the grades. I know if my child had more interaction with the teacher it would have been
very different.

7/17/2020 4:19 PM

604 She was generally in a better mood and more willing to do her school work. 7/17/2020 4:19 PM

605 Noticed a drop in extraMath scores. I would expect other subjects suffered as well. 7/17/2020 4:18 PM

606 He understood math better 7/17/2020 4:18 PM
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607 She continued to level up on the various apps used to enhance her learnings. 7/17/2020 4:18 PM

608 I talked to my daughter everyday about what she was learning that day, what we’re her
assignments, and the feedback she received.

7/17/2020 4:17 PM

609 Based on their comments. 7/17/2020 4:17 PM

610 I dont 7/17/2020 4:15 PM

611 they were successful and I could see from teacher comments and communication 7/17/2020 4:14 PM

612 Just from witnessing my child’s work performance I knew he was not doing well academically.
I feel like he lost an entire semester of school. That being said I have commend the teachers
and administrators. They were outstanding and doing the best they could.

7/17/2020 4:13 PM

613 Her grades were consistent all year. 7/17/2020 4:13 PM

614 I checked google classroom and powerschool regularly to make sure she was caught up in all
of her classes.

7/17/2020 4:12 PM

615 You can’t ask these blanket questions. Some teachers did great, some not so much. 7/17/2020 4:12 PM

616 I saw the improvement in reading and math myself. I just wish that I could see that by
feedback from the teacher. If we had to find time to do assignments there should have been
feedback on EACH assignment to guide the parents and encourage the children. Not one
assignment had a grade or comment! If we have to find time to do it, the PAID teachers should
find time to actually look at it and grade it. Otherwise. Don't assign it.

7/17/2020 4:11 PM

617 It was just the grades 7/17/2020 4:11 PM

618 Our 5 th grade teacher was in contact with us regularly about grading work 7/17/2020 4:09 PM

619 Nothing besides the grades. He often did not receive feedback on assignments or on power
school.

7/17/2020 4:09 PM

620 Teacher emails. 7/17/2020 4:09 PM

621 They weren’t necessarily pushed/challenged academically—but that is completely
understandable during these times. Their teachers worked hard to provide quality lessons

7/17/2020 4:08 PM

622 N/A 7/17/2020 4:08 PM

623 Attitude towards learning online vs. Going to school or having teacher accountability. 7/17/2020 4:08 PM

624 The assignments were not easy for him to complete. I could help with his regular classes but
not the STEP classes

7/17/2020 4:08 PM

625 I could not access her grades so I don't know 7/17/2020 4:07 PM

626 Worse 7/17/2020 4:05 PM

627 Same 7/17/2020 4:03 PM

628 He completed his work and learned just as he learned in school. 7/17/2020 4:01 PM

629 Feedback from teacher, observing my child’s frustration with assignments, loss in confidence 7/17/2020 4:01 PM

630 It was better because she barely had any work! 7/17/2020 4:01 PM

631 Because I am an involved parent who pays attention to my child’s grades and makes sure that
she does her work.

7/17/2020 4:00 PM

632 Teacher feedback, personal observations 7/17/2020 4:00 PM

633 We spent a lot of time with him making sure he understood the assignments 7/17/2020 3:59 PM

634 Same he worked hard but believe he would have gotten more out of being in school 7/17/2020 3:57 PM

635 How else would you know besides seeing the grades? 7/17/2020 3:53 PM

636 I don't know what his grades are. They weren't clear in power school. I know he did worse
because assignments are less engaging on a computer screen. Less group oriented and I'm
turn less motivating, but it's better than nothing. It's better than getting sick.

7/17/2020 3:52 PM
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637 Compared their level of knowledge by discussing topics with them that they were assigned to.
Their abilities improved when explaining what they have learned and explaining using examples
such as math problem other then those in the assignment. The reading has also improved as
well as their vocabularies.

7/17/2020 3:51 PM

638 cannot do it Independently (but couldn’t before either) so the use of a one-to-one and all the
accommodations and modifications made a difference

7/17/2020 3:51 PM

639 I dont, but I know she put in time every day to complete assignments. Did well on her AP
exam(3)

7/17/2020 3:50 PM

640 No answer 7/17/2020 3:50 PM

641 Grades 7/17/2020 3:50 PM

642 I’m not sure 7/17/2020 3:49 PM

643 Nothing besides the grades told me this. 7/17/2020 3:47 PM

644 Same 7/17/2020 3:46 PM

645 Because of how less interest he was in learning from home 7/17/2020 3:45 PM

646 Based upon weekly evaluations from his online summer program. 7/17/2020 3:45 PM

647 His grades were not worse. But his work was also not the same. The academics were not
there. Signing into these websites to teach themselves is not going to work for children.

7/17/2020 3:45 PM

648 Similar work was given but also think less work was given from teachers as year came to a
close. Did not require a lot of new topics or information as school year ended.

7/17/2020 3:42 PM

649 Emails from teachers 7/17/2020 3:42 PM

650 I felt it could have been better in math and writing(language). Again, the children needed live
lessons, it's could have helped a great deal.

7/17/2020 3:41 PM

651 I could just tell. I was working with her hours a day every day 7/17/2020 3:41 PM

652 By the teachers private responses. 7/17/2020 3:41 PM

653 Just grades 7/17/2020 3:40 PM

654 Dont know 7/17/2020 3:39 PM

655 I think she received the same report backs during the shut down that she did in the parent
conferences before quarantine. I think it was a little better in the sense that she had a little
more time with some assignments and if she was feeling frustrated she could take the break
she needed to step away and return back with fresh eyes and a calmed mind to try it again.

7/17/2020 3:38 PM

656 Same 7/17/2020 3:37 PM

657 His grades were still good as they would be in school. I had to push him to complete work.
Create my own incentives and/ or punishments to finish work. In class he was more focused
and participated without having to be pushed.

7/17/2020 3:37 PM

658 I was able to talk to a Social worker 7/17/2020 3:37 PM

659 N/a 7/17/2020 3:36 PM

660 I am going by the grades and feedback she received from her teacher. Mr. Milia was fantastic,
he met with the students each morning at 9:00. At that time, he would have a morning meeting
(pledge, go over previous assignments, talk about expectations for the day) She was getting
daily feedback from him. This also provided a certain amount of "normal" in this unusual time.

7/17/2020 3:35 PM

661 from reviewing my child's work 7/17/2020 3:35 PM

662 My youngest, who is in special education, has definitely not retained as much as I had hoped
he would. His counting, letter recognition and reading have declined, despite my best efforts.

7/17/2020 3:34 PM

663 He was unhappy, sullen, hated doing the work, got frustrated and angry - acted out and shut
down.

7/17/2020 3:33 PM

664 Academically his grades remained the same, however, do not feel He learned or 7/17/2020 3:31 PM
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comprehended assignments to grow

665 My child would tell me 7/17/2020 3:30 PM

666 I don't 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

667 The work that he was completing and understanding was very impressive. I do think we
needed to restart a little in the beginning of distance learning but once he caught on he was
producing good work.

7/17/2020 3:29 PM

668 Just the grades. He knows his stuff, he was just being lazy. 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

669 Child showed in interest in learning beyond basis minimum. 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

670 They did not seem to struggle once an assignment was understood 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

671 He starting to regress a bit and forgot things that he already learned. 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

672 Grades 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

673 Not sure 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

674 Worse 7/17/2020 3:28 PM

675 They verbally expressed their lack of understanding. 7/17/2020 3:28 PM

676 Grades are all we have 7/17/2020 3:26 PM

677 His grades were the same, However, he learned no new material. His teachers were not
available for live teaching despite having students with disabilities and challenges.

7/17/2020 3:26 PM

678 By the assignment that he completed 7/17/2020 3:25 PM

679 Better 7/17/2020 3:25 PM

680 No idea. 7/17/2020 3:25 PM

681 because none of my kids learned anything new 7/17/2020 3:24 PM

682 She actually did a little better. Although she is a good student either way. I think she strives
with the independence.

7/17/2020 3:24 PM

683 I attempted to see the google classroom but I struggled because I can’t seem to get the right
access for it.

7/17/2020 3:24 PM

684 Not sure 7/17/2020 3:24 PM

685 When we sat and did it together she answered most of the assignments correctly. So I know
she stayed the same.

7/17/2020 3:23 PM

686 Just grades 7/17/2020 3:23 PM

687 I could tell she was understanding math a bit better. 7/17/2020 3:21 PM

688 saw his interest in school decline as time went on. 7/17/2020 3:20 PM

689 He completed all of his assignments on time and to the best of his ability. He also earned High
honors all four marking periods. In addition, he received praising phone calls from more than
one teacher.

7/17/2020 3:19 PM

690 Her interest in distant learning started to fade as time went on. 7/17/2020 3:19 PM

691 The enthusiasm was not there. 7/17/2020 3:19 PM

692 He told me he hated it wasnt engaged 7/17/2020 3:18 PM

693 His academic performance stayed the same, even though he didn’t have live sessions he was
able to complete all his assignments

7/17/2020 3:18 PM

694 Didn’t seem as engaged or energetic 7/17/2020 3:18 PM

695 They were able to complete their work to the same standard as when they were in school. 7/17/2020 3:17 PM

696 Based on the feedback my son received from his teacher it seemed like he was where he 7/17/2020 3:17 PM
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should be.

697 Better 7/17/2020 3:17 PM

698 In some ways, his work was better because we checked his work to make sure he completed
it to the best of his ability. When he did not, we asked him to go back to those assignments
and do a better job.

7/17/2020 3:17 PM

699 Communicated with teachers 7/17/2020 3:16 PM

700 Quality of work submitted was not the same in years prior 7/17/2020 3:15 PM

701 Feedback from the child 7/17/2020 3:14 PM

702 Past grades 7/17/2020 3:14 PM

703 Same 7/17/2020 3:14 PM

704 His lack of confidence, enthusiasm, interest, and desire decreased. 7/17/2020 3:13 PM

705 I was aware of the fact that through the lack of structure and hands on teaching, my child did
not retain the learned information as he should and I feel like he didn't take us parents totally
seriously as the "temporary teachers"

7/17/2020 3:13 PM

706 She became very frustrated during math assignments. 7/17/2020 3:13 PM

707 Email updates from teachers with how child was doing. 7/17/2020 3:13 PM

708 Because he became extremely disconnected and lazy. He didn’t care enough to put the effort
in and couldn’t be bothered with submitting quality work. We received hardly any feedback on
the work and most was never requested by the teacher so it was never seen/graded.

7/17/2020 3:12 PM

709 NA 7/17/2020 3:10 PM

710 NA 7/17/2020 3:10 PM

711 Worse. To motivate her to do online school was extremely hard. She became depressed and
did not want to learn.

7/17/2020 3:08 PM

712 He is an A student and continued to work hard. Art was a challenge however, the projects were
quite in depth and I’m an artist myself, I found it very overwhelming

7/17/2020 3:08 PM

713 I feel they learned significantly less over the course of distant learning. 7/17/2020 3:06 PM

714 I made sure he turned everything in correctly. 7/17/2020 3:06 PM

715 I reviewed her assignments and saw growth. 7/17/2020 3:03 PM

716 Feedback from them as students 7/17/2020 3:02 PM

717 They were not as engaged as if they were in school. 7/17/2020 3:02 PM

718 Teachers told us 7/17/2020 3:01 PM

719 He told me 7/17/2020 2:57 PM

720 Stayed the same 7/17/2020 2:57 PM

721 My daughter went from 90’s in one class to mid 70 range and never heard from teacher 7/17/2020 2:53 PM

722 He was able to complete all his work and received very positive feedback from his teacher on
the assignments

7/17/2020 1:46 PM

723 My husband and I made sure to check and proofread work before it was submitted. We also
made sure to review material if either child was having a difficult time comprehending. It
seemed to me that both children’s academic performance stayed the same.

7/17/2020 8:25 AM

724 She worked hard on the assignments 7/16/2020 3:30 PM

725 Both as a parent and teacher assessment based on Fall/Winter/Spring data. 7/16/2020 1:45 PM

726 Didn't really know - Saw comments on report card. Got a few emails from the teacher, but not
enough.

7/16/2020 1:24 PM
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727 I did not see a lot of new learning taking place. Some of it seemed like busy work and some
seemed as review to maintain skills. The only new material was presented in math and this
was very difficult to learn math outside of a classroom with very little live teaching going on.

7/16/2020 1:10 PM

728 We struggled a bit to get her engaged. There were smooth days and really hard days. I pushed
her to get through without pushing too hard. She did the best she could do without being in a
classroom but not her best overall.

7/16/2020 12:34 PM

729 I could tell in the lack of motivation, hesitation, frustration, and hand writing. Definitely wasn't
the same kid that I had seen earlier in the year. There was no love for school. It was also
concerning to me that he didn't seem to care about seeing his friends or teacher on her once a
week Zoom meeting- I pretty much forced him to go. There was never a want or desire.

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

730 I was able to see the content of the work that was turned in and through the discussions that
were had in the home.

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

731 See above 7/16/2020 12:12 PM

732 She was able to work at her own pace. 7/16/2020 11:53 AM
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Q25 What was your overall opinion of the work that was assigned during
distance learning?  The work was mostly...

Answered: 732 Skipped: 0

Review of
previously...

New
material/con...

Intended to be
completed...

Engaging

Meaningful

Interactive

Busy-work

Boring

Too difficult
to complete

None of these
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27.05% 198

28.69% 210

40.98% 300

21.04% 154

21.58% 158

20.08% 147

43.03% 315

17.21% 126

8.47% 62

6.15% 45

Total Respondents: 732  

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Review of previously learned material

New material/content

Intended to be completed independently

Engaging

Meaningful

Interactive

Busy-work

Boring

Too difficult to complete

None of these
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Q26 Which of the following describe how your child felt about the distance-
learning experience?  Please select all that apply

Answered: 732 Skipped: 0

Stressed

Confused

Frustrated

Lost

Angry

Confident

Empowered

Accomplished

Independent

Supported

None of these
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43.85% 321

31.42% 230

56.01% 410

21.45% 157

19.26% 141

21.99% 161

8.20% 60

20.90% 153

35.93% 263

24.04% 176

6.97% 51

Total Respondents: 732  

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Stressed

Confused

Frustrated

Lost

Angry

Confident

Empowered

Accomplished

Independent

Supported

None of these
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69.67% 510

30.33% 222

Q27 Based on the recent requirements for a potential return to school, ALL
STUDENTS AND STAFF would be required to wear masks for the entire
day of school. This being the case as well as any other potential concerns
that you may have, do you plan on sending your child physically to school

in the Fall of 2020?
Answered: 732 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 732

Yes

No-however,
your child w...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No-however, your child will be educated via the school provided distance learning platform (at some point you will be
required to share your student's name and grade)
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35.38% 259

15.85% 116

16.39% 120

8.74% 64

7.24% 53

9.70% 71

6.69% 49

Q28 Asked another way, if the health metrics in the state of Connecticut
stay as they are right now, how likely are you to have your child attend

school, in-person, when school opens on August 27th?
Answered: 732 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 732

Definely will
attend

Will very
likely attend

Will likely
attend

Will likely
not attend

Will very
likely not...

Definitely
will not attend

Don't know
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Definely will attend

Will very likely attend

Will likely attend

Will likely not attend

Will very likely not attend

Definitely will not attend

Don't know
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48.63% 356

51.37% 376

Q29 Do you plan on having your child take the bus to and from school?
Answered: 732 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 732

Yes

No
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No
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Q30 How concerned, if at all, are you about each of the following?
Answered: 732 Skipped: 0

My child being
academically...

Schools being
able to keep...

Schools being
equipped to...

Schools
creating a...
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30.51%
223

25.99%
190

22.30%
163

20.93%
153

0.27%
2

 
731

47.74%
349

24.08%
176

16.14%
118

10.81%
79

1.23%
9

 
731

29.14%
213

24.62%
180

22.85%
167

20.38%
149

3.01%
22

 
731

33.20%
243

22.81%
167

24.18%
177

18.72%
137

1.09%
8

 
732

42.82%
313

30.51%
223

16.14%
118

9.71%
71

0.82%
6

 
731

Very concerned Somewhat concerned Not too concerned

Not concerned Not sure/doesn't apply

My child
having...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 VERY
CONCERNED

SOMEWHAT
CONCERNED

NOT TOO
CONCERNED

NOT
CONCERNED

NOT
SURE/DOESN'T
APPLY

TOTAL

My child being academically ready
for the next grade

Schools being able to keep my
child physically safe (e.g., through
social distancing, having hand
sanitizer readily available, etc.)

Schools being equipped to address
my child's social-emotional needs

Schools creating a positive and
emotionally-safe environment for
my child

My child having consistency in
their learning experience
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Q31 The following guidelines may or may not be in place when school
restarts.  How willing are you to have your child follow each guideline if it is

in place?
Answered: 732 Skipped: 0

Increased
hand-washing...

Wearning a
face mask wh...

Checking
everyone's...

Being a part
of contact...
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Very willing- I have no problem with this

Fairly willing- I don't like it, but understand the need

Not very willing- I have a problem with this

Not willing- staying home would be better than doing this

Keeping
teachers and...

Keeping
students six...

"Cohorting"
(that is,...

Using
non-classroo...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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89.47%
654

5.34%
39

0.68%
5

4.51%
33

 
731

51.30%
374

29.08%
212

6.72%
49

12.89%
94

 
729

76.64%
561

13.80%
101

2.05%
15

7.51%
55

 
732

58.22%
425

24.11%
176

6.16%
45

11.51%
84

 
730

53.97%
394

27.40%
200

6.58%
48

12.05%
88

 
730

47.74%
349

32.15%
235

6.98%
51

13.13%
96

 
731

49.32%
360

33.15%
242

6.44%
47

11.10%
81

 
730

55.28%
403

26.06%
190

6.45%
47

12.21%
89

 
729

 VERY
WILLING- I
HAVE NO
PROBLEM
WITH THIS

FAIRLY
WILLING- I
DON'T LIKE IT,
BUT
UNDERSTAND
THE NEED

NOT VERY
WILLING- I
HAVE A
PROBLEM
WITH THIS

NOT WILLING-
STAYING HOME
WOULD BE
BETTER THAN
DOING THIS

TOTAL

Increased hand-washing/hand-sanitizing

Wearning a face mask when inside the school
building

Checking everyone's temperature

Being a part of contact tracing (i.e., when a person
is diagnosed with coronavirus, all persons who may
have come in contact with the person are identified
and must quarantine)

Keeping teachers and staff six feet away from
students

Keeping students six or more feet away from each
other

"Cohorting" (that is, students staying with the same
group of students throughout the school day to
minimize contact with those outside of their
group/classroom)

Using non-classroom areas (like gymnasiums,
auditoriums, and cafeterias) for instruction so
students can social-distance (since classrooms may
not be able to accommodate all students when
social distancing is in effect)
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Q32 How do you feel about each of the following ideas for instruction if
teachers and/or students have to engage in distance-learning or a mix of in

person and online?
Answered: 732 Skipped: 0

Great idea Very good idea Pretty good idea Not such a good idea

Not a good idea at all

Teachers
live-streami...

Teachers
live-streami...

Teachers
recording...
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53.83%
394

20.08%
147

15.44%
113

6.15%
45

4.51%
33

 
732

43.70%
319

17.26%
126

19.18%
140

11.51%
84

8.36%
61

 
730

37.12%
271

17.40%
127

23.70%
173

15.62%
114

6.16%
45

 
730

 GREAT
IDEA

VERY
GOOD
IDEA

PRETTY
GOOD
IDEA

NOT
SUCH A
GOOD
IDEA

NOT A
GOOD
IDEA AT
ALL

TOTAL

Teachers live-streaming their instruction so students who can't be
in school or in the classroom can still take part in learning (live
streaming could also be recorded)

Teachers live-streaming instruction from their home if the teacher
cannot be in school (with appropriate supervision for students in
the classroom)

Teachers recording lessons for students to watch
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48.09% 352

38.80% 284

13.11% 96

Q33 If we have to do distance learning again, which would you prefer?
Answered: 732 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 732

Keep as close
as possible ...

Have a mix of
schduled cla...

Have students
and teachers...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Keep as close as possible to the same class schedule that is followed at school

Have a mix of schduled class times to do things, along with time that is unscheduled

Have students and teachers do things when they can/when they want to
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Q34 Do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Answered: 732 Skipped: 0

Disagree Agree Don't know

Communication
around dista...

Communication
around dista...

Communication
around dista...

My child will
be prepared ...

I am
satisfied wi...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
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20.71%
151

72.02%
525

7.27%
53

 
729

18.90%
138

75.07%
548

6.03%
44

 
730

20.71%
151

65.16%
475

14.13%
103

 
729

14.36%
105

60.33%
441

25.31%
185

 
731

36.76%
268

54.73%
399

8.50%
62

 
729

 DISAGREE AGREE DON'T
KNOW

TOTAL

Communication around distance learning from my child's teacher(s) was clear

Communication around distance learning from my child's school was clear

Communication around distance learning from central office administration was clear

My child will be prepared for school this coming school year

I  am satisfied with the amount of time and attention my child gave to schoolwork
during distance learning
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44.67% 327

56.01% 410

86.34% 632

35.52% 260

4.64% 34

Q35 What methods do you most prefer to communicate with teachers?
Answered: 732 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 732  

Phone call

Remind
notification...

Email

Google
Meet/Zoom

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Phone call

Remind notifications/messages

Email

Google Meet/Zoom

Other (please specify)
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Text message 7/29/2020 2:56 PM

2 in person, in school 7/28/2020 1:26 PM

3 text messages 7/28/2020 12:20 PM

4 Video 7/27/2020 11:39 AM

5 Any contact would have been great 7/27/2020 9:48 AM

6 Whatever is most convenient really. Depends on the level of urgency required 7/27/2020 9:43 AM

7 Text 7/21/2020 10:02 PM

8 Texting is good for me as my work schedule changes frequently 7/21/2020 2:03 PM

9 Phone call if necessary 7/21/2020 9:42 AM

10 text 7/21/2020 9:03 AM

11 Hi 7/20/2020 8:50 AM

12 text 7/19/2020 9:53 PM

13 Please respect teachers' personal lives. They should not be expected to communicate with
parents outside of their contracted hours regardless of the means of communication.

7/19/2020 2:34 PM

14 Happy with any type of communication 7/18/2020 10:44 PM

15 Anything that keeps kids connected. 7/18/2020 10:05 AM

16 A texting plat form would be great to a dress things quickly 7/18/2020 8:00 AM

17 text messaging 7/17/2020 9:35 PM

18 Text 7/17/2020 9:34 PM

19 they can always call me on my cell 7/17/2020 9:11 PM

20 As long as there is communication I'm fine with whatever means 7/17/2020 8:40 PM

21 Any way the teacher is most comfortable so long as there is frequent communication. 7/17/2020 8:30 PM

22 Text 7/17/2020 7:40 PM

23 Dojo 7/17/2020 7:30 PM

24 Texting 7/17/2020 7:17 PM

25 Text messages hate remind miss class messenger 7/17/2020 7:05 PM

26 text 7/17/2020 5:41 PM

27 You can send me smoke signals, I don't care - Text, email, phone, zoom, Microsoft TEAMS,
Google Hangouts, Facebook Messenger, whatever - you people figure it out, we'll adapt.

7/17/2020 5:31 PM

28 Google Classroom 7/17/2020 4:28 PM

29 In person, face to face 7/17/2020 4:21 PM

30 Text 7/17/2020 4:12 PM

31 Text 7/17/2020 4:11 PM

32 Text 7/17/2020 4:08 PM

33 Text 7/17/2020 3:30 PM

34 Class dojo 7/17/2020 3:28 PM
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49.32% 361

33.06% 242

14.07% 103

2.60% 19

0.96% 7

Q36 How may school-provided devices did your family use during
distance-learning?

Answered: 732 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 732

0

1

2

3

4
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6.83% 50

93.17% 682

Q37 Did your family use free wifi or free wifi upgrades from a cable service
provider?

Answered: 732 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 732

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No
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67.72% 495

12.04% 88

20.25% 148

Q38 What was your work status during distance-learning?
Answered: 731 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 731

Worked full
time

Worked part
time

Did not work
at a paying job

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Worked full time

Worked part time

Did not work at a paying job
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40.33% 294

7.68% 56

5.90% 43

3.98% 29

23.87% 174

18.24% 133

Q39 And did you work..
Answered: 729 Skipped: 3

TOTAL 729

Completely
from home

Mostly from
home

A pretty equal
mix of at ho...

Mostly at my
place of...

Completely at
my place of...

Does not apply

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Completely from home

Mostly from home

A pretty equal mix of at home and at my place of employment

Mostly at my place of employment

Completely at my place of employment

Does not apply
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29.02% 211

70.98% 516

Q40 Did you child have another parent /step-parent /adult at home who
was not working during distance-learning?

Answered: 727 Skipped: 5

TOTAL 727

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No
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22.33% 163

77.67% 567

Q41 Do you have children younger than age 5 at home?
Answered: 730 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 730

Yes

No
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No
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Q42 What has been the most positive aspect of distance learning?
Answered: 732 Skipped: 0
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 I do not see any positive aspects. It mostly created busy work and gave my children links to
virtual field trips that can be found on youtube.

7/29/2020 10:19 PM

2 Staying at home with the whole family all the time. 7/29/2020 10:09 PM

3 To finish the year 7/29/2020 8:26 PM

4 Flex time and resources 7/29/2020 6:11 PM

5 The flexibility of completing work when it fits in our daily schedule 7/29/2020 4:47 PM

6 I don't think there was many positive aspect of distance learning 7/29/2020 4:37 PM

7 My child was still able to participate in school as best as we all could during this crazy time 7/29/2020 3:42 PM

8 Continuing to complete the statewide assignments as best as possible 7/29/2020 3:28 PM

9 Safety 7/29/2020 2:56 PM

10 I was able to see the struggles my son has with focusing. 7/29/2020 2:34 PM

11 After all was said and done, he did feel accomplished that he made it through, it was pretty
rough!

7/29/2020 2:20 PM

12 Keeping kids going with the curriculum even if it was through the apps. 7/29/2020 2:03 PM

13 the kids can work at their own pace. 7/29/2020 1:05 PM

14 Keeping in touch with teachers and class mates 7/29/2020 1:03 PM

15 Nothing 7/29/2020 12:34 PM

16 The only positive was that the children’s health was put first. I hope we continue to do so. 7/29/2020 11:51 AM

17 keeping the kids and staff safe 7/29/2020 10:41 AM

18 Responsibility to get classwork done while not being supervised. 7/29/2020 10:20 AM

19 Being with family 7/29/2020 9:49 AM

20 in one way or another he was able to achieve his goal of continuing to learn 7/29/2020 9:32 AM

21 Going through the process together as a family 7/29/2020 8:41 AM

22 nothing 7/29/2020 8:29 AM

23 I could control my child better with his work 7/29/2020 8:09 AM

24 Not having a set schedule and no extracurricular activities, so she could just focus on her
school work/grades.

7/28/2020 11:23 PM

25 Her grades, and independence. 7/28/2020 10:42 PM

26 Slowing down of family routines, time together. My child was able to engage in creative
activities that she doesn't have time for with school and sports.

7/28/2020 10:16 PM

27 Staying safe at home. 7/28/2020 10:02 PM

28 I didn’t have to worry so much about the kids actually following all the rules or being afraid they
would get the covid

7/28/2020 9:53 PM

29 Knowing that everyone was really committed to doing their best during this whole new
experience.

7/28/2020 9:39 PM

30 Not having my child exposed to virus and knowing she was safe 7/28/2020 9:20 PM

31 enjoy more time with my son 7/28/2020 9:14 PM

32 He had to learn time management. 7/28/2020 8:38 PM

33 Knowing my child is safe . 7/28/2020 7:55 PM

34 Child could finish his or her work anytime and teacher was following up everyday making 7/28/2020 7:32 PM
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comments.

35 The teachers were always willing to help when needed 7/28/2020 6:09 PM

36 TIME SPENT TOGETHER AS A FAMILY 7/28/2020 4:59 PM

37 available online resources to continue to build foundational skills 7/28/2020 4:02 PM

38 Ease of getting the laptop. 7/28/2020 3:12 PM

39 The most positive aspect was that my daughter didn't miss a beat 7/28/2020 2:41 PM

40 the positive approach by the staff to put together the students work under poor circumstance 7/28/2020 1:26 PM

41 None 7/28/2020 1:17 PM

42 seeing my children more often and being able to teach them life skills 7/28/2020 1:15 PM

43 Knowing my child was safe. 7/28/2020 1:12 PM

44 Using technology. 7/28/2020 12:51 PM

45 Being involved with teaching my daughter. The teacher made the daily work so easy to follow
and with YouTube links for the specific subjects. I had fun as well!

7/28/2020 12:20 PM

46 Keeping my children safe 7/28/2020 11:08 AM

47 I can't say anything positive it was stressful. 7/28/2020 9:30 AM

48 keeping children safe when we were unclear of the impact of covid 19 in the community 7/28/2020 9:04 AM

49 No concerns with transport to and from school. No concerns with other abrasive children
distracting my son.

7/28/2020 8:16 AM

50 Staying home safe... 7/28/2020 7:50 AM

51 saftety 7/28/2020 7:36 AM

52 Na 7/28/2020 6:36 AM

53 Communication 7/28/2020 5:03 AM

54 Writing and reading improved a lot. A lot of parents rely on school learning but I felt more
responsible when my child started online learning because I wanted to make sure my child did
not miss anything.

7/28/2020 1:06 AM

55 None 7/28/2020 12:34 AM

56 Being able to continue new learning 7/28/2020 12:16 AM

57 Although it didn’t work for my child - flexibility 7/27/2020 11:38 PM

58 Keeping my children home and safe during a very uncertain time 7/27/2020 10:53 PM

59 Teaching self discipline 7/27/2020 9:54 PM

60 A different learning experience and my daughters ability to adjust 7/27/2020 9:45 PM

61 Child wasn’t bullied!!!! 7/27/2020 9:30 PM

62 My child learned a structured pattern of completing her work, asking for help and was proud of
being able to check her work and grades to see her accomplishments.

7/27/2020 9:29 PM

63 Less distractions from other children during class time. My daughter in high school thrived with
distant learning.

7/27/2020 9:03 PM

64 Continuing their education 7/27/2020 9:01 PM

65 NA 7/27/2020 8:29 PM

66 None 7/27/2020 8:22 PM

67 Safety 7/27/2020 7:56 PM

68 No distractions and personal attention to one child. 7/27/2020 7:24 PM
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69 They were home 7/27/2020 7:07 PM

70 He like that he could do it at his own pace. However while the repetition was good, at the same
time it got boring to him.

7/27/2020 6:55 PM

71 We didn't stress about missing the bus. They rolled out of bed. They video chat with their
friends.

7/27/2020 6:09 PM

72 Time management skill building and being accountable of their work 7/27/2020 6:04 PM

73 Quick solution to the problem (virus) 7/27/2020 5:51 PM

74 Spending so much time together. 7/27/2020 5:35 PM

75 the fact that kids were still learning and were safe from the pandemic at home 7/27/2020 5:30 PM

76 Our child becoming more independent to keep up with all the assignments. 7/27/2020 5:14 PM

77 Keeping the children safe 7/27/2020 5:06 PM

78 Still being able to get some work done. 7/27/2020 4:33 PM

79 Ability to work at individual speed 7/27/2020 4:19 PM

80 N/a 7/27/2020 3:49 PM

81 We did not have a positive experience other that the school being supportive providing a
device

7/27/2020 3:21 PM

82 Spending more time at home with family. 7/27/2020 3:18 PM

83 I got to watch my child grow. 7/27/2020 3:07 PM

84 Spending more time together. I Was sure my kids were safe in home. 7/27/2020 2:57 PM

85 Focus on learning , it was like 1:1 learning , with assignments from the teacher and support
and enforcement from Mom

7/27/2020 2:54 PM

86 Being able to help teach the kids 7/27/2020 2:06 PM

87 the flexibility of my child completing their work 7/27/2020 1:44 PM

88 n/a 7/27/2020 12:51 PM

89 More family time. 7/27/2020 12:50 PM

90 That they were safe. 7/27/2020 12:48 PM

91 The teacher was great at getting back to us anytime we had a question. Google classroom
assignments were very organized.

7/27/2020 12:32 PM

92 She did a great job and was very proud of herself. 7/27/2020 12:31 PM

93 More time with family. 7/27/2020 12:22 PM

94 I get it ... everyone tried their best with what we could but distance learning is just busy work
... are the kids actually learning?! I believe that learning involves interaction with their peers
and the teacher ....

7/27/2020 12:14 PM

95 Nothing 7/27/2020 12:07 PM

96 A lot more can be done and my kid is tech savvy (and introvert) and embraced this. It’s just
that he requires more support and individual attention to keep him focused.

7/27/2020 12:05 PM

97 The teachers we had did an amazing job with communication! 7/27/2020 11:58 AM

98 Not having the social distractions or concerns about who is not playing with another. 7/27/2020 11:48 AM

99 Safety 7/27/2020 11:47 AM

100 Being able to really know what my children are learning and the different teaching strategies of
the teachers.

7/27/2020 11:47 AM

101 Getting to see all my child daily school work or tasks. 7/27/2020 11:39 AM
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102 My child able to work at her own pace 7/27/2020 11:31 AM

103 Keeping my child safe 7/27/2020 11:21 AM

104 Spending more time with my kids 7/27/2020 11:17 AM

105 Keeping my children safe. 7/27/2020 11:14 AM

106 being with my child- when she was willing to work, seeing her creative thinking. 7/27/2020 11:13 AM

107 None 7/27/2020 11:07 AM

108 The only positive aspect of distance learning had nothing to do with distance learning or
schoolwork, it was simply having more time to spend with my children.

7/27/2020 10:45 AM

109 Not sure I can think of too much positive things. My one child who receives services (most of
which didn't exist for him during this time) did get one on one help everyday from his teacher
so that was a big help.

7/27/2020 10:44 AM

110 Being able to self-quarantine while still continuing to learn and engage with teachers and peers. 7/27/2020 10:44 AM

111 none 7/27/2020 10:38 AM

112 I didnt like it at all nothing positive about it 7/27/2020 10:37 AM

113 Knowing my child was safe. 7/27/2020 10:33 AM

114 I honestly can't think of anything. 7/27/2020 10:25 AM

115 Family time 7/27/2020 10:10 AM

116 None 7/27/2020 10:07 AM

117 O 7/27/2020 10:07 AM

118 he start loves the school 7/27/2020 10:06 AM

119 Our family being healthy 7/27/2020 10:02 AM

120 n/a 7/27/2020 9:57 AM

121 My son has come into his own with him self and he is doing better. 7/27/2020 9:57 AM

122 My son was able to eat a full lunch since he did not get distracted from his friends that are not
in his class and only saw them at lunch.

7/27/2020 9:56 AM

123 If you were ask my child she would agree on getting to stay in her pajamas 7/27/2020 9:56 AM

124 I was able to keep my child healthy. I also care for an elderly relative who does not live with
us, so keeping my family healthy is very important to me.

7/27/2020 9:54 AM

125 I’m glad for the zoom calls, being that my daughter is young she looked forward to that
interaction.

7/27/2020 9:54 AM

126 He felt like he was not rushing 7/27/2020 9:52 AM

127 Nothing 7/27/2020 9:50 AM

128 It was a complete failure! I have nothing positive to say! The school and teachers could have
done more like , communication with student or parents!

7/27/2020 9:48 AM

129 The group aspect of the girls helping each other was positive 7/27/2020 9:43 AM

130 the kids were still able to learn without being in school 7/27/2020 9:40 AM

131 Spending more time with family 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

132 Safety 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

133 getting to spend time with my child 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

134 Yes 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

135 I don’t know 7/27/2020 9:33 AM
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136 Convenience and safety 7/27/2020 9:30 AM

137 The emotional improvement my son had. Mentally he was much more proud of himself,
confident, and anxiety was gone

7/27/2020 9:29 AM

138 We have all been able to work together more as a team but I feel there needs to be a schedule
put in place.

7/27/2020 9:25 AM

139 At least they were able to finish out the school year with some kind of "learning" 7/27/2020 9:21 AM

140 The idea that it could be done at all in such a short notice 7/27/2020 9:20 AM

141 Na 7/27/2020 9:15 AM

142 None 7/27/2020 9:13 AM

143 Knowing my children are safe 7/27/2020 9:12 AM

144 While it was a great deal of work for me to work full time and support my son during distance
learning, he was more engaged and applied greater effort to completing assignments
successfully.

7/27/2020 8:37 AM

145 It was better than nothing at all. 7/26/2020 9:25 PM

146 We learned how to navigate google classroom better toward he end. We have a better idea how
to be more successful if it is necessary to do it again.

7/24/2020 10:38 PM

147 The time and attention I was afforded with my family was a very positive aspect. I really
enjoyed being able to see the concepts my children were working on by monitoring their school
work. It was also a blessing to see how much time, effort, attention and love teachers put into
students. I commend their efforts.

7/24/2020 1:31 PM

148 My daughter enjoyed it and was very independent and self-directed the entire time. 7/24/2020 1:28 PM

149 i think it was very well done considering it was not planned for and needed be implemented
quickly because of thast i was impressed with response

7/24/2020 12:00 PM

150 The ability to keep children safe is paramount. I feel a rush back to an in person environment
too soon will not have an adequate risk to reward, irregardless of what the state has claimed.

7/24/2020 9:30 AM

151 It guaranteed that my children would not get sick from contact at school 7/23/2020 8:48 PM

152 None 7/23/2020 5:34 PM

153 He enjoyed finishing his work earlier in the day and then being able to play outside and enjoy
the rest of the day.

7/23/2020 5:25 PM

154 They were safe at home. At first I was able to help them with school work then I was doing a
lot of work from home.

7/23/2020 2:21 PM

155 Feeling like my child was being kept safe at home 7/23/2020 2:14 PM

156 N/A 7/23/2020 1:37 PM

157 Knowing that we were safe from getting the COVID virus. Being fortunate that one of us could
work full time from home and the other collect unemployment.

7/23/2020 12:55 PM

158 Knowing that my child is safe. 7/23/2020 12:48 PM

159 None 7/23/2020 10:53 AM

160 Being able to be home with the family 7/23/2020 8:57 AM

161 I liked that my daughters saw their classmates, friends and teachers on google meet calls.
They missed seeing their faces, so that was nice to see. The teachers did an excellent job -
especially during the zoom/google meet calls. They tried to make it fun by starting with a
game. I also liked that the teacher gave a weekly survey to parents to check in and see how it
was going for the week. We were able to provide feedback and the teacher was able to adjust
plans as necessary. I just wish there was more live lessons - preferably daily.

7/22/2020 10:46 PM

162 We were all together as a family and things slowed down for a bit. 7/22/2020 10:33 PM

163 Seeing areas that he really struggled in and will require extra support 7/22/2020 10:04 PM
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164 Enabled students to learn responsibility for their daily routine. Enabled lessons to be tailored to
student's individual academic level.

7/22/2020 9:15 PM

165 That we had it rather than nothing. That we could continue to school. 7/22/2020 8:46 PM

166 Not sure I have one, we did what we had to. 7/22/2020 8:35 PM

167 completion of school year for students 7/22/2020 7:22 PM

168 He did not feel rushed when reading 7/22/2020 4:58 PM

169 Observing the care and dedication his teachers feel for our student's well-being and success. I
admired their resilience for creating a remote learning platform with no time to prepare.

7/22/2020 3:53 PM

170 Absolutely nothing, sorry. 7/22/2020 3:43 PM

171 keeping the children moving forward with their education 7/22/2020 3:09 PM

172 ... 7/22/2020 2:23 PM

173 that she was still able to get some sort of education and learn new things 7/22/2020 2:01 PM

174 When working on difficult topics, they had the ability to go back and re-do work until it was
correct

7/22/2020 1:39 PM

175 My daughter learned to be more independent. She woke up early each day, set a schedule and
did all of her work. It was a nice opportunity to see her as a student and we were very proud of
that. Her relationship grew stronger with her teacher seeing she attended the class meets each
day.

7/22/2020 1:30 PM

176 Being able to see the daily work my children were asked to complete. 7/22/2020 1:24 PM

177 Having my child be able to stay home and not potentially be exposed to the coronavirus. 7/22/2020 12:27 PM

178 more family time 7/22/2020 11:23 AM

179 Health safety 7/22/2020 7:33 AM

180 My child liked not waking up so early in the morning to go to the bus stop. 7/22/2020 7:13 AM

181 My daughter has been feeling more comfortable and not as stressed as when she attended
school in person.

7/21/2020 11:10 PM

182 Keep them safe 7/21/2020 10:33 PM

183 Spending quality time with our kids while all activities had shutdown without regular
distractions like sports.

7/21/2020 10:08 PM

184 Students are learning and doing schoolwork 7/21/2020 10:08 PM

185 I believe my son's behavior has greatly improved. 7/21/2020 10:02 PM

186 One of my 5th graders were still able to see his teacher and classmates 7/21/2020 9:39 PM

187 Spending quality time at home with our children. Due to the state shutdown, we had less
distractions that keep us busy such as sports, dance, etc.

7/21/2020 9:19 PM

188 More time with my kids 7/21/2020 9:07 PM

189 was not a very positive experience and feel they just had busy work and not fully ready for
next grade level and will be playing catchup for years to come

7/21/2020 7:35 PM

190 I can not find any. 7/21/2020 7:18 PM

191 the ability of the school system to retool so quickly 7/21/2020 6:36 PM

192 Keeping kids safe. 7/21/2020 6:18 PM

193 student liked learning from home 7/21/2020 5:43 PM

194 Family time 7/21/2020 4:11 PM

195 I loved spending the time with my kids at home, we had a nice routine when we both did our
school work (I'm a teacher too) and we would have lunch together and walk/bike every day

7/21/2020 3:15 PM
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during our break.

196 None 7/21/2020 2:03 PM

197 Our son was successful for the first time in a long time 7/21/2020 1:55 PM

198 N/a 7/21/2020 1:33 PM

199 Keeping my son safe from getting sick and safe from all of the unknown during this scary and
dangerous pandemic. Feeling that my family was safer because my son was not bringing
germs home. We also enjoyed the extra time together and the extra time outdoors in the yard.

7/21/2020 1:25 PM

200 Na 7/21/2020 12:56 PM

201 Seeing the teachers and educators rally and "learn by fire" during such a difficult time. As far
as my children, just the slower pace of life was something different that I tried to see as a
positive.

7/21/2020 12:12 PM

202 no positive aspect, my child regressed in his learning and school work 7/21/2020 10:30 AM

203 I was finally able to see the day to day lesson and becoming involved in my child's learning. 7/21/2020 10:16 AM

204 How organized it was, once we adjusted to the schedule. 7/21/2020 9:42 AM

205 Having a more flexible schedule. 7/21/2020 9:24 AM

206 Ability to spend more time with my child. 7/21/2020 9:03 AM

207 My son is the only child so the live lessons/video chats with classmates/teachers helped him
feel somewhat "normal" because he missed being in school with his teacher and classmates
and missed interaction with other children.

7/21/2020 8:50 AM

208 How many teachers steped up and continued live class time with the kids. 7/21/2020 8:49 AM

209 I did not find one positive thing about distanced learning. 7/21/2020 8:45 AM

210 Not sure 7/21/2020 8:35 AM

211 My child feeling more independent. 7/21/2020 8:32 AM

212 Teaching independent learning 7/21/2020 8:02 AM

213 I don't see any upside 7/21/2020 5:59 AM

214 That at least they were able to complete the school year. 7/20/2020 11:11 PM

215 Knowing that it can be done 😊 7/20/2020 10:23 PM

216 Working with my child while learning love being read to sweet 7/20/2020 10:18 PM

217 My daughter seemed a lot less stressed and not overwhelmed with more work than she could
handle

7/20/2020 8:58 PM

218 Allowed students to still learn even if not to the same extent as if in school 7/20/2020 8:34 PM

219 Kids Learning to use the computer more, working more independently. 7/20/2020 8:31 PM

220 My kid’s learning how to work independently 7/20/2020 8:28 PM

221 I think it made son learn some time management and stick to a schedule. 7/20/2020 8:19 PM

222 The only positive is that the school work kept the kids somewhat busy during the day and
gave them some sense of purpose.

7/20/2020 7:48 PM

223 Safety 7/20/2020 6:34 PM

224 Keeping teachers students parents SAFE 7/20/2020 6:11 PM

225 My child’s remained healthy and there was no risk of infection. 7/20/2020 5:49 PM

226 More time with my kids 7/20/2020 5:23 PM

227 Safety 7/20/2020 5:04 PM

228 Watching my child grow and learn in a awkward time 7/20/2020 3:33 PM
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229 Prepared my child for taking online college classes. 7/20/2020 3:04 PM

230 My children spent a lot of time with their Grandmother. While it was extremely trying at times,
their bonds grew tremendously. This had more to do with lock-down than distance learning.

7/20/2020 2:49 PM

231 Not many. Teacher classroom meetings were once a week and difficult to hear with students
talking over one another. Assignments sometimes missing from folder. Software apps that
advanced as you go seemed to be too advanced for him to answer on his own. Other programs
were opposite end of the spectrum and too easy where he didn’t see the point in doing the
work.

7/20/2020 2:25 PM

232 None, it hurt his growth. 7/20/2020 2:17 PM

233 There was nothing positive 7/20/2020 1:40 PM

234 I actually seen he can do more on his own without any help .he tends to be lazy at times &
tries to get the teachers to help him .

7/20/2020 1:06 PM

235 My child puts a lot of self imposed stress on himself to be the best in class. It was nice for
him to have a break from that.

7/20/2020 12:05 PM

236 Stayed safe. 7/20/2020 11:52 AM

237 Personally I found nothing positive relating to my daughter. We did the best we could given the
unusual situation. Moving forward I would like to see more live class time if the need should
arise to distance learn.

7/20/2020 11:44 AM

238 Keeping my children safe 7/20/2020 11:37 AM

239 Keeping my child safe 7/20/2020 11:18 AM

240 none 7/20/2020 11:16 AM

241 Even though it was an unusual spring with the virus, we enjoyed more family time together. 7/20/2020 11:05 AM

242 none 7/20/2020 10:58 AM

243 That education was able to be continued. 7/20/2020 10:27 AM

244 N/A 7/20/2020 9:58 AM

245 staying SAFE! I know it was a hassle, but I'm so grateful for all of the creative ways they
teachers were able to get this done

7/20/2020 9:39 AM

246 My child liked it. 7/20/2020 9:37 AM

247 Trying to keep the kids healthly staying at home during the pandemic 7/20/2020 9:26 AM

248 Keeping my child safe and healthy 7/20/2020 9:24 AM

249 There were no positive aspects of distance learning, my child worked her butt of and you gave
her the same grades from the previous semester If that ever occurs again I will be so angry
that litigation will be involved.

7/20/2020 9:21 AM

250 I got to spend more time with my kids and truly got to engage in their learning. 7/20/2020 9:21 AM

251 How easy and convenient it was. 7/20/2020 9:20 AM

252 Class meetings 7/20/2020 9:03 AM

253 Kept the kids safe 7/20/2020 8:50 AM

254 I do not feel it was a positive experience. 7/20/2020 8:44 AM

255 I don’t have a positive aspect to report 7/20/2020 8:20 AM

256 I was more involved with my child learning 7/20/2020 7:33 AM

257 My child is healthy and safe. 7/20/2020 6:54 AM

258 Time together 7/20/2020 6:40 AM

259 less stressful for my child 7/20/2020 5:44 AM
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260 Watching both my kids step up independently and take full control of their learning throughout
an unprecedented situation using their own time management skills and personal drive

7/19/2020 11:57 PM

261 None 7/19/2020 10:59 PM

262 Him being more technologically confident and inclined. 7/19/2020 10:54 PM

263 I could have control over my child 7/19/2020 10:18 PM

264 The opportunity to have one on one instruction. 7/19/2020 9:57 PM

265 family time 7/19/2020 9:53 PM

266 My son has learned new digital learning platforms and technology navigation tools along with
independence and the beginning of personal time management skills.

7/19/2020 9:04 PM

267 Not having to be exposed to the virus 7/19/2020 8:42 PM

268 It proved that distance learning can be an effective tool. 7/19/2020 7:45 PM

269 Safety of my children & them being able to finish the school year 7/19/2020 7:34 PM

270 Nothing 7/19/2020 6:24 PM

271 We got to be together at home. 7/19/2020 6:19 PM

272 Keeping kids safe 7/19/2020 6:05 PM

273 I was able to teach 7/19/2020 6:02 PM

274 Nothing! 7/19/2020 6:01 PM

275 Family time Safety of being removed from potential virus spreading Being able to provide one
on one instruction to ensure understanding.

7/19/2020 5:39 PM

276 everything 7/19/2020 5:33 PM

277 There wasn't really anything positive about distance learning. There was a lot of stress and
anger trying to get my son to do his work. We tried getting everything done and then getting
free time and we also tried breaking up the learning days with breaks. Neither option worked for
more then a day or 2 at a time before there was more yelling.

7/19/2020 4:54 PM

278 Prioritizing schoolwork, understanding what my child needs to work and focus on, and knowing
that she needs a teacher figure with clear goals and structure

7/19/2020 4:34 PM

279 Safety 7/19/2020 3:54 PM

280 Spending more time with our child. Can’t really think of anything else more positive about it
than going to school.

7/19/2020 3:37 PM

281 Spending more time at home as a family due to all other activities being cancelled. 7/19/2020 2:52 PM

282 Not sure 7/19/2020 2:52 PM

283 Being involved in my sons school day and supporting and helping him in his school work and
improve on skills.

7/19/2020 2:39 PM

284 Keeping my family safe and healthy. 7/19/2020 2:34 PM

285 Absolutely nothing 7/19/2020 12:50 PM

286 the teachers there for my child and always got back to him as soon as they could. 7/19/2020 12:33 PM

287 ??? 7/19/2020 12:31 PM

288 Honestly I don’t think there was any positive in this experience 7/19/2020 11:25 AM

289 Na 7/19/2020 11:11 AM

290 The positive effort and commitment 7/19/2020 10:21 AM

291 Knowing that my child could continue his studies and further his education during this
pandemic.

7/19/2020 10:20 AM
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292 Staying safe 7/19/2020 10:11 AM

293 The teachers did a fabulous job getting together lesson plans and work for the kids to
complete. Lessons were engaging and interesting.

7/19/2020 10:10 AM

294 Increased family time 7/19/2020 9:49 AM

295 Family Communication 7/19/2020 9:42 AM

296 Being close to my child and not worry about bad school influences 7/19/2020 9:09 AM

297 Nothing 7/19/2020 9:06 AM

298 Independence 7/19/2020 8:41 AM

299 Even if they were not feeling well, they had time to do schoolwork later during the day. 7/19/2020 8:35 AM

300 None 7/19/2020 8:18 AM

301 Keeping my child & family safe. Especially since I still had to work, it was already a concern. 7/19/2020 7:26 AM

302 Keeping my kids safe. 7/19/2020 2:18 AM

303 None 7/19/2020 2:05 AM

304 Keep child safe from virus, quality time 7/19/2020 1:17 AM

305 My daughter said she could go to the bathroom when she wanted to😕 7/18/2020 11:56 PM

306 Being able to see what my child is learning. Also, the benefit of one on one learning. 7/18/2020 10:52 PM

307 For my HS child nothing at all was positive about distance learning. Only 2 of his 5 teachers
communicated what was going on with learning and expectations to myself. And honestly only
1 of those was Consistent with communication. For the record my experience with SHS and
SMS were completely different. Not 100% happy with SMS but they did a much better job of
keeping my kids engaged.

7/18/2020 10:44 PM

308 Since everyone was home, we grew closer and worked together a lot more. 7/18/2020 10:19 PM

309 No school drama 7/18/2020 10:10 PM

310 Just that she was able to continue her education. I prefer she be in school. 7/18/2020 9:56 PM

311 As parents, we are getting more involved, which is great, but we need more support 7/18/2020 9:54 PM

312 My son enjoys being home where we can move at our own pace on our own schedule. 7/18/2020 9:28 PM

313 Confidence that he can be successful 7/18/2020 9:12 PM

314 Safety 7/18/2020 8:54 PM

315 I think that the lockdown and distance learning happened very quickly, and I give credit to all
the amazing educators in the town of Seymour who made learning happen for our children
during these unprecedented times. I also think that the SMS administrators did an outstanding
job communicating with parents. This was the case all year, but it was particularly appreciated
during distance learning.

7/18/2020 8:10 PM

316 I was not pleased with the implementation and thus can’t answer this question. 7/18/2020 7:55 PM

317 nothing! 7/18/2020 7:46 PM

318 None 7/18/2020 7:23 PM

319 Nothing. 7/18/2020 6:59 PM

320 They were keeping everyone safe. 7/18/2020 6:59 PM

321 That we got to use the chrome books 7/18/2020 6:27 PM

322 Having the kids home and knowing excatly what had to be done. I learned how to use
googlemeets and Google classroom!!

7/18/2020 6:23 PM

323 Got to see my what my child’s true learning style was and Expectations 7/18/2020 6:18 PM
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324 Keeping my child safe. School during these difficult times. 7/18/2020 6:13 PM

325 Not having to worry about my child getting virus 7/18/2020 5:32 PM

326 Communication with the teachers were amazing. 7/18/2020 5:17 PM

327 Although challenging due to time constraints, it was positive to be involved with my child's
education and see first-hand areas of interest and strengths.

7/18/2020 4:42 PM

328 Spending more time with my kids. 7/18/2020 4:36 PM

329 The teacher was supportive and kind. CLS was supportive and let the kids know they were
missed. The feeling of community was great.

7/18/2020 3:51 PM

330 Nothing 7/18/2020 3:42 PM

331 Staying healthy 7/18/2020 3:06 PM

332 None, it was work all day long. Not playtime. 7/18/2020 2:34 PM

333 Continuing learning for our child 7/18/2020 2:21 PM

334 Staying healthy 7/18/2020 2:10 PM

335 Y 7/18/2020 1:10 PM

336 Watching my kids be able to show their ability to adapt and improve or keep their good grades.
Increased self esteem for my younger one.

7/18/2020 12:47 PM

337 Nothing 7/18/2020 12:46 PM

338 Nothing 7/18/2020 12:22 PM

339 My child's teacher did a nice job providing meaningful, remote learning opportunities and also
taking into account the social-emotional aspect of the students. She also communicated
frequently.

7/18/2020 12:03 PM

340 Zoom 7/18/2020 10:55 AM

341 I think the teachers did the best that they could in very difficult circumstances. The live meets
were especially helpful in learning and staying connected.

7/18/2020 10:45 AM

342 Spending more time with my daughter. 7/18/2020 10:44 AM

343 The effort given by the school system and teachers to provide the best possible alternative
given the completely new environment thrusted on society.

7/18/2020 10:34 AM

344 I was not concerned about my child’s safety and risk of illness. 7/18/2020 10:05 AM

345 Spending more time with my children. 7/18/2020 9:53 AM

346 Being able to be together 7/18/2020 9:52 AM

347 Being able to connect with the teacher every day and being in the loop of things and getting
the support needed

7/18/2020 9:45 AM

348 Family time 7/18/2020 9:42 AM

349 I think the teachers did a wonderful job of putting together assignments that were consistent
and followed the same schedule each day/week that provided a sense of routine my children
could understand and follow. I think the google meets once a week with the class were
beneficial because my children missed their peers very much. I also liked the google
classroom platform as it "housed" everything in one area. We also learned to time manage
better which is a positive skill I am happy my two children got to experience

7/18/2020 9:32 AM

350 No positive aspects 7/18/2020 9:23 AM

351 The communication between the teachers. The saftey of my child. 7/18/2020 9:22 AM

352 Learning the way around a chrome book. Nothing else 7/18/2020 9:22 AM

353 It was safe. I was involved in the process 7/18/2020 9:19 AM

354 Keeping busy 7/18/2020 8:49 AM
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355 It gave my son a feeling of accomplishment. 7/18/2020 8:46 AM

356 Times where my child had the chance to see her teacher and students in a classroom setting
instead of feeling alone in her room like she mostly did doing her work on most days.

7/18/2020 8:31 AM

357 They had to self motivate and rely mostly on themselves. 7/18/2020 8:26 AM

358 That as a whole our school district,teachers and staff implemented it quickly and that it
worked,the transition went somewhat smooth and my child wasn't left behind academically

7/18/2020 8:00 AM

359 Non 7/18/2020 7:57 AM

360 The ability to continue schooling 7/18/2020 7:55 AM

361 Getting to hear the kids interact in live meeting. I think it is imperative to have the kids still
connect and see each other, even when it isn’t physically.

7/18/2020 7:44 AM

362 being able to keep the kids/staff safe by staying home. Although it was difficult they were able
to be up and running rather quickly.

7/18/2020 7:03 AM

363 Safety - there were too many unanswered questions about COVID. 7/18/2020 6:32 AM

364 One on one learning time, getting to watch my child learn & advance 7/18/2020 6:06 AM

365 nothinh 7/18/2020 5:37 AM

366 That we can closely monitor our children’s school work and also have the teachers involved. 7/18/2020 4:27 AM

367 N/a 7/18/2020 3:38 AM

368 The option for distance learning And the ability to quickly see what is still outstanding for each
class using the ‘to do’ list in google classroom.

7/18/2020 1:07 AM

369 She was safe. 7/18/2020 12:41 AM

370 Zooming 7/18/2020 12:35 AM

371 New age learning process 7/18/2020 12:17 AM

372 she slept later 7/18/2020 12:15 AM

373 Nothing...except staying away from germs. 7/18/2020 12:13 AM

374 My child got to see first hand, the world HE DOES NOT WANT TO LIVE IN...and that adults
with political agendas are not necessarily concerned with the people who voted them into
office.

7/18/2020 12:11 AM

375 It was clear concise and doable .. However sometimes there were WiFi glitches during the day
with everyone in the neighborhood using up Comcast bandwidth

7/18/2020 12:11 AM

376 Having my kids home 7/18/2020 12:00 AM

377 It did give the kids some kind of responsibility during the week and helped to motivate them to
actually get up and do something.

7/17/2020 11:53 PM

378 That the teachers worked together to get distant learning up and running in a very short period
of time. (From what I heard they had zero training in launching this and have very little
resources other than the free resources provided for teachers on line) The school district needs
to provide more virtual resources for teachers to use. Our district does not have a math book
or textbooks what so ever. I think this needs to be addressed and other resources need to be
available for covering all the standards especially using a distant learning model.

7/17/2020 11:49 PM

379 Seeing how much her teacher cared about all her students! 7/17/2020 11:42 PM

380 Greater flexibility in location for study 7/17/2020 11:33 PM

381 Spending more time with them. 7/17/2020 11:32 PM

382 More indepth use of technology. 7/17/2020 11:17 PM

383 N/a 7/17/2020 11:17 PM

384 There is peace at home 7/17/2020 11:17 PM
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385 Spending all day everyday with my children. 7/17/2020 11:14 PM

386 Nothing 7/17/2020 11:14 PM

387 I can’t really say their was a positive aspect 7/17/2020 10:50 PM

388 Quality time at home with our family 7/17/2020 10:35 PM

389 Lol 7/17/2020 10:35 PM

390 Maintained some continuity with learning 7/17/2020 10:23 PM

391 Spending more time together 7/17/2020 10:20 PM

392 Nothing, but it can be if schedules are set up and more accountability is in place for students
and teachers the same

7/17/2020 10:13 PM

393 Not thing 7/17/2020 10:09 PM

394 Keeping children/teachers healthy. 7/17/2020 10:08 PM

395 The most positive aspect of distance-learning was the fact that the school year was not
completely thrown to the wayside. The students were able to still see their friends at our once
a week classroom meetings, although I think it should have been much more frequent.

7/17/2020 10:06 PM

396 I was recently diagnosed with an incurable disease, while I was three months pregnant, right
before COVID hit. Our world was turned upside down. My child might have missed a lot of
days if school was still in session. Distance learning provided us with the opportunity to do our
school work on our own schedule around my doctors appointments.

7/17/2020 10:06 PM

397 Child able to finish work in short period of time. 7/17/2020 10:05 PM

398 My child had one on one sessions with the special education teacher and para, psychologist
and speech, I was able to talk with them and let them know what she was struggling with and
build a better rapport with them.

7/17/2020 9:54 PM

399 Convenience 7/17/2020 9:48 PM

400 The resilience of my child to adjust quickly to the new learning environment and continuing to
be a serious student.

7/17/2020 9:46 PM

401 I prefer in person schooling due to the socialization and direct teacher/student interactions. I
do not feel distance learning was a “positive” experience at all.

7/17/2020 9:44 PM

402 N/A 7/17/2020 9:43 PM

403 I was able to teach and learn with my child 7/17/2020 9:35 PM

404 Teacher’s positive attitude toward the whole process. 7/17/2020 9:34 PM

405 to see my child determined to do well no matter what! 7/17/2020 9:33 PM

406 Keeping my child at home and safe from being exposed to COVID-19. 7/17/2020 9:32 PM

407 Nothing. It was a complete waste of time for both of my kids. 7/17/2020 9:30 PM

408 Safety 7/17/2020 9:27 PM

409 Not sure 7/17/2020 9:26 PM

410 Lunch 7/17/2020 9:13 PM

411 Flexibility with schedules and able to work at their own pace. Having more time in the day for
their own interests beyond schoolwork. Learned resilience and adaptability in difficult times.

7/17/2020 9:13 PM

412 I was more disappointed that there was not much teacher interaction/virtual classes. 7/17/2020 9:11 PM

413 My daughter is doing better emotionally and academically with distance learning because she
doesn’t have the anxiety and stress of the school environment during this pandemic

7/17/2020 9:08 PM

414 Access to different programs (Raz kids, freckle) to assist in my child's learning. 7/17/2020 9:08 PM

415 None 7/17/2020 9:04 PM
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416 Na 7/17/2020 9:04 PM

417 glad to have it available, just didn’t work within my household 7/17/2020 9:03 PM

418 N/a 7/17/2020 9:02 PM

419 Spending more time at home together however that won’t be an option for me this fall. 7/17/2020 8:59 PM

420 Watching my child work and seeing how they overcome problems. 7/17/2020 8:54 PM

421 Work can be done at your own schedule time. 7/17/2020 8:53 PM

422 Safety 7/17/2020 8:53 PM

423 Staying healthy 7/17/2020 8:50 PM

424 Family time, having dinner all together. Spending more time together in general. 7/17/2020 8:47 PM

425 Not being stuck with submitting assignments by a certain time. 7/17/2020 8:46 PM

426 Being more engaged in my child’s learning. 7/17/2020 8:42 PM

427 I learned alot about my child's learning style and also how issues he had that I thought had
been addressed 3 years ago and we're no longer issues, are very much still there and are big
issues.

7/17/2020 8:40 PM

428 Positive environment 7/17/2020 8:38 PM

429 Being hands on with my children during this challenging time. 7/17/2020 8:30 PM

430 My child did learn how to write an e-mail and do a follow up e-mail during distance learning. He
also learned some independence which will prepare him for college

7/17/2020 8:30 PM

431 Continuing education to keep some form of normalcy. 7/17/2020 8:27 PM

432 Distance learning was a challenge because it was our first time going through it. But I guess
next time will be better. (Hopefully there won’t be a next time)

7/17/2020 8:20 PM

433 There was nothing positive for my family. It was a stressful situation daily. 7/17/2020 8:19 PM

434 Not very happy to have to be in this situation. I know the teachers worked hard and did the
best they could.

7/17/2020 8:16 PM

435 Teacher 7/17/2020 8:15 PM

436 It has given me a lot of insight into my child’s learning style and attitude towards assignments. 7/17/2020 8:14 PM

437 Ehhh....necessary evil. Nothing else. 7/17/2020 8:14 PM

438 It was a struggle 7/17/2020 8:12 PM

439 Teaching him to be responsible 7/17/2020 8:09 PM

440 My child had more time to sleep. 7/17/2020 8:07 PM

441 It was a bit less stressful than the regular routine but she still learned a lot. 7/17/2020 8:05 PM

442 Having the ability to learn remotely when it is unsafe to go to school. 7/17/2020 8:04 PM

443 My mom being there for my kids 7/17/2020 8:03 PM

444 I got to be with my children and help them during this time because I did not work . 7/17/2020 8:02 PM

445 Family time, slower schedules, change of priorities 7/17/2020 8:01 PM

446 Being together as a family. 7/17/2020 8:00 PM

447 Do not see any positive aspectd 7/17/2020 8:00 PM

448 I have enjoyed spending quality time with my family. I also enjoy teaching them. 7/17/2020 7:58 PM

449 Nothing 7/17/2020 7:54 PM

450 Preparing my child for college 7/17/2020 7:52 PM
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451 The one on one attention for my child to improve his learning 7/17/2020 7:51 PM

452 My child was able to learn at her own speed and free to ask questions at any time 7/17/2020 7:51 PM

453 My child has not had Covid-19. 7/17/2020 7:50 PM

454 Nothing 7/17/2020 7:49 PM

455 Not sure. Was not challenging but was nice to be home with the kids. 7/17/2020 7:48 PM

456 The communication from his teacher was awesome. 7/17/2020 7:44 PM

457 Being fully aware of what my child is learning and how they are doing 7/17/2020 7:43 PM

458 That the kids could work independently and learn to better manage their time. And that we
were able to keep everyone safe.

7/17/2020 7:41 PM

459 My son did fine with it but i didn’t find much positivity from it aside from our extra time we got
to spend together

7/17/2020 7:40 PM

460 There was a lot of support given by teachers. 7/17/2020 7:39 PM

461 Seeing the work my child was doing and making sure he was getting the help he needed. 7/17/2020 7:38 PM

462 Keeping my children safe. 7/17/2020 7:36 PM

463 Not sure. I wasn’t really keen on the whole thing but understood. 7/17/2020 7:35 PM

464 Not very positive about it at all 7/17/2020 7:35 PM

465 Watching my child beam with pride when achievements were made within a program. 7/17/2020 7:31 PM

466 N.a i dont know 7/17/2020 7:30 PM

467 Knowing my child was safe and at home. 7/17/2020 7:27 PM

468 My child went at his own pace. 7/17/2020 7:26 PM

469 More family time 7/17/2020 7:25 PM

470 I don't think there was any positives to the distant learning provided by Seymour Schools in
the last school year. The lack of face to face education and lack of feedback on assignments -
it was a waste of 3 mos and I am concerned my children are not ready to move to the next
grade.

7/17/2020 7:23 PM

471 Working independently and their own pace without distraction of behaviors 7/17/2020 7:23 PM

472 They got better at using the computer. 7/17/2020 7:22 PM

473 staying healthy 7/17/2020 7:22 PM

474 Seeing the actual work the kids do. 7/17/2020 7:20 PM

475 Nothing. It just kept our children safe 7/17/2020 7:18 PM

476 Less drama amongst peer groups. 7/17/2020 7:17 PM

477 None 7/17/2020 7:16 PM

478 My child won’t get ill 7/17/2020 7:13 PM

479 Not getting sick with COVID 7/17/2020 7:12 PM

480 Safety of students and staff 7/17/2020 7:11 PM

481 He had time to play once work was completed. 7/17/2020 7:09 PM

482 I love spending time with my children and I felt very safe. 7/17/2020 7:06 PM

483 None 7/17/2020 7:06 PM

484 Getting to better understand my child’s work and getting a better connection with their teacher
and it gave me more personal time with my child

7/17/2020 7:05 PM

485 Unsure 7/17/2020 7:05 PM
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486 Knowing that the kids are safe. 7/17/2020 7:03 PM

487 Child's grades improved 7/17/2020 7:02 PM

488 It provided a unique opportunity for my daughter to face a challenge of changing her whole
school life and learn to adapt quickly to a new way of learning. I do feel that nothing replaces
in-person schooling but respect the need for caution around the health of all school employees
and students.

7/17/2020 7:01 PM

489 I was glad that schools and teachers made the effort, but it was not the most efficient. 7/17/2020 6:58 PM

490 Learning more use of computers. Health and safety. Still learning and interacting. 7/17/2020 6:57 PM

491 Kids learning time management 7/17/2020 6:55 PM

492 Student/teacher safety is the only upside of distance learning 7/17/2020 6:50 PM

493 Freedom 7/17/2020 6:47 PM

494 More time with our child 7/17/2020 6:44 PM

495 Able to see how much my children can/can’t do or understand. 7/17/2020 6:42 PM

496 None 7/17/2020 6:41 PM

497 Our bonding 7/17/2020 6:40 PM

498 My child was able to stay safe and healthy 7/17/2020 6:38 PM

499 Having time at home with my son! I got to share and learn from this experience with him. 7/17/2020 6:37 PM

500 N/a 7/17/2020 6:35 PM

501 They became more tech savvy. 7/17/2020 6:35 PM

502 My child was able to navigate independently and was able to be challenged. The programs his
teacher used were great.

7/17/2020 6:33 PM

503 Raz-kids and Lexia were tailored to his needs and was able to work on his ability level. As time
went on the amount of work each day did decrease, however, his anxiety about working on the
computer was an issue (not because the work was too hard, he just wanted to learn in school
with his teacher and friends). His teacher was also very helpful and gave lots of positive
feedback every week.

7/17/2020 6:33 PM

504 None of it 7/17/2020 6:32 PM

505 My child was safe 7/17/2020 6:26 PM

506 Can really see how my child is learning. 7/17/2020 6:26 PM

507 Being able to see my child engage in the curriculum and exploring interactive resources 7/17/2020 6:22 PM

508 More time with my daughter 7/17/2020 6:21 PM

509 My kids supported each other and like each other more. 7/17/2020 6:14 PM

510 Seeing peers in the class meetings. 7/17/2020 6:14 PM

511 I got to spend some quality time with my daughter 7/17/2020 6:13 PM

512 Kept students safe 7/17/2020 6:13 PM

513 Avoiding exposure to Covid 19 7/17/2020 6:13 PM

514 After the school being closed it was a good way to keep them to learn and do their work from
home.

7/17/2020 6:13 PM

515 Better then no learning 7/17/2020 6:08 PM

516 safe 7/17/2020 6:08 PM

517 They was so interaction in the beginning but my children became so frustrated they would not
complete

7/17/2020 6:05 PM
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518 The routine was kept as close to a regular school day as possible which really helped with
staying on track.

7/17/2020 6:05 PM

519 the interaction with child andteacher 7/17/2020 6:04 PM

520 Got to spend time with kids 7/17/2020 6:04 PM

521 none 7/17/2020 6:03 PM

522 Able to stay home with my daughter 7/17/2020 6:02 PM

523 We can do the work on our own time. 7/17/2020 6:02 PM

524 My son has loved spending every day with me while he learns. He misses seeing his friends
but he enjoyed having me as his "teacher".

7/17/2020 6:00 PM

525 Time spent together 7/17/2020 6:00 PM

526 None 7/17/2020 5:59 PM

527 Being home with my kids and knowing they were safe 7/17/2020 5:58 PM

528 Having some normalcy during the quarantine, and spending much more time him and what he
does all day!

7/17/2020 5:57 PM

529 Spending more time with my child and being more actively involved in his education 7/17/2020 5:57 PM

530 I have nothing positive to say about distance learning 7/17/2020 5:54 PM

531 My son was still able to learn and get his schooling done despite everything being closed 7/17/2020 5:54 PM

532 Being able to focus more on work and assignments without distractions. 7/17/2020 5:53 PM

533 Keeping everyone safe 7/17/2020 5:53 PM

534 Forced independence. Student either passes or fails based on own efforts and merits. 7/17/2020 5:52 PM

535 n/a 7/17/2020 5:49 PM

536 More family time. 7/17/2020 5:47 PM

537 Nothing. 7/17/2020 5:47 PM

538 The most positive is that my son did better in Algebra 2 and also we got a weekly email from
one of his teachers. I wish other teachers sent out weekly emails

7/17/2020 5:46 PM

539 Her being able to get the same education from the comfort of home 7/17/2020 5:46 PM

540 Children can learn and go by their own speeds which helps them learn better. 7/17/2020 5:46 PM

541 She was able to use the chrome book 7/17/2020 5:45 PM

542 It was helpful for me as a parent to see a great deal more of the work that my child is doing
and also to see some of the teaching styles. It also took away the stress my child felt during
some of her classes in which she didn't really know anyone. She could just relax and do her
work independently.

7/17/2020 5:44 PM

543 Getting to be with my children during an uncertain time, ensuring their safety. Also seeing what
their education looks like.

7/17/2020 5:43 PM

544 Being around as a family. 7/17/2020 5:42 PM

545 Nothing was. It was awful and unnecessary 7/17/2020 5:41 PM

546 More relaxed and less stressful 7/17/2020 5:41 PM

547 Don’t have to worry about bullying. 7/17/2020 5:41 PM

548 Keeping my child safe from virus. 7/17/2020 5:40 PM

549 Knowing what he’s learning and being able to help him 7/17/2020 5:40 PM

550 None 7/17/2020 5:40 PM

551 Staying home 7/17/2020 5:38 PM
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552 Spending more time with my child 7/17/2020 5:37 PM

553 Being home with my kids 7/17/2020 5:35 PM

554 My child was safe and not exposed to the virus! The ability to continue some type of school
work

7/17/2020 5:35 PM

555 To continue getting an education 7/17/2020 5:34 PM

556 I commend the teachers for pulling distance learning together on such short notice, but overall
I do not think distance learning was effective or sustainable for my child.

7/17/2020 5:32 PM

557 It has been a great for our family to take a step back from doing too many organized activities 7/17/2020 5:32 PM

558 Keeping my family safe. 7/17/2020 5:31 PM

559 Family time, pace of life slowed down. 7/17/2020 5:29 PM

560 Flexibility of time for him to complete assignments. 7/17/2020 5:28 PM

561 Watching my child grow through distance learning. Being able to see what she was learning
and being able to help and if we both didn’t understand we would find a way to understand
either by looking online for videos showing examples or asking the teacher for further help.

7/17/2020 5:27 PM

562 Work at own pace time 7/17/2020 5:26 PM

563 at least it was some type of education and connection 7/17/2020 5:25 PM

564 More time with children 7/17/2020 5:24 PM

565 Spending time with my children at home. 7/17/2020 5:22 PM

566 That some type of school was happening 7/17/2020 5:17 PM

567 Having my kids in my presence all day 7/17/2020 5:15 PM

568 I personally don’t find anything positive about it my child was stressed & so was I. 7/17/2020 5:14 PM

569 Being able to see my children daily cause I work at night 7/17/2020 5:12 PM

570 Seeing my child as a student so I have a better understanding of how I can help him in the
future. Family time, less running around and more time to play and be together.

7/17/2020 5:07 PM

571 My son was very independent and made sure he did all of his work 7/17/2020 5:06 PM

572 Kids are safe from covid. 7/17/2020 5:06 PM

573 Keeping my child healthy 7/17/2020 5:05 PM

574 None 7/17/2020 5:04 PM

575 I’m not sure I can really say anything very positive. Everybody did their best, my children’s
teachers did great, especially with the notice they were given, but nothing beats in person
teaching

7/17/2020 5:03 PM

576 She became so so independent. She made sure that all her work was completed double
checked and had us look it over before submitting .. enjoyed being together having fun game
night flashlight Friday continues.

7/17/2020 5:01 PM

577 Grades better 7/17/2020 4:59 PM

578 Not sure. 7/17/2020 4:59 PM

579 Able to self schedule assignments and finished much quicker than regular school day 7/17/2020 4:58 PM

580 Not getting up at 6am 7/17/2020 4:56 PM

581 Free time 7/17/2020 4:54 PM

582 Independence 7/17/2020 4:52 PM

583 Learned independence 7/17/2020 4:48 PM

584 Safety 7/17/2020 4:45 PM
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585 They were able to continue with the curriculum. They could see their friends at class meetings. 7/17/2020 4:44 PM

586 Time to concentrate on schoolwork, less social stress 7/17/2020 4:44 PM

587 One on one, being more aware of progression. Flexible schedule, she liked doing daily
assignments out of order, every day was different for her. It mixed things up and made
diatance learning more fun. Getting the assignments at the beginning of the week also gave
her drive to finish her work early in some subjects. Don't have that option with daily live
meetings/assignments.

7/17/2020 4:43 PM

588 Absolutely nothing 7/17/2020 4:43 PM

589 Knowing the virus wasn’t spread thru school 7/17/2020 4:37 PM

590 More family Time . 7/17/2020 4:35 PM

591 My child understanding that his education is important and that he has to be involved in every
aspect of it.

7/17/2020 4:34 PM

592 My son’s teacher Mrs. Ciocca. She has been so instrumental in my son’s education and the
rest of the class’s education. She absolutely went above and beyond. I know of no other
teacher who did what she did and was on with these kids every day. Her passion for teaching
and educating is evident by all the hours and time she put it to help these kids learn in a
controlled and understanding environment. Everyone has that one teacher that impacted them
and I believe she is the one for most of these kids. We are so grateful and thankful that she
was Ansley’s teacher and he was able to experience her teachings.

7/17/2020 4:31 PM

593 I don’t have any positives 7/17/2020 4:30 PM

594 The children learning to adapt and make the best of a hard situation. And seeing people make
changes to their every day lives quickly to support them

7/17/2020 4:29 PM

595 safety 7/17/2020 4:28 PM

596 KIDS DON'T LEARN WITH DISTANCE LEARNING 7/17/2020 4:28 PM

597 Working with groups for projects 7/17/2020 4:28 PM

598 none 7/17/2020 4:27 PM

599 Keeping everyone safe. 7/17/2020 4:27 PM

600 Seeing my kids work 7/17/2020 4:26 PM

601 Absolutely nothing. As a former teacher, I realize how important human contact is for children.
Being glued to a screen for most of the day has been shown to do mental, emotional and
physical damage to children of all ages. Kids spend enough time on screens without distance
“learning.” My child, as well as many of her friends, felt very isolated during that time. High
school children need the socialization that school provides. Please send them back to school.

7/17/2020 4:21 PM

602 Being able to see my son exceed in his work and be engaged and not feel pressured by peers
and teachers to keep up.

7/17/2020 4:20 PM

603 Spending more time with my children and seeing what they do throughout the day at school 7/17/2020 4:19 PM

604 Less stress, her own schedule. 7/17/2020 4:19 PM

605 Having lunch with my children each day. 7/17/2020 4:18 PM

606 Got to spend more time with my kids 7/17/2020 4:18 PM

607 More family time spent together and the ability to see what the kids are learning. 7/17/2020 4:18 PM

608 The teachers that take the time to make meaningful assignments and give feedback as well as
those that do google meets and interact with their students live.

7/17/2020 4:17 PM

609 Not fighting with teenagers to get up for school. They loved getting up and just start working in
their pajamas while I was able to make breakfast for them.

7/17/2020 4:17 PM

610 I liked that he was around more 7/17/2020 4:15 PM

611 students learned to adjust and were still able to continue the bond with their teacher 7/17/2020 4:14 PM
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612 Becoming a more independent learner because he had to in order to comply 7/17/2020 4:13 PM

613 Learning material independently when instruction from certain teachers was unclear 7/17/2020 4:13 PM

614 Seeing my daughter not be as stressed to complete the work. 7/17/2020 4:12 PM

615 They slept a bit 7/17/2020 4:12 PM

616 Became competent at teaching my child. 7/17/2020 4:11 PM

617 Knowing my kids were home and safe 7/17/2020 4:11 PM

618 I was able to listen to the google meet every morning my sons teacher had to go over and
explain the assignments for the day. It helped me to stay on top of his workload

7/17/2020 4:09 PM

619 Keeping my kids safe while teaching them at home. I thought the positive phone calls and
emails from the middle school were effective as well.

7/17/2020 4:09 PM

620 Was perfect! Very pleased. 7/17/2020 4:09 PM

621 My kids learning independent responsibility and executive functioning strategies/self-advocacy
skills

7/17/2020 4:08 PM

622 That the children got to continue the school year 7/17/2020 4:08 PM

623 Less hectic drop off/pick up schedules 7/17/2020 4:08 PM

624 If he did not have to spend so much time on his digital classes, his core classes would not
have suffered so much

7/17/2020 4:08 PM

625 Not sure 7/17/2020 4:07 PM

626 Nothing 7/17/2020 4:05 PM

627 The response time from teachers when my daughter had a question or concern 7/17/2020 4:03 PM

628 It kept our child engaged in the academic process and kept him safe. 7/17/2020 4:01 PM

629 Spending more time with my child 7/17/2020 4:01 PM

630 Keeping my children home and safe. 7/17/2020 4:01 PM

631 Absolutely nothing. This was a complete failure by the Seymour School System. If distance
learning continues the way it did in the spring, I will most certainly be pulling my child out of
the Seymour schools to home school.

7/17/2020 4:00 PM

632 More time with family 7/17/2020 4:00 PM

633 He was able to continue his studies 7/17/2020 3:59 PM

634 Keeping them safe while continuing to educate 7/17/2020 3:57 PM

635 Having my child work at her pace 7/17/2020 3:53 PM

636 Keeping my child and the rest of my family safe. 7/17/2020 3:52 PM

637 It gave me a chance to experience this distance learning with them and allowed me to give
them support (technically using devices and new technologies) that I otherwise might have not
had a chance to do if there was opportunity. Plus I had more time with them to help them
develop as individuals and students.

7/17/2020 3:51 PM

638 Not making up the days. And the material was very appropriate. 7/17/2020 3:51 PM

639 Our children were safe at the peak of the pandemic in CT 7/17/2020 3:50 PM

640 Keeping my child safe and healthy 7/17/2020 3:50 PM

641 The kids could keep learning. 7/17/2020 3:50 PM

642 Together time 7/17/2020 3:49 PM

643 Not losing 3 months of school 7/17/2020 3:47 PM

644 Safety 7/17/2020 3:46 PM
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645 Knowing my sons teachers understand how challenging it was for me and my son. 7/17/2020 3:45 PM

646 Greater flexibility, and my child has greater time management skills. 7/17/2020 3:45 PM

647 That they were able to finish the year and stay healthy. 7/17/2020 3:45 PM

648 My child was Able to continue her studies to some degree. 7/17/2020 3:42 PM

649 Distance 7/17/2020 3:42 PM

650 Our family were sheltered in place, I was able to monitored their strengths and weakness. I
was also able to provide and reinforce positive feedback and help them navigate during this
difficult time. It was also wonderful to watch become independent, self resilient. It was and is
an blessing I watch my kids also struggled and was able to give them a hug and encourage
them during emotional meltdown and was able to advocate for them too.

7/17/2020 3:41 PM

651 Less chance of contracting covid 19 7/17/2020 3:41 PM

652 My children being home safe & healthy. 7/17/2020 3:41 PM

653 Nothing . 7/17/2020 3:40 PM

654 Staying safe. and spending time with my child 7/17/2020 3:39 PM

655 Being safe without the compromise of their education. Great for the teachers to be home and
safe and not risking their families health.

7/17/2020 3:38 PM

656 Family time 7/17/2020 3:37 PM

657 Teachers being available for help anytime and their patience. 7/17/2020 3:37 PM

658 Keeping him focused 7/17/2020 3:37 PM

659 More time together, less rushed. 7/17/2020 3:36 PM

660 Mr. Milia kept the students on track. I think starting the "class" at 9:00, having the meeting,
and then letting students work is the way to go. He also put up how much time should be spent
on each of the subjects. He had a pre-recorded math lesson, which was very helpful as a
parent. At 1:00 he had conference times where each student could sign up for times. I only
hope other elementary students had experiences like this one. My son is in middle school, so
he was very familiar with Google Classroom.

7/17/2020 3:35 PM

661 learning the technology and learning programs 7/17/2020 3:35 PM

662 My eldest did have an opportunity to interact with his classmates on google classroom’s feed. 7/17/2020 3:34 PM

663 not getting sick 7/17/2020 3:33 PM

664 Can’t speak to this as we didn’t find it went well 7/17/2020 3:31 PM

665 Increased family time, less running around 7/17/2020 3:30 PM

666 Plans for distance learning needed to be made quickly and teachers and staff stepped up to
make it happen.

7/17/2020 3:29 PM

667 My son was successful because his sped teacher knew wyatt and what he was able to
accomplish.

7/17/2020 3:29 PM

668 It was a great opportunity to see how my children would work independently 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

669 That it is over. 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

670 The family was able to spend extra time together 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

671 Nothing 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

672 My kids spent more time outdoors being physical and playing 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

673 The kids were more relaxed 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

674 I truly didn't like it. I am aware that there was no choice, but no better than to be in school 7/17/2020 3:28 PM

675 Ability to continue working despite not being able to be in school 7/17/2020 3:28 PM
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676 Spring was so poor that there are no positives 7/17/2020 3:26 PM

677 My son learning more independency of completing tasks and management of tasks once in a
structured schedule.

7/17/2020 3:26 PM

678 Seeing for our self our child’s strength and weakness by being home 7/17/2020 3:25 PM

679 Less stress 7/17/2020 3:25 PM

680 Time with my children. 7/17/2020 3:25 PM

681 nothing...i hated every second of it 7/17/2020 3:24 PM

682 The ability to teach the children the art of adapting to fluid situations. 7/17/2020 3:24 PM

683 My other child’s teachers had a great schedule. 7/17/2020 3:24 PM

684 Knowing my child is quarantining and staying safe 7/17/2020 3:24 PM

685 Spreading out her day 7/17/2020 3:23 PM

686 Work pace 7/17/2020 3:23 PM

687 Being home with my child. 7/17/2020 3:21 PM

688 didn't have to wake up as early 7/17/2020 3:20 PM

689 My son has gained even more Independence and dedication to his education. 7/17/2020 3:19 PM

690 She got a taste of it in case she ever wants to take online classes in college. 7/17/2020 3:19 PM

691 Nothing 7/17/2020 3:19 PM

692 That my children were safe and not being exposed 7/17/2020 3:18 PM

693 More independence 7/17/2020 3:18 PM

694 Staying safe 7/17/2020 3:18 PM

695 Spending time with my kids. 7/17/2020 3:17 PM

696 With programs like Lexia my son was able to work at his own pace. 7/17/2020 3:17 PM

697 No distractions or drama 7/17/2020 3:17 PM

698 Most of the teachers did an excellent job making the quick transition to distance learning. They
were supportive and helpful.

7/17/2020 3:17 PM

699 Health safety No bullying 7/17/2020 3:16 PM

700 Giving him a sense of independence 7/17/2020 3:15 PM

701 - 7/17/2020 3:14 PM

702 Zero 7/17/2020 3:14 PM

703 Able to get some learning in 7/17/2020 3:14 PM

704 Spending more time with my son, as he had to come to work with me. Not ideal though. 7/17/2020 3:13 PM

705 To see the learning process of what the child actually learns on daily basis 7/17/2020 3:13 PM

706 She has become more independent in her work. 7/17/2020 3:13 PM

707 They enjoyed zoom meetings and seeing their teachers 7/17/2020 3:13 PM

708 More time with my child 7/17/2020 3:12 PM

709 NA 7/17/2020 3:10 PM

710 fostered independence 7/17/2020 3:10 PM

711 Keeping my child safe 7/17/2020 3:08 PM

712 That my children acclimated and still were able to see their teachers on Via video chat 7/17/2020 3:08 PM
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713 Keeping the kids home with me. 7/17/2020 3:06 PM

714 Nothing. It was super stressful 7/17/2020 3:06 PM

715 Being able to observe my children’s learning habits. Getting a better understanding of their
strengths and weaknesses.

7/17/2020 3:03 PM

716 Keeping track of their own work and managing time themselves, prioritizing and being
organized on their own

7/17/2020 3:02 PM

717 Nothing besides keeping my child safe 7/17/2020 3:02 PM

718 Some classes/work not scheduled More availability to work at child’s timeframe 7/17/2020 3:01 PM

719 For me, having him home. For his education, not much. 7/17/2020 2:57 PM

720 N/A 7/17/2020 2:57 PM

721 ? 7/17/2020 2:53 PM

722 The independence my child has demonstrated 7/17/2020 1:46 PM

723 As a parent, there was not a positive aspect of distance learning. 7/17/2020 8:25 AM

724 I got to see what she was learning 7/16/2020 3:30 PM

725 Spent time with the family 7/16/2020 1:45 PM

726 ability to stop the spread of the virus 7/16/2020 1:24 PM

727 completing the school year the best way we could. 7/16/2020 1:10 PM

728 Overall it worked with no real training not much time to prepare etc. I saw lots of people step
up and give it their all.

7/16/2020 12:34 PM

729 The ability to continue the school year during an unprecedented time (I really think that snow
days should now be a thing of the past- have a plan in place so that distance learning can be
done on snow days and get the kids out of school earlier!)

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

730 My child's ability to adapt and complete the assignments that were asked of him. 7/16/2020 12:23 PM

731 They established a good routine. 7/16/2020 12:12 PM

732 Still being able to learn 7/16/2020 11:53 AM
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Q43 What are you most worried about when school buildings reopen for
school?

Answered: 732 Skipped: 0
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 That they will close again creating more chaos in my childrens schedule. 7/29/2020 10:19 PM

2 Having the virus. 7/29/2020 10:09 PM

3 Not having a set plan yet, the board of ed meeting was useless. 7/29/2020 8:26 PM

4 Distancing issues, prolonged mask wearing, losing ability social interact 7/29/2020 6:11 PM

5 I am worried about social distancing and my child's physical safety, but also worried about my
child having a fun and engaging school experience.

7/29/2020 4:47 PM

6 It's going to be so disorganized and the children won't be wearing their masks properly. 7/29/2020 4:37 PM

7 Keeping all students safely apart, the annoyance and discomfort of masks 7/29/2020 3:42 PM

8 Everyone staying safe & sports being able to play 7/29/2020 3:28 PM

9 Safety 7/29/2020 2:56 PM

10 I just hope that he has progressed and is ready for 3rd grade reading wise. 7/29/2020 2:34 PM

11 My child being in a mask all day. I wouldn’t want him participating in PE with a mask, or
recess. I am extremely nervous about wearing the same mask for too many hours as they
really aren’t meant for that at all. If my child has too many issues with the masks, I guess I
will pull him and switch to distance learning even though it’s very hard for us.

7/29/2020 2:20 PM

12 Safety of the kids - social distancing, kids wearing masks all day. 7/29/2020 2:03 PM

13 the ability to maintain 6 feet from one another and keep all the kids safe. 7/29/2020 1:05 PM

14 Students having difficult time wearing masks in the classroom. 7/29/2020 1:03 PM

15 Safety 7/29/2020 12:34 PM

16 The cleanliness of the school because before covid it wasn’t clean enough with the flu cases
that were there the past year.

7/29/2020 11:51 AM

17 Keeping the kids and staff safe 7/29/2020 10:41 AM

18 The disinfect schedule during the day to ensure building is clean for students and staff and
how students will maintain social distancing during school day.

7/29/2020 10:20 AM

19 Someone getting sick 7/29/2020 9:49 AM

20 I don't want my son to get infected at school and come home and infect the whole family 7/29/2020 9:32 AM

21 the spread of covid and not being able to be six feet apart not a enough space for all the high
school kids and high school kids gathering before or after school

7/29/2020 8:41 AM

22 an outbreak 7/29/2020 8:29 AM

23 Wearing mask 7/29/2020 8:09 AM

24 Simply putting all those people together again, when COVID is still around without any viral
treatments or vaccines yet.

7/28/2020 11:23 PM

25 Afraid of the spread. Nervous about if all students will actually follow the protocols and take it
seriously.

7/28/2020 10:42 PM

26 The health of students, teachers and families. 7/28/2020 10:16 PM

27 Wearing a mask all school day. 7/28/2020 10:02 PM

28 I am very afraid of sickness from covid and some rebellious Kidd’s not following rules 7/28/2020 9:53 PM

29 Schools and classrooms having enough cleaning supplies on hand to make sure everyone
stays safe. Working in a school myself, I know how limited it was trying to get hand sanitizers
and tissues in a room before COVID.

7/28/2020 9:39 PM

30 My child not being comfortable with the new school and knowing where to go and procedures 7/28/2020 9:20 PM

31 safety 7/28/2020 9:14 PM
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32 Seeing how you can not tell a child they can not use the rest room. How will this be monitored?
There will have to be staff outside EVERY restroom to oversee social distancing. Also, how
will the schools keep up with disinfecting the bathrooms? This is not my only concern, just one
I haven’t assumed an answer too. Keeps me puzzled. I have also questioned physicians on
this and they could not tell me an answer either.

7/28/2020 8:38 PM

33 My child getting sick from covid19. 7/28/2020 7:55 PM

34 Children wearing masks may create more health problems than virus itself. Wearing masks
should be optional for each student. If the masks will be mandatory for each child, I feel its
safer that my child stays home.

7/28/2020 7:32 PM

35 The social aspect is concerning. With masks and social distancing, will my child still feel
isolated? Also I am concerned about how my children will catch up on the lost curriculum they
missed during distance learning? Will they be prepared for the next level??

7/28/2020 6:09 PM

36 SAFETY 7/28/2020 4:59 PM

37 virus safety, COVID my child has asthma and I am very concerned for my children's health if
and when anyone has tested positive.

7/28/2020 4:02 PM

38 The cleanliness of the school and the precautions they are taking for the staff and kids. 7/28/2020 3:12 PM

39 I'm just worried that the kids won't be able to social distance 7/28/2020 2:41 PM

40 none 7/28/2020 1:26 PM

41 Kids being kids 7/28/2020 1:17 PM

42 When kids come together if families traveled this summer n carry germs to school 7/28/2020 1:15 PM

43 Contuity of instruction and making sure he is prepared for the future. 7/28/2020 1:12 PM

44 Health risks, students purposely coughing on my children in a joking manner. 7/28/2020 12:51 PM

45 The anxiety that my daughter will go through. 7/28/2020 12:20 PM

46 Coronavirus. Wearing a mask. Social distancing. Mental health. Everything to do with this
pandemic.

7/28/2020 11:08 AM

47 Will the kids be able to use the bathroom at all time. 7/28/2020 9:30 AM

48 I have a child entering kindergarten 7/28/2020 9:04 AM

49 Contracting covid virus. 7/28/2020 8:16 AM

50 Getting sick... 7/28/2020 7:50 AM

51 a lot of worries 7/28/2020 7:36 AM

52 My child getting sick 7/28/2020 6:36 AM

53 The virus 7/28/2020 5:03 AM

54 I am worried about my child not being able to keep the maks on all day and that will be a
distraction for her.

7/28/2020 1:06 AM

55 That my child is behind in school 7/28/2020 12:34 AM

56 CT levels of infection at the time, do not have the 2nd parent to help organize and monitor
work as I did in the spring. Getting all parents on the same page in terms of necessary
precautions

7/28/2020 12:16 AM

57 That the COVID-19 restrictions/requirements will be a huge distraction to learning 7/27/2020 11:38 PM

58 Outbreaks and children not being able to wear masks all day. I also worry about teachers
having to teach and model mask wearing all day.

7/27/2020 10:53 PM

59 Safety and distancing from people. Cleanlyness of building. Structure from teachers to make
sure students follow directions

7/27/2020 9:54 PM

60 COVID virus 7/27/2020 9:45 PM
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61 The continuation of bullying to my child 7/27/2020 9:30 PM

62 The transition to high school will be hard for my child as she doesn't do well without a plan in
place. Also, her safety in ensuring that all kids coming into contact are following safety
protocols.

7/27/2020 9:29 PM

63 Enough teachers who want to teach in person. 7/27/2020 9:03 PM

64 Getting the virus 7/27/2020 9:01 PM

65 The fact that school will be more like a prison than anything. Not being able to interact, talk
with your friends, wear a mask all day, etc is not a good environment to learn

7/27/2020 8:29 PM

66 Schools ability to do what is required by state while still meeting my child’s needs 7/27/2020 8:22 PM

67 Lack of sanitizing, cleaning Classroom, door knobs, bathrooms in between student use.
Bathroom cleanliness and function have been a issue before Covid. How will they assure us it
will be better?

7/27/2020 7:56 PM

68 Health safety 7/27/2020 7:24 PM

69 Kids keeping them safe 7/27/2020 7:07 PM

70 They’re all very young kids that more than likely will not listen or follow the new restrictions
100%, which is understandable because they are young. Kids will be kids and because of that
a lot of kids do get sick wether it’s a simple cold or Covid. Not a risk I would take with my
child.

7/27/2020 6:55 PM

71 My son will return to school in person when he no longer has to wear a mask. I am not worried
about my son catching the covid, germs are unavoidable. He gets sick every year from one
thing or another.

7/27/2020 6:09 PM

72 Spread of virus 7/27/2020 6:04 PM

73 The virus spreading and kids bringing it home 7/27/2020 5:51 PM

74 Germs. 7/27/2020 5:35 PM

75 how will you manage all of the kids and making sure they social distance and you have enough
staff to manage it, and make sure all the rooms are constantly sanitized for school

7/27/2020 5:30 PM

76 Social distancing at school and on the bus. 7/27/2020 5:14 PM

77 The students learning to social distance from there friends 7/27/2020 5:06 PM

78 Nothing. Kids aren't getting sick. 7/27/2020 4:33 PM

79 Managing exposure, safety of students and staff 7/27/2020 4:19 PM

80 Ability to keep my child safe and bringing COVID home or vise versa 7/27/2020 3:49 PM

81 Nothing- that they will close again 7/27/2020 3:21 PM

82 My kids getting sick, bringing it home and getting the rest of the family sick, and then possibly
losing a member of my family from this virus.

7/27/2020 3:18 PM

83 Mask wearing all day. Getting sick 7/27/2020 3:07 PM

84 Face mask 7/27/2020 2:57 PM

85 That the schools will become the new epicenters for the various illnesses from a seasonal flu
and now Covid-19, as especially younger kids spread viruses easily during fall/winter season.

7/27/2020 2:54 PM

86 My child catching Covid. Also my child being reprimanded for not following guidelines, like
staying 6 feel apart. 3 feet isn’t enough space to stop a child from touching or messing with a
near by friend.

7/27/2020 2:06 PM

87 keeping the kids healthy, maintaining 6 feet away from others, people not wearing their masks,
and people sending their kids to school with COVID

7/27/2020 1:44 PM

88 maybe not having a plan in place for any situation and no communication just keep everyone
informed

7/27/2020 12:51 PM
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89 That they wont open. I want my son in school. 7/27/2020 12:50 PM

90 That they will get infected with the coronavirus somehow. 7/27/2020 12:48 PM

91 I am a little nervous about the possibility of one of the kids to get Covid. 7/27/2020 12:32 PM

92 We have people in our home with health issues and I’m terrified of my child bringing home
covid to them. I am also very concerned about spreading it to her grandparents with health
issues.

7/27/2020 12:31 PM

93 Im worried that a child will come to school sick, and infect the entire class. 7/27/2020 12:22 PM

94 That things will be so different that being physically at school will be worse than just staying
home. No kid, especially not mine can or should wear a mask all day. If the kids aren't able to
interact with one another and the teacher, then what is the point.

7/27/2020 12:14 PM

95 Overwraught paranoia 7/27/2020 12:07 PM

96 My child getting the virus! 7/27/2020 12:05 PM

97 Social distancing & class sizes. Keeping the children in their classrooms. Im not comfortable
with them using common rooms. As well as social distancing on the bus.

7/27/2020 11:58 AM

98 Safety because this virus is airborne and some don’t even know that they are carriers some
get symptoms while others don’t. When families are at home you cannot track all the places
they have been to know when someone has the virus my concern is that it only one person to
get and every person that was near or in the area or passing through the halls could potentially
be in arms way of the virus. It’s just very nerve wracking to think of potential problems and as
a parent I don’t want subject any of my children to potential harm.

7/27/2020 11:48 AM

99 Kids not following rules 7/27/2020 11:47 AM

100 Children not following protocols and getting sick. 7/27/2020 11:47 AM

101 Sanitation 7/27/2020 11:39 AM

102 n/a 7/27/2020 11:31 AM

103 My child has been suffering from social anxiety since having to wear masks and spending so
much time away from people I do not know how she is going to do with this return and having
to wear a mask all day

7/27/2020 11:21 AM

104 Having them keep the mask on the entire day 7/27/2020 11:17 AM

105 Kids getting sick. 7/27/2020 11:14 AM

106 The unknown- If my child gets sick she can infect the whole family and it will my fault for
sending her to school.

7/27/2020 11:13 AM

107 Kids being safe and able to learn effectively 7/27/2020 11:07 AM

108 I am only worried that schools will not reopen. I don’t agree with wearing masks, however the
children need to be back in school physically or they will continue to suffer academically and
socially. I think what most people fail to realize is that there will be devastating ripple effects in
the future for the children if they are forced to continue with distance learning.

7/27/2020 10:45 AM

109 The ability for my kids (and other kids) to keep the masks on esp for an entire school day.
That idea just doesn't sound like a healthy and feasible thing to even ask of kids, esp ones in
younger grades or who deal with special needs like one of my kids does. I hate the masks
myself and they have been proven to not even stop the spread so I worry that it's just one
more distraction and a health risk in the heat of the summer esp on the bus to and from school
where there is no a/c.

7/27/2020 10:44 AM

110 My son may become sick and/or bring the virus home to us, to include his elderly
grandparents living here.

7/27/2020 10:44 AM

111 none 7/27/2020 10:38 AM

112 The mask 7/27/2020 10:37 AM

113 My child's safety mainly her inability to keep a mask on all day. 7/27/2020 10:33 AM
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114 Keeping the building clean. Bathrooms clean with soap. My daughter said in the girls room the
water hardly ran. How are students supposed to wash properly if this is the case?

7/27/2020 10:25 AM

115 We will have to return back to Distance Learning. My child or another child getting sick 7/27/2020 10:10 AM

116 Kids not being able to socialize enough with each other . 7/27/2020 10:07 AM

117 O 7/27/2020 10:07 AM

118 No 7/27/2020 10:06 AM

119 An uptick in cases. We are limiting personal interaction all over the state and the country and
yet we feel sending children into an environment where there are hundreds of other children
and adults. It makes absolutely no sense considering all we have gone through over this past
year. I understand their are parents who have to go to work, and I feel they are pushing to go
back to school for normalcy and their individual situations. We both work from home, so I
understand the advantage we have as to being there for our child. It is still difficult to work
from with our children home but we are there. I can’t see schools being a safe option at this
point in time.

7/27/2020 10:02 AM

120 The kids not social distancing. 7/27/2020 9:57 AM

121 As going forward I think it to soon for them to go back. There are to many kids and to put them
in arms way to see if this works is not ok, they need to wait longer.

7/27/2020 9:57 AM

122 How students will social distances on the school bus on the way to school. 7/27/2020 9:56 AM

123 Schools have a hard time controlling headlice and bedbugs how are the schools gonna control
over 500 kids to clean hands and keep a mask on for 6 hours a day?

7/27/2020 9:56 AM

124 I worry that even one non-symptomatic student will be able to pass the virus to a large number,
if not most, students and staff before it is discovered. The students will then bring it home to
their siblings.

7/27/2020 9:54 AM

125 Controlling social distancing and mask wearing with the younger children 7/27/2020 9:54 AM

126 catching the virus people in the house have underlying issues 7/27/2020 9:52 AM

127 My son always gets sick the flu etc. life goes on. 7/27/2020 9:50 AM

128 My child being able to keep up with her classmates, educationally 7/27/2020 9:48 AM

129 Safety and liability. The domino effect if a teacher or student falls I'll and the number of
households and people that will ultimately be affected. I am also concerned with starting the
year in person only to have to pull them out and restructure on the fly if numbers of infected
individuals climb in the winter as predicted. Starting the year with a solid distance learning plan
is better than ripping them out part way. At elementary age, consistency is paramount

7/27/2020 9:43 AM

130 the kids having to wear face mask all day, what about the kids that have anxiety wearing a
face mask all day is not going to help them.

7/27/2020 9:40 AM

131 I’m not sure 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

132 Safety 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

133 that they are going to shut down the school automatically and go to distance learning if one
child has a temp (even if its the flu or an irresponsible parent sending their child to school with
a fever from the flu or a short term virus or a stomach bug) also concerned that that the
children cannot wear their own masks they are comfortable with wearing and having to wash
one mask every single night. One mask isn't going to last. Kids will lose them etc. Especially
the little kids.

7/27/2020 9:39 AM

134 My children Contracting the virus 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

135 When other people are going to take off there mask and start coloring on it playing around with
it

7/27/2020 9:33 AM

136 Safety and children’s adherence to policies 7/27/2020 9:30 AM

137 Bringing virus home to small child and mother that has autoimmune diseases. Sons anxiety
level elevating again

7/27/2020 9:29 AM
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138 I need the distance learning to be scheduled. He has to have a set time to sign in and be
working on each class otherwise he thinks he can do things on his own schedule and he
forgets things.

7/27/2020 9:25 AM

139 Everyone following the new protocols 7/27/2020 9:21 AM

140 Safety 7/27/2020 9:20 AM

141 Na 7/27/2020 9:15 AM

142 Nothing 7/27/2020 9:13 AM

143 Infection rates 7/27/2020 9:12 AM

144 My father (student's grandfather) has COPD and kidney failure. If my son returns to school, he
would be exposed to hundreds of other students, and we would then need t avoid contact with
an already sick grandparent. It's a risk we may not be willing to take.

7/27/2020 8:37 AM

145 That it won’t be normal enough because of stupid regulations from the state. 7/26/2020 9:25 PM

146 A rotating hybrid model would be very difficult with two children who may be on different
schedules. Finding FLEXIBLE child care on differing days. Finding a child care provider who
can help tutor my children for academic success. Instability for my children's structure and for
my ability to get to work if we need to flip flop due to potential future quarantine needs.

7/24/2020 10:38 PM

147 I am concerned about learning being at the forefront along with safety. I do not believe that the
benefits of being physically in school outweigh the risk. My children are going to have an
incredibly difficult time wearing a mask all day. One child already has diagnosed anxiety
issues, and I won’t be surprised if my other develops some form of anxiety, as well. Not all
students will comply behaviorally with safety rules. While this is something that my children
deal with well under normal circumstances, I don't think it is appropriate to ask them to accept
this during a pandemic. We cannot possibly keep all students COVID-safe at school and
educate them properly. My second concern is that school is not going to be the fun-loving
environment it has always been. Some students have difficulty attending under normal
circumstances. Students will have no motivation to go to school, spending their entire day
physically apart from peers, and in one room other than for phys. ed. and lunch/recess.
Students have become accustomed to working together. Close social interaction and
movement is essential to the learning environment and experience as a whole. The COVID
plan will be like jail for kids! My third concern is that students learn a lot through facial
expressions and mouth movements. There is going to be a whole aspect of instruction lost
when a mask is worn by all. Teachers and students talk ALL day. It will be exhausting for
students and staff to communicate through a mask. Why would we put our precious population
of students and staff through this? Again, the benefit of physically being in school does not
outweigh the physical and emotional strain, and health concern. Finally, the bus is a major
issue. Normally, my children would ride the bus both ways. I do not intend to put them on the
bus because the safety of their health will not be ensured under the current plan. There must
be social distancing and mask wearing. Students are essentially unattended on the bus, as the
driver is doing his or her best to drive. The bus driver cannot and should not shoulder the
burden of ensuring COVID safety guidelines alone. It is going to be extremely difficult to bring
and pick up my children from different schools daily. This shouldn’t be a decision I have to
make. Either school and transportation are safe, or they are not. In my opinion, they are not.
All these choices parents are being asked to make are not helpful.

7/24/2020 1:31 PM

148 Lunch with no masks on, not properly social distanced. Also, with out lockers where are winter
coats going to go? Kids will refuse to wear then because they don't want to have to carry them
around all day.

7/24/2020 1:28 PM

149 ability to control interactions and spread of virus especially on buses 7/24/2020 12:00 PM

150 I am most worried about safety. I fear that all children will not adhere to the safety and hygiene
guidelines and that these will not be strictly enforced. I feel that any single child who poses a
threat by not wearing a mask, coming to school with an unchecked temperature, or proper
hygienic instruction from home needs to be removed from other children until they (and their
families) have been educated

7/24/2020 9:30 AM

151 I am worried about the elementary students not adhering to the socially distancing rules. Their
energy and excitement to be in person with their friends will make it difficult to ensure the

7/23/2020 8:48 PM
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students follow the rules. I am also concerned that there are not enough professionals and
assistants to support the monitoring of the students.

152 Making sure the students learn to their capabilities - not just the minimum requirement. 7/23/2020 5:34 PM

153 The health and safety of my child. We have been cautious doing mostly outdoor activities,
nothing really indoors. I worry about the bus and lunch situation. I worry about him being able
to keep a mask on all day. I really worry about a lot about it all.

7/23/2020 5:25 PM

154 That they or the teachers and staff get sick. 7/23/2020 2:21 PM

155 That the teachers and students will follow rules to keep my child safe 7/23/2020 2:14 PM

156 spread of covid 19 to students, faculty, parents and grand parents 7/23/2020 1:37 PM

157 I’m worried about the masks making it hard for them to breath. I worry that people will also
have to shout out/yell a lot in order to be heard through the masks. One of my children
hyperventilates at times and she has anxiety. I feel that the masks will negatively impact her.

7/23/2020 12:55 PM

158 My child's physical and mental health 7/23/2020 12:48 PM

159 My son not being prepared to go to middle school. 7/23/2020 10:53 AM

160 The ability to monitor the social emotional needs of the students. There will be students
coming back that have experienced trauma and will manifest itself in school. How will the
school handle students who don’t wear a mask? Will they be understanding that students are
young and need numerous mask breaks or that a student may remove it without thinking.

7/23/2020 8:57 AM

161 I will have 3 kids in elementary school. I am worried that if there is a hybrid schedule that my
kids will go on different days, therefore being exposed to more people and more germs. If they
do go in to school part of the week, I hope all 3 of my kids go in on the same days so they are
all together and decreasing their chances of getting sick or bringing something home.

7/22/2020 10:46 PM

162 That my children will become scared of germs and desensitized individuals. That their loving
environment will become cold. That playing, laughing and communicating will be discouraged
in an effort to keep germs away. That smiles won’t be conveyed. That they will be replaced
with “don’t do that’s” and “ don’t touch that.” That my children will be so scared to make a
wrong move because they don’t want to get anyone sick that they become fearful. All of that
breaks my heart.

7/22/2020 10:33 PM

163 Son w/ some special needs keeping his mask on and being understood through it 7/22/2020 10:04 PM

164 Students having to wear a mask all day. Students observing social distancing requirements all
day. I would suggest a hybrid school day. A few hours in person at school in morning, send
home for lunch and finish out school day virtually. This would minimize time in mask and
minimize time having to deal with social distancing while allowing students to benefit from in
person learning.

7/22/2020 9:15 PM

165 What happens each instance of a positive Covid test within the building. 7/22/2020 8:46 PM

166 The obvious. 7/22/2020 8:35 PM

167 Buses will not use will have to set up pick up drop off too many students in areas , leaving
classes ...

7/22/2020 7:22 PM

168 the spread of COVID 19 7/22/2020 4:58 PM

169 1. The expectation that staff will be able to enforce social distancing and mask guidelines to
prohibit transmission at school and on the bus seems unrealistic and unreasonable. 2. Our
school had a difficult time obtaining substitutes teachers last year, which led to classes being
combined. This shortage is sure to be worse this year and I am not confident we are prepared
for it.

7/22/2020 3:53 PM

170 Nothing. 7/22/2020 3:43 PM

171 other parents 7/22/2020 3:09 PM

172 ... 7/22/2020 2:23 PM

173 wearing a mask a long period of time, and making sure that the staff and students are tested
before returning school and as needed, social distancing - this is for the elementary school

7/22/2020 2:01 PM
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with the students in the younger ages that know about keeping their distance however are
unaware of the consequence of not following the social distancing rules. The teacher needs to
enforce the rules and letting the students know about social distancing with each other.

174 If they will be prepared for this years classes 7/22/2020 1:39 PM

175 I am most worried about my child’s health and safety. We have been cautious as a family to
stay safe and I do not feel going back full time will ensure safety. I worry about how her
academics will be impacted with teachers and staff having safety as the number 1 priority.

7/22/2020 1:30 PM

176 Health safety. 7/22/2020 1:24 PM

177 Having my child exposed to the coronavirus and bringing it home to family members. 7/22/2020 12:27 PM

178 q 7/22/2020 11:23 AM

179 All students being mindful of others and washing hands, wearing masks and social distancing 7/22/2020 7:33 AM

180 I mostly worried that if my child is on quarantine and I need to work what will happen? Who will
be watching them at home. My husband and I work full-time and we cannot work from home.

7/22/2020 7:13 AM

181 Getting sick and not feeling safe. 7/21/2020 11:10 PM

182 Not wearing a mask, not washing hands often 7/21/2020 10:33 PM

183 Our child’s fear and anxiety in regards to COVID and the new protocols in place. The transition
from CLS to SMS. The possibility of bullying if our child happens to get sick.

7/21/2020 10:08 PM

184 Cleaning 7/21/2020 10:08 PM

185 My son being singled out for being different with all the new kids he will meet upon starting
middle school.

7/21/2020 10:02 PM

186 That the rules will be crazy, and kids will have to become “robots”. No fun. Just h go following
the rules.

7/21/2020 9:39 PM

187 We are worried about the social-emotional effect that the fear and anxiety in regards to COVID
will have on our child. We are also worried about the negative stigma and possible bullying if
our child was to test positive fro COVID.

7/21/2020 9:19 PM

188 Keeping my children and my family protected from potential exposure. I am concerned about
the lack of air conditioning during hot days and children wearing masks all day. How much time
will be spent needing to remind children to keep their mask on and remain socially distant
without interfering with education. Additionally, to limit class sizes, who will be educating the
kids. There appears to be a lack of staff for current classes. With so many asymptomatic
infected people out in our communities, there is no way to ensure staff and children are safe.
While most children have mild symptoms if infected, some do get severely ill. Home is not a
place for children to learn, grow and develop socially or academically but potential exposure
can be monitored and minimized more effectively.

7/21/2020 9:07 PM

189 to many kids in small class rooms, rooming of halls and be close to each other going from
class to class. common colds and flu runs through school fast normally.

7/21/2020 7:35 PM

190 Spreading the virus. 7/21/2020 7:18 PM

191 loss of non-core courses, band, gym 7/21/2020 6:36 PM

192 Kids/staff becoming ill. 7/21/2020 6:18 PM

193 keeping the students safe 7/21/2020 5:43 PM

194 Health 7/21/2020 4:11 PM

195 Parents who will seek out doctor's notes to make exceptions for their children wearing a mask,
putting my child at risk. No mask = no in-person school

7/21/2020 3:15 PM

196 Spread of covid. 7/21/2020 2:03 PM

197 The lack of attention to those stufldents who have proven to learn learn differently 7/21/2020 1:55 PM

198 I completely understand the need for masks to be worn but am very concerned about my
childs ability to focus on schoolwork while wearing it. we have been getting him familiar/used

7/21/2020 1:33 PM
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to wearing a mask at home but it is not something that he willingly wants to do for long periods
of time. I understand the reasoning behind cohorts within the school building but fail to
understand how the benefits thereof will not be negated by having students outside of these
cohorts in the buses to and from school.

199 Inevitable Covid-19 transmission and the long-term health issues that children may experience
the rest of their lives from getting the virus (not enough is known yet) and transmitting to
vulnerable family members at home. I'm concerned about my child being in a room breathing
the same air with children whose households may not be following CDC guidelines and may be
asymptomatic carriers. I'm concerned about the health and well-being of teachers and the
emotional toll it would take on my child if his teachers became seriously ill or died as a result
of school. I'm concerned about the anxiety and fear teachers may feel about being in the
classroom and how that may effect learning. I'm concerned that specials may not be included
if gym is used as classroom space. I'm very concerned about ventilation and the ability of
students to get outdoor time. I'm concerned about the anxiety, fighting and bullying that may
result from children teasing eachother about whether they're following protocols or not and
making fun of eachother or intentionally coughing on eachother as a form of bullying etc.

7/21/2020 1:25 PM

200 Virus spread 7/21/2020 12:56 PM

201 I am most worried about young children wearing masks. In Mass, it is not mandated for kids K-
2 to wear masks. I am EXTREMELY concerned about the heat at Bungay. It is too hot for
children to wear masks. I am very concerned with their socialization being hindered
dramatically. How will they talk to other kids if they have to stay 6 feet apart from them and
wear a facial covering. I am concerned that it will do more harm than good. I hope you will
consider not having our K-2 population in masks. It is not safe physically, socially, or
emotionally. AT ALL. I am also concerned about the heightened emotions of our teachers. Kids
will feel the anxiousness in the building. I am worried it will cause my child anxiety.

7/21/2020 12:12 PM

202 that the children are unprepared 7/21/2020 10:30 AM

203 The environment and restrictions set in place. I am very concerned about my child wearing a
mask all day.

7/21/2020 10:16 AM

204 Cleanliness. The details of this virus change like the weather. I do not feel children and
students should be exposed until we know more. It’s very hard to distance effectively in a
classroom and each child has been around way too many family members outside of school.
Let’s be honest, as a teacher myself I have sick kids report to school all the time. It is not
safe, unfortunately some parents don’t care. They need to work, so they send their kids. I’d
like to think we will all learn from this to be careful and more responsible, but if even there’s a
small few they put the rest of our children, teachers & then all their family members at risk. It’s
not going to work in my opinion.

7/21/2020 9:42 AM

205 Kids following safely rules. 7/21/2020 9:24 AM

206 Kids being forced to wear masks. The numbers don't show this is necessary and the masks
will be filthy half way thru the day. On top of keeping their hands off the masks and keeping
them over their nose and mouth is absurd. I will be forced to home school and or leave the
state if this is forced.

7/21/2020 9:03 AM

207 The safety of students but also the confinement that will be required and how one teacher can
enforce the rules by themselves. With all the restrictions it will be sad and isolating for children
to be back in a building they've come to know for years but will feel totally different for them. I
think the social anxiety aspect will also effect students because they wont be able to socialize
with classmates or friends.

7/21/2020 8:50 AM

208 The not knowing. 7/21/2020 8:49 AM

209 I am worried that children have to wear masks, that the children have to live in a "social
distant" environment. We are creating a generation of fear. We do not do this during flu season
when children die of the flu yearly. Why now? As a parent I would prefer to send a waiver that I
want my child to engage with other students and NOT wear a mask. AS a healthcare worker I
wear a mask to protect myself, teachers should wear masks and students should not. Children
touching and playing with their masks is more dangerous than them just washing their hands
more frequently. I am having a hard time with my child being forced to wear a mask. I know
she will not keep it on all day and she will be more distracted than she was with distance
learning.

7/21/2020 8:45 AM
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210 The virus spreading because kids do not understand why. 7/21/2020 8:35 AM

211 The health and safety of everyone. 7/21/2020 8:32 AM

212 Virus spreading like wildfire. 7/21/2020 8:02 AM

213 I'm not 7/21/2020 5:59 AM

214 I know it will be difficult for the kids to social distance from one another and I don't want them
to be disciplined too harshly for being teenagers. A simple reminder is all that is needed.

7/20/2020 11:11 PM

215 My child “kids not wearing their masks” Parent - the overall ability to keep kids safe while
providing a quality education

7/20/2020 10:23 PM

216 My child not where they need to be academically 7/20/2020 10:18 PM

217 Forcing children to wear masks even after knowing the math does not remotely deem that
necessary in any of the scientific data... masks and social distancing from her peers is
psychological abuse and under no circumstances am I ok with that... I have the actual math
and science data ready for anyone who wishes to see it

7/20/2020 8:58 PM

218 COVID outbreak due to students not following rules 7/20/2020 8:34 PM

219 My daughter getting sick. 7/20/2020 8:31 PM

220 Getting the kids to and from school and keeping them healthy. In February my daughter was
sick with the flu and had several classmates that were also were sick. My fear is kids going to
school sick and spreading COVID-19. There seems to be problems every year with kids
attending school sick and spreading viruses around

7/20/2020 8:28 PM

221 Kids not following directions and precautions. 7/20/2020 8:19 PM

222 Allowing children to be children. I’m worried about too much of the time in the classroom spent
correcting behaviors around mask wearing or maintaining 6 feet distance and the teachers not
spending the time needed instructing and teaching.

7/20/2020 7:48 PM

223 Safety & positive socialization 7/20/2020 6:34 PM

224 I won’t be sending my children back. Wearing a mask is unhealthy and both my kids have
asthma. Too many germs and no one knows who is around who when home

7/20/2020 6:11 PM

225 Everyone’s ability to actually stay 6 feet apart and keep masks on. My daughter will not keep
a mask on for that long. Also, how would that even work when they have lunch?

7/20/2020 5:49 PM

226 I just don't see how they can enforce social distancing and mask wearing fully. I worry about
them getting sick, getting other family members sick etc. I also think this is a lot for the
teachers.

7/20/2020 5:23 PM

227 my child getting sick. Also feeling ill due to wearing a mask all day. I’m a nurse and wear a
mask 8 hours a day- this makes me feel nauseas, have headaches and feel sluggish.

7/20/2020 5:04 PM

228 Not being prepared 7/20/2020 3:33 PM

229 Bussing-student won't be 6' apart on the bus but have to be on classes. Exiting of buses-
students from the back will be walking through aerosoles from the students that got off the bus
before them. Second wave- students will finally be adjusted then have to go back to distance
learning. They are just getting acclimated to the new school year with new teachers. They're
just getting familiar with their expectations.

7/20/2020 3:04 PM

230 I do believe it will be harder for the younger children to social distance. 7/20/2020 2:49 PM

231 I have no choice but to send my child in order for my husband and I to keep our jobs. But I
worry about the masks, social distancing and keeping everything clean. It is difficult to hear
with masks and if plexiglass will be used. Will children of younger ages be willing to speak up
if they are struggling? Social interaction is critical to a child’s social and emotional health. How
will that be promoted with social distancing?

7/20/2020 2:25 PM

232 The same type of learning which was not working. 7/20/2020 2:17 PM

233 Schools closing again 7/20/2020 1:40 PM

234 Nothing because he isn't going back until it's back to 100 % normal . 7/20/2020 1:06 PM
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235 If the children will be able to have even a small amount of social interaction. My son was very
isolated at home last year.

7/20/2020 12:05 PM

236 Concern for children's emotional well-being and stress from wearing masks, distancing, all the
rules (I understand why all of this is necessary but still remain concerned about how the
children will become stressed from the new rules). Also concerned about the risk of contracting
the virus.

7/20/2020 11:52 AM

237 Parents sending their kids to school even when they are ill. Having another outbreak in the fall.
I have all the same fears as other parents.

7/20/2020 11:44 AM

238 Keeping the children safely apart, always washing hands, and never touching each other. We
are worried that students will take masks off and put each other at risk. The teachers will be
spending so much of their day trying to keep children apart, masks on, hands washed that the
learning will come second.

7/20/2020 11:37 AM

239 Kids getting sick and bringing the virus home 7/20/2020 11:18 AM

240 The level of preparedness to insure all safety measures are met and that our children are safe. 7/20/2020 11:16 AM

241 Unsure 7/20/2020 11:05 AM

242 That things will be chaotic. That we have not learned the lessons we should have learned from
3 months of distance learning. That there will complete inconsistency between the way
teachers are approaching distance learning. That teachers are going to be under too much
stress and strain to be as effective as they can be

7/20/2020 10:58 AM

243 Not being made aware if my child comes into contact with someone with the virus so we can
all be prepared and in the know.

7/20/2020 10:27 AM

244 Keeping the buildings clean and policing students to stay apart and masks on 7/20/2020 9:58 AM

245 COVID spreading like wildfire...infecting teachers, students and in turn the students' families 7/20/2020 9:39 AM

246 Keeping children, teachers and staff safe from COVID-19 7/20/2020 9:37 AM

247 The health of all the Students and Staff. The students missed out on a quarter of school from
the grade they just completed, therefore, they are not fully ready for the next grade having
missed 3 months of in school instruction and learning.

7/20/2020 9:26 AM

248 People getting sick, there is supposed to be another spike of COVID-19 in the Fall, I feel
coming back will just be worse and we will be jeopardizing our students/staff and loved ones.
Protecting our children should be our first priority, we should be pushing for employers to help
parents work from home safely, not put pressure on educators to open schools.

7/20/2020 9:24 AM

249 I am most worried that you will no longer allow children to be children and that you will over
react when a child is running hot at 99 or 100 degrees when the doctors state that a fever is
not until 101. I am also concerned that the masks will need to be worn all day. there is no
reason children once in the classroom cant take off the masks, the masks prevent NOTHING
the fabric being used has no filters and it so translucent that a microscopic virus will not be
stopped by anything people are currently wearing. LEARN SOME SCIENCE,

7/20/2020 9:21 AM

250 My child getting sick, or being exposed to someone who is sick. 7/20/2020 9:21 AM

251 My child getting sick with Covid and bringing it home 7/20/2020 9:20 AM

252 Spreading of germs 7/20/2020 9:03 AM

253 Keeping the kids healthy and safe 7/20/2020 8:50 AM

254 I am worried about my son's learning and academic progress being disrupted as it was in his
8th grade year.

7/20/2020 8:44 AM

255 No worries 7/20/2020 8:20 AM

256 Taking the school bus with a full load of student 7/20/2020 7:33 AM

257 My child getting sick. 7/20/2020 6:54 AM

258 Nothing 7/20/2020 6:40 AM
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259 not really concerned 7/20/2020 5:44 AM

260 Because my children are both of the middle school and highschool age, i am concerned about
the concept of one room teaching. I don’t feel that it is possible or positive with these age
groups where they change classes regularly in order to fit in all their selected academics.

7/19/2020 11:57 PM

261 Not enough learning 7/19/2020 10:59 PM

262 It being a drastic change in environment than they are accustomed to. Too sterile that the
students are more worried than willing to learn. Not enough interaction with friends.

7/19/2020 10:54 PM

263 Wearing masks all day 7/19/2020 10:18 PM

264 School shutting down again a month in and having to do distance learning anyway. 7/19/2020 9:57 PM

265 the constant wearing of mask or mask being brought from a contaminated house. 7/19/2020 9:53 PM

266 The social and emotional well being of students, teachers and staff. Let schools focus on
building community in a new way. School is going to look DIFFERENT. Is this a negative
different? It depends on your perspective. For students who found the distance learning to be a
positive for them in terms of their academic and social situation, then school may not seem
right with all the changes. For students that suffered emotional distress and academic
challenges without school, school (in any form) may be more helpful than staying home. There
are many children who rely on schools for meals and a safe haven. Not everyone has the
benefit of their home being more safe and nurturing than school. We all need to SHIFT
PERSPECTIVE. None of us as parents, educators, or leaders wish that we had to make these
type of changes with school. There is a sense of loss, and it is important to acknowledge that.
After we cope with those initial feelings, we must forge ahead. Instead of comparing this
upcoming school year with past school years, it may be better to think of it as an entirely
different entity. We have to make the most of the situation that we have right now with the
hope that our efforts will pay off and we can gradually incorporate aspects of school that make
it wonderful. We really need to stay positive for our children. They are looking to us to show
them the way. Stay positive, promote resilience, validate feelings and then find a way to shift
their negative thoughts into a potential positive.

7/19/2020 9:04 PM

267 Exposure to virus and all of the rules 7/19/2020 8:42 PM

268 To ensure that safety is a top priority and that staff and students are safe. 7/19/2020 7:45 PM

269 CT cases rising 7/19/2020 7:34 PM

270 Normalcy 7/19/2020 6:24 PM

271 My child getting sick or getting someone else sick. If I truly had a choice I would keep him
home.

7/19/2020 6:19 PM

272 Buses being full. Classrooms that are small with too many kids. Hallways between classes. I
don’t have a problem with masks being worn but what about when the teacher is addressing
the class and students can’t hear because of mask.

7/19/2020 6:05 PM

273 The health and safety of my child, social distancing and cleanliness. 7/19/2020 6:02 PM

274 That he will close again 7/19/2020 6:01 PM

275 My child bringing the virus home and getting the family sick and possibly worse. 7/19/2020 5:39 PM

276 nothing 7/19/2020 5:33 PM

277 I am not worried, because I believe that the schools can set up procedures to keep the
kids/staff safe. The kids need to get back to some sort of routine at school.

7/19/2020 4:54 PM

278 Knowing they are inevitably going to close again. 7/19/2020 4:34 PM

279 My child getting COVID 7/19/2020 3:54 PM

280 Spread of COVID 7/19/2020 3:37 PM

281 Another outbreak 7/19/2020 2:52 PM

282 Not sure 7/19/2020 2:52 PM

283 Masks and kids mental health. 7/19/2020 2:39 PM
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284 Keeping my child safe and healthy. 7/19/2020 2:34 PM

285 That the children are missing out on social interactions and interactions with teachers that are
EXTREMELY important for a child's healthy development.

7/19/2020 12:50 PM

286 Having my child stay in one class room that he'd get bored to fast. not able to see his other
friends And that he would go back to distance learning.

7/19/2020 12:33 PM

287 People freaking out and closing down again. The percentage of kids getting the virus is so
insignificant. Also we have to work our jobs. We don’t have time to have to teach our kids.

7/19/2020 12:31 PM

288 The chance of him getting sick 7/19/2020 11:25 AM

289 Everyone getting sick 7/19/2020 11:11 AM

290 Everything 7/19/2020 10:21 AM

291 That my child will be kept safe and healthy if he did return physically to school. 7/19/2020 10:20 AM

292 Spread of the virus, students being too young to understand masks and why they cant be
close to their friends

7/19/2020 10:11 AM

293 That all the fun extra activities like assemblies, field trips, halloween parades, field day and
other specifically school related activities that are once in a life time experiences will be
eliminated.

7/19/2020 10:10 AM

294 School not feeling like a safe, fun place for students to learn and interact with each other. 7/19/2020 9:49 AM

295 Covid-19 spread 7/19/2020 9:42 AM

296 Safety and virus spread 7/19/2020 9:09 AM

297 Senior teachers. 7/19/2020 9:06 AM

298 Cleanliness 7/19/2020 8:41 AM

299 I’m worried about my children coming into contact with others Who had coronavirus. 7/19/2020 8:35 AM

300 My child having to relearn how to be around and interact with his friends and school staff. 7/19/2020 8:18 AM

301 My child has a hard time with masks, so that’s #1. I do think face shields would be a
great/better option. They can see expressions, etc! Next is emotional aspect, everything being
so different will be hard for everyone.

7/19/2020 7:26 AM

302 My kids keeping their masks on. 7/19/2020 2:18 AM

303 That it still continues to be a positive environment. They continue to learn but continue to have
fun doing it, and continue to make bonds with teachers and other children.

7/19/2020 2:05 AM

304 daughter being prepared for next grade level. 7/19/2020 1:17 AM

305 That teachers use Covid as an excuse not to go to work. 7/18/2020 11:56 PM

306 My child wearing a mask for the majority of the day. Where will the mask be placed for a mask
break? Keeping the mask clean. Most importantly, trying to learn while wearing a mask.

7/18/2020 10:52 PM

307 Honestly I’m not really concerned at all. My kids have been around a few of their friends since
the start of this. Our “bubble” has been increasing. The kids are fine being around each other,
washing hands, wearing masks when needed. I’m worried about staff going crazy with
Procedures. 6 feet apart. Freaking out should a child sneeze or cough. I’m worried they are
going to create fear in my children when they are not fearful, cautious and aware but not
fearful.

7/18/2020 10:44 PM

308 My 8th grader not practicing social distancing 7/18/2020 10:19 PM

309 I am worried it will trigger Anxiety-fear of getting sick 7/18/2020 10:10 PM

310 I have no major concerns. 7/18/2020 9:56 PM

311 Safety of students 7/18/2020 9:54 PM

312 My child staying healthy and his mental health (not being aloud to play normally with his
friends)

7/18/2020 9:28 PM
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313 Too many rules and no flexibility 7/18/2020 9:12 PM

314 Covid infections increasing 7/18/2020 8:54 PM

315 1. Heat-no air conditioning, no fans, and face masks will be a brutal combination if we have hot
summer weather at the start of the year. 2. What happens when a student or staff member
tests positive for Covid....will the whole school shut down? And what happens when we come
back and this happens again every other week? I worry about this pattern and the lack of
consistency. 3. Variety of classes-Will high school students still be able to take the hands on
courses they selected? 4. Cohorts-As 9th graders enter the high school, it is very important
they have classmates who are familiar and with whom they feel comfortable. While I of course
encourage my child to make friends, this is easier said than done with teens. I worry she'll
quite frankly be stuck all day with kids with whom she is not friends. That will negatively affect
her comfort level at school.

7/18/2020 8:10 PM

316 Lack of space in classrooms to physical distance. Use of lockers to congregate students. The
use of a bus negates the ability to cohort students. Passing time will make distancing students
successful. Where will students be eating and how will safe social distancing be applied? How
will special areas (art, music, computers, etc. keep students safe and cleaned in between
classes. Are you going to a block schedule and using altered passing time. In other words, I
am sending my daughter but am very worried and this could impact the length of my daughters
stay in the school.

7/18/2020 7:55 PM

317 She won't get the extra help needed 7/18/2020 7:46 PM

318 Nothing 7/18/2020 7:23 PM

319 Nothing. 7/18/2020 6:59 PM

320 The spike of corona virus 7/18/2020 6:59 PM

321 That kids won’t get to leave their classrooms 7/18/2020 6:27 PM

322 Honestly... all of it! Everything about it makes me nervous. I cant see the little kids including
my soon to be second grader keeping their masks on all day without touching or playing with
them. Are they going to be able to socialize with their friends at all? How can the buses have
enough room for all the kids following social distance guidelines? Are the kids that need extra
help really going to be able to be helped with the teacher 6ft away? How are the small extra
help groups going to work? How is there going to be enough classrooms and teachers for the
kids returning in order for everyone in the classroom to be 6ft apart? Teachers will still need to
have meetings and what not.. what happens if one teachers gets it? Does that put every
teacher at that meeting out of work for 2 weeks.. possibly longer? If so.. is there going to be
enough substitute teachers to cover? What is recess going to look like? Will the older kids who
use lockers be able to still use lockers or will they need to carry everything around with them
all day? The learning and reading books that are used every year.. how are those being
cleaned before the start of the new year? Will kids be able to get hot lunch or will everyone
have to bring a bagged lunch? I guess... is it really realistic to open the schools in August and
is there a chance the whole school will shut down again come winter?

7/18/2020 6:23 PM

323 Parents still sending children to school sick because they have to go to work 7/18/2020 6:18 PM

324 Spread of disease. People following distance protocols. 7/18/2020 6:13 PM

325 Kids having to wear masks all day 7/18/2020 5:32 PM

326 I’m not too concerned. 7/18/2020 5:17 PM

327 Class sizes being too large to support proper social distancing guidelines; elementary school
students unable to maintain distancing and limited staff to monitor/enforce; parents sending
sick kids to school.

7/18/2020 4:42 PM

328 I am most concerned about any child, teacher or staff catching the Covid virus and having the
students have to deal with this illness emotionally. It would be extremely devastating if one of
my child's teacher or classmate catches covid and they can no longer be in the classroom. My
son is aware of this virus and he would know and question why his classmate or teacher is not
in class.

7/18/2020 4:36 PM

329 Ability to keep children and staff safe. 7/18/2020 3:51 PM
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330 Keeping classrooms and school disinfected each day. 7/18/2020 3:42 PM

331 Kids behavior 7/18/2020 3:06 PM

332 Another spike in covid19. CT may be down in cases but nearby states are not, it can go up at
any time. I do not believe that children are not being affected nor spreading the virus. My son
has always had breathing problems that resulted in extended hospital stays. I'm not willing to
send my kids back yet.

7/18/2020 2:34 PM

333 him feeling upset Him not wanting to keep a mask on 7/18/2020 2:21 PM

334 The cases will begin to arise again/difficulty with talking while wearing masks for the entire
school day.

7/18/2020 2:10 PM

335 H 7/18/2020 1:10 PM

336 Health and safety of all students and staff 7/18/2020 12:47 PM

337 The kids staying safe and having a positive experience. 7/18/2020 12:46 PM

338 Nothing 7/18/2020 12:22 PM

339 I am worried about the safety of my child. I am worried about class sizes, children being able
to adhere to the guidelines, and a possible resurgence of Covid. I am also worried about
myself returning to work and possibly exposing my child. If our family did not have to return to
work, I would opt for distance learning.

7/18/2020 12:03 PM

340 Wearing masks all day long seems unhealthy also. 7/18/2020 10:55 AM

341 I think it will be very difficult for students to stay six feet apart, and keep masks on all day. I
am also concerned about how the school will help students with anxiety and social emotional
issues. (The SMS PBIS system is ineffective and biased in favor of a small group of favorite
students.) I am also concerned of the health risks to teachers and students. What will happen
if a teacher or student gets Covid? What will happen if we open school and the infection rate
goes up? Will we have to go back to distance learning? There are also privacy issues if the
school system has a live stream in the classrooms.

7/18/2020 10:45 AM

342 I am worried about many things. My biggest fear is my daughters social emotional well being.
Wearing a mask, social distancing and feeling separated from other students are not
appropriate measures for young children. She has been depressed since distance learning
began and I do not want her to be depressed going to school and well.

7/18/2020 10:44 AM

343 Unwarranted fear and over reaction to continually uncertain situation not fully understood. 7/18/2020 10:34 AM

344 Of course I’m concerned about risk of illness but I am more concerned about an artificial
learning environment and kids not being able to interact in a natural way.

7/18/2020 10:05 AM

345 Nothing, I hope it does reopen. 7/18/2020 9:53 AM

346 I really would like to keep my child home, but concerned that the current method of distance
learning is not going to work to keep him on level

7/18/2020 9:52 AM

347 The health and safety of my child. Knowing my child will not be use to wearing a mask all day 7/18/2020 9:45 AM

348 Getting my kids sick 7/18/2020 9:42 AM

349 I am worried about how the new guidelines will effect my child's social/emotional well being. I
am worried the academic requirements will be effected. I am also concerned that given the
new distancing procedures will impact their overall school experience and am worried their love
for school may change. I also worry the school will not have enough time/resources/staff to
keep the school clean and safe consistently. I also worry for the teachers and staff as they
embark on this new way of teaching and hope they are given the amount of support and
resources to do so effectively for our children while maintaining the level of high standard
Bungay has. The teachers at Bungay are amazing and I hope they are given what they need to
teach successfully in this uncertain time.

7/18/2020 9:32 AM

350 How kids will be treated if they show any symptoms, if they cough or sneeze will they be
“singled out” and treated differently, keeping things private

7/18/2020 9:23 AM

351 The healthy and saftey of all the kids and staff. 7/18/2020 9:22 AM
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352 Kids not being ready for next grade 7/18/2020 9:22 AM

353 Health safety 7/18/2020 9:19 AM

354 Maintaining all time safety environment for everybody. 7/18/2020 8:49 AM

355 Wearing a mask for 6 hours is rediculous. It is not possible or healthy. As a nurse, I have to
wear a mask for work. By the end of the day our blood pressure is elevated, we are more tired
than precovid, and kids just don’t fully understand social distancing. Besides, we don’t know
what other families habits are and if they are being careful and cautious. Then those few
children are around the others and risk everyone getting sick. Not worth it if we don’t want to
see the numbers rise again before their is a vaccination.

7/18/2020 8:46 AM

356 Mask wearing the entire day and little interaction with peers. 7/18/2020 8:31 AM

357 I am worried that teachers won't address the gaps that might have occurred. I want them to be
understanding and I want administrators to be willing to slow the pace of the instruction down.
Students will need extra support not a quick lesson and do it on your own.

7/18/2020 8:26 AM

358 I am most concerned that with the opening of schools they will become viral petrea
dishes.covid is not the only virus out there other sicknesses havnt stoped just because we r in
a global pandemic.How will we know quickly if it's strep,covid,flu or any of the other nasties
that effect humans.Will other parents keep their kids home if not feeling well or load their child
up on Motrin and send them off to school as daycare.I know for younger kids it will be hard to
keep masks on all day how are the schools going to achieve this with out traumatizing them?
Also how effective will the schools be disinfecting? really is this a task the schools can
achieve? Every surface through out the day and completely every night?is it really a big deal if
we wait say 6 months to open schools? Start with online and see where the virus is? What if
we open schools then there is a huge mass of sick kids and families and people die cuz.we
are trying to keep funding? Is seymour really willing to risk kids and their families for funding?
Also how will seymour protect our teachers and their families? I am concerned that the school
system won't provide the teachers with appropriate PPE or worse make the teachers have to
purchase it themselves.what kind of trauma will seymour kids have to handle if a class mate
gets sick and dies because of opening or what if the kids teacher gets covid and dies how will
kids deal with that?

7/18/2020 8:00 AM

359 The kids keep their masks on 7/18/2020 7:57 AM

360 A sick child being sent in because the parent has to work - only 1 entrance/exit point for all
children into and out of school during dropoff/pickup

7/18/2020 7:55 AM

361 A child/children getting sick and inadvertently spreading the sickness to older individuals within
the school system.

7/18/2020 7:44 AM

362 that all the guidelines will make it more of a negative then positive experience for the kids 7/18/2020 7:03 AM

363 The day will be too long for children to wear masks especially those who don't have an a/c in
their classroom. Steps must be made to ensure no child feels uncomfortable with these new
guidelines. A suggestion would be staggered hours and days for students so they are not in
the classroom all week full time.

7/18/2020 6:32 AM

364 Spread of germs, mask wearing all day. My child wanted to wash hands BEFORE covid & was
told no bc then everyone would want to & it would take too much time,

7/18/2020 6:06 AM

365 Wearing masks 7/18/2020 5:37 AM

366 Having the children wear a mask all day is what we are mostly worried about. 7/18/2020 4:27 AM

367 My child being exposed to COVID-19 and bringing it home. 7/18/2020 3:38 AM

368 My son contracting Covid19 and my son’s mental health- He has disabilities that impact his
ability to keep a mask on all day and socially distance. He’s very sensitive and also very
social, a popular kid liked by all of his peers. It would absolutely destroy his mental health if
he’s expected to stay away from other kids and gets into trouble for not adhering to the new
rules or other kids pushing him away because he is too close, or make fun of him because he
has an oral sensory and likes to chew his mask. It would be worse for his mental health to be
put into such situations than it would be keeping him home and letting him see and have
positive interactions with his classmates online. I would prefer to keep distance learning in

7/18/2020 1:07 AM
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place until a vaccine is made available and the mask wearing and social distancing is no
longer a requirement.

369 Getting Viruse. 7/18/2020 12:41 AM

370 Parents sending sick children to school 7/18/2020 12:35 AM

371 Kids following the rules 7/18/2020 12:17 AM

372 covid - adjusting to things being different 7/18/2020 12:15 AM

373 Whether or not they have learned anything from distant learning 7/18/2020 12:13 AM

374 N/A 7/18/2020 12:11 AM

375 Covid ... it’s not gone .. we should 100% absolutely do distance learning until we have a
vaccine.. or at least revisit it the situation in January

7/18/2020 12:11 AM

376 Exposure 7/18/2020 12:00 AM

377 Not really worried about anything. Would really like to see things go back to normal but with the
new standards in preventing the spread of germs, etc.

7/17/2020 11:53 PM

378 Not meeting the 4D's that need to be in place in order for students to be safe: distance,
disinfection, detection, deterrence.

7/17/2020 11:49 PM

379 Students not getting what they need in school in addition to the academics, the social and
emotional parts of school.

7/17/2020 11:42 PM

380 The spread of COVID-19 7/17/2020 11:33 PM

381 Disease spreading. 7/17/2020 11:32 PM

382 Overcrowded when trying to social distance. Recess and other positive parts of the day being
taken away to adhere to social distancing.

7/17/2020 11:17 PM

383 Nothing 7/17/2020 11:17 PM

384 Bullies at the school doing stupid things like coughing or spitting purposely 7/17/2020 11:17 PM

385 Wearing a mask, class sizes, spread of germs from kids constantly playing with their mask,
unable to socialize normally, lack of school day normalcy

7/17/2020 11:14 PM

386 Kids keeping masks on 7/17/2020 11:14 PM

387 The kids will not be prepared for the up coming year 7/17/2020 10:50 PM

388 That we will go back and forth from school to distance learning then school again. 7/17/2020 10:35 PM

389 Covid 7/17/2020 10:35 PM

390 The transmission of Covid from students to teachers or carried home from school to our home 7/17/2020 10:23 PM

391 That they will close again 7/17/2020 10:20 PM

392 Children getting sick spreading of COVID 7/17/2020 10:13 PM

393 Catching Covid 7/17/2020 10:09 PM

394 Keeping the community healthy. I don’t think realistically we can expect young children to
understand “personal” space and the need to keep face masks on 100% of the time.

7/17/2020 10:08 PM

395 I’m most worried about the lack of social interaction with friends and staff. I think it’s going to
be very difficult for children to thrive without being able to be in close proximity to one another
and feel that they are needing to be kept far apart at all times.

7/17/2020 10:06 PM

396 Getting sick. Not being able to overcome the novel virus. With my weaken immune system,
getting sick may be devastating to our world.

7/17/2020 10:06 PM

397 My child being behind in reading comprehension and math word problems. 7/17/2020 10:05 PM

398 How will my child keep socially distance when she has a 1 on 1 para, no impulse control and
problems with giving personal space normally. She also has small group pull outs through the
day so she will be with different teachers, paras and students, cohorting will not work in this

7/17/2020 9:54 PM
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situation. Finally bringing the virus home, we have been so careful especially with an elderly
immunocompromised person living with us.

399 Keeping everyone safe, being able to follow Guidelines, ability to Focus on school work with all
the changes

7/17/2020 9:48 PM

400 The safety measures being put in place but still not preventing my child from becoming ill. 7/17/2020 9:46 PM

401 I am worried schools will remain closed. I want schools to be open for my children to grow
socially and emotionally.

7/17/2020 9:44 PM

402 Social distancing for the kids, kids having to keep the masks on all day. 7/17/2020 9:43 PM

403 I am most worried about my child getting sick. 7/17/2020 9:35 PM

404 My child’s success (whole child = academic, social/emotional, physical/health) 7/17/2020 9:34 PM

405 social distancing and cleanliness 7/17/2020 9:33 PM

406 My child getting COVID-19 and bring it home. 7/17/2020 9:32 PM

407 Nothing. I am not worried at all. 7/17/2020 9:30 PM

408 Safety and teachers well being 7/17/2020 9:27 PM

409 Wearing masks all day restricts air 7/17/2020 9:26 PM

410 Cleanliness. Teacher/administrators health. 7/17/2020 9:13 PM

411 Even with precautions, I don't think there is any way to guarantee safety. The virus is out there
and will find a way into schools and homes even with handwashing and masks. Kids will
definitely get sick from this and some could lose their lives. I feel that even with all of the
steps taken, the school will have to shut down at some point when teachers and kids have to
quarantine. I just don't see how this can work until we have a vaccine and this virus has died
down. I know the administrators and teachers will try the best they can but this is just a
disaster waiting to happen. I am also concerned for social development with moving up to a
new school and potentially missing out on meeting new kids (especially as the two elementary
schools merge). They did not have the orientations and other preparations they would have had
in normal times so all are going in not knowing what to expect.

7/17/2020 9:13 PM

412 The social distancing cleanliness of the classrooms/lunchroom/etc 7/17/2020 9:11 PM

413 I am not comfortable with my daughter returning to school physically until this virus is under
control.

7/17/2020 9:08 PM

414 My child's potential exposure to the virus, the school day being isolating for children with so
many restrictions being placed on them (masks, small class sizes, social distancing, etc)

7/17/2020 9:08 PM

415 Nothing 7/17/2020 9:04 PM

416 Na 7/17/2020 9:04 PM

417 teachers/staff getting sick. Kids getting sick special ed requirements not being met, speech
therapy etc

7/17/2020 9:03 PM

418 N/a 7/17/2020 9:02 PM

419 Children keeping their masks on 7/17/2020 8:59 PM

420 That my child or both my children will get sick and have to be home from school for 2 weeks.
Then I will have to be out of work for two week. I’m a teacher as well and I’m worried that I will
bring it home and be home sick for 2 weeks and then they get it and it becomes a viscous
cycle of being out of work for long periods of time. I don’t feel it’s fair to the students or the
teachers. We will have to have very clear communication if a teacher is out for covid and how
will instruction resume with so much inconsistency.

7/17/2020 8:54 PM

421 Safety of my child as well as all family members 7/17/2020 8:53 PM

422 Health safety and precautions 7/17/2020 8:53 PM

423 My child getting coronavirus and he is immune compromised 7/17/2020 8:50 PM
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424 Schools closing back again. Children getting sick and my children having to wear a mask all
day at school. Having to eat in classrooms, having to wear masks at recess. Not having a
better plan in place.

7/17/2020 8:47 PM

425 Needing to keep masks on younger children. 7/17/2020 8:46 PM

426 Physical health. Masks are not a healthy option. Also, we can not enforce distance from
others as it increases anxiety and depression- Especially in children.

7/17/2020 8:42 PM

427 Social emotional, kids not being able to be kids. I know having peer interaction is so important,
but what am I going to be sending them to? To be physically distanced from their peers with
little to no interaction. Also kids bringing home the virus, we have an elderly immune
comprised grandparent with lung issues living with us.

7/17/2020 8:40 PM

428 Constant mask wearing 7/17/2020 8:38 PM

429 Their physical health with masks.... and their social/emotional well being since they have to
stay very distant from peers and teachers- it’s not physically safe to be this exposed with this
many people not to mention it’s not socially natural/normal therefore it creates anxiety and
depression on the social/emotional side. Smaller groups in which you can act normal is better.

7/17/2020 8:30 PM

430 Cleanliness, social distancing, kids make sure they wear their mask, kids touching each other.
Long days

7/17/2020 8:30 PM

431 I am concerned about the children’s mental health. We know this virus doesn’t really affect
children. These changes are going to cause anxiety and make kids feel like they are in jail or
being punished. Kids learn through facial expression with these masks it will affect there
learning and staying 6 feet apart is going to teach them to be afraid of something they can’t
control.

7/17/2020 8:27 PM

432 How difficult it is to know who was the virus and how contagious COVID 19 is. 7/17/2020 8:20 PM

433 My sons getting sick and being able to complete their work and if distance learning happens
that it will be done the same way which was a failure for my sons.

7/17/2020 8:19 PM

434 Keeping the children safe 7/17/2020 8:16 PM

435 That they get hands on 7/17/2020 8:15 PM

436 The unpredictability. 7/17/2020 8:14 PM

437 a relapse that sets us back further than the first round 7/17/2020 8:14 PM

438 None 7/17/2020 8:12 PM

439 There is to many unknow and what if question with no answers 7/17/2020 8:09 PM

440 Children getting the virus. 7/17/2020 8:07 PM

441 Health and safety . Don’t want to take unnecessary risks 7/17/2020 8:05 PM

442 Keeping students safe. I think you should start the year remotely and see how things progress
in the state during the first half of the year. Do what's right for the community and don't cave to
political pressure. Please let us know your plan for the school year. 5 days a week in the
school doesn't seem realistic.

7/17/2020 8:04 PM

443 I have no concerns 7/17/2020 8:03 PM

444 That they will have a hard time communicating to the teacher and one another 7/17/2020 8:02 PM

445 Classrooms will appear empty and feel stuffy with masks. Teaching and learning will come
second to Covid related protocols. I also worry about germs coming home and my children
getting sick. I worry about them going back, only to have the schools closed again.

7/17/2020 8:01 PM

446 Schedules- if the district decides to do distance learning and the school district I work for does
not.

7/17/2020 8:00 PM

447 Kids wearing masks, being treated as robots, not being able to interact with other kids, my son
bing confused from all these changes/ restrictions, not having normacy, not being able to
concentrate in the environment where they have such rules that are hard for wven an adult to
do.

7/17/2020 8:00 PM
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448 I do not believe that it is possible with the current budget to keep the kids safe in school. In
addition, the lack of socializing that will be taking place due to the 6 ft apart and masks is not
acceptable to me. It's sad and isolating. They will also not be able to do group work, to move
around and share materials. I will not be sending my child into that type of environment.

7/17/2020 7:58 PM

449 That they will attend in person normal time. 7/17/2020 7:54 PM

450 Mask and six feet apart bathroom cafeteria 7/17/2020 7:52 PM

451 That my child will regress in his learning without the one on one instruction. 7/17/2020 7:51 PM

452 Health and safety of students, faculty, and staff 7/17/2020 7:51 PM

453 Social distancing not being done on buses. 7/17/2020 7:50 PM

454 Nothing 7/17/2020 7:49 PM

455 Spread of infection which no one can do anything about! 7/17/2020 7:48 PM

456 My child getting exposed due to not enough safety measures in place. 7/17/2020 7:44 PM

457 Safety!! What if teachers are out sick. Substitutes were scarce last year, no one will want to
sub now.

7/17/2020 7:43 PM

458 That the attitude of parents who are choosing to believe the pandemic is exaggerated and not
to be taken seriously will be reflected by their children putting teachers and other students at
risk.

7/17/2020 7:41 PM

459 My child becoming in contact with a covid positive student and getting sick. I will have a
newborn in September. I also worry about constant Change from distance learning and back to
school when there is a positive person and limited consistency.

7/17/2020 7:40 PM

460 Some students might forget safe distance and washing hands 7/17/2020 7:39 PM

461 My child wearing a mask all day. 7/17/2020 7:38 PM

462 I fear that they won’t be open soon because it is not yet safe to do so and with the flu season
coming up on us it’s going to further complicate things so I don’t see the purpose of returning
back to school if inevitably the children will be forced to distance learn for the winter

7/17/2020 7:36 PM

463 Keeping our children and staff safe from something we can’t see. Being able to keep enough
cleaning supplies at the school to ensure proper cleaning until this is under control and we
have a vaccine.

7/17/2020 7:35 PM

464 Obviously the spread of the virus but more worried about a jail like setting in school 7/17/2020 7:35 PM

465 How the children will be kept safe, masks being worn properly, ability of teachers to teach
effectively.

7/17/2020 7:31 PM

466 N.a i dont know 7/17/2020 7:30 PM

467 Safety 7/17/2020 7:27 PM

468 Safety. Distancing. Cleanliness. The choice of those staying at home getting the same
education as those who may attend in person.

7/17/2020 7:26 PM

469 I am not worried 7/17/2020 7:25 PM

470 The ability for the school to adhere to guidelines for safety (ie not having enough substitutes
and having to combine classes or not having enough paras to help teachers cover the spread
of students throughout the room) and the ability to have consistency for the students both in
school and in transitioning between school and distant learning. I am concerned that there will
not be enough or adequate support services for students who may be struggling with a
particular subject/skill. I am concerned that the school is not air conditioned which can make
wearing a mask for extended period of time uncomfortable. I am concerned that Seymour is
not thinking outside the box enough - why are not plexiglass shields not being considered
instead of masks for some classroom situations? Why is outdoor education not being
considered to allow for adequate social distancing therefore masks would not be required all
day? I am concerned that there will not be enough support and resources for families who work
outside the home if we have to suddenly transition back to distance learning If there is a
sudden closure of school how it will be handled for students who do not have a parent at home

7/17/2020 7:23 PM
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and whose parents work at a distance since many families are not introducing extra people in
their social cohort therefore don't have "backup childcare". I am concerned that there will be
children who test positive and the families will not report it to the school for fear of their child
being "ostracized". I am concerned that the school has not adequately thought out the degrees
of separation that will require quarantining so that specific guidelines/expectations are set prior
to the school year (ie if one parent is exposed at work and is required to quarantine, will the
child still be allowed to go to school during that time?) I am concerned about busing - if we are
allowing larger cohorts on the buses then it invalidates the smaller cohorts in the classroom if
even one child in that class takes the bus. I think that if schools are closed to in-person
education that the school should consider delivering school lunches on the school buses which
would be more accommodating to families, especially working families, and would allow the
school to continue to utilize the bus drivers. I am concerned that the school administration
already does not take parental input well and instead throws blame on the teachers and in this
unprecedented year I am concerned that the teachers will not be supported enough by the
administration especially if there is any negative feedback from the families. I am concerned
that Seymour is not able to provide a quality hybrid or distance learning education since the
administration is not open minded enough. I am concerned about being forced to pay an
insurance fee and be responsible for a borrowed device and not being allowed to choose to use
my own device.

471 Masks and all the germs that will fester in them. The kids will touch their faces more with
masks on!

7/17/2020 7:23 PM

472 That my incoming kindergarteners are going to have a very strange and not as friendly
welcome into the school system.

7/17/2020 7:22 PM

473 lack of social distancing 7/17/2020 7:22 PM

474 Keeping the kids and teachers safe with the current rate of pandemic increase as states begin
to reopen.

7/17/2020 7:20 PM

475 My children getting sick 7/17/2020 7:18 PM

476 Children and adults not being held equally accountable for following procedures. 7/17/2020 7:17 PM

477 Constant disciplining for social distancing rules 7/17/2020 7:16 PM

478 That everyone will be sick. If prisons let out inmates, why would children go back to school. 7/17/2020 7:13 PM

479 Getting COVID 7/17/2020 7:12 PM

480 Safety of students and staff. I feel reopening will do more harm then good. Students won’t be
able to socialize which is very difficult for them. I also think their learning will be disrupted with
closures and quarantines. I’d rather start with distance learning from the get go

7/17/2020 7:11 PM

481 Class size The need for wearing masks as my kids have health conditions. They will not wear
them full day.

7/17/2020 7:09 PM

482 My child getting sick. I am also concerned that it will be like sending them to “prison” where
they essentially have to sit in their seat all day and even eat lunch there with no interaction
with others. I 100% believe that it is what is needed to keep our children safe but do not think
it will positively impact my child who already has social anxiety.

7/17/2020 7:06 PM

483 Everyone following guidelines 7/17/2020 7:06 PM

484 EVERYTHING !!! Not enough staff , changes yet again in staff who are especially not familiar
with the students the space the cleanliness the overall attitude of allot of parents not caring
about COVID-19 or how their children act at school The principal not taking enough of a
personal standpoint with students and parents only the assistant principal The busses having
no restrictions except masks THE HEAT !!!! NO AIR CONDITIONING WEARING MASKS ALL
DAY -HEALTH ISSUES

7/17/2020 7:05 PM

485 Spread of virus 7/17/2020 7:05 PM

486 Kids bringing the virus back home. 7/17/2020 7:03 PM

487 Opening too soon. There are too many unknowns with COVID-19 and I'm not willing to allow
my child to return to school until we are more certain about COVID-19 or have a vaccine.

7/17/2020 7:02 PM

488 An outbreak of COVID. 7/17/2020 7:01 PM
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489 Lack of creative engaging lessons for students because of social distancing requirements. 7/17/2020 6:58 PM

490 Distance that needs to be kept. Children will find it hard to socially distanced, keep masks on
and wash/sanitize hands often. Being held in one room. Cleanliness of building.

7/17/2020 6:57 PM

491 Kids going back to school & being exposed to COVID 7/17/2020 6:55 PM

492 How the teachers/admin will enforce all the safety protocols. 7/17/2020 6:50 PM

493 Senior year experience 7/17/2020 6:47 PM

494 Nothing but want to encourage independence more 7/17/2020 6:44 PM

495 That they shut down again 7/17/2020 6:42 PM

496 Safety 7/17/2020 6:41 PM

497 No sports 7/17/2020 6:40 PM

498 Children who do not wear masks due to parents taking a selfish personal stance against it.
Staff who do not properly wear masks. My child touching everything. My child bringing the
virus home to our family (father, sibling, infant).

7/17/2020 6:38 PM

499 The health of my son as well as all students and staff. 7/17/2020 6:37 PM

500 N/a 7/17/2020 6:35 PM

501 Everyone will get sick. 7/17/2020 6:35 PM

502 Inconsistency. Being put into a “police state”; where there is so much focus on masks and
distancing that the education is lost. The negative effects of constantly hearing “do this, don’t
do that, fix your mask, put your mask back on” etc. The inconsistency if they are exposed
they have to isolate for 14 days- no sports, no contact with friends or family, to reaclimate to
distance learning, so when they go back after quarantine; to potentially be exposed yet again.
How many times would we have to play that back and forth game before deciding it’s not a
good idea? I would also be slightly more inclined to send back in a cohort style if we could
determine who was in our cohort. I also can’t send my child back and then allow him near his
immunocompromised family & friends; so sending back to school would mean isolating from
loved ones we’ve just been able to resume contact with. I’m worried I can’t trust other parents
to not send their kids to school sick. I’m worried about kids being asymptomatic and
potentially transmitting for days before having symptoms. I’m worried that my child won’t get
the attention and specific lesson plans we discussed. I’m worried that he will go to school and
not be able to socialize. I’d rather keep him home. If there is no gym class or recess, if he
eats at his same desk he’s in all day; if there’s no library or computer because the kids can’t
touch and share the same things; I’d rather keep him home. If they do allow gym class and no
masks, as discussed on the BOE meeting- then that negates and makes useless the rest of
the day of distancing and mask wearing. I’d rather work with the other parents that are distance
learning and have our own safe space for our children to learn and socialize together where we
can control the environment.

7/17/2020 6:33 PM

503 Everyone staying safe and healthy. How will teacher's be able to teach effectively and
students learn effectively with these conditions for social distancing. My children starting
Kindergarten in the fall, not going to Pre-K for 3 months and not being ready for Kindergarten.
Wearing masks all day, as well as riding the bus.

7/17/2020 6:33 PM

504 Kids wearing masks 7/17/2020 6:32 PM

505 Safety and my child and teacher getting sick! Distal learning worked well, why risk our
teachers and children’s health.

7/17/2020 6:26 PM

506 That somebody has the coronavirus and it spreads to my child or others. I am also concerned
that kids will not follow the new coronavirus rules. I am also worried about my child wearing a
mask all day long on the bus and in school, especially when it is hot. My child will also be sad
that he can’t have “normal” interaction with his teachers and friends.

7/17/2020 6:26 PM

507 Lack of social engagement, which my child needs. However, I am completely understanding as
to why he will not be able to engage socially with others.

7/17/2020 6:22 PM

508 Her being behind 7/17/2020 6:21 PM
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509 That things will get worse and close again 7/17/2020 6:14 PM

510 Social emotional well being for the kids. I understand the importance of 6ft apart. But at the
same time, the social emotional aspect being neglected worries me. Especially younger
elementary kids who thrive on that. It seems unnatural for a young kid to be worried about
touching their friend or being too close to their peer. Even at recess(if that exists in the fall) the
one time where they can be worry free and play...they will be worrying about getting too close
to friends or being scolded by teachers to “stay 6ft away from him!” “No tag” “back away from
that person”. It seems harmful to social emotional well being.

7/17/2020 6:14 PM

511 Parents unable to follow the rules about wearing masks 7/17/2020 6:13 PM

512 Student and staff health 7/17/2020 6:13 PM

513 Exposure to Covid 19 7/17/2020 6:13 PM

514 Parents take it seriously and not send kids to school if they are sick! 7/17/2020 6:13 PM

515 having children wear masks for 8hrs a day 7/17/2020 6:08 PM

516 anxiety of staff 7/17/2020 6:08 PM

517 Nothing. I have faith in my community and my school system they will do their best as they
have always keep our teachers and children safe. I will try to help donate if need be as well

7/17/2020 6:05 PM

518 I’m worried about the kids not being able to socialize and I’m also worried that the schools will
close again

7/17/2020 6:05 PM

519 if the child remembers anything that was taught during distance learning 7/17/2020 6:04 PM

520 Nothing 7/17/2020 6:04 PM

521 My child will not have any socialization opportunities with friends or teachers. They will spend
the majority of time being disciplined for properly wearing masks, hygiene, keeping distance,
etc and limited time will be spent on teaching and learning. The social aspect of school is
incredibly important and that will be lacking or unattainable during this school year.

7/17/2020 6:03 PM

522 Keeping staff and children safe 7/17/2020 6:02 PM

523 more effort and attention will be placed on managing social distancing rather than learning. The
infection will spread, if one person in the classroom is positive then everyone will have to
quarantine for 2 weeks.

7/17/2020 6:02 PM

524 Having the children wear masks and practice social distancing will be a big distraction,
especially in the younger grades. I picture teachers constantly telling 5 and 6 year olds to
leave their masks on and stop touching each other, rather than being able to teach the
students. I am also concerned that if children have to quarantine if they come into contact with
someone that tested positive that it will be very disruptive to switch from in school learning to
distance learning and back again. Especially since the student might quarantine for 2 weeks,
go back to school and potentially have to quarantine again right away. I would rather them stay
distance learning for now so they at least have a consistent format for their learning. I would
not want them to return to school until it is consistent and safe, without the use of masks,
social distancing, and forced quarantine due to possible exposure.

7/17/2020 6:00 PM

525 Transition back and forth if quarentine is imposed again 7/17/2020 6:00 PM

526 I do not agree with masks or any ‘new normal’ . I do not want my child wearing a mask or not
being able to be near her friends.

7/17/2020 5:59 PM

527 The domino effect that will happen when one person in the building or myself or my husband
gets sick. As well as the lack of social interaction the children will have because of the
restrictions that will be placed. I feel these restrictions will be causing more anxiety and more
fear than if the children were to stay home and complete distance learning until we know that it
is 100% safe for them to be back in groups working with other children playing with other
children and having social interactions that are safe.

7/17/2020 5:58 PM

528 My child is special needs His health is my number one priority and concern… We can’t get him
to wear a mask for more than 10 minutes in a store before he’s pulling it down fingers in his
mouth I don’t think School will be the safest place healthwise for him

7/17/2020 5:57 PM

529 Keeping the buildings clean and my son wearing a mask all day 7/17/2020 5:57 PM
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530 My daughter refusing to wear her mask. She has stated she’s not going if she has to wear a
mask

7/17/2020 5:54 PM

531 The virus spreading and my son getting sick because he is a type 1 diabetic and will not make
it if he gets this virus and im not having him die because of this so he will not be returning
indefinitely until this virus is gone and there is a vaccine to cure it.

7/17/2020 5:54 PM

532 Parents sending their kids to school even when they’re slightly sick just because they need to
work and don’t want to keep their child home, which will affect other children at school.

7/17/2020 5:53 PM

533 Keeping everyone safe and liability issues that may cause alarm and stop the progression -
either you stay home distance learning don’t try to start the school year and throw off balance
students to them stay home and distance learn -

7/17/2020 5:53 PM

534 Lack of social interaction. Lack of teacher presence. Risk of silent failure (nobody watching for
those who don’t do well In this environment).

7/17/2020 5:52 PM

535 n/a 7/17/2020 5:49 PM

536 Children being miserable wearing masks, not leaving their classrooms, and not being able to
play with their friends.

7/17/2020 5:47 PM

537 There not being enough focus on the actual schoolwork. One kid being positive and an abrupt
switch to online again.

7/17/2020 5:47 PM

538 My biggest concern is at the high school there is no air conditioning and I know for a fact some
of the rooms get over 90 degrees and nothing is done and the kids still have to sit in the rooms
for over an hour. Now they will have the masks on for over an hour in over 90 degrees and I
know STILL nothing will be done. That is one of my issues about sending my son back to
school. We could be told they will send the kids home but I don’t trust the school system.

7/17/2020 5:46 PM

539 Parents being forced to send their kids who do not feel comfortable 7/17/2020 5:46 PM

540 The buildings will be closed 7/17/2020 5:46 PM

541 That the students have to wear masks and being to close together and them not having their
mask on

7/17/2020 5:45 PM

542 It's impossible to keep the virus from spreading in a school environment. If the numbers go up
then my child will be staying home. I am most worried about her having to wear a mask for 8
hours per day (including the bus ride) and the fact that time with her friends will not be anything
close to normal.

7/17/2020 5:44 PM

543 Lack of services provided (special Ed), regression in skills, spending most of the beginning of
this upcoming school year figuring out where the regressions are and wasting MORE time.

7/17/2020 5:43 PM

544 Keeping masks on. 7/17/2020 5:42 PM

545 My child having to wear a mask. That’s ridiculous and unnecessary. School should open as
normal as last year

7/17/2020 5:41 PM

546 Nothing 7/17/2020 5:41 PM

547 The virus 7/17/2020 5:41 PM

548 My children health 7/17/2020 5:40 PM

549 My kid getting Covid and dying 7/17/2020 5:40 PM

550 No worry 7/17/2020 5:40 PM

551 Safety 7/17/2020 5:38 PM

552 Having to close again 7/17/2020 5:37 PM

553 Sending them back with masks. They cannot learn when they have that kind of distraction 7/17/2020 5:35 PM

554 The possibility of my child getting sick! Mg child being uncomfortable in a mask all day! How
will lunch work will their be the option for my child to purchase lunch

7/17/2020 5:35 PM

555 My children getting sick and being hospitalized, and bringing the virus home. 7/17/2020 5:34 PM
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556 The potential spread of Covid of course and I can't imagine how younger children will wear
masks all day or how the masks won't be disruptive to the classroom environment.

7/17/2020 5:32 PM

557 Students not following social distancing and it not being enforced by staff 7/17/2020 5:32 PM

558 You have no plan right now, I don't trust you, and this virus is going to rear it's head again, and
the state will likely have to pull back on things, school included. There will be no consistency,
as well as we will have to completely remove ourselves from seeing our at-risk parents and
other family members. Nothing the Seymour School System or BOE has done since March
gives me any level of confidence.

7/17/2020 5:31 PM

559 The fact that a student who missed 1/3 of first grade is now entering second grade. How has
the curriculum in each grade level been adjusted to compensate for this?

7/17/2020 5:29 PM

560 My son not keeping the mask on or washing his hands frequently and subsequently getting
infected. He has athsma which identifies him as high risk for covid.

7/17/2020 5:28 PM

561 The spread of the virus. I do not think this fall is going to be any better. I believe children have
not contracted this virus as much as adults due to the fact that we shut down our schools and
protected them from being exposed. If we reopen they will be at risk no matter how far apart
they sit. Children will not keep those masks on all day no matter how old they are. My
daughter can’t even go to a store with a mask on without needing to leave within 5 minutes
because she can’t breath. (We have tried different types of masks)

7/17/2020 5:27 PM

562 Safety of students and staff 7/17/2020 5:26 PM

563 nothing 7/17/2020 5:25 PM

564 Contamination 7/17/2020 5:24 PM

565 Increased cases of the virus would cause us to go back to e-learning. 7/17/2020 5:22 PM

566 Having to close again 7/17/2020 5:17 PM

567 Everything 7/17/2020 5:15 PM

568 My child being ready for middle school because of the poor experience we had with distance
learning.

7/17/2020 5:14 PM

569 My children contracting the virus 7/17/2020 5:12 PM

570 How to manage working full-time and having school be part-time or not everyday. Praying that
SONCCA opens as well. Worried about a quarantine or closing and having no one to care for
my child, if I still have to be at work and can’t work from home. Fear of exposure and not being
able to see our aging parents. Fear of contracting the virus or spreading the virus to the weaker
population (family members we’d still like to see, etc.) Our child care, besides SONCCA, are
our parents, who are all in their 70’s or 80’s. If my child is exposed without knowledge in
school, they can be too.

7/17/2020 5:07 PM

571 Being able to enforce social distancing 7/17/2020 5:06 PM

572 How safe kids will be from covid. 7/17/2020 5:06 PM

573 Lack of organization 7/17/2020 5:05 PM

574 Obviously getting sick 7/17/2020 5:04 PM

575 That there will be an influx in cases and school will be closed again 7/17/2020 5:03 PM

576 Well am a Seymour school bus driver ... while so am willing to work for the kids that must take
the bus my husband leave for work 2:30 pm so I will have to make some adjustment ... he will
help her with her school work in the mornings until I get home and I will find coverage for her in
the afternoons or decide to only do AM shifts

7/17/2020 5:01 PM

577 Infection 7/17/2020 4:59 PM

578 I am hoping that the kids are not too far behind and that the system can follow the guidelines
provided. I was very disappointed with how the Seymour school system responded to distance
learning. The teachers were given Time to prepare plus April vacation and the end result did
not be benefit the students. With that said I am not confident that the Seymour school system
will be prepared either way come the fall.

7/17/2020 4:59 PM
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579 Massive spread. Constantly changing from in school to distance as people get sick 7/17/2020 4:58 PM

580 Keeping bathrooms clean; there’s been some studies suggesting that the virus started in
several septic/wastewater Systems similar to SARS Wearing masks and hand hygienes is
important and will also effectively prevent many other cold and viruses not just the covid 19 so
I’m not too worried with a massive outbreak as long as bathrooms stay clean.... this may
sound strange but not wearing shoes indoors will greatly reduce pathogens from spreading I do
not know if that something you’ll consider; in our home we do not wear shoes; they stay
outside

7/17/2020 4:56 PM

581 social distance 7/17/2020 4:54 PM

582 Safety 7/17/2020 4:52 PM

583 Too much screen time and lack of interaction with kids 7/17/2020 4:48 PM

584 People are still getting sick and we can't risk anyone in the house contracting the virus. Elderly
and a newborn live in our home at this time.

7/17/2020 4:45 PM

585 I'm worried about my kids having to sit in desks all day, I'm worried that the desks might
become cubicles with plastic around them and that the kids will feel isolated or lonely. I'm
worried about less interaction with the teacher. I'm worried they will spend 50% of their day
doing online learning and will be expected to do it independently.

7/17/2020 4:44 PM

586 Not actually following through with social distancing and wearing masks all day (14yo twins) 7/17/2020 4:44 PM

587 No way to be able to social distance. Employees are still encouraged to work from home,
gathering of people is still low #, number of kids in school is high. That is high risk. I asked my
daughter a series of questions, and emotionally she is not ready to return. She feels kids her
age won't listen, even asked if if a class of 5 would she feel safe, her response was I would
only feel safe around adults. My worries are that if there is a case or two pretty much the
school will shut down, then back to distance learning and the bouncing between the two would
be crazy. She also voiced her opinion about "I don't want to get sick, and I don't want to wear
my mask that long because I will get sweaty. I get sweaty and hot with just going to the store.
Masks all day, nope. That won't work."

7/17/2020 4:43 PM

588 That my child can readjust and be a socially compatible person again 7/17/2020 4:43 PM

589 Covid 7/17/2020 4:37 PM

590 I am worried mostly about the spread of the virus to the children . 7/17/2020 4:35 PM

591 Unnecessary stress. Whatever that may entail. 7/17/2020 4:34 PM

592 Being a green school, I am concerned about the level of sanitizing that will be happening.
Bleach needs to be brought back in.

7/17/2020 4:31 PM

593 Saftey 7/17/2020 4:30 PM

594 Masks on all day, then taking them off to eat which negates having them mask on the rest of
the day. Then germs spread and sicknesses will spread.

7/17/2020 4:29 PM

595 social distance from teachers and peers 7/17/2020 4:28 PM

596 I am not worried at all. Children are rarely affected by Covid and rarely spread it from known
data from other countries.

7/17/2020 4:28 PM

597 That the students will be close and not wear masks 7/17/2020 4:28 PM

598 my child becoming a carrier and bringing virus home 7/17/2020 4:27 PM

599 Safety and the spread of germs. 7/17/2020 4:27 PM

600 Keeping the mask on 7/17/2020 4:26 PM

601 Nothing. I have faith in our administrators and teachers to do what they have to in order for
school reopening to go as smoothly as possible.

7/17/2020 4:21 PM

602 My children having to wear masks from the time they get on the bus until the time they get off.
The fact that there is NO possible way to socially distance hundreds and hundreds of students
and staff especially on the bus (my son’s bus already had 3 kids per seat).

7/17/2020 4:20 PM
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603 My child being unprepared for 8th grade, my child feeling afraid, confused, health concerns 7/17/2020 4:19 PM

604 Infections, too many people inside a building. 7/17/2020 4:19 PM

605 Closing the entire school at the first sign of COVID-19 exposure (return to 100% distance
learning). Hopefully we have cleaning procedures and protocols to isolate and minimize
impacts to the whole school.

7/17/2020 4:18 PM

606 Masks 7/17/2020 4:18 PM

607 Safety 7/17/2020 4:18 PM

608 No subs when teachers are sick and students being too close to each other. 7/17/2020 4:17 PM

609 Kids having to wear masks all day in September it can still be pretty hot. 7/17/2020 4:17 PM

610 safety 7/17/2020 4:15 PM

611 students in masks all day and not being able to socialize 7/17/2020 4:14 PM

612 Illness 7/17/2020 4:13 PM

613 that the focus will be on social distancing, temperature taking and proper hand washing and not
education

7/17/2020 4:13 PM

614 The students not following the guidelines of the state. 7/17/2020 4:12 PM

615 Not worried 7/17/2020 4:12 PM

616 NOT concerned about virus. Concerned that breathing into a mask all day is unhealthy and
uncomfortable. Concerned that safety measures will make school seem abnormal and be less
fun.

7/17/2020 4:11 PM

617 How the school will balance online and in person classes 7/17/2020 4:11 PM

618 Masks will be a huge distraction and the abnormality of all these changes will be a
distraction/stressful for the kids but they adapt easily if it is done correctly

7/17/2020 4:09 PM

619 Too many people being together in contact and not being safe for everyone. 7/17/2020 4:09 PM

620 The stringent requirements. Sounds like jail time. Not a great environment for young kids who
are meant to learn in groups.

7/17/2020 4:09 PM

621 Learning environment 7/17/2020 4:08 PM

622 Health and safety of students and staff. 7/17/2020 4:08 PM

623 Covid 19 and transmission 7/17/2020 4:08 PM

624 Nothing, my son will not be returning to the building 7/17/2020 4:08 PM

625 How will staff decide between a student or teacher having covid, the flu, a 2-3 day normal virus
or the stomach bug (all which could result in a fever)??

7/17/2020 4:07 PM

626 Safety abd sanity for providers 7/17/2020 4:05 PM

627 Having to close again 7/17/2020 4:03 PM

628 Our child catching COVID-19 and the challenges for the school to keep children socially
distanced. Also, finding time for the school to be appropriately disinfected during the school
day according to CDC guidelines.

7/17/2020 4:01 PM

629 Clear communication 7/17/2020 4:01 PM

630 The negative impact of wearing a mask all day. The type of learning environment suggested by
the state of ct sounds more like prison than school especially for the little kids. No child can
concentrate and focus on learning while suffocating with a mask on all day!

7/17/2020 4:01 PM

631 My main concern is that children who are opting for distance learning are going to experience
the same sorry excuse for “distance learning” that they experienced back in the spring.

7/17/2020 4:00 PM

632 Kids following safety protocols, Part time school schedules for students 7/17/2020 4:00 PM

633 We have immune-compromised adults and adults with pre-existing conditions in our household 7/17/2020 3:59 PM
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that make us more vulnerable to a negative outcome from contracting COVID.

634 So many things I don’t know where to even begin. Main one is there is not a lot of clear
answers to more forward . Not sure what is going to happen or how schools will open .

7/17/2020 3:57 PM

635 Reoccurrence of COVID 7/17/2020 3:53 PM

636 That my child will get sick. That other children and teachers will get sick and bring it home to
their families and create a worse situation for our community. Distance learning isn't ideal, but
it's currently the best option, especially if a second wave of covid-19 hits in the fall.

7/17/2020 3:52 PM

637 Social aspects and certain measure may fail in safeguarding my children. 7/17/2020 3:51 PM

638 quarantine every time 1of my 4 children gets a fever. They are going to get non COVID
sickness as well. And the quarantines may be constant.

7/17/2020 3:51 PM

639 The ability to keep our children safe and a stable learning environment 7/17/2020 3:50 PM

640 My child getting infected with the virus. Children not following wearing masks or social
distancing. I am concerned that parents will send their children to school with the virus or the
flu

7/17/2020 3:50 PM

641 I worry most about their emotional being and that the atmosphere will not be happy and fun. 7/17/2020 3:50 PM

642 Illnesses 7/17/2020 3:49 PM

643 Masks becoming a distraction that takes away from learning. 7/17/2020 3:47 PM

644 Spreading of the virus 7/17/2020 3:46 PM

645 My son shutting out for going back to new teachers and adjusting to the new way of learning
with the mask on all the time I’m hoping his able to comply and keep it on with no problem.

7/17/2020 3:45 PM

646 A faculty member or student contracting COVID-19. 7/17/2020 3:45 PM

647 The level of sanitizing and how they will deal with the children who don’t comply with the rules. 7/17/2020 3:45 PM

648 Trying to establish a new norm and that the guidelines are clear for the kids so they don’t have
anxiety or apprehension in school. Teachers being able to focus on teaching and have other
staff members focus on the health and safety of the kids to allow teachers to do their job and
teach.

7/17/2020 3:42 PM

649 Kids wearing face masks all day 7/17/2020 3:42 PM

650 Social distancing and how well will my kids be able to follow rules about safety precautions.
Hand washing, not sharing or touching faces of self or friends. How sanitary bathrooms will
be...them getting sick and bringing it home to me who is not the most healthy.

7/17/2020 3:41 PM

651 My daughter being uncomfortable wearing a mask all day. 7/17/2020 3:41 PM

652 The kids/teachers having to wear masks all day. 7/17/2020 3:41 PM

653 Nothing. 7/17/2020 3:40 PM

654 Mass spread 7/17/2020 3:39 PM

655 peak outbreak if they go back to school. We don't know enough about this virus to completely
keep everyone and their families safe.

7/17/2020 3:38 PM

656 The social/emotional learning for kids and the building cleanliness 7/17/2020 3:37 PM

657 That my child will not be able to focus with all the new rules. Overstimulation. 7/17/2020 3:37 PM

658 Keeping him and the Teachers Safem 7/17/2020 3:37 PM

659 1. It feeling scary to them. 2. The kids wanting to be close to each other and getting in trouble
for it. 3. Kids/teachers getting sick and then the whole school has to quarantine. 4. Missing
events/sports/opportunities 5. Students falling behind.

7/17/2020 3:36 PM

660 Spread of Covid-19. My husband and I work in different school districts. We are going to be in
around so many different environments. Also, if the kids cohort is sent home, I am concerned
with who would stay with my 6th grader.

7/17/2020 3:35 PM
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661 The over protective parents forcing their agendas on the kids and creating more drama than
what is needed

7/17/2020 3:35 PM

662 My children getting sick. 7/17/2020 3:34 PM

663 people getting sick 7/17/2020 3:33 PM

664 Kids need to get back more worried they won’t open. 7/17/2020 3:31 PM

665 Lack of extra curricular activities.... understandsble 7/17/2020 3:30 PM

666 The social and emotional impact to students having to stay away from everyone. 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

667 Masks for long periods of time. Students bring sent to school sick and getting others sick, lack
of close interaction with teachers and peers.

7/17/2020 3:29 PM

668 My kids catching the illness and passing it on to their grandparents. 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

669 Parents not keeping children home when they are sick 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

670 Having a Kindergartener starting next year, I am concerned that they will adhere to the social
distancing rules.

7/17/2020 3:29 PM

671 A surge in cases of COVID. 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

672 Masks! 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

673 Infection 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

674 Nothing 7/17/2020 3:28 PM

675 My children getting sick. 7/17/2020 3:28 PM

676 People ignoring rules 7/17/2020 3:26 PM

677 My son being a carrier and passing it to my parents who are both in the high risk category
whom I care for.

7/17/2020 3:26 PM

678 The teachers possibly get sick from covid or a student. And the staff trying there best to make
sure students social distance!!

7/17/2020 3:25 PM

679 Anxiety health of child 7/17/2020 3:25 PM

680 Inconsistent learning. School cannot shut down with each case of covid. A general lack of
differentiation. It is more important now than ever. More assignments being posted in distance
learning without instruction or feedback from the teacher.

7/17/2020 3:25 PM

681 children will not be able to be children 7/17/2020 3:24 PM

682 Stress in the first few weeks getting used the new normal for student a sms staff. 7/17/2020 3:24 PM

683 Contagious people and cleaning properly 7/17/2020 3:24 PM

684 Getting sick 7/17/2020 3:24 PM

685 The virus 7/17/2020 3:23 PM

686 Outbreak 7/17/2020 3:23 PM

687 Making sure students wash their hands more often. 7/17/2020 3:21 PM

688 enough sanitizer, deep cleaning 7/17/2020 3:20 PM

689 I'm worried about the school being able to keep the classroom sanitize properly and keeping
the students six feet apart from each other. I'm also concerned that there will be another spike
in the Cove in cases in Connecticut.

7/17/2020 3:19 PM

690 Too much focus on the covid rules and not enough with schoolwork and assignments. All
these changes will be a distraction.

7/17/2020 3:19 PM

691 Getting back to a degree of normality. 7/17/2020 3:19 PM

692 My child being scared to attend and the possibility of exposure 7/17/2020 3:18 PM
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693 I am worried that there will be an increase of COVID and there will be less sanitizing equipment
to keep the school clean

7/17/2020 3:18 PM

694 Bungay School is a swamp with no ac. That makes it worse 7/17/2020 3:18 PM

695 I worry for the health and safety for all students and staff. 7/17/2020 3:17 PM

696 Should cases occur in the school community the need to close down to to quarantine for 2
weeks every time.

7/17/2020 3:17 PM

697 Spreading of covid. I am high risk. 7/17/2020 3:17 PM

698 I am concerned about transmission of the virus, and the social-emotional components of
transitioning back to school School is going to look very different than it did in March. It will
take a lot of time and effort to help students get used to social distancing, wearing masks all
day, and other changes.

7/17/2020 3:17 PM

699 Health safety 7/17/2020 3:16 PM

700 Protocols in case of a positive test 7/17/2020 3:15 PM

701 - 7/17/2020 3:14 PM

702 Face mask are the devil. They provide zero protection. It is a form of control impose by higher
orders.

7/17/2020 3:14 PM

703 COVID transmission 7/17/2020 3:14 PM

704 Having to close again, if there is a spike in covid cases. 7/17/2020 3:13 PM

705 Covid-19 exposure 7/17/2020 3:13 PM

706 Covid cases increasing. I have a high schooler with asthma. So I'm very concerned if he's
exposed to it.

7/17/2020 3:13 PM

707 How to adequately social distance children to keep them and teachers safe. Especially when
flu season starts

7/17/2020 3:13 PM

708 Closing down again 7/17/2020 3:12 PM

709 NA 7/17/2020 3:10 PM

710 That not all will take the program seriously and ruin it for the rest of the returning students that
are interested in coming back to a brick and mortar building

7/17/2020 3:10 PM

711 Keeping everyone safe 7/17/2020 3:08 PM

712 Other children following the guidelines 7/17/2020 3:08 PM

713 Spread of covid through the school/town. Students not learning the curriculum that they are
supposed to be learning at the their grade level.

7/17/2020 3:06 PM

714 Catching COVID-19 7/17/2020 3:06 PM

715 Getting my kids back into the routine and the not knowing what the next few months will look
like educationally.

7/17/2020 3:03 PM

716 The schools managing necessary absences effectively - kids and teachers staying on track
with mandatory absences if sick or exposed. I also worry about dealing with non-covid
illnesses, as kids are often sick with minor ailments

7/17/2020 3:02 PM

717 Child wearing a mask all day 7/17/2020 3:02 PM

718 Confusion Covid Child falling behind 7/17/2020 3:01 PM

719 Nothing 7/17/2020 2:57 PM

720 Other kids bringing in the virus 7/17/2020 2:57 PM

721 Kids being expected to be responsible enough to follow all guidelines and the ramifications of
they don’t

7/17/2020 2:53 PM

722 Safety and health 7/17/2020 1:46 PM
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723 I’m most worried about my children not being able to interact with students who are not in their
class.

7/17/2020 8:25 AM

724 Contracting COVID-19 7/16/2020 3:30 PM

725 That schools will be closed again and we return back to Distance Learning, 7/16/2020 1:45 PM

726 maintaining a schedule, so parents can adjust work schedules. 7/16/2020 1:24 PM

727 nothing. I am confident in our schools 7/16/2020 1:10 PM

728 Parents sending their sick kids to school. Covering up fevers with Motrin/Tylenol 7/16/2020 12:34 PM

729 All-day wearing a mask, especially for the primary grades K-3, as well as riding the bus and
after school child care. I also want more information about the policies and procedures for UA,
bathrooms, hallways, and cafeteria- places that typically have congregations of people.

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

730 Content and how they will review what is needed and conitnue to implement new material at
the same time.

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

731 the uncertainty of everything 7/16/2020 12:12 PM

732 Number of students attending, buses, overall safety 7/16/2020 11:53 AM
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Q44 What is one suggestion you have that would help improve the
distance learning experience?

Answered: 732 Skipped: 0
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 If teachers are going to use distance learning then there needs be be actual teaching to the
learning. The teacher assigned to my child should be either conducting live lessons or sending
prerecorded lessons. None of the BS of sending youtube links for 2 minute lessons. That is
not teaching. Work pages that can be downloaded or a work book to be sent home so the
children are not on a computer all day. Daily morning meetings to keep the kids with a sense of
their schedule not being totally altered. More interaction between students and teacher and
other students. Last school year the distance learning was horrible and not very interactive.
Perhaps paras can have weekly meetings to hear children read etc to keep track of their
developmental growth. Anything has to be better than last year.

7/29/2020 10:19 PM

2 It will be great if the teachers could hold live video class online. Same schedule. With all the
kids participating, so it's interactive. Kids could ask questions right away if they do not
understand something.

7/29/2020 10:09 PM

3 Learn more and less review. 7/29/2020 8:26 PM

4 Having printed materials be interactive. Pdf fillable forms . 7/29/2020 6:11 PM

5 Give more time for teachers to plan their distance learning classes. Have teachers
communicate with students and families before coming to the physical school through Zoom,
phone, email, etc.

7/29/2020 4:47 PM

6 They need more assignments and video chats with their teachers and class mates. 7/29/2020 4:37 PM

7 Set expectations and process. Times to work, when things are do, where to submit
assignments, should students be in a meeting or not. It was not clear.

7/29/2020 3:42 PM

8 N/A 7/29/2020 3:28 PM

9 N/A 7/29/2020 2:56 PM

10 if possible one on one time with teacher or paras for areas of struggle. 7/29/2020 2:34 PM

11 Send help for my three year old!!! LOL Mrs. Newman did a great job figuring things out along
the way, we had no issues using google classroom, he loved using the apps like Lexia, he
struggled with writing from home and reading, he disliked doing art at home. More live zooms
or interactive time with the teacher would be good. He had to do the summer literacy program
with Mrs. Santo and he did awesome because he was live with the teacher 4 days a week.

7/29/2020 2:20 PM

12 It would be much better if it was more interactive with the teachers instead of spending all day
doing assignments on apps.

7/29/2020 2:03 PM

13 I feel the kids who needed support, did not receive it. My child would receive reading help, not
once was there a google meet to continue the support he was receiving in school. Also, now
that my child will be in the middle school, for those that will be distance learning, there needs
to be a live stream of ALL classes. The teachers need to look presentable and instruct. I have
another child that was in the middle school and one teachers/helpers was drinking soda and
eating jelly beans. I find that totally inappropriate for 8:00 AM - not to mention the example that
is being set. That would not happen if that teacher was in an actual classroom, so therefore
why was it happening online? Also, the middle school teachers would talk about nonsense for
the first 10-15 minutes and then begin instruction. When the class begins, it's time to instruct,
no one wants to know about their personal lives. I strongly KNOW that my child is going to be
behind when he enters 6th grade. Question is: how will he and the other kids catch up?
Distance learning needs to be done in the same manner as being in physical school where
there is actual instruction by a live teacher. Sending a google classroom message daily to the
kids and expecting them to complete the assignments is not instruction. The teachers need to
hold class via google meet for their math, science, language arts and etc. - distance learning
needs to be kept as close as possible to actual classroom learning. They should NOT be
allowed to turn their cameras off! All the kids need to keep them on so the teacher can monitor
them. I understand, that the schools were caught off guard, as with all of us. But the one thing
I feel is as the weeks went on, there were zero improvements made to distance learning. I fully
support in school instruction as well as distance learning, but will not choose distance learning
if this coming year will be anything like the last.

7/29/2020 1:05 PM

14 Students should wear masks in the halls and other common areas only 7/29/2020 1:03 PM

15 More interaction with teachers 7/29/2020 12:34 PM
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16 There is children that need more help that don’t catch on as fast as others. They need to
check in on them. Let’s not just fail them. To many students failed this year.

7/29/2020 11:51 AM

17 Better communication with parents and children. I would expect teachers to reach out to
students when they aren't producing work or there is a change in their learning habits so that
we can identify if and what the problem is.

7/29/2020 10:41 AM

18 More live instruction. 7/29/2020 10:20 AM

19 ??? 7/29/2020 9:49 AM

20 more interaction with the teacher 7/29/2020 9:32 AM

21 More google class meets with teachers and students 7/29/2020 8:41 AM

22 teachers having live class instruction through google classroom or zoom. 7/29/2020 8:29 AM

23 More online meetings 7/29/2020 8:09 AM

24 Maybe just having the teachers be more visible and teach more even if it's via live or taped
video. The previous video chats were more of a quick check in to say "hi". I found myself
having to teach the lessons to my daughter, especially in math.

7/28/2020 11:23 PM

25 I honestly can say to keep all children learning from home until this virus is wiped out more
than 3/4 completely.

7/28/2020 10:42 PM

26 Establish and communicate grading and attendance policies in advance, allow flexibility for
differing family circumstances. Support social and emotional needs of students and staff.
*sorry more than one suggestion

7/28/2020 10:16 PM

27 More time to finish assignments. 7/28/2020 10:02 PM

28 I just think or a good idea to keep or like they had a school schedule like they were there using
zoom for example

7/28/2020 9:53 PM

29 Have teachers ask how much work a student is doing every day in ALL classes. Each one will
give out what they think is the right amount, but it can end up an overwhelming amount when
all classes are added up.

7/28/2020 9:39 PM

30 More 1:1 with teacher 7/28/2020 9:20 PM

31 the school need to understand that the parents need to work and some times is hard to
accomplish the schedules

7/28/2020 9:14 PM

32 I am a single parent and my child goes to daycare daily. Would he be able to do his morning
meeting and activities with his teacher and at night do his assignments at home with me? That
way I could be more involved.

7/28/2020 8:38 PM

33 Don't know 7/28/2020 7:55 PM

34 Chromebooks should be adjusted better for all the assignments included, flash allowed,
allowed to download some of the apps like Zoom Meeting App

7/28/2020 7:32 PM

35 I think there needs to be more live teaching as a class and as small/individual groups. 7/28/2020 6:09 PM

36 MAYBE A END OF THE WEEK PROGRESS NOTE TO THE PARENT, TO ADDRESS ANY
MISSED WORK OR AREAS OF CONCERN.

7/28/2020 4:59 PM

37 hybrid 7/28/2020 4:02 PM

38 Live recording of the lessons so kids have access and relative to being taught in the
classroom.

7/28/2020 3:12 PM

39 I really don't have any suggestions because we feel that the learning experience was great, at
least with my daughter's teacher's

7/28/2020 2:41 PM

40 lighten the work load for young students. Home is not a place advantagious for a full school
day everyday

7/28/2020 1:26 PM

41 Communicate daily. 7/28/2020 1:17 PM

42 None 7/28/2020 1:15 PM
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43 Live instruction and meetings. 7/28/2020 1:12 PM

44 Teachers should be on live sessions longer than 1 hour a few days a week. 7/28/2020 12:51 PM

45 More live lessons with the class. 7/28/2020 12:20 PM

46 More interaction with the teachers. 7/28/2020 11:08 AM

47 Na 7/28/2020 9:30 AM

48 more 1 to 1 interactions 7/28/2020 9:04 AM

49 Simply a continuum of good communication with parents. 7/28/2020 8:16 AM

50 None.. 7/28/2020 7:50 AM

51 More engaging activities....less repetition 7/28/2020 7:36 AM

52 More interaction from teachers 7/28/2020 6:36 AM

53 I think maybe they should have live a little bit later in the morning to give us parents time to
make and feed them breakfast but other than that there are no issues

7/28/2020 5:03 AM

54 The only suggestion I have is that teacher gives a reminder each Thursday to the parents is
the child is missing anything and can submit the material on Friday (if any).

7/28/2020 1:06 AM

55 Leave it up to parents to decide when assignments are due based on the parents work
schedule

7/28/2020 12:34 AM

56 More training in different platforms for students and teachers alike and attempting to have
some consistency amongst team teachers

7/28/2020 12:16 AM

57 Structure; Use Edginuity or something with a similar platform. It forces the student to complete
assignments in order to ensure that they are getting the benefit of building off of the lessons.

7/27/2020 11:38 PM

58 I would like to see more conference calls and meetings whole class to engage. and allow
children to see friends and peers

7/27/2020 10:53 PM

59 More through follow up 7/27/2020 9:54 PM

60 Not sure 7/27/2020 9:45 PM

61 Zoom meetings With teacher students for every class period 8-9, 9-10, 11-noon, etc 7/27/2020 9:30 PM

62 Make it more interactive. 7/27/2020 9:29 PM

63 No pass/ fail. An actual numeric or alphanumeric grade. 7/27/2020 9:03 PM

64 Better communication with parents 7/27/2020 9:01 PM

65 NA 7/27/2020 8:29 PM

66 Not to do it - or at least have teachers live and interactive the whole day 7/27/2020 8:22 PM

67 If distance is necessary, live / recorded / zoom interactive lessons. Rotate the class schedule
so each section gets a chance at live interactive. Live help google chats to allow questions
every student can access. Better access to teachers for personal help.

7/27/2020 7:56 PM

68 More pre-recorded videos and easy to use materials . For example : multiplication ,problem
solving etc ... videos. Also,ready to be filled PDF documents ,so you don't need to print and
scan in order to send them back to the teacher.

7/27/2020 7:24 PM

69 to early to say 7/27/2020 7:07 PM

70 Every few days change the subject or topic. My son enjoyed distance-learning but because of
the repetition he would get frustrated and bored very easily. He did not have a hard time with
the work but the repetition again was boring to him

7/27/2020 6:55 PM

71 Give the students more time to complete the assignments. 7/27/2020 6:09 PM

72 Mandatory school laptops handout to every child versus the option to use Their own 7/27/2020 6:04 PM

73 More virtual classroom time 7/27/2020 5:51 PM
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74 Start a penpal club. 7/27/2020 5:35 PM

75 live classes with good material 7/27/2020 5:30 PM

76 More live lessons and interaction with teachers and other students. 7/27/2020 5:14 PM

77 Keep your hands clean and sanitized 7/27/2020 5:06 PM

78 Full classrooms, teachers zoom. 7/27/2020 4:33 PM

79 Take best practices from experienced teachers who were successful in their distance learning
transition/execution and have grades work together to deliver consistent material.

7/27/2020 4:19 PM

80 Putting plexi glass separators between students desks 7/27/2020 3:49 PM

81 Scheduled times the high school students HAVE to be logged in to see their teachers Zoom
classrooms or whatever that they have to attend and take attendance.

7/27/2020 3:21 PM

82 A digital classroom where the teacher would be live and have a "normal" digital day. 7/27/2020 3:18 PM

83 Remember the kids hands start to hurt from the key boards. 7/27/2020 3:07 PM

84 More online meeting 7/27/2020 2:57 PM

85 More live streaming classes. Also please Keep daily assignments specific for each day of the
week, that helped us and Michael to stay on track and know when he s done for the day.

7/27/2020 2:54 PM

86 More live classes 7/27/2020 2:06 PM

87 have more live sessions with the teachers and interaction with their classmates 7/27/2020 1:44 PM

88 n/a 7/27/2020 12:51 PM

89 If he has to be home. I want to see a daily schedule with all of his teachers participating at the
same time each day. I want more interaction with the teachers to the students. I don't want my
child getting emailed assignments and trying to figure it out on his own.

7/27/2020 12:50 PM

90 For teachers to go the extra mile, if they see a child struggling call a parent once a week or
knock on the parents door you dont know what the child is going through There’s may be a
reason why the child is not finishing the work.

7/27/2020 12:48 PM

91 Live zoom lessons 7/27/2020 12:32 PM

92 More phone calls from Teacher with updates. Most teachers were amazing and did a great job!!
I was very impressed and Appreciated that very much.

7/27/2020 12:31 PM

93 Hold classes outdoors. 7/27/2020 12:22 PM

94 I'd like to say interaction with the class as a whole but in my experience every time the teacher
tried to have a class meeting it just turned into a huge mess with bad connections (mostly on
the teachers end) however I know I'm answering for my 1st grader .. my 3rd grader had a much
different experience with class meetings that seemed 100 times better ... that being said
something surly needs to be figured out so that all meetings/interactions can so somewhat
smoothly .... although it is technology we're talking about and when it works it's great and when
it doesn't it doesn't!

7/27/2020 12:14 PM

95 Try to eliminate it as much as safely possible 7/27/2020 12:07 PM

96 Improve delivery methods and better communications from teachers to parents via google
classroom.

7/27/2020 12:05 PM

97 Having the work assignments for the week available Sunday. So as parents we can be
prepared to help them. Also my children work best first thing in the morning and that’s when
the parents are available to sit and work with them.

7/27/2020 11:58 AM

98 I think when the kids find out who there new teacher is I think that the teachers should do
individual getting to know you zoom meetings for the students that way the teacher and
students gets a feel of each other instead of any possible feelings of I don’t know if my
teacher likes me.....

7/27/2020 11:48 AM

99 N/a 7/27/2020 11:47 AM
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100 Help with parents who have to physically work but are not comfortable sending thier kids to
school. Maybe in home staff

7/27/2020 11:47 AM

101 Practice sanitation regularly. 7/27/2020 11:39 AM

102 none 7/27/2020 11:31 AM

103 Work schedule sent to students and parents. This may have happened for other parents, it did
not happen for me because my email wasn’t updated within the school system despite every
year filling out the updated information. It is fixed now from what I can see

7/27/2020 11:21 AM

104 The schedule for unified classes needs to be more structured and in-line with the core
classwork. My child felt overwhelmed with the amount of assignments due on top of the core
assignments.

7/27/2020 11:17 AM

105 Teachers sending email messages of expectations weekly to parents of work assigned. 7/27/2020 11:14 AM

106 more teacher participation 7/27/2020 11:13 AM

107 It’s not for everyone specially if the student has an IEP and need that motivation from the
teacher

7/27/2020 11:07 AM

108 There is nothing that can improve distance learning. How can you enhance something that
inherently has little value to begin with.

7/27/2020 10:45 AM

109 Seeing as I'm at work right now, I would need much more time to think about how to answer
this question, sorry.

7/27/2020 10:44 AM

110 For high school, I suggest beginning the day later and have check-ins for each class at least
twice a week for student accountability.

7/27/2020 10:44 AM

111 none 7/27/2020 10:38 AM

112 Wash hands and keep safe 7/27/2020 10:37 AM

113 I think my child's teacher did a remarkable job. 7/27/2020 10:33 AM

114 Have ample cleaning supplies, extra masks if a student's rips/breaks. How are students going
to get lunch if they received free or reduced last year if there is no cafe service?

7/27/2020 10:25 AM

115 More writing assignments, more small group lessons, student to teacher lessons 7/27/2020 10:10 AM

116 The pre-K program needs to have virtual lessons , zoom meetings like everyone else. My son
and his classmates were completely cut off from each other with the most generic lessons
given and 0 needs being met by this. I was met with a lot of resistance when I suggested more
virtual lessons . It was not good

7/27/2020 10:07 AM

117 O 7/27/2020 10:07 AM

118 no 7/27/2020 10:06 AM

119 I feel the teachers should concentrate on more feedback for the children and parents. Learning
the material and understanding is very important. Our child feeds off of that feedback, and
when it’s absent, it seems there is no point to doing the work. I feel the teachers would need to
understand each child’s level of learning and use individual lesson plans for each child,
especially for the first couple of months. Overall, feedback into how the children are doing and
encouragement would be best for the children. Grades and pass/fail mean less during these
times and bring unneeded stress.

7/27/2020 10:02 AM

120 More recorded lessons. 7/27/2020 9:57 AM

121 My son school did a great job and they where with him ever step of the way and when things
where hard they where there to help him.

7/27/2020 9:57 AM

122 Have more teachers do their lessons on video. The math teacher did a great job by having a
lesson every day. Also try as much as possible stay to the schedule as it was in school.

7/27/2020 9:56 AM

123 More interaction live with teachers 7/27/2020 9:56 AM

124 I think being able to plan the week out in advance will give parents who are still working a
fighting chance.

7/27/2020 9:54 AM
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125 More communication possibly weekly or bi weekly check ins with parent and teacher 7/27/2020 9:54 AM

126 na 7/27/2020 9:52 AM

127 Only have it if it is necessary. 7/27/2020 9:50 AM

128 Make teachers accountable and available! Send home specific devices, if there’s a learning
disability send home packets and books and do something!! No efforts were made and I find it
absolutely a complete effortless failure!

7/27/2020 9:48 AM

129 Interaction and videos of actual people!! Please!! Pre recorded lessons with check for
understanding questions, live group lessons, small group lessons. Even small groups of
students working together as a study group or on group projects throughoutthe year. Perhaps
parents that work from home or stay home could volunteer to act as room parents and help
coordinate such activities so it doesnt fall on the teacher all the time. Increased
paraprofessional involvement to help with some of the load as well. I cant imagine other
parents would be unwilling to help.

7/27/2020 9:43 AM

130 one on one with the teachers and students so that the students have the opportunity to get
help on things their struggling with

7/27/2020 9:40 AM

131 I’m not sure 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

132 Live learning smaller groups 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

133 I nor my child enjoyed distance learning by any means but I suppose having live lessons from
the teacher in class in real time would be better since they will be learning new material and I
am not a teacher

7/27/2020 9:39 AM

134 Zoom classes 7/27/2020 9:39 AM

135 If we had the real assignments from school like the math test the home work 7/27/2020 9:33 AM

136 Have just one platform! Ex. (google classroom) instead of multiple login sites- (moby max,
Lexia learning, Raz kids. That was way too confusing for child. Usernames and login info
doesn’t always save and too complicated to remember

7/27/2020 9:30 AM

137 We enjoyed it 7/27/2020 9:29 AM

138 Needs to be a set schedule 7/27/2020 9:25 AM

139 For there to be no distance learning. Kids thrive better in the classroom 7/27/2020 9:21 AM

140 Scheduled live classrooms that take up the majority of the day 7/27/2020 9:20 AM

141 Na 7/27/2020 9:15 AM

142 Don't do it 7/27/2020 9:13 AM

143 Having video lectures 7/27/2020 9:12 AM

144 For us, it would help for our son to have regular google/zoom calls with his spec. ed. case
worker. I provided a great deal of support during distance learning, but he needs to practice
being more independent and asking for help from the resources available.

7/27/2020 8:37 AM

145 Teachers should be teaching via live video if distance learning is required, not just giving
reading assignments.

7/26/2020 9:25 PM

146 - 7/24/2020 10:38 PM

147 Appropriate platforms for learning and clear expectations and policies in writing for parents and
students to reference.

7/24/2020 1:31 PM

148 Everyone should be accountable with their camera on. It isn't even an option to not show your
face in an in-person class, no should it be from home. Also, they need to follow a class
schedule every day and have teacher led instruction every day as they would if in school.

7/24/2020 1:28 PM

149 text books i do not like that google is the most used resource forfinding information although
this is not just a distance learning complaint i think increased use of interactive instruction with
students and teacher would be better

7/24/2020 12:00 PM

150 If we are to move to a full distance learning experience, it needs to model a live classroom as 7/24/2020 9:30 AM
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much as possible.

151 If distance learning needs to continue, I emphatically request that the school day remain
consistent with an in-person learning day. Students should be in constant contact with the
teacher with live lessons and open Q&A to mirror a live classroom experience. I believe this is
the only way that the students will be successful in learning new content. Additionally, my child
and I found there were too many different platforms and different ways to receive information
and submit completed work. The teacher was gracious on deadlines but I expect that leniency
will be less in an ongoing situation.

7/23/2020 8:48 PM

152 Text books for parents and students to follow- these could be online but follow the lesson from
the teacher. A virtual classroom - my child needed a teacher’s instruction. This could have
been done over google meets. Or a recorded lesson from the teacher- what would have been
done in person - for my child to view.

7/23/2020 5:34 PM

153 It would be helpful if they could log onto the computer, rather than as a guest, so that their
passwords all save for the many different websites used each day. It would also be helpful to
allow them to use Google Classroom.

7/23/2020 5:25 PM

154 Do have in school and half at home. 7/23/2020 2:21 PM

155 Coordination among teachers on assignments 7/23/2020 2:14 PM

156 one on one time with teacher and student 7/23/2020 1:37 PM

157 Make it mandatory that they participate/speak in the live classroom experience. There are so
many kids who are signing on with no camera (that’s ok) but they also have nothing to say.
There weren’t many live classes during quarantine but if they start in the Fall with Distance
Learning and they do live class more often I think they will all get better at it (students and
teachers).

7/23/2020 12:55 PM

158 More communication from the teacher regarding how they think your child is doing based off of
the work submitted

7/23/2020 12:48 PM

159 More teacher interaction with students. 7/23/2020 10:53 AM

160 Allow assignments that build in the skills needed while exploring the interests of the students.
If writing is the skill.... don’t send writing sentences worksheets but rather an assignment that
will take a week to explore your favorite animal and write a book about it using the skills that
are being taught. Worksheets are not engaging.

7/23/2020 8:57 AM

161 I would like it if the teacher could do a one-on-one video chat with each student once a week
going over the student's work and grades for the week. I think this would help to keep the
student more engaged and accountable. I also think my kids work better for the teacher rather
than their mom, so it would be more beneficial to have live lessons daily on Google Meet so
that they can SEE their teacher and HEAR them and LEARN from them. This would be better
than simply clicking on assignments and submitting them.

7/22/2020 10:46 PM

162 I would like to see more direct instruction. I would like my child to be put in small groups with
children on his learning level and be given opportunities to socialize more with his teacher and
classmates. He was starving for socialization. I would like to see this happen for
specials/electives as well. If they will be handing out grades then they also need to connect to
the students. More hands on learning would be wonderful rather than clicking a box or a bubble
for 5 hours a day.

7/22/2020 10:33 PM

163 Actual instruction with teacher instead of a random YouTube video. 7/22/2020 10:04 PM

164 Give parents their own access to be able to easily monitor assignments given to their child
from all disciplines and their progress separate from their child's personal login.

7/22/2020 9:15 PM

165 “Live” teaching opportunity. 7/22/2020 8:46 PM

166 Actual Teachers, teaching. 7/22/2020 8:35 PM

167 More details and a final decision so we know about our jobs and can notify them 7/22/2020 7:22 PM

168 all zoom classes with teachers like summer school. the summer school is soooooo much
better then regular class was

7/22/2020 4:58 PM

169 I believe the school should assume more direct responsibility for the student's time and 7/22/2020 3:53 PM
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activities while they are engaging in distance learning. If a student is assigned a virtual
schedule with assignments from 9 a.m. until 11:30 a.m. then the teacher should be responsible
for the student during that time to help manage and complete assignments, just as if they were
both in the classroom.

170 A better plan should be in place for the single parents who are essential employees !!!!!!!!!!
More realistic expectations from grade level abilities/capabilities.

7/22/2020 3:43 PM

171 all set 7/22/2020 3:09 PM

172 Teacher communication with parents is very important. My child was reported to the office as
not participating in distant learning bc in one of his classes he had not turned anything in. I
would have preferred an email from the teacher rather then a call from the school Stating that
he has not participated in distant learning in more then so many days, and I had to go onto his
PowerSchool and google classroom and figure out what they were talking about. And this was
just about 1 class not multiple.

7/22/2020 2:23 PM

173 More daily contact with the teacher and student - even if they have to do a group google meets
one in the am and in the afternoon to see how everyone day is going and check up on the
students.

7/22/2020 2:01 PM

174 All teachers, even technologically challenged ones should have some live contact with their
students

7/22/2020 1:39 PM

175 With it being the start to a school year, I would like to see more live meetings with teachers.
She’s transitioning into a new school for 6th grade so I think it’s important to have as much
live teacher/class opportunity as possible.

7/22/2020 1:30 PM

176 More connection between teachers and students and less assignments posted just to fill in the
day.

7/22/2020 1:24 PM

177 More prerecorded lessons where the children can "see and hear" their teacher teach a live
lesson.

7/22/2020 12:27 PM

178 q 7/22/2020 11:23 AM

179 Need more live teacher instruction. 7/22/2020 7:33 AM

180 More live lessons with kids, I would like the teacher to ask more questions independently. The
kids need to learn how to think independently.

7/22/2020 7:13 AM

181 For the teachers to try to be more engaging and have more interaction with their students and
teach via live streaming. Also to schedule check in times with their students and don't assume
if the student doesn't reach out that they do not need to hear from or speak with the teacher.

7/21/2020 11:10 PM

182 More teacher - student interaction via zoom 7/21/2020 10:33 PM

183 Synchronous learning vs asynchronous learning so new concepts can be taught vs reviewing
previously taught material.

7/21/2020 10:08 PM

184 Live teaching 7/21/2020 10:08 PM

185 It was very trying to figure out what was due when. My son being autistic I felt time spent
doing music and art assignments took a lot of time he needed to spend on his regular school
work. Some days that alone took many hours.

7/21/2020 10:02 PM

186 I would like zoom meetings with teacher every day for the same amount of time that they see
that teacher at school.3 hours a day of doing homework is not ok.

7/21/2020 9:39 PM

187 We would like to see synchronous learning vs asynchronous learning take place. Our child did
not have access to Google Classroom or email either as a 1st grade student.

7/21/2020 9:19 PM

188 Live instruction as if in school. Teaching should occur live with interaction between students
and teachers. I believe that the teachers should be engaging the students as they would in
school. Recorded lessons can be used to supplement and give parents the opportunity to
reinforce material as needed. Recorded lessons are ineffective for students who are not
independent learners. Elementary school age students are not mature enough to independently
learn on a regular basis. They do not all have the same understanding of the importance of this
educational foundation. There is a lack of special education and one on one or small group
work as needed for some students that struggle in certain areas.

7/21/2020 9:07 PM
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189 I would be open to a 50/50 type schedule /environment. schools and classroom is made to be
social interactive, we need to try to be socially distance which we cant do with full classes.

7/21/2020 7:35 PM

190 Hard to say. 7/21/2020 7:18 PM

191 more challenges 7/21/2020 6:36 PM

192 Keep the kids on a schedule. 7/21/2020 6:18 PM

193 nothing 7/21/2020 5:43 PM

194 More assignments and interaction with teachers 7/21/2020 4:11 PM

195 Parents should fill out a survey for each child. I have twins in the same grade level and their
experiences and amount of time in live lessons varied greatly.

7/21/2020 3:15 PM

196 I don't know. It was not a good experience for my son. 7/21/2020 2:03 PM

197 Live stream classes 7/21/2020 1:55 PM

198 Definitely an increase in face to face interaction with the class teacher via zoom, etc. 7/21/2020 1:33 PM

199 Tieing in with some of the nationally offered curriculums or experiences, more offline
assignments that involve actual books, outdoor time, experiments Science, art and band had a
couple experiments/assignments where the students sent in photo/video of the assignment
and that was my sons favorite part. LA also had a Slides presentation assigment that involved
some research and putting together a presentation and that was a valuable leanring
assignment. Some of the online assignments that included watching a video and taking a quiz
felt like busy work and it felt like there was a lot of busy work that did not add value but took
up time. I'd rather have my son not on the screen for as many hours but getting value when he
is. Maybe some self-directed research/study/report on topics the student chooses. Or a skill
building assignment. I also would love to have the core classes as distance learning but have
the option of in-person specials or a once a week outdoor in person class (gym or a sport or art
or band) so there is still a physical/social connection to the other students and to the school
community but in a safe, ventilated (preferably outdoors), small group. Maybe a once a week
outdoor study group get together or presentations groups where work is done remotely but
presentations have the option of being in-person in small groups.

7/21/2020 1:25 PM

200 Na 7/21/2020 12:56 PM

201 Going to a Monday-Thursday schedule. Give the kids off or call it a "make up day" on Fridays.
I am hoping that the schools can utilize their outdoor space and if we need to open virtually,
the schools can stagger classrooms to come meet their teacher outside, without a mask on.
The use of outdoor space seems like an obvious solution. We have to get innovative and can't
be confined to the walls of a building during these restrictive times.

7/21/2020 12:12 PM

202 find a different online learning platform to utilize, Google classroom is not parent r child
friendly, the assignments are hard to find if they had been missed and there is no way for the
parent to keep track of the child's progress

7/21/2020 10:30 AM

203 Constant check in with parents. Perhaps a monthly feedback form/Survey on how things are
going and discuss area that need improvement.

7/21/2020 10:16 AM

204 I can’t really think of one at this moment. The only challenge we had was the adjustment to the
schedule & learning how to navigate things.

7/21/2020 9:42 AM

205 Have more live or recorded lessons. 7/21/2020 9:24 AM

206 More classroom experiences. Our children are missing out on very important social learning
and communication. My child is blessed and has a loving family and food and shelter thank
God. I cant imagine what this is doing to our children less fortunate. We have to open our
schools back this fall.

7/21/2020 9:03 AM

207 I think the success of distance learning really depends on the support from parents but also
the involvement of teachers. I feel lucky that Mrs. Daly was a wonderful teacher and very
technologically savvy also. I've discussed with many other moms of students in CLS and
heard very different experiences. Some teachers just posted assignments and didn't "teach"
which is very challenging for students to learn. They have nothing to grasp onto and just do
assignments to finish them. Students need to be taught just like in a classroom, they need to
hear their teachers voices and see their faces, even if virtual. Posting assignments alone on

7/21/2020 8:50 AM
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Google classroom is not helping. I tried to help my son as best as possible but I have a full
time job and work from home so a lot of his work he had to figure out on his own, manage his
live classroom schedule on his own etc. which is a huge ask for a 8-9 year old.

208 nothing 7/21/2020 8:49 AM

209 More interaction with class room via virtual platforms. 7/21/2020 8:45 AM

210 None at this time. 7/21/2020 8:35 AM

211 More one on one/class meetings. 7/21/2020 8:32 AM

212 I believe Germany is already doing this - each teacher goes into their classrooms and streams
live. Each class period logs into that live stream during their scheduled period and sit at home
and learns just as if they were in class. After the lesson is taught and the assignment is
explained then the children woke in the assignment of the day in silence (while still live). If
anyone has a question while working they ask. Or message the teacher and if the teacher
feels the need to address the private question as an anonymous question to the whole class
she does. Once a student is don’t with their assignment they submit it. Once refs by teacher
they may be given permission to log off u til their next scheduled class. If a student doesn’t
log in then they are marked absent for that period.

7/21/2020 8:02 AM

213 Printable work sheets 7/21/2020 5:59 AM

214 I think the high schoolers should have to check into every class at the appropriate time as if
they are at school, going into class.

7/20/2020 11:11 PM

215 More interaction between the teacher & parent Live teaching by the teacher 7/20/2020 10:23 PM

216 Home tutoring to go with the computer 7/20/2020 10:18 PM

217 More teacher interaction so she isn't so distant when she does interact personally once or
twice a week

7/20/2020 8:58 PM

218 A structured schedule that students must follow with more video interaction with teachers and
students.

7/20/2020 8:34 PM

219 Less work, clearer instructions. Some teachers were very cleared others were not. 7/20/2020 8:31 PM

220 Clearer instructions and less work load. Between school work and homework it seemed on
some days that my child was doing work all day

7/20/2020 8:28 PM

221 Zoom classes that follow the actual schedule etc. 7/20/2020 8:19 PM

222 I would like weekly packets made available to Kindergarten and 1st grade with typical
materials they would use in classrooms (play-dough, construction paper, crafts, etc.) I would
like to see more teacher led live instructions in bite sizes i.e. 15-20 minutes increments. I
would like library, arts, music suspended during distance learning. Computer teachers should
lead live instructions and respond to questions.

7/20/2020 7:48 PM

223 None 7/20/2020 6:34 PM

224 More face to face time required just A if it was in school . They should be required to be online
at same time school starts normally but less hours since it’s all screen related

7/20/2020 6:11 PM

225 No suggestions at this time. 7/20/2020 5:49 PM

226 More engaged interactions required vs optional class time or just assigning work. 7/20/2020 5:23 PM

227 I think a mix of hybrid and classroom would be a great idea. My son did slack a bit because he
didn’t have to see a teacher in person.

7/20/2020 5:04 PM

228 Not sure anything 7/20/2020 3:33 PM

229 Early Dismissal schedule following the day rotations. Teacher office hours from 12:30-2:00 for
students to meet for extra help. Live lessons with video on for student attendance and to keep
students on schedule. Record the lesson so they can go back later if they need extra help or
refresher. Assignments being due like they would be if they were in school. My child would get
assignments that would be due at a later date (example: assignment given Monday due
Thursday by 11:59 p.m.).

7/20/2020 3:04 PM

230 More live streaming (almost exclusively) by all teachers including UA. Teachers need to teach, 7/20/2020 2:49 PM
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not just prepare a list of assignments for self-study.

231 Schedules need to be flexible for both parents working full time. Structured, live instruction
with classrooms muted while teachers are speaking needs to be more heaving utilized. Better
software or third party programs need to be selected for younger grades.

7/20/2020 2:25 PM

232 Live scheduled classes. 7/20/2020 2:17 PM

233 More live streams so it resembles the classroom better. 7/20/2020 1:40 PM

234 Make the links easier to get to open 7/20/2020 1:06 PM

235 Have access to varying levels of work so that children who are ready can access more
advanced materials.

7/20/2020 12:05 PM

236 Please provide more instruction and feedback during assignments! No more busy work please.
And if we have to do google meets please provide instruction during them.

7/20/2020 11:52 AM

237 I would like to see a more structured schedule. For example if period 1 is math, have a 30 min
live lesson, 20 min to do the work. Period 2 is SS, 30 min live session, 20 min to do the work.
All work would be needed to be completed by the end of the day unless other wise noted. For
my child she works better with structure!

7/20/2020 11:44 AM

238 Our teacher did not provide any live instruction this year. Just once a week a quick 20-30
minute zoom meeting where they all chatted, shared a toy from home, or played a game. My
child really needed to have actual instruction and this was not provided. If we are to have
online learning this school year, all teachers need to actually teach over video or live meetings
to the children can all learn the material. We submitted work this year over the remind app. The
teacher did not always respond or acknowledge, and it was confusing at times to know if her
work was accounted for.

7/20/2020 11:37 AM

239 More live chats 7/20/2020 11:18 AM

240 Classes need to be in the form of zoom meetings and not just a list of websites daily. 7/20/2020 11:16 AM

241 Having more consistency across the board with regard to assignments and completion dates.
Having more than one student at home, that would be helpful to stay on track.

7/20/2020 11:05 AM

242 Teachers must TEACH. finding lessons and activities online IS NOT TEACHING. It is simply
finding lessons and activities. There is no reason that every teacher should not be online
instructing students and imparting their knowledge to their students. Additionally, small group
instruction and feedback CAN and SHOULD happen online. Teachers should have to replace
all feedback that they would typically TALK to a student about with written feedback. They
need the encouragement and flexibility to spend time instructing in a whole-class way and then
doing online breakouts with some kids while others are working independently - just like when
they are in school.

7/20/2020 10:58 AM

243 Get teachers to hold and record classes (even 15 minutes) so that students can connect and
feel a part of a class,

7/20/2020 10:27 AM

244 Structured schedules 7/20/2020 9:58 AM

245 Daily check ins with teachers...even if it's not a full class 7/20/2020 9:39 AM

246 Teachers do live classrooms so that students can ask questions right there and then to help
clarify an issue.

7/20/2020 9:37 AM

247 If distance learning needs to continue, the students should have school on line thru video with
each teacher (as a class) just as if they were in school. This may need time to ensure that all
students have the necessities for this to happen (computer access, video capabilities, internet,
etc). Thank you.

7/20/2020 9:26 AM

248 I’m not sure, we had a good experience with distance learning. 7/20/2020 9:24 AM

249 live classes all day every day and any teacher that is uncomfortable with technology needs to
be replaced.

7/20/2020 9:21 AM

250 If we were able to get a schedule of live meetings, and other things that were not part of the
daily check list in advance it would have helped to keep us all a bit more organized and less
stressed. I loved the fact that my son had a daily check list that was consistent. If we could

7/20/2020 9:21 AM
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have also had a daily google meet verses once a week, with live instruction i think the kids
would have benefited.

251 More online time with the teachers. 7/20/2020 9:20 AM

252 More teacher lessons. Live or recorded. 7/20/2020 9:03 AM

253 Children with IEP’s need more individualized help 7/20/2020 8:50 AM

254 The gym requirements on these students is ridiculous. I got ZERO direct communication from
my son's gym teacher. He is a 3 sport, year round athlete. I believe he may have gotten a C or
D in gym. Nevery ONCE did the teacher reach out. As a matter of fact, I only spoke to
teachers that I reached out to. There should be more interaction by the teachers with the
parents. Maybe there should be a weekly summary. While I understand this is new to
everyone, I think Seymour could have done WAY better.

7/20/2020 8:44 AM

255 More teacher interaction 7/20/2020 8:20 AM

256 Distance learning was great 7/20/2020 7:33 AM

257 More of a schedule. 7/20/2020 6:54 AM

258 No idea 7/20/2020 6:40 AM

259 more work 7/20/2020 5:44 AM

260 My children both found recorded lessons to be extremely helpful in their learning because after
watching, they were able to then use the video as reference while working on any
corresponding assignments. This definitely aided in fully understanding the material.

7/19/2020 11:57 PM

261 More work 7/19/2020 10:59 PM

262 Daily class meetings with the teacher and students so everyone can see each other. More live
lessons (or taped lessons) given by their actual teacher. I think it’ll keep the students more
engaged.

7/19/2020 10:54 PM

263 I work full time so I hope my daughter will be able to go back to school. I dont like distance
learning .

7/19/2020 10:18 PM

264 More live lessons and the day to resemble more a day of school. 7/19/2020 9:57 PM

265 That all teachers be online to give their lessons. 7/19/2020 9:53 PM

266 It needs to be more engaging and there needs to be more instruction. I understand teachers
are parents/caregivers too- they can't be expected to be live all day from home. There needs to
be a balance between synchronous and asynchronous learning opportunities for students. The
asynchronous can not just be via platforms such as Lexia and Kahn Academy. It needs to be
done by teachers when possible via recording lessons using tech tools such as screen castify
or wevideo. Teachers can record lessons that students can watch and then complete work.
Lessons do not need to be long for the elementary aged student. No more than 10 minutes is
suffecient. The lessons should model a skill/strategy that students can then try out with
independence and respond by either completing an assignment in Google classroom or
uploading evidence of work completion.

7/19/2020 9:04 PM

267 Please have the teachers present lessons and new material so the children are learning and
prepared for next grade and have time when children can schedule one on one help. Also,
provide written materials and books for the prints at home to be able to follow along and help if
needed.

7/19/2020 8:42 PM

268 More live interaction students and teachers and a more structured schedule. 7/19/2020 7:45 PM

269 I definitely think the kids need to be on a schedule similar to school time. It avoids any
arguments in the home as to when they will complete their assignments.

7/19/2020 7:34 PM

270 More communication 7/19/2020 6:24 PM

271 Make the classroom meetings part of the grade so my child won’t skip them. 7/19/2020 6:19 PM

272 . 7/19/2020 6:05 PM

273 Giving assignments ahead so parents whom are working can be prepared to at least go over
the materials. I won’t have access to childcare but my child is home with family members but

7/19/2020 6:02 PM
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doesn’t mean they can’t help with schoolwork. So as for me a working single mom, a day
ahead to prepare is always a plus to help my child get work done by the end of a school day.

274 Live zoom classes with the teacher teaching class as they would be learning in school.
Following their daily school schedule.

7/19/2020 6:01 PM

275 Planned 4-5 hours on a computer turns into about 7-8 hours of actual completion. That was
very difficult and resulted in much frustration for our children and parents. Sometimes, less is
more.

7/19/2020 5:39 PM

276 none 7/19/2020 5:33 PM

277 You could have kids in small groups so they are only near that group and instead of the kids
moving the teachers could move around the building, so there is less movement throughout
the building throughout the day.

7/19/2020 4:54 PM

278 Small live groups via Google Meets (Seesaw is a great platform for grades K through 3).
Building teamwork by doing breakout groups.

7/19/2020 4:34 PM

279 Same schedule as in person with live instruction! 7/19/2020 3:54 PM

280 Have the distance learning setup as close to what’s normal class would be. Several hours of
instructor lead class. Instructor lead art, gym, library, etc. independent work mixed in with it
just like there was normal. Basically replicate class/school via camera.

7/19/2020 3:37 PM

281 Acknowledging not everyone can get their child to sit in front of the computer from 9-2:30 to do
work. Weekly assignments for each subject. Give each subject a specific day to go live and
discuss. Math Mondays, Reading Tuesdays, Writing Wednesdays. Etc. Give an assignment of
the day for each subject that’s not graded but helps with the lesson for the week and can be
done at anytime during the week.

7/19/2020 2:52 PM

282 Not sure 7/19/2020 2:52 PM

283 More interaction with teachers via zoom. 7/19/2020 2:39 PM

284 School psychologist and school counselors should be more directly involved in working with
students. They held minimal office hours during the spring and it was done as a large group
with all 3 adults on in the same session. There was no discussion of current events, feelings,
coping strategies. They simply played games. I would have expected them to have more
involvement in the social/emotional well being of the children. Perhaps each adult could have
been assigned to a grade level or two and then had regularly scheduled live sessions with each
class. This would allow them to have mini social/emotional sessions and provide an
environment where the children felt comfortable in a smaller group (i.e. their own classmates),
rather than the entire student body. I also think the unified arts teachers need to be held more
accountable. There was a HUGE discrepancy in the amount of work they were responsible for
versus what the classroom teachers were responsible for. If distance learning were to occur
again, I would expect to see more meaningful lessons/assignments from them (especially P.E.
and computers).

7/19/2020 2:34 PM

285 Absolutely nothing, none of it works for my family. 7/19/2020 12:50 PM

286 having the teachers teach face to face like if they were in class. Having the whole class
together. Having the chorus teacher have it too this way the whole class can sing together.

7/19/2020 12:33 PM

287 No suggestion. We are against it. 7/19/2020 12:31 PM

288 No Lexia! 7/19/2020 11:25 AM

289 Provide the teachers with Ppe 7/19/2020 11:11 AM

290 Time slots for one to one discussions weekly between the teachers and their students 7/19/2020 10:21 AM

291 Some form of a teaching format that us parents can kind of use to help us teach our kids in a
similar way the teacher would approach the material.

7/19/2020 10:20 AM

292 Not sure 7/19/2020 10:11 AM

293 I can’t think of anything. Just suggest that any external visiting persons, parents, delivery
people, have their temperature checked at the door. Insist they wear masks in the school.

7/19/2020 10:10 AM

294 Scheduled virtual classroom times. With teachers and the whole class. 7/19/2020 9:49 AM
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295 To make sure the students are following guidelines 7/19/2020 9:42 AM

296 More teachers engagement with students and more live classes 7/19/2020 9:09 AM

297 Eliminate it. 7/19/2020 9:06 AM

298 Na 7/19/2020 8:41 AM

299 More recorded videos from teachers or live videos 7/19/2020 8:35 AM

300 Consistency. One online location for all aspects. 7/19/2020 8:18 AM

301 My daughter loved getting on video meetings to see faces & hear voices so I wish there were
more of those but absolutely understand the lack of capability for teachers with children at
home who are also in school or not. Maybe more recorded lessons to see the teacher and hear
the voice for a lesson vs reading it. Especially for us going into 5th grade with lots of new
information to learn.

7/19/2020 7:26 AM

302 Teach the lessons! So much of it had to be self taught from high school age to kindergarten. It
wasn’t well thought out, and terrible for working families. Apps are great, but that’s busy work.
Stuff for kids to learn on their own, nothing was taught.

7/19/2020 2:18 AM

303 A more live streamed more interaction with teacher learning than from parents that don't know
how to teach properly. All were know is how we're learned it which is completely different than
learning of today.

7/19/2020 2:05 AM

304 more live zoom lessons where children are actively engaged with teacher. 7/19/2020 1:17 AM

305 Don’t do it - but if you go against the real medical doctors- then have live classrooms like you
would as if they were in school - but please open the doors the kids need normalcy

7/18/2020 11:56 PM

306 Shorten the school day. Teach the basics reading, writing, math etc. Try having small and
large group instruction daily in these key subjects.

7/18/2020 10:52 PM

307 Teachers need to video teach in their classrooms if they can. Keep a schedule for kids to
follow. Allow 10-15 minute breaks between video classes to let kids get up, move around, eat,
maybe even have a place where they can go on google classroom to find brain breaks,
exercise videos, yoga, meditation. And I know the BOE was not behind this but grades need to
count to hold kids accountable and to recognize those who worked hard. I know not all kids
have a supportive home but I am sure teachers and staff are aware of these students and
could possibly handle their grades in a different manner if needed.

7/18/2020 10:44 PM

308 One set log in time. 7/18/2020 10:19 PM

309 Teachers work together to come up with a schedule that works for students to meet live with
them as much as possible. Make assignments meaningful. (Like read a book!!!)

7/18/2020 10:10 PM

310 More live teaching sessions when learning new material. 7/18/2020 9:56 PM

311 More face to face time with teachers. More guidance for parents on how to support students at
home

7/18/2020 9:54 PM

312 Zoom meetings for the kids to be able to interact more. 7/18/2020 9:28 PM

313 No consistency in assignments posting time and times due. Some due at noon, midnight, 7:59
am. It would be easier if all assignments due same time of day to organize time

7/18/2020 9:12 PM

314 More live instruction from teachers. At least 1-2 hours every day. Times can be split into
morning and afternoon lesson. Rather than computer assignments, paper and pencil
assignments can be done in between. I don't mind helping my child but I need more guidance
to what is expected from a 7 year old especially in writing.

7/18/2020 8:54 PM

315 Teachers need to check in live with their students on a somewhat regular basis. As mentioned
earlier, once the lockdown hit.....some teachers not once went live with their students. This
was emotionally challenging as students are attached to their teachers, and the lack of
structure and a schedule does not serve all students well. I appreciate the challenges of a live
broadcast, especially for teachers who have very young children at home. But I'd rather have
them at least try to go live, even with a fussy toddler in the background, then not at all.

7/18/2020 8:10 PM

316 Require synchronous teaching by the teachers on daily basis. 7/18/2020 7:55 PM
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317 Nothing,I don't want it 7/18/2020 7:46 PM

318 No suggestion 7/18/2020 7:23 PM

319 Reopen schools. 7/18/2020 6:59 PM

320 More instruction and less busy work. 7/18/2020 6:59 PM

321 Just remember parents have to work so school load can’t be too big 7/18/2020 6:27 PM

322 I'm not really sure! I think Mrs. Wendland ( 1st grade chatfield) did an amazing job! 7/18/2020 6:23 PM

323 More group classroom live meetings 7/18/2020 6:18 PM

324 More live classes so students can ask questions for teachers to answer immediately if
possible.

7/18/2020 6:13 PM

325 Have teachers do live teaching nothing from you tube put on google classroom 7/18/2020 5:32 PM

326 Having the teacher teach via zoom or google meet. Whether it’s a small of group of students at
a time. I had trouble teaching my daughter to sound out words correctly.

7/18/2020 5:17 PM

327 I feel it is important for elementary students to have increased live-streaming with a teacher,
especially if students opt to continue with distance learning. The educational opportunities
need to be equitable across all students (i.e. so that students in the classrooms do not receive
more direct instruction than the students participating in distance learning.)

7/18/2020 4:42 PM

328 The teachers can assign daily work however, give the students time to submit the work daily or
the option to submit the week's assignments by the EOW or even the following Monday EOD.
This would help to give working/busy parents more time to work to review the assignments
without having to feel stressed or pressured that they need to submit by end of "regular school
hours" each day. Lowering a grade for a student's work after they submit it a couple of hours
late ("after school hour") or the next day is not showing that you understand the challenges
that all students and parents have to deal with day to day with distance learning and parents
having to manage work and distance learning from home.

7/18/2020 4:36 PM

329 Zoom classes, or weekly one on one or small group classes. Options for zoom tutors. 7/18/2020 3:51 PM

330 Live video classrooms/more interaction with teachers and classmates. 7/18/2020 3:42 PM

331 Open time to summit school work for a working parents. 7/18/2020 3:06 PM

332 The option to work at our own pace and have assignments due by end of week. You should
also revise questions *12 and *13, they do not apply and my children also did not complete
any assignments independently. I had to give an answer to complete the survey...

7/18/2020 2:34 PM

333 online learning watching the teacher go over things even if it is prerecorded teaching just
teaching a lesson especially math and reading a story possible

7/18/2020 2:21 PM

334 Record attendance via turning in assignments 7/18/2020 2:10 PM

335 J 7/18/2020 1:10 PM

336 Live streaming all classes or zoom class meetings for all classes 7/18/2020 12:47 PM

337 More live instruction and one on one instruction. 7/18/2020 12:46 PM

338 No distance learning! 7/18/2020 12:22 PM

339 More pre-recorded or live video lessons 7/18/2020 12:03 PM

340 More feedback from teacher. 7/18/2020 10:55 AM

341 My suggestion is to improve the relationship between the school system and the community. I
have spoken to many other parents who are very upset with the attitude of the school
administration. Recently, there was petition signed by 930 people, asking the BOE and
administration to reconsider the changes to how grades were determined during distance
learning. The superintendent refused to acknowledge parent concerns. Furthermore, only one
parent and one teachers will be on the reopening committee. I am concerned that the
administration does not want to hear any parent input. I feel that this happens far too often in
this district. Parent concerns are often dismissed or ignored. I recently asked for a telephone
conference with the SMS administrators, and my request was ignored. In order for education to

7/18/2020 10:45 AM
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be effective for our children, the school system needs to collaborate with parents in the best
interests of the students. I hope that the board and the administration will acknowledge parent
concerns, and work with parents in the best interests of our children.

342 I had to answer question 11 incorrectly because the survey required an answer. My child did
not interact with her teacher very much at all. At the very end of distance learning, her teacher
set up a few zoom meetings, but they were social in nature, not learning meetings. She never
interacted with her teacher individually at all. Time for the teacher to meet individually with
each student would be the most important thing to improve. I would also suggest a way to
differentiate more effectively for students who are performing above grade level. I sometimes
felt as though her needs were ignored. I disagree with distance learning completely. I am
hoping very much that things can go back to as normal as possible as quickly as possible.

7/18/2020 10:44 AM

343 Live interaction with option to interact AND push students to use the new form of
communication to make them corfortable to ask questions AND have teachers spend the time
to fully explain and answer questions in the lesson. Share screens too.

7/18/2020 10:34 AM

344 Teachers must do live streaming lessons with interaction with students at least a few times a
week per class. Without that there is no structure for the kids and motivation is much lower for
kids who need that face-to-face interaction. This is critical if we have to do this again. No one
cares if the teachers five-year-old child runs across the screen we are all in this together but
we have to have teachers instruct the children live with the ability to call on students and
interact with them.

7/18/2020 10:05 AM

345 Maybe some packets could be printed and mailed out to the students if distance learning
continythis year.

7/18/2020 9:53 AM

346 Please make it live even for the younger kids and record for kids who cannot participate on
time. The young kids need structure too!

7/18/2020 9:52 AM

347 Nothing at this moment 7/18/2020 9:45 AM

348 Better communication with the teacher 7/18/2020 9:42 AM

349 I would love to see teachers provide some prerecorded lessons to help with new learning. I
don't feel that live feeds in classrooms/homes is necessary and also violates the privacy of
students/teachers/staff/families. I think having the teachers prerecord lessons to help engage
the students would be greatly appreciated so that we as parents can fully understand the
expectation of the lessons assigned. I also hope the distribution of chromebooks is available
again because that was incredibly helpful.

7/18/2020 9:32 AM

350 Live classroom, keeping same structure as being in school, perhaps even “live lunch” to keep
the social aspect.

7/18/2020 9:23 AM

351 more instructional teaching. 7/18/2020 9:22 AM

352 Maybe easy assignments set out weeks in advance like a syllabus Not changing daily work
can be completed when time allows and submitted when due.

7/18/2020 9:22 AM

353 - 7/18/2020 9:19 AM

354 No coments 7/18/2020 8:49 AM

355 I think they did great. Maybe alittle more work but everything went well 7/18/2020 8:46 AM

356 More live classes with the teacher and students so they feel they are somewhat in classroom
setting. I think teachers should be more strict with incomplete work, as for my child work was
taken less seriously when she could make it up and submit it as late as she wanted.

7/18/2020 8:31 AM

357 Don't pile work on. It adds to the stress of the situation. Stop using Khan to teach lessons and
have the teachers instruct the classes.

7/18/2020 8:26 AM

358 More teacher contact 7/18/2020 8:00 AM

359 I hope we don’t have to go to that?If we do every teacher has to go online with their class at
least One hour and the schedule has to start just like they’re in the school building.

7/18/2020 7:57 AM

360 IDK 7/18/2020 7:55 AM

361 Do more live video or live instruction sessions so the kids can see each other and ask
questions.

7/18/2020 7:44 AM
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362 More live instruction from the teacher. 7/18/2020 7:03 AM

363 There should be a live full day interactive classroom and more 1:1 time. 7/18/2020 6:32 AM

364 Small kids can’t just sit in front of a screen 7/18/2020 6:06 AM

365 do live classes all day 7/18/2020 5:37 AM

366 If the children who decide to stay home can be involved in live stream classes. So they can
still feel as if they are a part of their class while learning from home.

7/18/2020 4:27 AM

367 Continue to have virtual class via zoom with all classmates and teacher 7/18/2020 3:38 AM

368 Teachers should provide live daily sessions. Mr. Malia did an amazing job with my daughter’s
5th grade class. I would recommend talking with him and implementing his approach for all the
elementary classes, you’ll likely have great student success if done. My daughter was able to
complete her work independently as a result of how he managed his distance learning
classroom. I also think it is CRITICALITY important to streamline how google classroom is
implemented and that apps used to support learning objectives have goals that are clearly
defined. Assignments posted to google classroom and ALL associated materials needed to
complete the assignment (videos, outside app, print outs, ect) should ALWAYS be posted
inside the assignment, and all assignments assigned should be graded. This is so helpful for
parents to know exactly what needs to be done, has all the necessary requirements for the
assignments if help of their child is needed, and if it has been turned in or is still outstanding
on the to-do list. Assignments with no option to turn is just clutter the to-do list.

7/18/2020 1:07 AM

369 N/A 7/18/2020 12:41 AM

370 Better WiFi. Google classroom for grades 1&2 7/18/2020 12:35 AM

371 All about parents ... 7/18/2020 12:17 AM

372 don't stray to far away from what would have been taught in the classroom 7/18/2020 12:15 AM

373 More zoom type meetings. My son didn’t have anything like that. He just had assignments and
no interaction .

7/18/2020 12:13 AM

374 Stop doing this...stop exhibiting sheeple behavior for our next generation...stop this nonsense
before it goes any furtner...

7/18/2020 12:11 AM

375 The gym log thing was stupid .. She runs on the treadmill.. she did virtual dance classes ..we
have Pilates equipment, but having to do a set of stupid calisthenics instructions from a gym
Teacher assignment log .. that was dumb dumb dumb . Also really concerned how is 1/2 day
aces ECA going to be handled with distance learning . Because that’s extra bus rides .. less
cohorting .. it’s a huge concern .

7/18/2020 12:11 AM

376 .... 7/18/2020 12:00 AM

377 More one on one meetings with the teachers and the students. More help to keep kids on track
with schoolwork.

7/17/2020 11:53 PM

378 That teachers should be mindful of other teachers projects and due dates. My children spent
time well beyond 2 pm to complete the extreme projects assigned. Strongly feel that distant
learning should be comparable to what is taught "in- school". Most teachers did this but a few
were assigning work well beyond the grade level assigned.

7/17/2020 11:49 PM

379 NA 7/17/2020 11:42 PM

380 Online tutoring services 7/17/2020 11:33 PM

381 Allow us, the parent, create a curriculum that will work with individual schedules. We had a
difficult time bouncing from one child to another since they are all in different grades and
levels.

7/17/2020 11:32 PM

382 While some students may have to complete work on an alternate schedule due to family
dynamics, a set schedule with more in person video learning is needed.

7/17/2020 11:17 PM

383 I’m try to get you the YMCA 7/17/2020 11:17 PM

384 None 7/17/2020 11:17 PM
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385 live streaming classes. Parents who aren't teachers have a hard time really trying to explain
new material the way a teacher would.

7/17/2020 11:14 PM

386 ? 7/17/2020 11:14 PM

387 Needs to stay with the same schedule as their school day 7/17/2020 10:50 PM

388 Live lessons by teachers with the students so they all can communicate and interact with each
other.

7/17/2020 10:35 PM

389 Virtual classroom with teacher teaching her class and to view it virtual learning. 7/17/2020 10:35 PM

390 Even at younger grades do more face to face video calls with the students and teachers 7/17/2020 10:23 PM

391 It should be live streamed to keep more like a classroom. Not just to do five classes as we
can and to figure it out on our own

7/17/2020 10:20 PM

392 Follow the in school schedule 7/17/2020 10:13 PM

393 Live class daily instead of work done independently 7/17/2020 10:09 PM

394 If we need to utilize distance learning again, it needs to be in combination with in person
learning. While we as parents want to support and assist our kids, I know personally it was
very difficult to teach them and still perform at my own job. I am not a good teacher and the
only reason the last months of school were not a complete disaster was because we had
amazing support from my two sons’ teachers. If we could do a combination learning then I
think we could manage. I don’t feel that my kids advanced while in distance learning, if
anything they maintained they level they has reached while in the Physical classroom. I
personally know, based on timing and work schedules we could not complete specials work
like computers, typing and art.

7/17/2020 10:08 PM

395 I think more live meetings with the teacher and students Is essential. My daughter only met
once a week by video chat with her teacher.

7/17/2020 10:06 PM

396 The prerecorded lessons would be beneficial. However teachers play off of student interaction
and inquiries.... nothing can ever replace a teacher and their room. They are priceless to our
children & their development. Thank you!!!

7/17/2020 10:06 PM

397 No unified arts-waste of time and stressful. More work from regular teacher that gets the kids
thinking, not just busy work.

7/17/2020 10:05 PM

398 Maybe a reward system for the younger grades. Especially the special education students.
They all have some kind of a positive reinforcement when in school. I know I can get my
daughter to do a bit more or just engage if I promise her a piece of chocolate or a preferred
activity afterwards. I could be as simple as mailing them stickers (which my daughters sped
teacher did) or maybe a google meet share / show and tell time.

7/17/2020 9:54 PM

399 Ensure that assignments in google classroom match what is posted in PowerSchool. Allow
teachers and /students to video chat/ google meet as needed. Pre-recorded lessons.
Assignments given at beginning of week and due my the end, self-paced

7/17/2020 9:48 PM

400 The teachers at SHS should have conversations about the work load to help balance it out. I
am all for work but this was a lot as well as him having to teach himself. I can count on one
hand the amount of meetings he had with teachers which although they did a great job with
videos and would be available if needed there is nothing that can replace your teaching
teaching you the lesson. I also think it should be a requirement to have your camera on, this
shows accountability and engagement with your teacher and class. It is the closest to eye
contact they can get and it should not be optional. In addition, if you keep to their normal
schedule they would follow a routine and we all benefit from a routine. Hold students
accountable and do not offer a pass/fail option until it is a last resort. Set expectations that are
attainable but yet challenging to the students, offer extra help if necessary perhaps teachers
can have time set in their schedules to allow for students to set up time to meet one on one or
in small groups if necessary. The amount of work my son received was more than what he
would have gotten had he been in school. I asked one of his teachers if they had a “team” and
spoke to each other about the work load and they did not. I had asked this question when
week after week the work load increased which included multiple projects due at the same time
as well as classwork, homework and his still needing time to study for tests caused my son to
become frustrated, overwhelmed and a few times said he “hated this” which is not like him at
all. We want them to be self-sufficient but we want to be care not to cause them to withdraw or

7/17/2020 9:46 PM
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find this aversive. I would have also liked to have some support. My husband and I tried to
help if he was stuck but neither of us remember Geometry, thankfully he was able to figure it
out but we felt bad about not knowing how to help. I would be okay with a teacher sending me
“extra help” so that I could have a refresher and be more helpful at home with what he is
learning. I know that some families may not want to or feel comfortable to take that on but I
would have benefited from it. I have more ideas and happy to speak to you. This is our new
way of life and we all have to do our part, think outside of the box, be safe and accountable.

401 I feel that distance Learning was provided at its best capability. I do not have any suggestions
for improvement.

7/17/2020 9:44 PM

402 N/A 7/17/2020 9:43 PM

403 more live lessons 7/17/2020 9:35 PM

404 The kids needs to get back into the school building. They need the relationships with staff and
their peers. They need structure and routine. They need the opportunity to successful meet
grade level standards and not fall behind. I understand it’s not going to be perfect, but maybe a
hybrid model would be the best of both worlds? A few days in school learning, a few days
home learning with live video learning most of the time with some added “do at your own pace”
learning as well.

7/17/2020 9:34 PM

405 Virtual classroom with the teacher is a must! They should have a minimum of 30 minutes of
instruction (virtual) from each teacher (following their class schedules) and then 30 minutes of
class time to do class work. More than 30 minutes of virtual teaching is good to so that the
students can hear what needs to be taught and be able to ask questions just like being in the
classroom. The teacher should be set up in their classroom to do the instruction from there.
the reason being that the IT would be available for those who are not as "tech" friendly or if
there are any other technical issues that arise. The teachers need to be supported...

7/17/2020 9:33 PM

406 Not just having the children wearing mask, they should also wear face shield to protect them
from sneezing and coughing from others.

7/17/2020 9:32 PM

407 Not do it-it is not an effective way to teach elementary aged school kids for many reasons. 7/17/2020 9:30 PM

408 More online zoom meetings for instruction just like class time. 7/17/2020 9:27 PM

409 More video based gym music art class etc 7/17/2020 9:26 PM

410 Good luck. 7/17/2020 9:13 PM

411 More meetings, especially one on one. My child's teacher did not have any direct contact
during this time, until I reached out to ask how things were going since there was no
communication to parents after the first week or so. There were office hours but only when
help was needed on an assignment. I realize one on one check ins can be difficult to schedule
but even small group meetings would be good (especially for reading and math). My concern is
that my child could be at a disadvantage if they are at home and others are in school; I want to
make sure that they get the same level of education and help as others in the school would
have.

7/17/2020 9:13 PM

412 The children need a teacher to instruct them; to teach them. Virtual Classrooms are a must. I
was disappointed in the lack of "virtual classrooms". The teacher should be in the classroom
with a camera set up to do a virtual classroom and to have IT available should there be a
teacher that is unskilled with video conferencing, so that the teacher is supported. The virtual
class should be held at the same time as it would have should they have been in school. I feel
that a minimum of a 30 instruction and then 30 minutes for classwork.

7/17/2020 9:11 PM

413 That the teachers try not to overwhelm the students with too much work. To give a reasonable
amount of work, putting into consideration that there are other classes and less time to
complete the work.

7/17/2020 9:08 PM

414 More live meetings with students and teacher. More small group meetings to help students feel
connected to their peers.

7/17/2020 9:08 PM

415 Nothing 7/17/2020 9:04 PM

416 Na 7/17/2020 9:04 PM

417 sometimes the same plan doesn’t work for all families. school needs to provide tudors-
someone to come into home or meet someplace. I’m sure i’m not the only single mom carrying

7/17/2020 9:03 PM
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the whole enchilada.

418 N/a 7/17/2020 9:02 PM

419 Keep in mind that parents are going to still be working full time. 7/17/2020 8:59 PM

420 Teachers should have scheduled check in times with all students and use that time to push all
students on the most important topic so they are getting rigor from their teacher and not their
parents. Students respond very differently to their teachers the. They do their parents. I’m
happy to help them but when it’s time for new teaching or being challenged it needs to come
from the teacher.

7/17/2020 8:54 PM

421 Less work load on kids as well as more communication from teachers. 7/17/2020 8:53 PM

422 When students have learning issues I wish there was more one on one with teachers 7/17/2020 8:53 PM

423 More live zoom meetings for subjects and lessons. I am a nanny so I was supervising children
from another town doing distance learning and the school prepared packets for the students to
have picked up and they had many times to log in to recorded lessons by teachers and live
lesson from 8am-2pm it was amazing to watch what this child received then when I would see
what my child was getting out of distant learning I felt we where getting short handed and not a
good education to end 3 months of school.

7/17/2020 8:50 PM

424 Better plans for children learning. Not having to wear masks all day at school. Especially for
younger children who don’t understand. What happens if my child takes their mask off or drops
it? What happens if a child is sick does the entire class have to stay home? How are kids
going to be able to focus with masks on all day? How are teachers going to teach wearing a
mask all day? How are kids suppose to eat/ play outside wearing a mask? I think Seymour
needs a better plan.

7/17/2020 8:47 PM

425 Find out what works best for the students and personalize it a little bit. 7/17/2020 8:46 PM

426 More connection with teachers, more connection with students, more creative aspects- less
frill and practice

7/17/2020 8:42 PM

427 I think the kids would do alot better with live instruction. My son would have been better
engaged.

7/17/2020 8:40 PM

428 Have everyone do full time school... From home. Instead of being in a classroom just have the
teacher host from their residence as if it was a remote school environment

7/17/2020 8:38 PM

429 More contact with the teacher and classmates. Small group lessons, individual meetings, and
whole group lessons (live or prerecorded).

7/17/2020 8:30 PM

430 I would like to see a more interactive school day. Zoom classroom with each of his teachers at
least once week. Also what is the point of taking a class like CAD if they will only be writing
papers. How do you learn a foreign language without speaking it?

7/17/2020 8:30 PM

431 More virtual sessions with teachers and students. 7/17/2020 8:27 PM

432 I think students need to be divided into groups and days. So that not all students are together
on the same video at the same time. I know this is more of a challenge for teachers but kids
need attention.

7/17/2020 8:20 PM

433 There was way too much work assigned it was unrealistic for my family and children. 7/17/2020 8:19 PM

434 Keeping the schedule the same as a regular school day with actual scheduled classes 7/17/2020 8:16 PM

435 None 7/17/2020 8:15 PM

436 We need more live teaching as well as a status. For example the kids use a lot of apps which
are great but it’s unknown to me what level they should be accomplishing at what rate, etc

7/17/2020 8:14 PM

437 replicate school through schedule where possible and video lessons (recorded) where not 7/17/2020 8:14 PM

438 Keep it as minimal as possible. Kids need structure and routine. Home life has too many
distractions

7/17/2020 8:12 PM

439 Have classes live streamed as class is going on in school building so at home students have
to attend class to get assignments and Not just posting the work that is to be done

7/17/2020 8:09 PM

440 More small group instruction. 7/17/2020 8:07 PM
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441 A few more classroom type situations that were live, even for shorter periods 7/17/2020 8:05 PM

442 Make it more like a real classroom experience. Live lessons just as students would get in
school.

7/17/2020 8:04 PM

443 To have all the assignments in one place. Each subject had a different website or application
to log onto. Having twins in separate classes using different logins for each application
became quite cumbersome. And it would have been easier if the assignment could be
completed and submitted online. I was taking pictures and scanning papers to their teachers at
10pm most nights.

7/17/2020 8:03 PM

444 None 7/17/2020 8:02 PM

445 More live teaching that adheres to the children’s daily classroom schedule, more updates on
student engagement, effort, quality of work, and an improved virtual classroom/school
community.

7/17/2020 8:01 PM

446 As much interaction as possible. Less reliance on programs like xtra math and lexia. 7/17/2020 8:00 PM

447 I would say to at least let the kids not wear masks and sign a contract that parents are
responsible if kids get sick. Those who dont agree, do home schooling. Putting masks for kids
and all day long is bery unsafe and unhealthy as they don’t know the proper way to use and
that means the school would have to provide new masks to a child each time they touch it. I
would ask that you think about the well being of the kids and let them breathe normal. That is
the main part that scares me when thinking if my child to go back to school. Having their face
covered and being sufficated all day is not a good option!

7/17/2020 8:00 PM

448 PLEASE encourage staff to do live lessons!!!! I have 3 children in the school system. ONE
teacher consistently did live math lessons the same time every day and it worked perfectly! It
was literally the only assignment each day that I didn't have to work on with the 3 of them.
When the teachers teach, the students learn. They need guidance, not an independent
assignment! Why can't the teachers have a schedule that they follow to get online with these
kids and teach lessons as if they were in front of the class? If they have smaller children at
home, they can prerecord some of them. The interaction between the teacher and kids....with
no masks on...over the computer is more social than sitting isolated in school not being able to
see anyone's smile. And in addition, everyone stays safe!

7/17/2020 7:58 PM

449 Please find a method to have students in person. 7/17/2020 7:54 PM

450 More communication between teachers and parents 7/17/2020 7:52 PM

451 The distance learning program was great for us. My son did not get his services that I
advocated for, however, the program allowed him to learn. Parents still have to work. Keeping
the schedule to when the parents have time is best. I was able to have my child learn and
participate in the summer reading program and work full time. It was challenging and will be
challenging, but I would rather participate in distance learning the way that it was in the spring
than send my child to school in the fall. My child cannot wear his mask all day and has trouble
with handwashing, etc. He has to be washed consistently at home and I do not believe the
schools will be able to provide the structure that he needs. It is not worth the risk to my child
or our family.

7/17/2020 7:51 PM

452 That all teachers understand and have patuence 7/17/2020 7:51 PM

453 Teachers recording lessons for children to watch. 7/17/2020 7:50 PM

454 If students do not return to school. There must be a live classroom schedule where they have
a normal day of classes. Changing from class to class via computer but are at home. Ex zoom
meetings for 3very class

7/17/2020 7:49 PM

455 I think you’re doing the best you can. Keep reflecting on what students need under the
circumstances and you’ll be fine

7/17/2020 7:48 PM

456 Please have all of the teachers do live lessons daily with the students. This was a game
changer for my son!

7/17/2020 7:44 PM

457 Having workbooks/ textbooks at home and math manipulatives 7/17/2020 7:43 PM

458 Prerecorded lessons and tutoring hours or workshops catering to specific concepts (recorded
as well) would be extremely helpful. I have taken several online college course and these tools

7/17/2020 7:41 PM
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were invaluable.

459 More one on one time with the student and teacher. I had some issues with programs or
questions about material and found it difficult to get in touch with the teacher sometimes to get
my questions answered

7/17/2020 7:40 PM

460 I don't have none. 7/17/2020 7:39 PM

461 . 7/17/2020 7:38 PM

462 More live classes where the teacher is directly interacting with students. 7/17/2020 7:36 PM

463 Not sure. The distance learning I believe went well considering the circumstances and how
quickly the teaching community was able to implement this and put a curriculum together with
a daily syllabus. Great job everyone. I commend you.

7/17/2020 7:35 PM

464 Live class every day 7/17/2020 7:35 PM

465 Have the teachers do either live or recorded lessons and have a daily/weekly zoom meet to
connect with the children.

7/17/2020 7:31 PM

466 Better communication 7/17/2020 7:30 PM

467 Having the child teacher call or facetime 3 times a week to check in with students 7/17/2020 7:27 PM

468 More interaction with teachers. Live streaming lessons. 7/17/2020 7:26 PM

469 A better-planned distance learning curriculum. 7/17/2020 7:25 PM

470 Definitely live learning and more "traditional" learning and fewer websites/busy work. More
small group live teaching. The most important thing is going to be COMMUNICATION. Create
committees of parents (both parents of in-person, hybrid, and distance students) and teachers
that meet regularly either in person or virtually and report to the BOE directly to continuously
work on improving the experience. Have regular contact with ALL families through a district
wide weekly/bi-weekly survey that will allow them to feedback and express concerns so things
can be dealt with swiftly.

7/17/2020 7:23 PM

471 More parent-teacher communication 7/17/2020 7:23 PM

472 Make the class work more standard across the grade level. And the amount of interaction with
the teachers more standard too.

7/17/2020 7:22 PM

473 more live teaching 7/17/2020 7:22 PM

474 Teachers giving honest feedback and truest telling the kids where they are not doing the work
correctly. Give more work directly from the teacher with training around it.

7/17/2020 7:20 PM

475 Less work 7/17/2020 7:18 PM

476 Live lessons where teachers can answer questions at that moment (just like in the classroom).
For those students who cannot attend, they can be recorded for later viewing. Often my child
would be watching a you tube video on how to do something and had a question that didn’t get
answered in enough time to complete the assignment by the due date.

7/17/2020 7:17 PM

477 Learning during school hours exclusively, no homework. 7/17/2020 7:16 PM

478 More frequent zoom calls for lessons. 7/17/2020 7:13 PM

479 More prerecorded session, small group live lessons with teacher, amd more live teacher
interaction

7/17/2020 7:12 PM

480 Start from the beginning of the year and offer some training for your teachers prior to the start
of the year to help those not as familiar

7/17/2020 7:11 PM

481 More one on one meetings teacher/student Help with specialsand curbing the frustration of my
child.

7/17/2020 7:09 PM

482 I think more paper assignments where children would learn the way they do in school. Not
everything should be done through games on the computer.

7/17/2020 7:06 PM

483 Live classrooms 7/17/2020 7:06 PM
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484 Teachers actually all participating equally and the principal holding them accountable having
weekly email or call or zoom summaries of child’s performance And the principal not just
assistant principal holding students accountable who are not doing the work and rewarding the
ones who are

7/17/2020 7:05 PM

485 Try to maintain class schedule. They should be online (zoom) with class and teacher during
each class.

7/17/2020 7:05 PM

486 Lot more interaction with the teachers and giving kids more homework individually and in
groups so the kids can interact together and showcase their work.

7/17/2020 7:03 PM

487 Just follow how online colleges do things. I mean we're mostly preparing them for college
anyways. Overall I was satisfied with online learning. Just be careful that some of the bigger
projects don't become projects that require a lot of parental intervention since most of us have
to go back to work too. Maybe if a teacher has a big project, those would work best with live
sessions or live small group sessions to help complete.

7/17/2020 7:02 PM

488 More small group virtual learning sessions. 7/17/2020 7:01 PM

489 Organized structured layout of lessons and assignments by the week per subject/teacher.
Parent access to Google classroom so I can track his work.

7/17/2020 6:58 PM

490 More prerecorded lessons so people can complete when it works for them. Maybe give a week
worth of assignments Monday to be completed by Sunday instead of daily for those parents
that work.

7/17/2020 6:57 PM

491 For teachers to monitor how much work they are giving the students. 7/17/2020 6:55 PM

492 More video/virtual classroom activity. I work from home often now. Our team meetings and
video phone calls make it far less isolated and far easier to stay engaged

7/17/2020 6:50 PM

493 More time spent on zoom with teachers 7/17/2020 6:47 PM

494 Live or recorded lessons that the teacher does 7/17/2020 6:44 PM

495 Preformed lessons would of been great 7/17/2020 6:42 PM

496 Teachers should be with kids on video EVERY DAY for few hours , like in a classroom.... 7/17/2020 6:41 PM

497 Scheduled live lessons 7/17/2020 6:40 PM

498 I Think many of my concerns will be addressed when he switches to the google platform (1st
grade did not use it). And much more video conferencing.

7/17/2020 6:38 PM

499 As stated, we did not have any structured instructional time with the teacher directly. I believe
even a half an hour to an hour of instruction time would be helpful to both my child and me.

7/17/2020 6:37 PM

500 N/a 7/17/2020 6:35 PM

501 The teachers need to be more engaged. Every grade should be doing the same lessons the
same day.

7/17/2020 6:35 PM

502 Actual lessons; not just links to work. Teachers actually standing in front of their smart boards
and teaching the lesson for each subject so we know our children are truly learning and not just
going thru links and moving on. And if the lessons were available at least the night prior; so
parents can print out and set up any materials needed for the day.

7/17/2020 6:33 PM

503 A lot of the work was review and got boring quickly. Try to tailor these programs more so that
students are working on their own levels within the curriculum

7/17/2020 6:33 PM

504 Talk to daycares that sanitize and don’t require masks for children for advice 7/17/2020 6:32 PM

505 Taped instruction of lessons 7/17/2020 6:26 PM

506 My child does all the school work for his regular class, but trying to do unified arts work on top
of his regular class work was a bit much. I think it is important to teach the regular classroom
things such as reading, writing, and math. My child has physical activity and does arts and
crafts all the time, he does not necessarily need unified arts classes with distant learning.

7/17/2020 6:26 PM

507 Consistency and very clear expectations for parents 7/17/2020 6:22 PM

508 Weekly progress report for distance learning children 7/17/2020 6:21 PM
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509 Please require more teacher involvement. 7/17/2020 6:14 PM

510 Teachers doing more actual teaching. Live. 7/17/2020 6:14 PM

511 I prefer in school setting that makes my daughter excel 7/17/2020 6:13 PM

512 Make it more interactive; need for live lessons 7/17/2020 6:13 PM

513 More individualized lessons with small groups on zoom 7/17/2020 6:13 PM

514 Everything the have already done worked great. It’s more us as parents not being able to five
our kids the help they will need.

7/17/2020 6:13 PM

515 i don't have one 7/17/2020 6:08 PM

516 teachers mimic in person school day from start to finish via live video feed 7/17/2020 6:08 PM

517 I can suggest because my children just were not able to complete 7/17/2020 6:05 PM

518 I found that all 3 of my daughters (CLS, SMS & SHS) did best with the classes that the
teachers came on and did a live lesson daily.

7/17/2020 6:05 PM

519 more interaction with teacher and classmate 7/17/2020 6:04 PM

520 Distance learning is ineffective and should not be an option. Teachers should not get paid to
send out a syllabus and have the parents teach.

7/17/2020 6:04 PM

521 COMMUNICATION, TRANSPARENCY, PARENT INVOLVEMENT. I am incredibly disappointed
in the lack of parent involvement, feedback requested during the school year and, the excuse
after excuse that occurred last year about why teachers couldn't "teach" live lessons. With the
amazing Technology capabilities we have in 2020 it is inexcusable that this functionality
cannot be leveraged to its full capacity. I'm tired of hearing, "our teachers are new to this,
they've never done this before, we all had to learn something quickly, they did the best they
could" - the world was turned upside down. Every profession had to learn how to do something
new overnight, and had to learn new technology and learn new techniques. Only teachers got a
'pass' that this is hard.... it is hard for all of us. Everyone in the Seymour administration/staff
can all do better, because what was passed off as "distance learning" was a complete joke.
Our tax dollars paid paras to do nothing!! It is also ridiculous that this survey is being
submitted on JULY 17th when you have to submit a plan to the state on JULY 24th. This
survey should have been sent to parents in JUNE to assess the good, the bad, and the ugly
and start planning with as much time as possible. I have ZERO FAITH that the administration
has the capability of thinking critically to prepare a thoughtful and well devised plan for in
person or distance learning for the 20-21 school year in 1-week. DO BETTER and don't tell us,
this is HARD because life is hard for everyone right now, in every profession and we are all
figuring it out. WILSON is incompetent, he has not been transparent, he has not
communicated, and he has not been a leader for his teachers. He has not given guidance to
his administrators to support their teachers to teach live lessons. He is trying to be everyone's
friend but accomplishing nothing. HE IS NOT COMPETENT in his role, his elementary
principals struggle with staff moral and communication and he lets it happen, he doesn't fix the
issues at hand. He was not prepared for an open Fall Reopening Plan discussion on the
agenda at the June or July BOE meetings and it is JULY 17th and he has not asked for any
parent feedback or involvement. Teachers are scared, parents are trying to plan, and they best
we got was a half-ass YES/NO survey a week ago that had bogus data points since there was
absolutely nothing meaningful that could have been derived from it. BOE do your job and force
WILSON to be a leader, because he is not asking his administrator or his teachers to do
anything they are uncomfortable with when it comes to distance learning. He is not thinking
creatively when it comes to getting our students the social and emotional support they so need
in addition to their academic learning environment. He is not being proactive, he is being
reactive, and he is clearly not prepared to lead boldly for the turbulent school year that is
ahead of us.

7/17/2020 6:03 PM

522 More parent teacher communication 7/17/2020 6:02 PM

523 unified arts lessons need more time and effort, the lessons during last year were lazy at best.
For example, art was a series of printout sheets you completed week to week. Computer class
was a rotation between 2 programs which, on occasion, would not work. We could have, for
example, spent an art lesson learning about Picasso or another famous artist this would have
had a lasting impact over drawing different lines on a paper. Also, we could have practiced

7/17/2020 6:02 PM
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typing by having some sort of timed word completion competition within the classes. Math was
also constructed poorly. We used 2 programs repeatedly with no variation in teaching nor
substance. Most of the math lessons I taught my child were outside of the scarce lessons
provided. Using work books or other forms of equation construction (rulers, blocks, etc...)
would have been better. Thankfully, as the year went on our childs teacher added some of this
material. Overall, I would say the distance learning we have done was rushed and poorly
managed. Hopefully lessons were learned from this experience and a more robust effort will be
undertaken.

524 Give parents advanced notice of the days assignments. This would help parents of younger
students print out any needed assignments or gather any materials needed for the day. This
would be very helpful to the parents that work from home. It can be disruptive when we need to
take a break from working to print out assignments or gather scissors/glue/stapler etc.

7/17/2020 6:00 PM

525 More live instruction 7/17/2020 6:00 PM

526 There is nothing . It was terrible 7/17/2020 5:59 PM

527 I was very satisfied with my daughters teacher and the effort she put forth for distance-
learning. I truly believe it is what the parents make of it and with my husband and I both being
teachers we value education we know where the teachers are coming from and we made the
best of the situation.

7/17/2020 5:58 PM

528 We were very happy and impressed with mrs Collins and the rest of the special-needs team
and how quickly they put a program together for our son and checked in on him and asked to
see if we needed help with anything and how he was doing!

7/17/2020 5:57 PM

529 more live classes 7/17/2020 5:57 PM

530 Instructions need to be live streamed. 7/17/2020 5:54 PM

531 I loved the whole idea 7/17/2020 5:54 PM

532 Distance learning was great for my child, so I don not at this time have any concerns or
suggestions to improve anything.

7/17/2020 5:53 PM

533 MicroSoft teams video and classroom recordings 7/17/2020 5:53 PM

534 Regular, individual sync meetings between teachers and students. There is a huge
communication gap that puts both teachers and students at a disadvantage.

7/17/2020 5:52 PM

535 n/a 7/17/2020 5:49 PM

536 More face to face (virtually) learning 7/17/2020 5:47 PM

537 Needs to be more individualized like an actual classroom. My child got no attention because
she is smart.

7/17/2020 5:47 PM

538 I think if you do continue with the distance learning all of the teachers should send out a
weekly email to the parents to keep them updated. Mr. Pags did an amazing job last year

7/17/2020 5:46 PM

539 Not sure 7/17/2020 5:46 PM

540 Better planning 7/17/2020 5:46 PM

541 Just to wash hands and keep their distance 7/17/2020 5:45 PM

542 I think it went very well and really wouldn't change very much other than having a few
additional class meetings each week just to remind them that they are still in school even
though they are not physically there.

7/17/2020 5:44 PM

543 Teletherapy services, following the IEP. What has occured is illegal and does not follow the
IDEA and FAPE Seriously disheartened at how the special education department dismissed
provision of services from March on. Even when presented with my concerns, I was asked to
be patient while a plan was put into motion. No plan was every put into motion and when I
further inquired about this, I was told to file a complaint with the state. Very upset at the lack of
regard for my child's success during this time.

7/17/2020 5:43 PM

544 Communication and safety is key! 7/17/2020 5:42 PM

545 N/A 7/17/2020 5:41 PM
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546 Everything seemed fine the way it was 7/17/2020 5:41 PM

547 I don’t know 7/17/2020 5:41 PM

548 More one on one lessons with teachers and students. 7/17/2020 5:40 PM

549 One on one time with his teacher and more feedback so he knows he is doing a good job. 7/17/2020 5:40 PM

550 None 7/17/2020 5:40 PM

551 Videos 7/17/2020 5:38 PM

552 More interaction and accountability 7/17/2020 5:37 PM

553 Having a more detailed schedule and something where they could be notified if something isn’t
turned in on time. More communication.

7/17/2020 5:35 PM

554 Realize parents have to work to while doing this! Also still offer the stbi reading help to the kids
that were recieving it while in school

7/17/2020 5:35 PM

555 a schedule to guide smaller kids, so they have a routine and complete their work 7/17/2020 5:34 PM

556 I would ensure at least weekly google meets, if not daily where the teacher engages with the
class live, real-time.

7/17/2020 5:32 PM

557 A combo of synchronization and asynchronous learning... thank you Seymour for all that you
have done during distance learning. You have done an amazing wonderful outstanding job! I
truly believe you have the students best interest at heart!

7/17/2020 5:32 PM

558 Live, on-camera sessions should be part of the DAILY routine. I don't care about your concerns
about teacher's home environments, their level of comfort with technology, or any of your other
excuses. The rest of the world figured it out in 15 minutes - get with the program. I set an
entire 50 person company up to work remotely in 48 hours...Get Dr. Wilson to stop writing
emails praising his staff so often and instead focus on DOING HIS JOB.

7/17/2020 5:31 PM

559 Get a better curriculum and stick to it. As a taxpayer, 57% of my property taxes go to the
school district whose budget takes up the overwhelming majority of the town's. This district
can do MUCH BETTER that what we've been seeing, and that includes learning in school as
well as via distance learning.

7/17/2020 5:29 PM

560 All teachers should have Remind accounts, so comunication could be quick and easy. I was
able to communicate with some teachers more than others.

7/17/2020 5:28 PM

561 Have live classes for students. This way they can interact with the teacher and if they need
clarification the teacher will be able to answer right then and there instead of waiting for an
email or response through google classroom.

7/17/2020 5:27 PM

562 More zoom live classe 7/17/2020 5:26 PM

563 none 7/17/2020 5:25 PM

564 Have live classes so there is more of a stricter schedule. 7/17/2020 5:24 PM

565 If teachers would simply present and record the regular lesson as if they are in school and give
suggestions for modifications at home.

7/17/2020 5:22 PM

566 Make the teachers go live like a school day 7/17/2020 5:17 PM

567 Google meets mandatory for teachers. Follow same schedule as if In school Many teachers
did not even communicate in google meets. My child was lost without this communication

7/17/2020 5:15 PM

568 I think it should mirror as much of the classroom is positive. I also feel like it’s doing more
damage than good with keeping kids home. They are not being mentally stimulated.

7/17/2020 5:14 PM

569 Less time restrictions 7/17/2020 5:12 PM

570 I know many families may not be able to do it, but I think kids need a structured routine, and
the school should have a set schedule for MEETs, etc.

7/17/2020 5:07 PM

571 More live teacher interaction 7/17/2020 5:06 PM

572 I think if teachers post work one thing at a time and check to make sure all students 7/17/2020 5:06 PM
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completed it before posting the next assignment would be really beneficial to my kids. They
are overwhelmed when all the work is posted at once and miss things or my oldest tries to fly
through it all as quick as possible and isn’t really retaining or learning anything that way. I think
assignments should be posted one a time and completed and checked for completion not
necessarily graded right away but check to make sure they did it before giving the next
assignment.

573 Teachers should be more accountable. More responsive to children and parents. They need to
interact with the child on the same level that they would if the child were in the classroom with
them. I shouldn’t have to do the job of the teacher.

7/17/2020 5:05 PM

574 More live class time and support 7/17/2020 5:04 PM

575 Maybe more one on one - not every day, I know it’s hard but maybe once a week at least 7/17/2020 5:03 PM

576 Keep the hours for work to be submitted at 11:59pm for those who unlike myself has to work
that wy parents have plenty of time to go to work and double check the younger kids
assignments b4 submitting .. that should be help alot .. I know we use that on rare occasions
and it was very helpful..

7/17/2020 5:01 PM

577 Unsure 7/17/2020 4:59 PM

578 There needs to be live classroom teaching as if everyone were at school. Same schedule. My
children did tops 1-2 hours of school a day during distance learning. Teachers need to make
arrangements for their own children while they do their jobs. I understand we are in a pandemic
but every profession had to deal with this (ie heathcare professionals, postal workers, grocery
store employees etc).

7/17/2020 4:59 PM

579 More live classroom time. 7/17/2020 4:58 PM

580 Maintain schedules and structure across all teachers classes and students Kids are still
battling with learning time management it’s a difficult skill to learn even adults have trouble
with this, the more structure and schedule the better put out the expectations for assignments
at the beginning of the day or of the entire week and be Consistent!

7/17/2020 4:56 PM

581 more schedule and assignments 7/17/2020 4:54 PM

582 Planned interaction between classmates. Assigned online groups 7/17/2020 4:52 PM

583 Figure out how to get the kids off the devices so much. 7/17/2020 4:48 PM

584 We would have liked a tudor for our child 7/17/2020 4:45 PM

585 Small group work with reading and math a few times a week. 7/17/2020 4:44 PM

586 Nothing 7/17/2020 4:44 PM

587 Weekly assignments instead of daily assignments. Granted we had the list for the week and
worked on them daily. Doing them out of order for the day was also helpful as some mornings
she didn't want to dive into reading, she would start with math or something else depending on
her mood. That flexibilty was great.

7/17/2020 4:43 PM

588 Don’t do it. 7/17/2020 4:43 PM

589 Have teachers actually engage in teaching instead of just sending assignments 7/17/2020 4:37 PM

590 I really would like longer mandatory class time and homework . I feel my child was done to
quickly everyday he was finished by noon with all of his work

7/17/2020 4:35 PM

591 For the teachers to be more active in reminding students of deadlines for assignments. 7/17/2020 4:34 PM

592 Talk with other teachers to see what worked and what didn’t. Again, contact Jara Ciocca as
she did a phenomenal job at distance learning.

7/17/2020 4:31 PM

593 Live teaching 7/17/2020 4:30 PM

594 Live streaming classes at their scheduled times to make it seem like a normal day. Don’t just
assign work, live interaction in needed and required

7/17/2020 4:29 PM

595 socializing with other students virtually 7/17/2020 4:28 PM

596 KIDS DON'T LEARN WITH DISTANCE LEARNING 7/17/2020 4:28 PM
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597 More group projects 7/17/2020 4:28 PM

598 i honestly dont know its sure a learning experience for all of us 7/17/2020 4:27 PM

599 Increase the amount of daily work. 7/17/2020 4:27 PM

600 Do more recorded lessons 7/17/2020 4:26 PM

601 The only suggestion I have that would help improve it is to not do it. Please don’t do this
again. Globally, this virus has an over 99% survival rate, and children are the least
susceptible. Connecticut is progressing very nicely, and I’m sure other states will follow.
Please PLEASE send them all back, full time.

7/17/2020 4:21 PM

602 Those with IEP’s in place should be separated because it was confusing to find his modified
assignments and how to submit them without getting an incomplete grade.

7/17/2020 4:20 PM

603 Have realistic expectations of the children considering the circumstances. 7/17/2020 4:19 PM

604 We had a great experience overall. 7/17/2020 4:19 PM

605 More structure for the students. 7/17/2020 4:18 PM

606 Can’t think of anyone right. I was very pleased with how the schools and teachers handled it! 7/17/2020 4:18 PM

607 Flexibility among students & teachers. 7/17/2020 4:18 PM

608 All students as well as teachers should have to be held accountable to a certain criteria.
Google meets should be mandatory for teachers to teach and for students to attend. Students
have to be able to be able to have discussions about what they’re learning every single day
otherwise they’re just doing busywork.

7/17/2020 4:17 PM

609 Nothing really I think considering the situation this was new for Seymour and you we all did the
best we could. When doing something new this is how we learn what not to do and what to do.

7/17/2020 4:17 PM

610 not sure 7/17/2020 4:15 PM

611 not a suggestion just KUDOS to mrs. Daly and Mrs. Scribano at CLS for doing an outstanding
job with distance learning. My girls had an amazing experience!

7/17/2020 4:14 PM

612 Streamlined google classrooms. Shorter assignments. 7/17/2020 4:13 PM

613 I would prefer in class instruction 7/17/2020 4:13 PM

614 I would set up one on one interaction with a student and teacher for any questions or concerns
from a parent.

7/17/2020 4:12 PM

615 Live classes! And time for questions 7/17/2020 4:12 PM

616 Grade or comment from teacher on every assignment! 7/17/2020 4:11 PM

617 Every teacher should have a live classroom lesson daily to help the students. If they dont,
their day shouldnt end at 2. I cannot get home and help with a lesson i have no clue about
because i was never taught it.

7/17/2020 4:11 PM

618 All teachers required to schedule a google meet once a day to explain and go over
assignments in the morning. Also we had a teacher assign a one hour time black in ten minute
increments for students schedule a one on one meeting if needing extra help with a subject or
assignments at the end of the school day

7/17/2020 4:09 PM

619 ALL teachers MUST provide LIVE instruction from home. 7/17/2020 4:09 PM

620 None. 7/17/2020 4:09 PM

621 Setting clear expectations 7/17/2020 4:08 PM

622 Live interactive instructional classes 7/17/2020 4:08 PM

623 I feel that teachers should be live teaching their classes to hold the children accountable and
help everyone feel as part of the school community.

7/17/2020 4:08 PM

624 Do not include digital classes ... they were too complicated to learn through the distant learning
situation

7/17/2020 4:08 PM
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625 If their are children who cannot wear masks (asthma, special needs etc) will they be able to
have some protection like a face shield atleast??

7/17/2020 4:07 PM

626 Consistant check ins made mandatory. 7/17/2020 4:05 PM

627 I think everything was handled as best as can be under the circumstances. 7/17/2020 4:03 PM

628 All educational materials be compatible w/all devices. 7/17/2020 4:01 PM

629 Unsure 7/17/2020 4:01 PM

630 Please please teach!! The older kids did not receive live teaching or much of any guidance.
My 7th grader was done within an hour most days! That is not enough work. Both of my older
children said they did not learn a thing. On the flip side my 3rd grader had Mrs. Deangelis and
she was absolutely amazing! My daughter thrived and learned a ton and had about 4 to 5 hours
of work.a day. I wish i could send all three of mine but i do not think it will be a positive
learning environment unless the mask restriction is lifted.

7/17/2020 4:01 PM

631 MAKE YOUR TEACHERS DO THEIR JOB! They must hold live interactive classes and follow
the school day schedule. Absolutely no excuses in this day and age with technology that I
should have to point this out on surveymonkey.com

7/17/2020 4:00 PM

632 Focus on core subjects 7/17/2020 4:00 PM

633 Maybe a more set schedule, less work so there is more focus and time spent on core
assignments...

7/17/2020 3:59 PM

634 I feel like changing it up a bit would be good . The teachers did a amazing job with everything
but every once in a while to try a new web cite or new program to break up the same routine
would be better for kids and students

7/17/2020 3:57 PM

635 More scheduled "live" classes 7/17/2020 3:53 PM

636 Schedule each assignment so kids have to complete an assignment by a certain time,
followed by video instruction from the teacher between each lesson and live stream classroom
meetings before the start of each day as well as at the end of each day. Teacher video
instruction can be recorded for kids unable to complete work at the scheduled time because of
their parents work schedule. I think that would create more of the necessary classroom
structure needed to nurture students academically and socially.

7/17/2020 3:52 PM

637 That teachers spend more time with students and that school lessons are utilized with online
editable forms or pdf books

7/17/2020 3:51 PM

638 Need to figure out a better way to handle workload and instruction for children with IEPs. He
got EXTRA work from his sped teacher and no modified work (I’m an educator so I could
accommodate and modify but some parents cannot).

7/17/2020 3:51 PM

639 Try to add some structure to the learning, add more on-line teaching. 7/17/2020 3:50 PM

640 Wear masks and keep the distance of six feet away 7/17/2020 3:50 PM

641 Teachers actually teach!! 7/17/2020 3:50 PM

642 All teachers for all ages need to be doing live meetings with students 7/17/2020 3:49 PM

643 More structure to the day, live lessons from every teacher every day, one single place to see
assignments and their due dates.

7/17/2020 3:47 PM

644 communication between teachers and parents 7/17/2020 3:46 PM

645 Having all teachers and staff be more understanding to kids who can’t finish all there work on
time and know how stressful it is more for students to ask for help when they need it. To
always acknowledge they doing there best. Make them feel like they could ask them for help.

7/17/2020 3:45 PM

646 More frequent communications w/ teachers, virtual parent/teacher conferences, pre recorded
lesson plans.

7/17/2020 3:45 PM

647 Distance learning needs to be live not just a daily list of to do like tasks and online websites
teaching.

7/17/2020 3:45 PM

648 Need more structure and consistency among teachers and schedules and allow for more
teacher live instruction to allow kids to ask questions and have follow up study hall hour to

7/17/2020 3:42 PM
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meet with teachers for help.

649 All work to be done while on computer and not have to copy , print or scan 7/17/2020 3:42 PM

650 Have teachers do the actual teaching online, either theY teacher from home classroom. Let's
the kids have structure even though it's distance learning - kids should wake the same time
and start school online just like they were in class.

7/17/2020 3:41 PM

651 Amount of work tailored to the student, my daughter doesn't work as quickly as another
student might so some of her classmates spent two or three hours a day (according to their
parents) doing the work and it took my daughter 4 or 5 hours to complete it. Many days she
spent more than 6 hours working. It was way too much and she cried often.

7/17/2020 3:41 PM

652 Not sure 7/17/2020 3:41 PM

653 Live chats, videos and teaching 7/17/2020 3:40 PM

654 A plan set out for the day/week. 7/17/2020 3:39 PM

655 A group link where maybe parents who are concerned about having to work so their children
have to go to school can link with one another and perhaps find a pair where 2 family's can link
with one another and help eachother with those issues. Better for two families children to only
be around eachother as a unit than exposing all the children to one another. Ie if i work from
home 3 days a week and another mom works full time I can help by having those kids learn at
my home for those 3 days but only those kids not different ones so they have 3 days they
don't have to worry about the issue? Idk but there are ways we can all come together and
figure it out.

7/17/2020 3:38 PM

656 More instruction 7/17/2020 3:37 PM

657 Small group teaching instead of whole class. Too crazy! 7/17/2020 3:37 PM

658 More interaction with The Teachers 7/17/2020 3:37 PM

659 More interaction, dynamic, creative teaching, required attendance. 7/17/2020 3:36 PM

660 Teachers need to be given suggestions for how much time their subject areas should take,
especially unified arts, one of the teachers gave way too many videos to watch and written
work.

7/17/2020 3:35 PM

661 More time with the teacher live for the younger kids 7/17/2020 3:35 PM

662 More direct instruction from teachers. Weekly updates from teachers about progress.
Possibility of a hybrid school week.

7/17/2020 3:34 PM

663 more one on one with support staff 7/17/2020 3:33 PM

664 Mandatory classes to follow as if they are in school, live interaction and instruction as if they
are in school.

7/17/2020 3:31 PM

665 If assignments are due at certain times, just keep one uniform time, 7:30 am or 2 pm for
example. It’s helpful to keep them on a school schedule. Having work due at 8pm for one
class, 2 pm for another, 4 pm.. can be a lot to navigate.

7/17/2020 3:30 PM

666 Live meetings for all classes with attendance taken, everyone needs to be accountable -even
teachers

7/17/2020 3:29 PM

667 Keep it distance learning, keep it a full school day and follow the schedule. If it’s an “A” day
then the student and teachers meet as if they were in school but on line. I don’t know why that
isn’t the way school is going to work or should have worked.

7/17/2020 3:29 PM

668 I would like to see more instruction from the teacher via video. 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

669 Live teaching from where ever the teacher is located. 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

670 More interactive lessons as they would have in class. 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

671 None 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

672 More clarification on how grades are computed 7/17/2020 3:29 PM

673 Live streaming 7/17/2020 3:29 PM
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674 more one on one time for special ed students 7/17/2020 3:28 PM

675 Making teacher’s teach & keeping assignments reasonable. 7/17/2020 3:28 PM

676 Videotaped lectures followed up with live Zoom sessions where teachers can reiterate
videotaped material and interact with students to make sure the lesson is effective

7/17/2020 3:26 PM

677 Give explicit directives to teachers to engage in daily zoom/google meets to be sure teaching
is occurring. The teachers tended to assign but did not teach. My son felt disconnected to
school and felt his teachers did not care about his education ultimately.

7/17/2020 3:26 PM

678 Having the teachers gives updates and check in with the parents weekly! 7/17/2020 3:25 PM

679 Video call if needed 7/17/2020 3:25 PM

680 Equip students and teachers with the skills required to distance learn. This is not going away.
Adjust the curriculum given the huge achievement gap that will exist.

7/17/2020 3:25 PM

681 don't do distance learning. It's ridiculous and there is no way to do it so that it is beneficial 7/17/2020 3:24 PM

682 All teachers should respond timely and respectful to students reaching out to them regarding
school assignments

7/17/2020 3:24 PM

683 Communicating with the 7th grade teachers. 7/17/2020 3:24 PM

684 More interaction with teachers and other students 7/17/2020 3:24 PM

685 live class rooms 7/17/2020 3:23 PM

686 All classes should be done live on video like a normal school day. Or at least half day
schedule

7/17/2020 3:23 PM

687 Live video chats with teachers, teaching core subjects like Math. 7/17/2020 3:21 PM

688 More engaging teachers, less busy work 7/17/2020 3:20 PM

689 Teachers need to have live lessons that teach new concepts daily. They also need to make
sure that they do not cancel their class google meets on a regular or semi-regular basis. There
needs to be the same level of dedication from the teachers during distance learning as there is
when teaching in school, with challenging lessons with rigor.

7/17/2020 3:19 PM

690 Once students are sitting to allow them to pull their masks down to breath normally. 7/17/2020 3:19 PM

691 Nothing 7/17/2020 3:19 PM

692 Have teachers be live so students can feel like they are more accountable and interactive with
school

7/17/2020 3:18 PM

693 I would suggest that teachers conduct live lessons like as if they were in school. New lessons
should be introduced and not just review. There needs to be the same requirement for all
teachers regardless of grade level.

7/17/2020 3:18 PM

694 Required video time for all teachers 7/17/2020 3:18 PM

695 There should not be homework assignments on top of distance learning assignments. The kids
are stressed enough and adding homework to this already awkward situation will make it more
stressful for everyone.

7/17/2020 3:17 PM

696 There needs to be consistent expectations between the teachers within each grade. My son
had little to no live lessons and mostly worked on the same apps day after day which he found
boring and redundant. There needs to be a compromise between live lessons with new material
and apps that reinforce it. Things like Khan academy are great but I cannot stop working mid-
day to take a half hour to explain new material to him.

7/17/2020 3:17 PM

697 More live class sessions and available help sessions 7/17/2020 3:17 PM

698 Overall, I am very disappointed with the central office administration and the administration at
Seymour Middle School. (Both in distance learning and before distance learning). I feel that the
teachers in Seymour are excellent. The administration needs to be more receptive to parent
concerns, and have better communication and transparency with the community.

7/17/2020 3:17 PM

699 Prerecorded lessons or live streaming 7/17/2020 3:16 PM
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700 Honestly I am not qualified to give that answer. I know everyone is doing the best they can.
The situation is just not ideal

7/17/2020 3:15 PM

701 Bring more structure into it. 7/17/2020 3:14 PM

702 Less work 7/17/2020 3:14 PM

703 Be more interactive less independent 7/17/2020 3:14 PM

704 Require teachers to meet face to face online daily. No exceptions. They need instruction, not
just assignments given. They need to know that they can reach out for help, and they're part of
a class.

7/17/2020 3:13 PM

705 Use 1 platform for distance learning. For teachers all the different platforms/programs may be
a second nature, but for parents that have never used it, is extremely challenging.

7/17/2020 3:13 PM

706 More communication directly to parents. Such as progress reports. 7/17/2020 3:13 PM

707 I would love to see more direct teaching from the teachers as opposed to having to teach the
material myself. Whether in the form of videos or live streaming.

7/17/2020 3:13 PM

708 One suggestion would be that the district ensure that the teachers treat the school day as they
would if they were physically in the building, by providing real live instruction, communicating
individually with students and parents, providing real feedback on work submitted and making
themselves available for questions and concerns

7/17/2020 3:12 PM

709 Live learning through normal daily school schedule. 7/17/2020 3:10 PM

710 Keeping it live with the schedule of a normal class day, excluding music/gym 7/17/2020 3:10 PM

711 Streamlining it and making sure they LEARN 7/17/2020 3:08 PM

712 I Would say to keep in mind that some parents do work full time so to give a suffice amount of
time for the children to get assignments done so if they need assistance we can help or guide
when we get home.

7/17/2020 3:08 PM

713 Make it more like classroom learning with the teachers available to answer questions as the
lesson is being taught.

7/17/2020 3:06 PM

714 I do t know. 7/17/2020 3:06 PM

715 Having all assignments posted by 8am and possibly posted with due dates by end of the week
rather than 3:00 each day. Some assignments weren’t posted until 1:00. Some live video
lessons weren't scheduled until 2:30 which is after school hours and hard to keep younger
ones quiet by that time of day for older one to be in a class.

7/17/2020 3:03 PM

716 Remaining flexible to the needs of each student. Maybe recording lessons for later viewing if a
student can't attend original time or needs review when completing work.

7/17/2020 3:02 PM

717 I agree with what’s already been set, I trust Seymour school to keep my children safe and I
know they will do all they can to make that happen.

7/17/2020 3:02 PM

718 Good communication Clear instructions 7/17/2020 3:01 PM

719 Zoom classes 7/17/2020 2:57 PM

720 Less schoolwork 7/17/2020 2:57 PM

721 More live classes, less busy work, more communication to parents from teachers, 7/17/2020 2:53 PM

722 More instruction of new materials 7/17/2020 1:46 PM

723 I think it’s important that children get back in the classroom. If they can’t go back 5 days a
week for a full day, then I think it would be important to at least get them in for 1/2 day.

7/17/2020 8:25 AM

724 NA 7/16/2020 3:30 PM

725 More training for the teachers. They did an excellent job and we were very pleased. The
teacher needs to have professional development on distance learning, increase socialization
with their classmates.

7/16/2020 1:45 PM

726 better communication from all levels, class, school and administration More transparency on 7/16/2020 1:24 PM
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planning for upcoming school year.

727 more consistency on when teachers post assignments and due dates. Sometimes, it was hard
to complete work by 2:00 due to sharing devices or technology issues. Work should be due by
midnight or the next morning.

7/16/2020 1:10 PM

728 More live teaching! Possibly some worksheets to give a break from the screen?! 7/16/2020 12:34 PM

729 Consistency across grade levels in the elementary grades- teachers varied in their availability
and work in same grade level, same school. There should be some sort of guideline so each
child has equity, regardless of which teacher he/she has. I also think that middle school
teachers could have interacted with their students more. My 6th grader rarely met with her
teachers. It was pretty much a laundry list of assignments each day with a due date.

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

730 I feel that teachers at the highschool level need to be live and have schedule google meets. I
also feel children need to be held to a schedule and have to log on by a certain time. It should
not be up to them!

7/16/2020 12:23 PM

731 Not applicable 7/16/2020 12:12 PM

732 High school go to 90 minute classes every other day again. 4- day week with Friday as catch
for students and staff being able to contact students and or parents.

7/16/2020 11:53 AM


